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ABSTRACT
Allen, J M. 'The Films of Asrul Sani from 1966 to 1983: A New Art for a 
New Mankind." Ph.D. thesis. University of Sydney, 2000.
Why an Indonesian poet and short story writer like Asrul Sani became a 
film writer and director, and how his work expressed himself and his 
society in changing times, were the first questions stimulating this 
research. He claimed that art could be an "engineer of the soul" in a 
modernising society. Educated in both the Dutch and nationalist Taman 
Siswa sytems, he travelled overseas to study Western drama and film, and 
to perform the haj.
He wrote extensively on cultural issues and became a cultural bureaucrat. 
Though his output is diverse, there are some continuous strands in his 
thinking and methods. His film work invites analysis for its weaving of 
Muslim and Western strands into the Indonesianising of a technological 
art form, and as proof of the sincerity of cultural manifestos he declared at 
times of political strain.
Research by others into Indonesian film has explored the history of 
government policies, narrative style and conventions of genre and 
characterisation. Examining four films as examples of four different 
genres, in the context of Sani's other work, allows discovery of the 
complex creativity of an exemplar who desired "a new art for a new 
mankind". Choosing a set period permits discovery of the context from 
which films can be interpreted. Some Third World film theories and 
postcolonial literary theory are used to test these discoveries.
Sani's work examines the leadership role of intellectuals, artists and 
religious scholars and the place of the masses. It expresses Islamic doctrine 
and convictions and translates them into patterns of moral code and 
legitimisation of the socio-political environment. Sani seeks too to 
encourage dynamism and spiritual rearmament. Sometimes his images 
are complex and his techniques can be read at several levels. His personal 
vision often dims, his commitment to film as poetry and as "a thorny 
conscience" falters, but some sense of hope remains.
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The convention used for documentation throughout is the MLA System, 
as described in the 1998 editon of MLA Style Manual and Guide to 
Scholarly Publishing, published by the Modem Language Association of 
America. This was preferred to the Author-Date System because of the 
prolific nature of Sani's work within particular years and over short 
periods. Punctuation follows Pam Peters' Australian English Style Guide 
published by Cambridge University Press.
Qur'anic references are set out with the sura and ay at (chapter and verse) 
numbers given in Arabic numerals separated by a colon. The English 
translation most often given is that by Arthur J Arberry in The Koran 
Interpreted, but sometimes that by N J Dawood in The Koran with parallel 
Arabic text is preferred, or that by Zakaria in Muhammad and the Quran. 
The name of the translator is given followed by the page number on 
which the translation is found. When the placement of a verse is different 
in the English translation to that in the original, it is so indicated.
Sometimes Indonesian translations of the Qur'an are used, either from Al- 
Qur'an 30 Juz Transliterasi Latin, a parallel Arabic-Indonesian text, or H B 
Jassin's revision of his poetic translation, Bacaan Mulia, also a parallel text. 
These translations helped in deciding which English translation was closer 
at a particular point to the gist of the Qur'an itself.
References to the Hadith collected by Al-Bukhari are set out in two ways. 
First comes the system used by Al-Bukhari himself of book, chapter and 
item, which I have shown with Arabic numerals separated by oblique 
strokes. Then follows the reference to Khan's nine-volume translation 
with the volume and page numbers separated by a colon.
Indonesian spelling generally follows post-1972 reforms, but older spelling 
in titles and some personal names (ch = kh; dj = j; j  = y; kh = k; nj = ny; oe 
= u; sj = sy; tj = c) is kept where appropriate. Reduplicated forms are spelt 
in full.
The following abbreviations are used: Drs for Doctorandus, H for Haji, KH 
for Kyai Haji and NU for Nahdlatul Ulama.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE COMING MAN
Prologue
In the span of forty years from 1952 to 1992 the film work of Drs H Asrul 
Sani has been set firmly in the world of Indonesian cultural politics. 
Though frequently and briefly referred to by Indonesian and a few 
Western critics and analysts of film, his efforts in seeking to create a new 
art for a new mankind through film have not been the subject of research. 
As a cultural bureaucrat and filmmaker he had the opportunity in the 
years from 1966 to 1983 to influence film and arts policy, and therefore this 
period has been chosen for detailed study.
His film career spans several turbulent phases of socio-economic and 
political history which have been the subject of considerable research. 
Much scholarly attention has also been paid to modern Indonesian 
literature, from before World War II and the ensuing Indonesian 
revolution or war of independence from 1945 to 1949 up to the present 
day. Whether Dutch, Japanese or Indonesian, regimes in power have 
encouraged the arts, including film, but have also imposed controls over 
the media, again including film. Variations in the practice of this dual 
approach have occurred during the forty years but the policy itself has been 
persistently pursued. Sani has protested against the effect of censorship, 
sometimes strongly claiming the right of an artist to express a personal 
vision.
Bom in 1927 in West Sumatra, Sani became one of the Dutch and Western 
trained intellectual elite who did so much to develop a sense of 
nationalism in Indonesia. He is also a devout Muslim, so his film work is 
an intriguing mixture of Western knowledge and influence in 
conjunction with nationalism and Islam. Like others, he was an inheritor 
of opinions dating from the cultural debate in the thirties about the kind 
of society, intellectual leadership, education and art, that modern not yet 
independent Indonesians required (Mihardja). Sani himself reiterated a 
phrase from that debate, "a modem art for a modem man" 
("Sumbangan"). The artist was an insinyur jiwa "engineer of the soul".1 In
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decolonising societies social engineering is frequently regarded as a 
necessity. The artist therefore confronts the question of what is modern, 
and what elements of traditional cultures ought to be maintained, else all 
sense of identity will be lost.
Because film is a twentieth century art, Sani and others partly answered 
the question by their decision to work in film. However, he has over time 
used the image of the veneer of Western cosmetics to show that the wives 
of intellectuals are not modern within themselves. The evidence comes in 
different forms: his essay "Surat dari Djakarta" (Aug. 1951), his symposium 
speech "De Indonesische Letterkunde" (1953) and his scenario for Bawalah 
Aku Pergi (1981).2 He has also expressed the matter in another way: "The 
presence of modem tools should not be equated with modern ways of 
thinking" ("Depictions"). It is a warning about complexity.
Admiration for the depth of his religious knowledge has been expressed 
recently (1997) in an article in the leading non-Muslim newspaper Kom pas 
to celebrate the seventieth birthday of this budayawan aristokrat 
"aristocratic cultural leader". Sani was admired for having been both satitri 
"pious observer of Islam" and then ulam a  "religious scholar". He was 
compared favourably with Kyai Haji Wahab Hasbullah, and other great 
ulama of the religious and educational and sometime political 
organisation of indigenised Islam, the Nahdlatul Ulama "Awakening of 
the Religious Scholars" (Abdul Mun'im). Sani for a time represented the 
NU in the Indonesian legislative and consultative assemblies.
His work reflects his beliefs about religion, nationalism, art and culture, 
and the relationship of artist and of citizen to a modernising state moving 
further in time away from its Revolution of 1945 to 1949. A relative by 
marriage, Dr Riris K Toha Sarumpaet, perceives the close connection 
between Sard's career and his life: all his writing has the quality of 
autobiography ("Semua Tulisan"). In March 1999 Sani was awarded the 
state honour of the medal Satyalancana Wirakarya "Faithful and 
Courageous Work" by President B J Habibie for his contribution to culture 
as a scriptwriter and director (Kompas "Misbach").3 His creative work has 
to be set in the context of his career in cultural politics in which he has 
been active for decades.
That is why a film industry document from 1981 needs to be examined at 
this point because it contains material from 1968 which reflects the ideas of
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Sani and others about the place of God, humankind and the role of youth 
in film. These ideas will be found expressed in one way or another 
throughout Sani's films.
A personal vision
When Sani was head of the National Film Council executive and of its 
working committee on guidelines, two official documents were released in 
1980 and 1981 which stipulated and encapsulated industry practice already 
well and truly in operation. These were Pola Dasar Pembinaan dan 
Pengembangan Perfilman Nasional "Guidelines for the Development and 
Proliferation of National Film" and Kode Etik Produksi Film Nasional 
"Code of Ethics for National Film Production". Sani's work complies with 
them.4
Sani was both a public spokesman for Pola Dasar and Kode, and in elite 
media or select circumstances a critic of their application ("Bila Kreativitas 
Ditekan").5 They reflect some of Sani's own interests and concerns in 
regard to culture and film during the period under study and well before.
The middle section of Kode deals with humanism, the new humanism, 
and humanism and God. It ends first by recalling the aims of the Undang- 
Undang 1945, the code of constitutional law establishing the Republic, and 
then expresses the hope that film will be a contributor to the ideals of 
youth, who are expected to develop and renew their nation (99-101). The 
state philosophy of Pancasila is described as formulating the objective 
foundations for establishing new structures for the betterment of the 
people as subjects, not objects. Flumanism is an ideal which appears early 
in Sani's literary work and then in his film work. The jury of the Asian 
Film Festival which in 1970 awarded first prize to Sani's colour film Apa 
Yang Kaucari, Palupi? "What are you looking for, Palupi?" (1969) was 
aware of the relevance of its message to mankind. The film Al Kautsar 
'The Abundance" (1977), based on his script, was awarded the prize for 
Humanism at the Asian Film Festival in Bangkok in 1977 (Hutabarat).6
This middle section of Kode, named Menuju titik tolak yang 
memungkinkan pembangunan dunia dewasa ini 'Towards a starting 
point which makes worldly development possible nowadays", was a 
reprint of a lecture delivered in 1968 to university students.7 That 
audience had been encouraged to become the new mankind, the new
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humanists who would be the dynamic basis of historical change. In 
phrasing and content Metiuju titik tolak is a strong reminder of words and 
ideas Sani has used over the years.8 Much of the Code is concerned with 
devotion to God and awe of Him, and with the morality of the nation. 
Much of Sani's film work is overtly religious and that which is not 
nevertheless concerns the moral issues of concern to Islam at that time.
The master plan behind these two official documents was to bring into 
being an Indonesian film idiom. The plan was meant to apply for a five 
year period, but as it was neither rescinded nor revised it remained in force 
until at least 1997 (Biran, "Asrul" 126), and after. Examining Sani's thought 
in his cultural criticism and in his film work in relation to this master 
plan provides an opportunity to discern Sani's concepts of "new art" and 
"new mankind", and the practical methods he used in his chosen role of 
exemplar. Equally important is ascertaining his inner being, the optimism 
or pessimism, in his work as he became more and more part of the 
ideological apparatus of the state.
He has been described as a "lordless samurai", like some other filmmakers 
who have had to lurch from production company to production company, 
for the Indonesian film industry has not been sufficiently strong to enable 
ongoing producer relationships with an artistic director (Kayam 141). Sani 
has been praised as one of the few Indonesian film directors who has not 
had to compromise his reputation on account of pressure from a producer 
(Priyono 47). Other respected directors had eventually yielded (Said, "Dari 
Dua Pola" 74).
Yet this claim has to be examined. Did Sani come close to being what the 
West would call an auteur (Sklar), that is a director of films, very often of 
his own scripts, which convey a personal vision and personal visual 
style?9 The possibility was denied in general by Goenawan Mohamad, who 
commented in 1974 that the conditions for such a filmmaker did not yet 
exist in Indonesia ("Sebuah Pengantar" 55). The perennial pressures 
directors complained of were commercial, but political pressures also 
operated, increasing in the seventies. Daney's omission in 1981 of Sani's 
name from his short list of Indonesian auteurs ("Impressions"), the 
occasional Asian or Muslim world recognition of Sani's work, and the 
varying praise Sani has received in his own country indicate that his work 
needs further appraisal.
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He has repeatedly discussed the value of art and the necessity for the artist 
to be able to exercise creativity. A search for some way to ascertain aesthetic 
principles for his work is pertinent, for little has been written by 
Indonesians themselves or others about aesthetic values informing their 
films, but with something more about the cultural values informing it. 
Their films also are similar to what has been called Third World film, film 
outside the mainstream culture in North America, Europe and developed 
settler societies, but differing on account of national differences in history, 
culture and religion.
A close examination of four films can elucidate to what extent Sani's 
personal vision can be seen to exist or to have changed during the earlier 
part of New Order political and cultural history. The family drama Apa 
Yang Kaucari, Palupi? "What Are You Looking For, Palupi?" (1969), the 
comedy Ateng Mata Keranjang "Girl-Crazy Ateng" (1975), the historical 
epic Para Perintis Kemerdekaan "The Pioneers of Freedom" (1977), and the 
youth melodrama Bawalah Aku Pergi 'Take Me Along" (1981) have been 
chosen as representative of the popularity of certain genres of film, and as 
indicative of the purpose and quality of the film work of Asrul Sard 
between the years 1966 and 1983, the period in which he exerted major 
influence over arts policies.
Each of these four films marks a stage within the first phase of New Order 
history. The Peoples Consultative Assembly decreed in 1983 that the state 
philosophy of Pancasila "Five Principles" should become the Asas Tunggal 
"Sole Basis", the ideological foundation for all social and political groups 
(Ricklefs, History 306). Sani continued to be involved with film after that 
date right up to 1992.
However, within this first period Sani virtually ceased to direct after 1977, 
the year in which five of his scripts were accepted by censors (Kristanto). 
Two of these became the definitive scenario, the film, under his direction. 
The others, like his later filmwork, were directed by others, all close to 
Sani. Sani became busier in cultural politics after 1977 but did not entirely 
separate himself from direction, for in 1979 he had supervisory duties in 
regard to a film to whose script he had contributed. Furthermore, in 1984 
he was described as writer and director for an uncompleted film which had 
been begun in 1982 and for which at that time another was named as 
director. This film became mired in political and financial difficulties. 
Some ASEAN countries and another Asian country were being
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approached in 1984 to be coproducers to bring the film to completion. 
Sani's influence upon directors of films made from his scripts is raised in 
the chapter examining Bawalah.
The four films have been chosen too because materials exist to show the 
creative, social and political processes by which each finally came to the 
screen. Palupi? was chosen for its quality which brought success at the 
Asian Film Festival of 1970. At eng was selected because it is unlike the 
other three in that Sani conceived its original story and because it is an 
effort at popular comedy by a senior intellectual and approved filmmaker. 
Like Palupi? the films Perintis and Bawalah are adaptations well beyond 
the category of transposition, as Sani creatively moulds the medium of 
narrative film to the messages of religion and state (Whelehan 8). Palupi? 
is an adaptation of a short story, Perintis of a novel and a biography, and 
Bawalah of a foreign film and an Indonesian adaptation of that film. 
Studying adaptations requires understanding the choices and conditions 
under which the adapter worked, the historical context and the 
technological constraints, and the differences in ideological perspectives 
between the source and the new creation (16).10
Understanding these four films and the context in which they were created 
entails understanding the filmmaker and his intentions before and after 
1966. Reading his earlier literary work of poetry and short stories, and 
some of his translations of foreign literature, was a first step. Another step 
was to study scripts written by Sani and, in video format, as much as 
possible of films he wrote or directed from before, during and after the 
period from 1966 to 1983. Some later sinetron "film for television" was 
read and viewed. The prolific body of serious essays and articles by Sani on 
cultural issues and film, and lengthy verbatim reports of interviews with 
him on the same matters, were garnered during the first two aspects of 
research to provide a necessary base for analysing the ideas within the 
films. This has been substantially supported by the film histories, official 
documents and the published opinions of film critics and colleagues in a 
political environment where dissenting voices so often had to be muted. 
The texts of Islam, the Qur'an and Hadith, and scholarly work on 
Indonesian Islam were studied. Indonesian informants and Muslim critics 
gave advice and correction.
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Scholars and critics in the field
In a 1997 review of a book on Indonesian cinema by the prolific Krishna 
Sen, the anthropologist and Thai film buff Annette Hamilton commented 
that the problem for readers of works on lesser known Southeast Asian 
national cinemas is that, since so few readers have viewed these films, it is 
almost impossible for their minds to engage with the argument of the text 
("Do Movies Keep"). Efforts to reduce the problem had recently begun in 
books such as Colonialism and Nationalism in Asian Cinema (ed. 
Dissanayake 1994). Issues and trends in Southeast Asian films are found to 
lesser or greater extent in Indonesian film as examined by Krishna Sen, 
Karl Heider, Barbara Hatley and David Hanan, Indonesian critics and film 
historians like Misbach Yusa Biran, Salim Said and Goenawan Mohamad, 
and in film work and criticism by Asrul Sani.
The list of issues and trends in Colonialism  is comprehensive and 
enlightening: the direct and indirect role of the state in the film industry, 
the belief of some elites in the efficacy of a repressive-modernist control 
over the political and social consciousness of a society not in fact separated 
from socio-economic forces outside national borders, the continued 
interpretation of film narratives through older narrative traditions and 
the rejection on the whole by some national audiences of films applauded 
by local cineasts, the use of film for propaganda, the use of realistic 
characters as exemplars and of women to represent the nation, the poetry 
possible in film so that complex images and layers of meaning can be 
expressed, and the strong presence of spirituality in some national 
cinemas.
Colonialism  warns Westerners to remember that knowing the 
international film language does not grant immediate access to cultural 
nuances (Chariot 119). This warning has been repeated several times by 
others. David Hanan states that applying Western film theories is 
insufficient to explain what is found in an Indonesian film ("Nyi 
Ronggeng" 95-97, 102). Karl Heider seeks input from Indonesian 
filmmakers and critics for his work which springs from anthropological 
and linguistic perspectives (Indonesian Cinema). Paul Willemen makes 
the same point in another way: the distinction between Islamic and 
Buddhist cinemas is in all likelihood a pertinent one, though those terms 
would surely puzzle those who can think of cinema in only European or 
American terms ('Third Cinema: Notes" 17). Krishna Sen presents the
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matter as a question when she asks herself if she is examining culture or 
film ("In Search" 114). The repeated warning has been taken very seriously 
in this research, which is why aural and visual symbols are explored and 
layers of meaning sought, and why repetition and adaptation of certain 
features and ideas across a body of work are analysed.
Not much attention has yet been paid to the reception of films by 
Indonesian audiences. Victor Caldarola finds interpretation through older 
narrative structures in the Outer Islands of Indonesia ("Reception"). 
Heider raises the question (Indonesian Cinema 88) and Sen notes that the 
interpretation intended by the censor is not necessarily the one made by 
film audiences ("Films" 373) nor even by a film jury ("Conflicts" 13-19). 
Moran encourages the consumptive rather than the productive 
perspective in analysis of any national film industry by pointing out 
differences among historically different subcultures of the audience 
appropriating cinema ('Terms for a Reader" 9). Lack of a considerable body 
of knowledge on the subject of reception and meaning spurred collecting 
sets of reviews of individual films and of films made by other 
Indonesians, film festival judgements and commentaries and box office 
figures as tools by which some assessment could be made as to what a film 
actually meant to its audience. Later television broadcasts also supply 
clues.
Krishna Sen's interest has been in the social and political aspects of 
Indonesian film history and in gender issues, and her approach has been 
based upon Marxist, feminist and Third World theories. She understands 
clearly that the work and blossoming arts career of a filmmaker like Sani 
represents the political victory of Muslim and other New Order elements 
against Communism in the years 1965-66, and so she uses contemporary 
writing to reveal an inevitable relationship among society, culture and 
politics. The second part of her thesis separates a large number of films 
from 1966 to 1982 into four contexts: gender and nature, the presentation 
of a harmonious society in which there is great socio-economic inequality, 
ideas of primitive man and modernisation within a broader context of 
development, and historical films designed to legitimate current political 
power through a nationalist past ("Films").
Her book is a descriptive account of film from 1965 up to 1992; it is more 
political in character than her PhD thesis and emphasises even more the 
social order desired by the government, an order legitimated on screen by
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nationalist interpretations of the past and careful silence over recent 
history (Cinema). Sen sees also that films provide a certain view of society, 
a policy at variance with the nation's openness to foreign media and 
culture ("Cinema Polic(ing)y"). Her thesis and book explain the concern of 
Sani and like minded filmmakers to create a national film showing the 
nation to itself. In the seventies, arguments about national film faced 
arguments about regionalism in film, upon which Hanan has commented 
and which he has found in some of Sani's work ("Regionalism"; 
"Indonesian Cinema").
Sen's analysis of individual films is based upon the main line of the 
narrative and concentrates upon the ability of that narrative to comment 
upon the socio-political context. She draws some attention to the ending of 
the narrative as this attracts the censor's concern. The issues as to whose 
discourse is dominant in the film, especially in regard to the end of the 
narrative, and how and when other views of reality are expressed during a 
film, are ones she had raised between her thesis and her book in an essay, 
"Power and Poverty", which was translated into Indonesian and published 
the next year in the serious journal Prisma. The writer accepts Sen's 
emphasis upon narrative. This led to examining Sani's narrative in regard 
to the levels of discourse found not only when a film has more than one 
conclusion but where images and symbols increase awareness of several 
discourses, one of which may be privileged at any moment, as Sen herself 
notes ("Conflicts" 19).
Some of Sen's earlier work indicated her strong interest in the depiction of 
women in Indonesian film ("Wajah Wanita"). She has maintained her 
interest in gender issues ("Woman Acts"; "Repression"). Barbara Hatley 
has made a similar and later assertion that women in literature and film 
are associated with nature, nurture and tradition, with the regional as set 
against the national, and with cultural continuity against a male world of 
progress and change ("Nation" 101-102). Heider disagrees with Sen's 
assertions about the general depiction of women as weak and sinful by 
pointing out that some female characters are strong (Indonesian Cinema 
121). This disagreement of opinion is fruitful, for it encourages searching 
for the attitude or attitudes Sani expresses about women, and as to what 
extent this reflects himself, his religion or social pressures in general at a 
particular time.
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Sen sees woman being used as a metaphor in the eighties for conflicts that 
censorship will not allow to be expressed in any other way. This use in fact 
appears to be a considerable development from Usmar Ismail's use of 
woman to represent the homeland in his film made in 1960, Pedjuang 
"Freedom Fighter" (Bintang, "Tema Film"). From gender study Sen has 
moved logically to examine reasons for the development of melodrama as 
the preferred cinematic form in Indonesia. It became this in the seventies 
as Indonesia became a more tightly controlled society ("Politics"). 
Melodrama invites a greater use of female characters, so Sen's conclusions 
invite investigating Sani's use of the genre and of women characters in it.
Religion in film was not a matter of interest in Sen's work, though in the 
course of discussing gender, class, development and nationalism she does 
refer to it. Like Sen, Heider notes that there is very little religion in 
Indonesian films. This does not mean that religious and moral values are 
absent from films or that the population in general lacks a sense of 
spirituality. Most Indonesian films are meant to be entertainment, and 
their conclusions are tailored by the state which both supports religion and 
seeks to limit its political influence. In this research considerable attention 
is paid to religion, because Islam is present in Sani's work, which directly 
and indirectly casts light upon moral and social problems, and the 
relationship of religious values to government policies. Sani's connection 
with the sometime political party Nahdlatul Ulama only provides one of 
the reasons why, in its narratives and in images, his film work teaches 
Islam beyond the need to support government policy.
Heider answers Sen's question about ambiguity as to whether film or 
culture is being studied by stating that Indonesian film is national culture 
on screen, as both a passive product of culture and as a tool for active 
change (Indonesian Cinema 92, 133). A deep cultural issue for him as for 
Sen is the model of modernisation and development being presented in a 
film. Heider studies Indonesian film as a social and political formation; he 
utilises his extensive viewing of hundreds of films of all genres within the 
ambience of Indonesian cinemas so that his textual analysis of specific 
films benefits from his media and anthropological knowledge (Ginsberg 
and Miller).
He also observes an increasing Indonesianisation of film even in the work 
of Western trained filmmakers, and even though society itself is becoming 
more Western. Though he does not say so, this seems to indicate the
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development of an Indonesian aesthetic of culture, film, and sense of 
beauty. This process of adaptation, of Indonesianisation, is one that can be 
traced in Sani's first scripts and final scenarios discussed in Chapter 6.
Heider analyses Indonesian genres, plots, traditional and modern character 
types, conventions in acting style and mise-en-scene. Like Heider and 
Hanan ("Indonesian Cinema"), Sen describes genres found in the bulk of 
Indonesian films.11 The work of these three on genre has been most 
useful, Sen's especially, for allowing understanding of each genre and for 
permitting recognition of reference to these genres within the work of a 
more individual filmmaker. Their knowledge is useful too for discerning 
Sard's variation or adaptation of a major genre for his own purpose. 
Heider gives sensible advice that generalisations about genre can be of 
little or no use when the work of an auteur, a director expressing his 
personal vision, is under scrutiny. In his earlier career Sani was acclaimed 
as an auteur; by 1981 this was being questioned.
Hatley's analysis of stage version and film versions of a story understands 
the point made by Sen and Heider that a story used as a film source is told 
and retold "in varying ways according to the perceptions of and the 
constraints upon the artist" ('Texts" 24). Hatley had written earlier on the 
construction of tradition in theatrical performances ("Pleasure"; 
"Constructions"). This issue of what constitutes tradition is pertinent to 
film, because a filmmaker interested in presenting modernisation must 
decide what is good or bad about tradition, or conversely, what is good or 
bad about modernisation. It is a point about which Sen ("Power" 10) quotes 
Goenawan Mohamad ("Sebuah Pengantar"). Hatley's points are worth 
keeping in mind as Sani worked so often upon source material of several 
kinds over a period in which constraints varied in intensity, as 
exemplified in Palupi? (1969), Perintis (1977) and Bawalah (1981).
Hatley has also discussed the images of love in forms of Indonesian 
drama, and noted that popular, modern forms of stage drama have 
adapted both Shakespeare and Western film stories ("Pleasure"). Sani had 
considerable training and experience in stage drama, so it is not surprising 
that his work mixes Western and traditional and contemporary 
Indonesian filmic and narrative elements. Teshome Gabriel has noted the 
transformation of cultural codes in Third World film ("Critical Theory" 
32-33; Third Cinema 58).
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Among the English language Indonesianists exploring film, Sen's work 
alone shows the strong influence of Third World film theories. Teshome 
Gabriel among others is relevant to Sen's work on narrating the nation. 
Gabriel's short list of revolutionary or combative aims in film consists of 
decolonising minds, contributing to a radical consciousness, a 
revolutionary change in society, and developing a new film language. The 
narrative line had to be simple, and the major themes should be class, 
culture, religion, sexism and armed struggle (Liberation). Gabriel 
elsewhere provides a practical tool for examining Indonesian films, the 
three phases of imitation or cultural dependence, the remembrance phase, 
and the combative phase ("Critical Theory" 31-35). He observes no 
continuous progression, and much regression.
Sard's work contains many examples of Gabriel's third phase such as its 
use of memory, history and autobiography and certain filmic techniques. 
Indonesian national cinema did seek to create an Indonesian film idiom, 
and it was concerned with culture, religion and social change. New Order 
policies prohibited raising certain issues such as class in film, so any 
incitement to armed struggle except in approved historical films was not 
on the agenda. Islam was another factor affecting the creativity and 
expression of a devout filmmaker like Sani.
Though lengthy comment by Sani and other Indonesians on Latin 
American film theories has not been found in journals and newspapers 
read, Sani's own work shows the applicability of some of those beliefs and 
practices. One segment in the first film examined in this research does so. 
A major source for socialist revolutionary cinema is Michael Chanan's 
collection of manifestos and essays, Twenty-five Years o f the New Latin 
American Cinema (1983). One of the issues raised by several of the Latin 
Americans is the role of the intellectual as filmmaker and his relationship 
to the masses. Another issue for them is imperfect cinema, using any 
procedure, any genre or all genres, using cinema as a pluralistic art form or 
as specialised expression, so long as the intended result is gained, informed 
understanding about the structure of society and how to change it 
(Willemen, 'Third Cinema: Notes" 7).
Unlike Gabriel, Wimal Dissanayake is a Third World film theorist who 
pays considerable attention to national cinemas. He is useful too for he 
divides Asian film into three types, popular, artistic, and experimental. 
Outside Japan, India and the Philippines, he finds this division shadowy
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rather than palpable. He categorises popular films as reinforcements of the 
idea of the unitary nation-state and its apparatuses. The artistic film seeks 
some popular understanding by including some of the features of 
successful commercial work. It is "willed art", art deliberately used and 
created for social and aesthetic reasons, to reveal indigenous experience 
and thought. Dissanayake also considers that artistic films often 
endeavour to be critical of the nation-state and its diverse institutions and 
discourses. Experimental films seek to expose the bases of the state's 
authority, its strategies for narratives about the nation, and its collusion 
with late capitalism and postcoloniality. Both artistic and experimental 
films bring attention to ambivalent unities, marginalised voices and 
emerging and oppositional discourses ("Nationhood" xv-xvi).
Dissanayake puts national cinema at the heart of discussions on popular 
culture, especially in Asia ("Nationhood"). He neatly describes national 
cinema as privileging ideas of coherence, unity and stable cultural 
meanings. This cinema is characterised by national mythmaking which 
overlaps with the production of ideology (a point often and well made by 
Sen) and is used to delineate alterities and legitimise the national self 
propounded by the regime 92, 133). Dissanayake's respect for serious Asian 
filmmakers has him describe them as "sensitive instruments" (qtd in 
Hamilton, "Cinema" 142).
In the context of discussing "In Search" reasons for Indonesian literary 
history differing in some respects to phases found in most postcolonial 
literatures, Keith Foulcher considers marginalisation and opposition, and 
authenticity and hybridity. In 'The Construction" he demonstrates how 
the hegemony of the state constructs a national identity in the particular 
film comedy he is investigating. Foulcheris work stimulates a search in 
Sard's films to find whether or not these are asking and answering 
questions found in general postcolonial literature and not in Indonesian 
literature.
The writer, film and political commentator Goenawan Mohamad argued 
that film records the face of Indonesia more truly than other media and 
acts as a kind of radar to capture changes that have taken place and dreams 
that have only come half-true ("Sebuah Pengantar"). Fifteen years later he 
was arguing that there was nothing wrong in a commercial film that made 
people laugh, and that it was a mistake to assume that a profitable film was 
necessarily vulgar or its narrative inept. What was made as national film,
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and therefore what was supposedly a quality film, was sometimes really a 
bad film (Catatan Pinggir 3: 458-460). Mohamad has been concerned very 
much with the role of art in the development of political and social 
stability ("Medium").
The researcher kept in mind data and insights provided by English 
language scholars and by eminent Indonesians. Research was centred on 
discovering Sani's intentions and vision in film through observing the 
match between these and his career and the various influences upon 
cultural criticism.
Biography
In understanding some of the conflict about the role of religion in the new 
state of Indonesia, Sani had the great advantage of an upbringing in a rural 
area in Western Sumatra away from the problems of urbanisation. Born in 
1927 and raised in the Minangkabau region of West Sumatra, a stronghold 
of Islam, Sani was aware of the civil war in the past between the Padri, 
influenced by the Saudi Arabian Wahhabi, and their opponents. Though 
Sani did not feel close to his father, Sutan Marah Sani Syair Alamsyah, 
Yang Dipertuan Rao Mapattungal Mapatcancang who was a raja adat 
"traditional ruler" or "expert in traditional law and custom".12 Sani took 
notice of his father's rejection of adat that was not based on the Muslim 
sources of Qur'an and Hadith ("Menguak Takdir").
Two women taught their religious values to him. Sani's grandmother had 
been a member of Perti,13 a Muslim political party of traditionalists who 
stressed the spread of Islamic education and programs to better the lot of 
the needy (Noer). His grandmother was also a member of a tarekat or 
spiritual brotherhood under the guidance of a religious teacher (Fealey, 
Sani interview). The value of spirituality is proved within many films 
between 1966 and 1983. On one of the several occasions in the forties when 
Sani left Sumatra to continue his education in Jakarta, his mother advised 
him to pray regularly and to fast often (Hutagalung 21).
His mother set another example (Kyoto Prize 1991 nomination). She 
admired Nobel Prize winner Rabindranath Tagore, a Bengali writer and 
mystic. He observed an artist's Janus faced relationship to environment 
and to living tradition. Tagore urged innovation in using the great range 
of artistic forms in one's own culture, and in opening out to world culture
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(Geeta Kapur qtd in Willemen, 'Third Cinema: Notes" 21). He also made a 
non-literary language his medium. When visiting Yogyakarta in 1927, 
Tagore complimented the Javanese for doing something the Indians 
themselves had not done, giving dramatic form to the Ramayana and 
Mahabharata (Soekito, "Transformasi" 454).
Like most children, Sani disliked the rote learning method of traditional 
Islamic instruction (Hutagalung 21-22). The first film he both wrote and 
directed, Titian Serambut Dibelah Tujuh (1959), contrasts the rote method 
with the narrative and dramatic method for religious education. The 
narrative clearly shows the superiority of the latter method in religious 
education, in conveying religious truths, and the value of retelling how 
people behaved in a certain situation.
The forties
The forties certainly provided the young Sani with a variety of educational 
experiences within and beyond formal systems. In his childhood and early 
youth he had experienced Dutch colonialism. In the forties Indonesia 
experienced invasion and occupation by the Japanese, the Dutch and 
Allied effort to restore Indonesia to its former masters, and the Indonesian 
revolution. It was a stimulating time for a talented youth. In the late 
forties Sani wrote poetry, short stories, literary criticism and edited or co­
edited literary magazines. His commitment to culture was made early in 
trying circumstances demanding idealism. His talent and his 
outspokenness led to his twice being described as "the coming man" 
(Siasat 12 June 1949: 7).
In 1940 he completed his primary education at a Hollandsch-Inlandsche 
School "Dutch-Indonesian school" at Bukit Tinggi in Sumatra. His father 
died just before Sani left at the age of thirteen for Jakarta to attend the 
Sekolah Teknik, at that time known as the Koningin Wilhelmina School 
(Rosidi, Asrul Sani xii). On account of World War II and fear of a Japanese 
military advance, Sani's mother in 1941 returned with her younger son 
Asrul to Bukit Tinggi, while his older brother remained behind in 
Jakarta.14 However, in 1943 Sani returned to Jakarta where at Taman Siswa 
he gained his junior secondary certificate in 1945, and his senior secondary 
certificate in 1946 (Fealey, Sani interview).
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Like teachers there Sani had become aware that his education in the Dutch 
system had separated him from the masses ("Pak Said"). The ultra­
nationalist Taman Siswa system encouraged kekeluargaan "family style 
social organisation under a hierarchical father figure" and stressed the 
long history of the syncretic culture of Java. This, Sani knew, was not 
Indonesian culture ("Surat dari Djakarta" July 1951). At the Taman Dewasa 
section of Taman Siswa Sani was a classmate of Pramoedya Ananta Toer 
(Hutagalung 24). Sani then became a veterinary science student at the 
Bogor campus of the University of Indonesia (Siasat 12 June 1949).15
Both his secondary and tertiary education enabled Sani to learn several 
foreign languages. Dutch was the language of instruction in the higher 
grades of H.I.S. and Taman Siswa taught Dutch language and Dutch and 
European history, so Sani was again able to further his linguistic and extra­
national cultural knowledge (Koentjaraningrat 74). University study in a 
science based discipline ensured he learned German. He also learned 
French and Japanese (Gatra 71).
Taman Siswa marks the beginning of the flow of Sani's poems, stories and 
critical articles about culture. It is also at this time that Sani both wrote for 
and edited Gema Suasana "Echo of the Times" which was a cultural digest 
acknowledging the literary and cultural influence of the West (Holcombe). 
It also emphasised being Indonesian. Sani's valedictory for the composer 
Cornel Simandjuntak appeared in Gema Suasana, and so did his "Pak Said 
dan Taman Siswa-dan-Pak Said" essay with its important questions about 
national identity and passive absorption of Western culture. This 1948 
essay praised Taman Siswa for educating not just the intellect but also the 
inner being.
The short lived Japanese Occupation (1942-1945), with its emphasis upon 
art for propaganda, and the succeeding Revolutionary struggle for 
independence from the Dutch returning with Allied help strengthened 
some Indonesian filmmakers' understanding of the motives and methods 
of the Russian filmmakers who had used film for propaganda purposes as 
pure art (Ismail, Mengupas). Indonesian artists of all kinds underwent 
Japanese censorship, and found ways of circumventing it so that a 
nationalist message could still be conveyed.
Struggling for independence provided Sani and other artists and thinkers 
with a broader experience of human types, and with even deeper insight
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into the emotions aroused by death, poverty, and alienation from the 
known. The national struggle encouraged them to contribute in three 
ways: by fighting with military and guerilla groups, by writing and editing 
all kinds of print material for the propaganda effort, and by forming 
nationalist cultural groups. Sani himself was the leader of a platoon first 
with the Laskar Rakyat (Hoerip, Cerita Pendek I: 275) and later joined 
Pasukan 001 of the Tentara Nasional Indonesia "Indonesian National 
Army", where he was active in field preparation behind the enemy lines 
(Rosidi, "Riwayat" xiii-xiv).16 He also founded the Revolutionary 
newspaper Suara Bogor (Hoerip 275). Sani knew Usmar Ismail in field 
preparation, and in Maya "Illusion".17
Maya was a nationalist cultural group founded in 1944 by Abu Hanifah 
(the dramatist El Hakim), a medical doctor and later Minister for 
Education in the Hatta cabinet in 1950;18 his brother Usmar Ismail, a poet, 
songwriter, dramatist and later filmmaker; Rosihan Anwar, a writer and 
journalist; and many painters, musicians and other writers both Muslim 
and non-Muslim (Abu Hanifah, Tales viii, 136, 138). The Christian Cornel 
Simandjuntak, Indonesia's foremost composer, was a member; he taught 
Sani music.19 Sani learned the violin and the clarinet, and played in the 
orchestra accompanying Maya dramatic performances. Maya members 
avidly discussed avant garde Western art and performed the drama of 
Strindberg, Ibsen and Pirandello. The Italian playwright's influence is 
important, for he developed a drama-within drama technique by which 
with irony he attempted to reveal "the autonomy of the imagination" 
(Seymour-Smith 773). Plays written by Usmar Ismail and film scripts 
written by Sani used and adapted the drama-within-drama technique.
On 29 November 1946 Sani became a founding member of Gelanggang 
"Arena". Other members of Gelanggang were Chairil Anwar, Baharuddin, 
and Henk Ngantung. Their ideal was to be the generation which must 
earnestly take on the responsibility of serving the nation and of creating a 
living mankind. Their chosen method was freeing themselves from old 
structures (Natamidjaja 53). The forties were a time of ferment and 
nationalist aspiration.
Many members of Maya were much later classified as members of the 
Angkatan 45 "Generation of 1945". This was a loose group containing 
diverse social and political opinions. Sani was considered to be one of its 
three leading lights, and the moralist of the group (Jassin, "Angkatan '45").
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The brightest of the three lights was the bohemian and talented poet 
Chairil Anwar who died in 1949, and the other was Rivai Apin who later 
joined Lekra, the cultural body of the Indonesian Communist Party. The 
three lights together compiled an anthology of their poems, Tiga Menguak 
Takdir (1950), to claim a rightful place for younger writers in the cultural 
revolution with a fresh approach to language (Sani, "A '45 Membebaskan 
Bahasa" 33).
The Angkatan 45 itself came to be associated with the argument of art for 
art's sake, Lekra with the argument that politics must dominate the arts. 
Political polarisation in the fifties became so intense that the Angkatan 45 
position became more and more unfashionable at political levels. Sani's 
reference to this argument in his quotation of the phrase politik adalah 
panglim a "politics are the commander" in a cultural testimonial he later 
wrote (Surat Kepercayaan 1966) accords with van der Kroef s description in 
1956 of the vehemence of anti-Leftist criticism continued in the press by 
Asrul Sani and Bahrum Rangkuti (Indonesia in the Modern World II: 
290).
The fifties
The turmoil in the arts at this time is one strong reason why so many 
Muslim writers turned to film in the fifties in order to find some way of 
being still relevant to their largely illiterate society, and to make a living. 
Sani chose literature and culture as his avenue of usefulness and turned 
his back on the professional career for which he graduated in 1955 (Fealey, 
Sani interview).20 He had interrupted his veterinary science studies for 
one year to study literature at the university. As it was possible to travel 
daily if necessary from Bogor to Jakarta, Sani did so when he was an editor 
of various journals and cultural pages. He was highly regarded as being 
like a big brother for his visionary statements (Harmoko, "Sikap").
Sani himself benefited from his connection with Stichting voor de 
Cultúrele Samenwerking (Sticusa), the Dutch cultural organisation in 
Jakarta and its excellent library.21 The Dutch language Cultured Nieuws 
published an essay by Sani ("Verkenning") and translations of a few of his 
critical essays. He was outspoken in his views before and after his several 
trips abroad, to the Netherlands in 1951 and 1952 to the Academie der 
Dramatische Kunst in Amsterdam, to the Department of Cinema, 
University of Southern California, and to Harvard University in the
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United States in 1956 and 1957, and briefly, once on his way to the United 
States, to Japan where he spoke about cultural co-operation (Siasat, "Asrul 
Sani di Djepang").22 In 1953 at a symposium on modern Indonesian 
culture in Amsterdam Sani spoke in Dutch of literature as the mirror of 
society, and of the need for Indonesian writers to turn away from the 
impasse into which following Western models had led them. If they were 
to turn to the rural masses, they would be able to find cultural roots to 
sustain their efforts to forge a genuine new voice ("De Indonesische 
Letterkunde"). As in other newly independent states, cultural ties with the 
former colonial power were not quickly broken. Sani translated work by 
Dutch and other European writers, and little by American writers.
The Western influence he rejected as being injurious to the proper 
formation of a national consciousness was that purveyed through films, 
especially those of Hollywood. Under the pen name of Ida Anwar, Sani 
declared that one American film, Tembak Sadja Anni "Annie Get Your 
Gun" (1950), nearly made him vomit, and he could understand why the 
Lembaga Kebudayaan Rakyat, Lekra, disapproved of it too ("Surat dari 
Djakarta" July 1951). Both anti-Communist and Communist Indonesians 
might object not only to the gender reversal theme of the film but also to 
the travesty of the advice of "No loss, no win" from a North American 
Indian to resolve the plot. The romantic comedy of this musical film set in 
the Wild West ignores the reality of the history and contemporary 
situation of an indigenous people.23
In the fifties Sani also deplored the fact that Indonesian youth imagined 
itself as being like its idols on the screen ("Medium Yang Disia-siakan"). 
The dream world of Hollywood mass production did not encourage the 
rationality, dynamism, courage and pride Sani wanted youth to have. To 
be themselves, Indonesian, was Sani's goal for them.
Selectivity was therefore Sani's ideal. It should be informed and 
purposeful. Indonesians have the right to be exposed to influence from all 
over the world, to cull as they see fit and to refashion in their own way. 
Therefore originality may not always have been the goal or result. In 1950 
the Surat Kepercayaan "Gelanggang" Setiiman Merdeka 'Testimonial of 
Belief of Gelanggang's Artists for Freedom'" expressed this attitude. 
Though not a signatory, Usmar Ismail had a hand in its drafting 
(Heinschke 149).
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Gelanggang means "arena" or "forum" and was used as the name of the 
cultural page Sani and others edited for the newspaper Siasat. Sani was an 
editor from 1949 to 1956.24 The sub-title for the page was Cahier Seni dan  
Sastra "Notebook of Art and Literature". Often there were articles about 
European writers, sometimes about American ones. Siasat represented the 
interests of the Western oriented Partai Sosialis Indonesia "Indonesian 
Socialist Party". These few facts suggest that Sani had some concern for the 
interests of the common man, that rigidity and fanatical positions were 
not his forte in politics, nor had politics in general become overly 
frictional. Pramoedya Ananta Toer was for a while on the fringe of the 
Gelanggang literary group (Heinschke 149). Dated 18 February 1950, the 
Surat Kepercayaan "Gelanggang" was discussed at a public meeting in June 
(149),25 and published in Siasat on 22 October that year with the names of 
Asrul Sani and Rivai Apin heading the cultural page masthead. Sani 
wrote it; other writers and artists in Gelanggang signed it (Rosidi, 
"Riwayat" xv).26 Chairil Anwar had died in April 1949, and critics of the 
Surat (1950) have commented that Anwar's beliefs about an artist's 
preliminary sense of chaos and his need to extract its essence are missing 
(Teeuw 1: 127; Heinschke 152 ).27
However, there is determination in the ideals declared. Important points 
in this cultural manifesto are the role of the intellectual and artistic elite, 
the national character of the masses, the categorisation of the Revolution 
as unfinished and the intention to create a sound new culture. Older 
Indonesian cultures will not simply be revived. As an early document in 
Sani's career, the 1950 Surat does indicate some sense of race as part of 
national character: physical differences (colour of skin and hair, slope of 
forehead) are part markers of being Indonesian. However, being 
Indonesian more importantly means being "heir to world culture", which 
when refashioned will be "hurled back later in the form of our own 
voice". And the Surat states unequivocally that "we shall oppose all 
attempts to improperly restrict or obstruct our examination of standards".
The Surat (1950) declares a belief in universal humanism: "the important 
thing is to find man". Expecting to find mankind in foreign literature and 
arts, expecting to create a new manner of mankind in their own country 
and then to export this Indonesian version to representatives of mankind 
elsewhere so that they could recognise themselves in it, are indeed bold
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goals. In one fifties essay Sani decried overweening pride in past Asian 
cultures as a form of reverse racism ("Dasar").
The bold call to artists to fight efforts to control their work is one to kept in 
mind during the examination of Sani's film work before and in the early 
New Order, for one way or another his film work several times 
encountered attempts to restrict and obstruct the artist in what he 
presented, and how he presented it. How tenaciously he held to statements 
in the Surat Kepercayaati "Gelanggang" (1950) over the next three decades 
is an interesting question.
What is equally interesting is that there is no mention of God in this 1950 
Surat. However, despite the secular outlook of much of the A 45, its 
members were not lacking in personal religious conviction. Some 
members had written religious poems. The bohemian Chairil Anwar (d. 
1949) had written some, in which he had wrestled with God and come to 
submit (Aveling). Both members of the later Lesbumi, Anas Ma'ruf and 
Usmar Ismail had written religious poems too (Hasjmy). Indonesian critics 
in the late sixties and early seventies considered that attention should be 
paid to the religious ideas behind Sani's poems, which were all written in 
the forties and fifties (Hutagalung 122, 131; Rosidi, M asalah 83).
Differing in the nature and degree of the expression of their religious 
beliefs through the written word, Usmar Ismail, Rosihan Anwar, 
Naziruddin Naib and others founded Perfini with the avowed nationalist 
aim of showing Indonesians to themselves in films of realism with a 
message. In 1948 a film script writer and cultural critic Rustam Palindih 
had argued that Indonesians needed to see themselves on film, to be aware 
of themselves, to be conscious that their spirituality was expressed as part 
of their national consciousness ("Alam Rohani"). With Maya members so 
involved in Perfini, there was a strong possibility that some effort would 
be made to convey the message that Indonesians were religious beings and 
moral, wishing to live in social harmony in accord with God's dictates. 
Some Maya members influenced Sani to work in film. Chief among the 
persuaders was Usmar Ismail who had to cajole Sani into writing film 
scripts, for Sani was more interested in the modern stage theatre. Biran 
says it took a while for Sani to commit himself to film ("Asrul" 116).
Leading members of Maya, such as Abu Hanifah himself and Rosihan 
Anwar, had close associations with the Partai Sosialis Indonesia, but in the
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fifties, after the general election in 1955, it was through fellow Sumatran 
Djamaluddin Malik that Sani began to be involved with the then political 
party Nahdlatul Ulama "Awakening of the Religious Scholars". 
Djamaluddin owned travelling stage theatres and had realised the 
commercial potential of cinema. In 1956 Haji Djamaluddin Malik became 
Ketua Umum III 'Third General Executive" of the Pengurus Besar "Board 
of Management" of the party (Noer 116).
Part of worldwide Sunni Islam, the policy of the NU is to encourage the 
good and prohibit the bad. In theology its scholars follow the teaching of 
al-Ashari and al-Maturidi, and in spiritual practices and beliefs that of 
Abu-l-Qasim al-Junayd (Sitompul). Al-Junayd taught the return to sobriety 
after spiritual experience. NU members are regarded as practising an 
indigenised form of Islam. Like other Muslim groupings in Indonesia, the 
NU accepted the need for social change. Observance of its working and 
discussions at its major conferences has led one foreign scholar to describe 
it as a "radical conservative" group (Nakamura, "Radical Traditionalism").
The NU applies the benefit test to its decision making and behaviour. 
Avoiding harm takes precedence over gaining a benefit; the course of least 
risk must be chosen between two potentially threatening alternatives; 
partial success is acceptable, for what cannot be fully achieved should not 
be fully abandoned (Fealey, "Rowing"). It sets out to rectify matters as best 
it can.
The recruitment drive of the fifties to attract a number of necessary 
Western educated professionals to the NU found the technocrats it needed 
(van Bruinessen, N U 78). It did not matter if some of these had not been 
known for their religious knowledge or commitment beforehand, 
provided they were in sympathy with the politics and prudence of the NU 
(Noer 92, 114). Sources vary in regard to the actual timing of Usmar's 
move from the Partai Sosialis Indonesia to the NU position as a "tactical 
move against communism" (Sen, "Films" 79). And the Surat (1950) 
drafted by Sani has been categorised as a document of democratic 
socialism.28 Supported by two Indonesian political historians, van 
Bruinessen states that by invitation Usmar and Sani became NU 
parliamentary representatives after its greater than expected success in the 
1955 elections (NU 77-78)l 9
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Usmar and his recruiter, Djamaluddin Malik, founded a producers' 
association, the Persatuan Pergerakan Film Indonesia which opposed 
Indian film imports (Sen, "Films"; Cinema). Sani was deputy head from 
1957 to 1960 ("Sebuah Kejadian"). He was therefore involved in both 
political and creative aspects of the film industry. Usmar, with Sani, Biran 
and others also formed a loose cultural group, Lembaga Kebudayaan 
Muslimin Indonesia "Institute of Indonesian Muslim Culture" in 1959 
against communism (Sen, "Hidden" 46).
Excellence, Islam and Europe
One principle Sani had expressed early about film as art was that it should 
only be subject to censorship on artistic grounds ("Sensur"). It was an idea 
he repeated over decades in different ways. This declaration of aesthetic 
standard preceded his creative involvement in film through the film 
production company Perfini.
Sani's belief in excellence within Islam was stimulated by his visit to the 
Alhambra in Spain during a study trip to Europe in the fifties. He was 
overwhelmed by the artistic heights of the Islamic civilisation of the 
Moors. The Alhambra became an enduring sign to inspire pride in being a 
Muslim artist and it aroused Sani's ambition to seek excellence 
("Pertemuan").
Excellence therefore is not just a Western derived concept for a writer like 
Sani, because in Islam God is Beauty and Excellence. The Islamic concept is 
not to be lost on contact with Western art and culture. Sani stated early 
and late that Europe cannot be expunged from consciousness; he himself 
has been described as a Francophile (Heraty 204). He stated that Europe's 
contribution in the past has been considerable; even if it is not mentioned, 
the influence is still present ("Kita"). His views are similar to those of the 
Taman Siswa teacher, Pak Said.
Sani's engagement with cultural issues
Political tensions increased during the later fifties up to and after the 
suspension of constitutional democracy, the institution of Guided 
Democracy in 1959 and presidential balancing acts to counter and contain 
the armed forces, communism, Islam, and the various factions within all 
of them. The Communists and Leftists decided to use culture as a means of 
influencing thought, with politics as the commander of the arts. Lekra,
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Lembaga Kebudayaan Rakyat or People's Cultural Institute, had been 
formed in 1950. Slogans abounded, a situation which Sani detested.
Needless to say, there are moments in film when he might seem to 
present the opposite of some statement in essay form — such as some he 
made about slogans. In 1949 he had used "the suffering of the world is our 
suffering" and repeated it in the Surat Kepercayaan "Gelatiggang" (1950), as 
a statement of universal humanism (Teeuw 1: 129-130). Many years later 
he would again and again repeat phrases such as "film has a cultural 
mission", "national film" and "cultural-educative", even "return to the 
rural village".
In regard to his scripts and cultural essays it is important to note that he 
saw film as a valuable vehicle for spreading nationalism and stability 
through the use of the national language (Sani, "Sumbangan"; Freebury).
Much of Sard's early thinking could be seen to fit neatly into a religious 
condemnation of social change, certainly of the excesses technology, 
bureaucracy and urbanisation bring. He wrote in 1950 that "mankind has 
been almost devoured by machines, by routine, by politicians who 
recognise generalities and not the variation" (Teeuw 1: 131). In 1951 he 
reiterated his dislike of soulless mechanisation and decried Indonesian 
fondness for talking of technology, a word and a process opposed as a curse 
by artists ("Surat dari Djakarta" July 1951).
In fact, the dislike of technology and mechanisation appears several times 
in Sani's film work before and during the early New Order period. Sani 
wrote the script for the Usmar Ismail directed drama Lewat Jam Malam 
"After the Curfew" (1954), in which the pounding of the serried ranks of 
typewriters repels the sensitive former university student, a disillusioned 
ex-revolutionary fighter. Even so, Sani sometimes shows machines and 
factory work in a neutral or even positive light. This is done in the way of 
information. In his film treatment for Lagak International "International 
Attitudes" (1955) Sani has a scene showing simply the machinery of a tea 
factory.30 The problems of the film story are more concerned with those of 
honest management and the corrupting effects of urbanisation.
In Sani's film work religious knowledge is of practical value; so too are 
other kinds of knowledge which assist the cause of modernisation, of 
creating a new culture. For himself and close colleagues like Usmar Ismail
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and Djadug Djajakusuma, the knowledge they had and sought to increase 
by study abroad and group discussion at home had to be conveyed to 
others. As artists, they therefore in September 1954 established an 
educational institute for the theatrical arts, the Akademi Teater Nasional 
Indonesia or the Academy of the Indonesian National Theatre.
It was action deliberately intended to advance the future of Indonesia. In 
1955 Sani wrote that "nationalism is not sure about its fate, or future, or 
permanence" (Mohamad, "Lirik" 71).
Avantgarde theatre and Perfini film
Sani became dean of academic studies for ATNI, which also taught acting 
and direction for film. Realism was the style ATNI sought. The original 
aim was to turn its students into leaders, researchers, renewers, and 
supporters of Indonesian theatre (Sumardjo). Many ATNI graduates went 
on to successful and various careers in film.
ATNI productions were avant garde, seeking to stimulate new thought 
processes in the audience. For this purpose, much Western drama like that 
of absurdism was translated and very often Indonesianised. Sani translated 
well over eighty foreign plays for ATNI. One was the anti-totalitarian 
American Robert Sherwood's The Petrified Forest (1935) produced in 1959 
asHutan Membatu (R Anwar, "Hutan"; Oemarjati, Bentuk  228.) There are 
similarities in honesty and courage between Sherwood's intellectual and 
leaders in some of Sard's films. The point behind Sherwood's play and 
Sani's film work is that art is the best way of persuading people to rethink 
their values and their society.31
Much of Sani's early film work contained issues of morality and 
urbanisation. In a worsening economic climate, Buruh Bengkel "The 
Garage Labourer" (1956) sympathetically portrays the difficult family life of 
a poor and honest man who finds and returns a large sum of money 
belonging to his employer (A neka  No. 19). Sani was using film to portray 
what he saw as topical and relevant. One project in the early fifties to help 
Djamaluddin Malik use a Minangkabau legend to illustrate the need for 
traditional cultural and religious values did not come to fruition for 
another twenty years (after Djamaluddin's death), in his script for Malin 
Kundatig: Atiak Durhaka "Malin Kundang: Evil Son" (1972).32
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Decades ago Sani had advocated government assistance for the arts, and 
had foreseen the likely dangers. From his own reading of the arts abroad, 
and being exposed to the commercialism of Persari and the more idealistic 
approach of Perfini, Sani came to the conclusion that government help in 
the form of subsidy for the arts was a necessity. He argued the case in an 
essay and again in the presence of the governor of Jakarta ("Surat 
Terbuka"; "Pidato depan"). However a year before, in 1953, Sani had made 
a strong case for artists themselves to be in charge of art; as foreign 
examples proved abundantly, once government and the bureaucrats were 
involved in the arts, creativity was stifled and culture declined ("Tidak").
Religious education through narrative film
At some point in his youth, Sani lost the strength of religious conviction. 
Much later he put the blame for this upon the influence of Nietzsche, and 
of existentialism when he was a veterinary science student ("Pikiran"). 
Closer in time to this state, he recalled his sense of horror when another 
young man accused him of being an atheist ("Pertemuan"). He had 
become openly involved in religion by becoming editor for Abad 
Muslitnin (Suryadi 1: 393). Sani was a haji by 1963, for Intisari accredits 
"Pertemuan" to Hadji Asrul Sani, and the essay states that he was in Mecca 
in April of that year.
It is the first film he directed, Titian Serambut Dibelah Tujuh 'The Bridge 
like a Hair Split into Seven" or 'The Narrow Bridge over Hell" (1959), 
which highlights his belief that social and economic progress depends 
upon the people's religious understanding. The narrative is simple and 
conventional in its development. Newly arrived in a remote and 
backward village, Ibrahim the young religious teacher successfully teaches 
Islam through dramatising incidents in the life of the Prophet 
Muhammad. One part of his own life story soon parallels part of that of 
the Prophet Joseph, the false accusation of rape by Potiphar's wife. Sani 
uses this Qur'anic narrative to interpret the difficulties of the young 
religious leader in the front line of the struggle for change in a remote and 
backward village, and to express the sting of rejection experienced in the 
course of that struggle (Renard, Seven  272).
The story would allow an analogy to be made between this prophet and 
ulama (Qur'an 12: 101; Arberry 237), and so with kyai members "seminary 
heads" of the Nahdlatul Ulama to which Sani was attached. Sura 12: 101
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refers to both authority and ability to interpret mysteries, and so is taken to 
refer to kyai leadership of tarekat. Tarekat were affiliated with the NU. The 
segment of the Joseph story used by Sani illustrates the use of reason to 
prove the prophet's innocence. Reason remained an inalienable part of 
Islam in the work of this intellectual filmmaker. The young teacher 
Ibrahim realises that religion must attend to the issue of socio-economic 
justice in this world.
Many spiritual writers have discerned in Joseph qualities that parallel 
many of the stations and states that they consider markers along the 
spiritual path. These are patience, contentment, reflective silence and 
modesty (Renard, Seven  271). This prophet has become a symbol of beauty 
and patron of the arts, and a spiritual exemplar for Muslims throughout 
the world (259-272).33 In the East Javanese stronghold of the Nahdlatul 
Ulama, an indigenised adaptation of Joseph's story is told through the 
Serat Yusuf 'The Story of Joseph" (264). This poem has been called "the 
most representative pre-modern poem of rural East Java", and it is still 
ritually performed on special occasions. In Java Joseph became the 
exemplar for heroism, faith, prophetic power, chastity and familial 
devotion (264). However, Sani shows both the physical cowardice and 
moral courage of a young religious teacher who is later asked by the 
villagers in the first Titian (1959) to remain with them. Sani's retelling 
does not hide the fact that there are good ulama and bad ulama; the 
conflict of truth versus self-interest is strong. The script of Titian (1959) is 
not crude religious propaganda.
By 1959 Sani had been connected to the NU for some years, and it is not 
surprising that he should have devoted a film to the importance of the 
ulama in achieving social betterment through religious understanding. 
The fact that the film was remade in the early eighties speaks of his 
continued commitment to the NU and its ideals. It also emphasises his 
constant belief in the power of the dramatic narrative of film to increase 
religious knowledge.
The sixties
Impelled by what he considered to be honesty and courage, Sani became 
more openly involved in cultural politics. In the increasing political and 
economic turmoil of Guided Democracy, he encountered factional 
objections to his work usually either in opposition to his universal
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humanism or to his stress on Islam. Sani was demonstrably committed to 
art in this decade, for it began with his best black and white film and ended 
with probably his best known colour film. It ended too with his becoming 
an NU representative in the Indonesian legislative and consultative 
assemblies, an arts bureaucrat with the Dewan Kesenian Jakarta "Arts 
Council of Jakarta", and a member of the Dewan Produksi Film Nasional 
"National Film Production Council".
The black and white Pagar Kawat Berduri 'The Barbed Wire Fence" (1961) 
is more than a simple tale of the heroism of Indonesian revolutionaries. It 
shows the diversity of motive and character among the prisoners, and 
examines the conflict between two of the Dutch military, a mercenary and 
an altruist, in their understanding of their role as colonialists. The 
portrayal of the Dutch officer Koenen led to outcries against Sani's 
universal humanism. President Sukarno viewed the film, and allowed its 
exhibition (Said, Shadows 67).
Pagar (1961) quietly portrays Islam as the religion of the revolutionaries. It 
also contains an episode in which an illiterate revolutionary, about to be 
shot by the Dutch, asks the prisoners' leader to teach him to write the word 
merdeka "freedom".34 The scrawled word is later seen on the cell wall as 
shots are heard. Sani here shows respect for the illiterate masses who 
knew what they had fought for. He demonstrates how inwardly liberating 
the meaning of the word was, and how the consequence of political 
revolution should lead inexorably to improvement in other ways, such as 
education.
Soon after the making of Pagar (1961), the NU in 1962 responded to 
political attacks on culture by accepting as its cultural arm Lesbumi, set up 
earlier by Usmar Ismail and Asrul Sani. Lesbumi encouraged artistic 
activity in all fields, and especially in drama. In some areas Ansor 
"Helpers", the NU youth wing, established branches of Lesbumi.35 
Organisation of Lesbumi was neither strict nor bureaucratic: Sani himself 
only held a membership card during the time he was Lesbumi's official 
representative to the NU executive. Sani himself was more at ease with 
NU leaders and members than Usmar Ismail, probably because his rural 
background allowed him to understand with patience the method of 
discussion and decision making (Fealey, Sani interview). Sani's close 
colleague, Misbach Yusa Biran, was a Komda or regional commissar for 
Lesbumi in the Jakarta Raya area (Biran, "Asrul" 121).
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No matter how loosely organised, a group openly committed to expressing 
Islam by cultural means demands consideration as a body opposed to 
atheism inherent in both the original ideology of Communism and in 
unbridled capitalism which stresses the sin of greed and the gratification of 
materialism diverting worship from God to self. Filmmakers were 
conspicuous among Lesbumi's membership, and because film has a dual 
nature as both art and a commercial product, their motives could be both 
high minded and practical. The fact remains that Christian and other 
Indonesians were also aware of the danger to religion.
In 1963 he had the advantage of being a short film juror at the Moscow 
Film Festival, at which many like himself had wondered if the major film 
jury would have the courage not to be swayed by political considerations 
and to award Best Film for artistic reasons to Fellini's 8 1/2. The jury had 
the courage; the Soviet government accepted the result amiably (Sani, 
"Film Delapati Setengah"). Sani's experience in Moscow had been an 
educational experience in important and informal ways, and it had 
provided the opportunity to observe a Communist society. Short though 
the visit was, he had observed art triumphing over politics and been made 
aware of the agony of choice expressed by fellow attendees.
One year later, in March 1964, Sani acted in an openly political way. Along 
with other Lesbumi members such as Usmar Ismail and Misbach Yusa 
Biran he established a functional group on the kekeluargaan "family 
spirit" principle, the Karyawan Film dan Televisi "Film and Television 
Employees", containing creative, technical and menial staff but not 
actors.36 It declared itself to be based on Pancasila (Soemardjono, "Sebuah 
Kemitraan" 294). Sani objected initially to the inclusion of television on 
account of the rather unhealthy competition it offered to film (294). The 
body was formed to oppose Leftist control over these two media (Sen, 
"Films" 110). As a functional group, it was part of Sebker Golkar formed by 
the army in October 1964 (Ricklefs 276).37
After Pagar Kawat Berduri (1961) Sani's film work became more Muslim 
in that universal humanism was subsumed into the brotherhood of Islam. 
Balada Kota Besar "Ballad of the Big City" (1963) has a Western educated 
doctor come to accept that science has a limited role, and that life and 
death are ultimately matters for God (M B Hooker). A similar idea, that a 
doctor on a ship transporting pilgrims on the haj must lose the cynicism 
science has developed in him, is worked out in the first film script for
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Tauhid "Belief in the Oneness of God" (1964): Sani directed the film too. 
His Tauhid encountered criticism from Communists who argued that it 
was religious propaganda. Only another act of intervention by film buff 
President Sukarno allowed exhibition of Tauhid  (Said, Shadows 73).
Sani contributed to Panggilan Nabi Ibrahim 'The Call of Prophet 
Abraham" (1964), which was directed and written by Misbach Yusa Biran. 
He directed Pilihan Hati (1964), which may be Terpikat "Bound" (1965), 
which was based on a story by Misbach Yusa Biran and funded by Kedjora 
Film and the Directorate of Taxation.
Having become part of the official machinery of politics, Sani was in the 
front line of cultural politics. In 1965 he was appointed a film censor, a 
position he kept after the momentous events of 31 September-1 October 
1965 which led to Sukarno's official handing over of power to Suharto in 
1967. In 1951 at a cultural seminar Sani had spoken of censorship only on 
artistic grounds as the true way of assisting the people to think ("Sensur"). 
He repeated this idea in 1968 when his earlier arguments for the prime 
reason for censorship, protection of culture, rather than the concerns of 
the government, were quoted. Sani's views were being discussed in the 
student mass media newspaper Marian KAMI in 1968 (Zoelverdi).
Sani's connection with students was made obvious when ATNI students 
performed a Sani directed play to entertain a Lesbumi conference in 1966 
(Sinar Harapan, "Montserrat" 19 June). The link between a neutral 
dramatic arts academy and the political party of the NU was also obvious. 
As Christians and others were members of this theatre education group, 
NU Muslims were clearly endeavouring to be the leaders in cultural 
political activity.38 Djamaluddin stated Lesbumi would use art to combat 
Communism in the regions, and also provide religious books at little cost 
(Duta Masyarakat 28 Nov 1965: 2). During the tumultuous months of 1965, 
Lesbumi groups assisted security forces by entertaining them (14 Nov 1965: 
2).
Sani's script for Fa jar Menyingsing di atas Permukaan Laut "Dawn Breaks 
Above the Surface of the Sea" (1966) is some indication of the political 
currents. It includes the training of bank employees as paramilitary troops 
for a barisan "political front", the smiling demeanour of its commander,39 
and the advice of a senior employee to listen to broadcasts of Sukarno's 
speeches.40 It attacks corruption as detrimental to social wellbeing, an NU
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stance (Noer 148). Fajar also presents a benign image of technology, for the 
newspaper presses operate to play their part in disseminating correct 
information that will almost instantaneously arouse people to change 
their behaviour.
Lesbumi as a mass organisation has not lasted the distance of time. Its 
membership declined quite considerably and quite quickly after the 
political events of 1965 and 1966. However, it had succeeded in influencing 
somewhat the educational environment of the pesantren "Qur'anic 
school", for some kyai came to accept the value of art and art education, 
and the release of individuality through creativity (Fealey, Sani 
interview).
Sani's other overtly cultural-political activity, the Karyawan Film dan 
Televisi, did last. In fact, its influence increased under the New Order, for 
membership became compulsory during the seventies (Sen, Cinema  55- 
56). After all, it had been formed to oppose Communist influence within 
film and television; the New Order consistently sought to remove any 
outlet for Leftist thought or sabotage of government use of media; and the 
Karyawan were firmly part of Golkar, the largest grouping in the 
Indonesian legislative assembly. Sani has recently stated that he did not 
voluntarily take a seat in the legislative assembly in 1966, but as he 
belonged to a Golkar faction, he had to as a way of opposing communism 
and Lekra ("Pikiran"). He has also recently said that in 1971 he joined the 
NU faction in the assembly and remained in it as a sign of solidarity. Short 
biographies in Indonesian film and literary works have always described 
him as an NU member from 1966, and then after the amalgamation of the 
Muslim parties in 1973, as a member for the Partai Persatuan 
Pembangunan or United Development Party.
In 1984 the NU withdrew from politics to return to its original status as a 
socio-cultural body, determined it could have more political influence 
outside the legislative institutions than within them. Until the last few 
years of the later nineties, foreigners permitted to be observers at NU 
conferences have noted Sani's presence.41
The 1966 Surat Kepercayaan
In the fifties Sani had warned of art in general being a thorny conscience 
for society ("Film dan Sensor Ditindjau"). This idea was repeated in a
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muted form within the editorial statement, Surat Kepercayaan, in 
December 1966 in the first issue of the short lived Lesbumi magazine, 
Gelanggang. Sani was the editor. Gelanggang shared the desire of other 
cultural magazines for Indonesians to know God, for justice and for 
prosperity. Gelanggang's editorial policy remembered cultural battles of the 
past as acceptance of "isms" in art, but insisted it should be clearly 
understood that an artist should be an individual. Those who thought the 
pressure of "isms" had disappeared along with the danger of communism 
were deluding themselves. Religion alone provides the only true social 
direction, despite the achievement of high technology. This is why the 
devout artist must study the history of modernisation, for this is what the 
government policy of development really means. History includes not 
only Indonesian history, but that of other nations, for world history affects 
Indonesia. Extreme secularisation imparts religious values to democracy, 
nationalism and socialism. As a result artists and cultural leaders can be 
misled from their real responsibility. After this warning, the manifesto 
quoted in Arabic the Quranic verse 3: 112 that holding onto God and 
humankind is the only true way ( Dawood 63; Arberry 60).
For Gelanggang this is the only way for artists and the intelligentsia. Its 
cultural manifesto repeats much of Sani's thinking, and is an inclusive 
document, which neatly makes Islam the bearer of other values. Unlike 
the Surat of 1950, it does not refer to the unfinished revolution, but hints 
at it. Islam is the way by which the revolution will be completed. With the 
unity of religion, art and the intelligentsia this can happen. Unlike the 
earlier testimonial of belief, the Surat of 1966 mentions God. Like the 
earlier testimonial of belief, it advocates knowing other cultures, and 
learning from them.
However, a year later, in 1967, Gerson Poyk accused ATNI leaders of 
working at advancing their own careers in politics, mass organisations, 
and business rather than in concentrating upon their students. It was even 
suggested that ATNI be handed over to artists still free of the taints of 
these and other similar interests ("Dimana"). Poyk's criticism is worth 
noting, because Sani had become more actively involved with 
organisations: in 1962 a leader of Lesbumi as part of the NU, in 1964 a 
leader of the Karyawan Film dan Televisi attached to the functional group 
Golkar which was supported by the Armed Forces, in 1965 a member of the
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Censorship Board before the political cataclysm later that year, and in 1966 
a member of the Indonesian legislative and consultative assemblies.
Certainly Lesbumi had supported Islam but membership of Lesbumi did 
not entirely exclude recognition of the useful contribution of Christians to 
modern Indonesian culture. Sani used the film story Palupi by a Protestant 
writer, Satyagraha Hoerip Soeprobo, as the basis for his script and film, 
Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi? (1969). Later in 1973 his film script for 
Segenggam Harapan "A Handful of Hope" was partly based upon the work 
of another Christian, L. Wairata, Cinta dan Kewajiban "Love and Duty" 
(Teeuw 1: 78). It can be said that Sani Islamised both works.
Biography and criticism by Hutagalung
'The coming man" of the forties had certainly arrived at positions of 
considerable influence, heralded by the recognition of his creative talents. 
In 1967 M S Hutagalung had drawn attention to this fact by his biography 
and criticism of Asrul Sani. Tanggapan Dunia Asrul Sani "Consideration 
of the World of Asrul Sani" provides both data and opinion.
Hutagalung observed that Sani can be cynical (88, 105), mocking in his style 
(88), and he ridicules stupidity (111). The biographer referred to the 
comments of the critic H B Jassin who said that Sani's stories are spiced 
with humour (97). Humour in fact does accompany the allusions Sani 
makes by means of symbolism (108). Jassin also said that Sani's stories 
became essays, and the symbolism in his poetry made people realise that 
the narrative in those poems was an essay (111). Hutagalung decided that 
Sani's poems can indeed be hard to explain on account of the considerable 
symbolism within them (130). He very briefly referred to Sani's film work 
to decide that its themes do not differ much from those of his short stories 
where he is concerned with the life of the writer (91), or that they indeed 
do not differ much from his poems (91). He also concluded that Sani 
concentrated upon style in language and that he used symbolism which 
carried allusions, very often refined but creating strong impressions (105- 
106); even when they were not fully understood. Already evident in Sani's 
film work, these characteristics of his style are to be found in the four films 
examined.
Mediated through the influence of the poet Chairil Anwar and the 
composer Cornel Simandjuntak (131), the philosophy of existentialism,
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especially of those who like Gabriel Marcel believed in God (114—119), had 
influenced his work. Hutagalung concluded too that Sani's concept of 
religion was not different to that of Christians with their emphasis on love 
and firm conviction (119,131), and that his vision of life in the future was 
like that of the modern Pakistani poet Iqbal (131). Long acquainted with 
Sani and his work in literature and cultural politics, Ajip Rosidi 
(Rossidhy) objected to some of Hutagalung's methods and to some of his 
conclusions. In very few words Rosidi rejected comparison of Sani with 
Iqbal (Masalah Angkatan 85). Sani's opinion of Rosidi's views is most 
likely indicated by Rosidi being the peer chosen to be an editor of two 
books to celebrate his seventieth birthday in 1997. Hutagalung had paid 
comparatively little attention to Sani's criticism.
Sani's theory of film
Sani had said and written a great deal about art, literature and culture in 
which his views varied dependent upon the perceived need of the 
moment. He wrote in 1957 that unlike theatre film is passive 
("Pendidikan"). In the seventies he was stressing its positive value as 
being cultural and educative. By 1980 he was very much speaking publicly 
about the cultural mission of film (Busna). His script work and his 
direction were the practical proofs of his thinking upon film, what it was 
and what Indonesian film could and should be. He did prefer the stage, 
which he saw as being more intellectual than film in general. However, 
once convinced film could help advance the nation, he applied his 
intellect and creativity to this art form. For Sani, film has a dual nature.
One is that it is like poetry (M ahkam ah  "Court of Law"). This is the 
explanation he gave later in life and one which is credible for he was still 
an active poet at the time he began in film. Both poetry and film have the 
ability to choose which of the several devices or techniques available in 
the art form will carry the overriding message, and which will carry other 
meanings.
Emotion may be the stimulant, but intellect is more important for the 
development and conclusion of the poem (Sani, "Deadlock"). His own 
poetry has been noted for its use of echo; indeed, the echo of a tone poem 
played on the piano by Cornel Simandjuntak stimulated Sani's poem 
about a sea eagle ("Komponis"). Echo is a linking device, working on
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layers of memory to arouse consciousness. It would not be surprising to 
find Sani using echo in aural or visual symbol in his film work to link and 
to remind, therefore to stimulate thought.
The second characteristic of film is that it is a commercial product 
("Sensur"; "Mengapa"). The artist struggles to fight the mediocrity 
commerce imposes for the sake of predicting and satisfying markets; 
producers, distributors and exhibitors all at some point opposed Sani's 
scripts and films as uncommercial. However, there were times when some 
of his film work achieved commercial success.
As befits a filmmaker devoted to the ideal of art as a means of conveying 
truth and arousing thought, Sani chose to avoid some Indonesian genres 
of film. These were horror, suspense, mystical and usually, legend. His 
forays into genre were more diverse in the early New Order period than 
before. In the fifties and sixties he had contributed to drama and 
melodrama, musicals, and fictional films about social problems with 
government or religious messages (Lagak Internasional (1955) and Buruh 
Betigkel (1956). He had made the revolutionary film Pagar Kawat Berduri 
(1961), the failure of the revolution film Lewat Jam Malam (1954), and the 
dakwah  or religious educational film Tauhid  (1964). The next phase of his 
career was more prolific and varied.
Genre in film is a convenient marketable commodity, and advertising lets 
a viewer know what to expect. A renowned writer of short stories like Sani 
would be expected to be able to produce coherent plots for a film company. 
Sani rose to the challenge of writing his own plots and of developing 
complex plots from source materials. His stint as script supervisor at 
Persari in the fifties gave him experience with other writers and with 
producers and directors much concerned with commercial success. He was 
operating in a film industry where producers so often composed the plots 
and dictated the contents of the dialogue. Even Djamaluddin Malik of 
Persari was not averse to regurgitating Indian plots to please his audiences 
(Sen, Cinema).
An aspiring auteur can be judged by how he "arranges and decomposes" 
the tradition of the genre in his individualistic effort to tell a story, to 
make audiences feel and have spectators go away with a new thought in 
their heads. With new opportunities afforded him in the early New Order 
because of his increasing political connections, Sani might have been
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expected to explore genre more and more and to alter it for two reasons. 
Making a film according to genre can be imitation of other films, not life 
(Sobchack 41) as each film made affects the creative memory of other 
artists; but genre alters anyway as it is a kind of shorthand for the collective 
memory of a people who express what they remember and forget. As 
memory changes, so does genre. Of course, those reading another's 
shorthand can read the message differently.
Sani saw the function of film as "the thorny conscience of society" 
("Sensor Ditindjau"). Its potential here is to show "the actual and 
conflicting tendencies of society". Film has to be topical, and relevant. Sani 
had described the function of literature as "the mirror of society", and 
noted that Indonesian writers would have to discover more of rural and 
traditional societies before they could work their way forward to create a 
viable modern form of cultural expression ("De Indonesische 
Letterkunde'"). This comment helps to explain why he turned to film, 
which with aural and visual means extended by technology could say and 
show more to more ("Depictions"). He also knew that the cultural centre 
would have to be Jakarta ("Ibu Kami").
His awareness of politics extended to linking his two ongoing interests, 
theatre and film, within his film work. The word sandiwara means 
modern stage drama but not the thought provoking avant garde theatre 
which Sani preferred. Sandiwara can also be used as a metaphor for parody 
or comedy to refer to politics, especially to a performance which may or 
may not convey or reveal the real machinations and manoeuvring back 
stage (Anderson, "Languages"). The word is sometimes used by a character 
in a script by Sani to suggest the political sense of machination and 
unreality. It is used in this sense in both Palupi? (1969) and in Bawalah 
(1981). The idea is also sometimes conveyed when Sani uses an insert of a 
drama to convey the notion that there is another meaning, about which 
the audience is invited to think. His most frequent practice was to regard 
the narrative dramatic method as the most efficient way to teach the most 
important lessons. He emphasised this idea in the first film he directed, 
Titian Serambut Dibelah Tujuh (1959) and has adhered to it with greater or 
lesser degrees of artistry over the decades. The method creates the core of 
his film, Perintis (1977), though he encased Perintis in a pedagogical 
framework of prologue and epilogue.
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Sen suggests that Indonesian films are read in two ways by audiences, 
according to the narrative to which censors attach great importance, and 
according to their own interpretation of the message giver or power player 
manipulating the process of film ("Films" 373-374). Her interpretation is 
another wording of the concepts behind the word sandiwara.
Conclusion
The work of an intellectual and creative filmmaker can therefore be 
expected to convey more than one level of meaning, even though a 
reviewer may be unwilling to say exactly what the other level or levels are 
(Riyanto). Even a filmmaker generally accredited as an auteur within and 
outside his own culture is not the sole agent of the production of 
ideological practice, and talented directors have to work under limitations 
(Dissanayake, "Cinema, Nation and Culture"). As well, the complexity 
within a modernising society also entails recognising that the effort of 
artists with strong nationalist convictions to construct unity out of diverse 
cultures entails difficulties and contradictions (Berry, "League" 182).
Close examination of the cinematic and filmic aspects of four films, Apa 
Yang Kaucari, Palupi? (1969), Ateng Mata Keranjang (1975), Para Perintis 
Kem erdekaan  (1977) and Bawalah Aku Pergi (1981) provides a chance to 
discover whether or not "complexity in film form will shroud, and at the 
same time, convey critical ideas" (Sen, "Films" 376). Sen's contention that 
"the very process of repression opens up new modes of representation and 
ideological resistance"(376) is one which the work of a filmmaker so much 
part of the establishment could illuminate, for he too had his own belief 
systems to express, Islam, art and the nation, and a special purpose, to 
create a new art for a new mankind.
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CHAPTER TWO
APA YANG KAUCARI, PALUPI? (1969)
"Let thy Lord be thy Quest"1
Was there really an opportunity to portray the cross-currents of "actual 
and failed tendencies" in society (Sani, "Sensor Ditindjau") for an 
intellectual writer and director in early New Order Indonesia? Close to 
Sani, Ajip Rosidi has indicated that Sani had this chance and expressed it 
through the filter of personal experience. Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi? 
"What are you looking for, Palupi?" (1969) expresses thoughts and feelings 
springing from Sani's divorce from his first wife, the poet and translator 
Siti Nuraini (Rosidi, "Riwayat" xxi). Palupi? also demonstrates 
convictions Sani expressed several times about reality and poetry in film, 
and the educational advantage of dramatic narrative. It also reinforces the 
truth of Hutagalung's assessment about the difficulties inherent in Sani's 
poetry for some of the film's verbal and visual images have a variety of 
possible allusions. Hutagalung's description of Sani's poems being a form 
of essay is equally relevant, for Sani presents a general critique of society 
and its elites, a particular one about the film industry, and he offers a 
straightforward remedy.
Instead of simply portraying the crisis of marriage breakdown, Sani 
intellectualised his response to draw upon two important strands in his 
intellectual and artistic development, European existentialist literature 
and Islam. There are therefore two discourses so that interpretation of 
some scenes depends upon the resources of individual viewers. Sani uses 
men to emphasise the role of art responding to the past and current 
environment, and the behaviour of women to emphasise the necessity for 
religious values amidst social stress.
The task of the narrative is to twine the two discourses together. It is clear 
that Sani's conception of existentialism was not atheistic but close to those 
existentialists who, like Gabriel Marcel, believed in God (Hutagalung 116). 
This ensures that Islamic discourse will be privileged. From the very 
beginning the woman Palupi exhibits a grave fault, rebelliousness against
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male authority, that of a husband who provides her sustenance (Qur'an 4: 
38, Arberry 77) and that of the older bapak  "father", "patron" figure of the 
film producer upon whom her career outside the home depends (4: 62, 81). 
This springs from her lack of contentment with kodrat wanita "the destiny 
of a woman".2 Her behaviour offends against Indonesian tradition and 
against religious values. Her discontent and resultant spiritual decline are 
the toll Westernisation, modernisation, and urbanisation through 
corruption, collusion and nepotism have created in Sani's contemporary 
Indonesia.
Without direct mention of them, Sani utilised the drama of French 
writers such as Sartre and Adamov. For the Hell-like disco party scene at 
the end of Palupi? Sani drew upon Sartre's best play, Huis-Clos "No Exit" 
(1945), which shows that Hell is being among people with whom one has 
nothing in common (Seymour-Smith 483-84).3 Sani had translated Huis- 
Clos as Pintu Tertutup 'The Closed Door" for the Indonesian avant garde 
theatre of ATNI. Adamov in his play Professor Taranne had expounded 
the problem of self-definition, and Sani inserts a scene from that play to 
raise the place of logic and justice or the lack of them, in deciding how 
social and moral values are fixed (Seymour-Smith 522-24). Both writers 
dealt with the theme of the artist as a fraud. Identity was the question, and 
authenticity was their goal. Should the artist remain pure or "dirty his 
hands", and which dramatic art form was purer than another?
These Western issues are ones Sani sees in his own society which has 
suffered the onslaught of capitalism and the challenge of Communism. 
The solutions he offers to confront the social detritus from modernisation 
and urbanisation are the honesty of the leadership of the artist-intellectual, 
and a return to the mental health which the religion of Islam and 
traditional culture provide. How aptly chosen were his methods so that an 
audience might come to accept the film form as vital for national culture? 
Covertly far more often than overtly, Sani in narrative, dialogue and aural 
and visual ways uses symbols from the religion of the majority, Islam, and 
traditional literature to teach the values needed for curing and advancing 
society. He has no wish to regress to the past.
Sani adds to and develops the film story upon which it was based, Palupi 
by the Christian Satyagraha Hoerip Soeprobo, which was about the death 
of a marriage. Black and white and colour film are combined with 
considerable use of flashback and of film or drama inserts to start a tale,
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retrace the past to reach the starting point, and proceed on to the 
consequences of the chain of events told.4
The film tells of the discontented and restless Palupi who rejects her 
womanly roles to seek what she thinks is happiness in the glamour of a 
career as a film actress and the gratification of a Western lifestyle.5 She 
abandons her loving husband Haidar and falls in love with her film 
director Chalil, who several times rejects her advances but befriends her. 
Jealous of Puteri, the chaste and subservient maiden who is the ideal of 
Chalil, she commits fornication with Sugito, the cynical businessman who 
inevitably rejects her in favour of a younger woman. Despite a wishful 
dream of love with Chalil in a scene that contains pictorial symbols of an 
approach to Paradise, in her usual restless style Palupi continues to delude 
herself. Her effort to return to film fails and in a burst of honesty she 
rejects help from Chalil. She rejects his spiritual advice as she runs off to 
the disco party of the businessman Latif where she suddenly observes the 
Hellish nature of the scene before her. She retreats, to kneel outside at the 
call to prayer from the mosque, for the old gatekeeper insists she must stay 
there till he is ordered to let people out. Distraught at the futility of her 
search for worldly happiness and ignorant of religion, she is given the 
chance to become aware that the word perlu  "necessary" in the song of the 
opening credits really refers to the need for stability from religion.
Given Sani's commitment to Islam and to the political party of the 
Nahdlatul Ulama, Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi? can be expected to insist 
upon traditional morality and upon personal spirituality, the latter best 
pursued with the help of a proper guide. Given his active involvement in 
cultural politics in both the Old and New Order, Sani can be expected 
where possible to show support for government aims. He can be expected 
too to put intellectuals and artists forward as that elite best suited to guide 
other elites in the serious matter of developing a modern culture.
Quality and commitment to progress
Palupi? (1969) was deliberately made as one of five examples of quality 
filmmaking to be official encouragement to Indonesian film producers, 
directors and scriptwriters (Sen, "Films" 102-05). Drs Haji Asrul Sani was 
funded because he was highly regarded as an artist and as an official 
member of bodies supporting, developing and encouraging New Order 
cultural policy. Government favour could be construed as encouraging the
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information and educative aspects of film at the expense of its 
entertainment value, and the filmmaker's personal aims could reduce the 
entertainment value for those unaccustomed to the technical and 
psychological possibilities of film.
To help overcome this general ignorance, Palupi? displays or refers to 
some of the many processes of filmmaking. Within this general 
background Palupi? also with a little "black humour" in several segments 
briefly depicts the history of Indonesian film and criticises its products 
(Kardjo). The private lives of people involved in the film industry become 
the means by which society at large is examined. Haidar the writer and 
stage director, Palupi his wife turned actress, Chalil the film director, Djaja 
the film producer, Amin the art director, the technical and support staff, 
Puteri the mute nubile female figure of hope and inspiration, parasites 
large and small on society, a celebrity hunter such as Sugito and the 
unrecognised graffiti writer all together were calculated to provide a 
sufficient spectrum of human nature.
Palupi? shows that art is not divorced from society, and that film is not 
divorced from other arts. Since portraying the reality of society was the 
aim of Sani and his colleagues who supported the idea of a national film 
showing Indonesians to themselves, and since Italian Neo-Realism was 
the method that their first president, Sukarno, suggested to them as the 
proper alternative to Russian and Hollywood methods a certain 
documentary truth and self-revelation can be expected (Ismail, "Film" 99).
The documentary context of Sani's career and contemporary politics in the 
three years from 1966 to 1969 illustrates social truths in Palupi? These in 
turn quietly illustrate its Revivalist message of the inevitability of moral 
judgement, the awareness of God's eternal time, the Promise of Mercy and 
the Threat of Hell, God's Love graciously given, and willing remembrance 
of Him. Palupi? offers a narrative of the progress of the soul to self- 
knowledge in its effort to have people return to a religion some had never 
left, and to traditional values of sexual morality still strong in otherwise 
fallen characters. Palupi? also offers a particular warning to some elites 
that their members bear responsibility for much of the ills of society.
As Sani's complexity of technique and cultural depth displays the religious 
truths, and the artistic and social issues raised within the narrative, the 
reasons some quarters had for accepting or rejecting Palupi? (1969) as
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artistic, and as successful, must be sought in Sani's work and the temper of 
the times. The changes between the original and the filmed script reveal 
much about Sani's intentions and the pressures on him. These are 
discussed, with similar changes to the other three films, in the final 
chapter.
Images and their sources; film and poetry
Palupi? (1969) is not the first example of a mixture of Western and Islamic 
discourse and imagery in modern Indonesian writing. Jeff Dreyfuss draws 
attention to a Qur'anic structure in his dissertation "Modes of Text- 
Building in the Indonesian story Surabaya by Idrus" (1981), which he sets 
out in a table of Koranic Allegories and References (132-137). He states that 
Idrus presents the actions of Indonesians at the start of the Revolution as 
"tantamount to the 'killing' of traditional religion" so it "seems natural 
that they should be punished" (133). Idrus was not closely associated with 
Gelanggang or the Angkatan "45, to which Sani belonged. Idrus' prose 
work like Surabaya (1948) shows the influence of Flemish and modem 
American writers (Teeuw I: 159-163). Idrus' writing has been labelled as 
crude and sarcastic. Crudity is not found in Palupi? which works subtly on 
many levels.
It is the most poetic of the four films chosen. The poetry of Palupi? does 
not prevent a realist or documentary presentation of the modern urban 
environment of people at work, at home and at play. Because Sani was so 
well read in Western, other Asian and Islamic literature, and well trained 
in film and drama, an image whether verbal, visual or aural may have 
more than one possible interpretation. Non-verbal aspects can be more 
significant in some film scenes than dialogue. Similarly, non-verbal data 
are as significant as written sources in unfolding the story of Islamic 
spirituality (Renard, Seven  xiv-xv).
The living of a Muslim religious life entails four dimensions, islarn or 
submission to God in actions, iman or confidence in the true knowledge of 
the heart, and ihsan  or doing what is beautiful, being so aware of God that 
every thought, deed and intention conveys this. The fourth dimension is 
that of religious knowledge of time, in which history unfolds and ends 
(Murata and Chittick xxviii-ix). Characters, events and symbols in Palupi?
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provide evidence of these dimensions, not necessarily stressed as if in a 
textbook.
Apart from his reading and training, another source for symbolism was 
the fervour of other Indonesian writers and artists who thought of 
themselves firstly as guides and leaders, rather than painters, musicians 
and so on. They would refer to and use elements of the other arts and 
literature in their work (Sani, "45 Tahun" 567).
Sani's career and the contemporary scene 1966-69
In 1966 Sani wrote and directed Fajar Menyitigsingdi atas Permukaan Laut 
"Dawn Breaks upon the Surface of the Sea" in the interregnum between 
the Old Order and the New Order. Its script is less than subtle. It even 
contains a very Leftist statement from the Sukarno years, "We must leave 
our comfortable chairs and our fine rooms and hurl ourselves into the 
midst of the masses where the source of beauty is to be found" (script 20).6 
It is a populist statement encouraging humility by direct involvement 
with the poor and disempowered, among whom the mystical idea of being 
a fak ir  "beggar for God" can be achieved. Described as "mute" and "noble", 
the character of the poor Puteri personifies this idea in Palupi?
The script of Fajar (1966) is full of the call to carry on the struggle and to be 
involved in politics, for obviously the ideals of the Revolution have not 
all been fulfilled, so the film repeats the claim of the Surat of 1950. Muslim 
fishermen respond to social and economic injustice by forming a co­
operative, by expelling the irreligious and superstitious exploiter, and by 
accepting the example of their devout leadership in not seeking revenge. 
In Fajar Islam supports nationalism and effort at betterment in this world.
Written a few months after Fajar was made, the Surat of 1966 politely but 
firmly phrased its reservations about accepting the policy of Development, 
and insisted upon the individual artist holding onto religious belief and 
trust in humanity. There is no direct call for personal political activity in 
Palupi? but a lot about art, moral values, and religion.
1969, the year Palupi? was made, was an important year because "it marked 
the transition from the old order to the new", and because its Repelita I or 
first Five Year Development Plan "turned from economic stabilisation to 
development" (Ricklefs 297). Also in 1969, the ABRI-backed New Order
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government affirmed its commitment to religion by several measures, 
such as the general one in its Repelita I that spiritual progress went hand 
in hand with socio-economic development and in more specific measures 
such as taking over the supervision of the haj. However, by 1969 it was 
clear that the Muslim political parties had not gained the influence they 
had hoped for, and Lesbumi's own membership declined (Fealey, Sani 
interview).
Together, the two intellectuals and artists of Palupi? encompass the 
prescriptions typical in the late sixties of the elites charged with repairing 
society and the economy, and with advancing modernisation: that is, with 
social engineering. One of these was the social scientist Koentjaraningrat 
who advised efforts to inculcate a new mentality. In 1969 he urged the 
significance of an awareness of and concern for quality as a way to socio­
economic development ("Mentality" 122).7 In 1972 Koentjaraningrat 
extended this general comment to film: the prerequisites for the making of 
a good film are the superior education and foreign knowledge of its 
director and its scriptwriter (Labrousse, "Drames" 1983: 216).8 The actual 
quality of Palupi? depends not only upon its command of film techniques 
but upon their proper use to illustrate its themes emphasised by narrative, 
characterisation and symbolism.
Between Fa jar (1966) and Palupi? (1969), Sani twice drew attention to his 
ideal of standard. In 1967 he was a member of the jury which refused to 
declare any film as Best at the Indonesian Film Festival. His other 1967 
decision was not to proceed with the pre-production of Dua Insan "Two 
Human Beings" which was based on his film story Adam dan Hawa 
"Adam and Eve". He would not accept that the producer had any right to 
choose the actors. Sani's stand was made on the issue of quality (Sinar 
Harapan 30 Apr. 1967: 2).
In 1969 several other things relevant to Palupi? were said or done. Sani 
attended a seminar on the important poet Chairil Anwar, from which he 
retired in disgust because he could not agree with Arief Budiman's 
presentation of the man as an idealist exalting justice. Sani expostulated 
outside that Anwar was a bohemian (Harian KAMI 1 May 1969: 3).9 Being 
a bohemian does not exclude possessing a desire for social justice, but Sani 
saw Chairil as being chiefly concerned with language and the 
individualism, not egotism, which each among the modernising masses 
needed. Sani's rejection of the exaltation of a man with some great
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personal weaknesses into a symbol had been made plain years before when 
he concluded "Chairil Anwar" (1954) with the statement that Chairil had 
never borne arms. Sani's rejection of Budiman's presentation of Chairil 
occurred in the same year that the writer and critic Goenawan Mohamad 
urged the value of art as a medium of dakw ah  "religious educational 
mission" as a means of presenting the full truth about God ("Medium").
Beauty expresses God, and God is the Beautiful. Mohamad's urging came 
close after the forcible removal of Communism from the political and 
social arena. Using art to produce outright propaganda would only 
perpetuate the unsatisfactory disharmony of political conflict in the late 
Sukarno period. Mohamad makes it clear that the purpose of art is to cure 
society, and his language expresses his ideas in Islamic terms. With 
government support for religion, and or the arts through the Dewan 
Kesenian Jakarta, Sani could use the political system to devote himself to 
two ideals of Lesbumi, the beauty of art and the creation of the awareness 
of the Power and the Beauty of God.
Though 1969 itself was an important year, it is clear that Sani's thinking in 
the film extends further back in time. The chief female character of Fajar 
(1966) has several faults, even though she is chaste: she learns to be 
unselfish, to query foreign theories taught at university, and to reject her 
unworthy fiancé who colludes with a corrupt middleman who does not 
share the cultural values of a fishing village. In his Amsterdam 
symposium speech of 1953, and in the films Fajar and Palupi? Sani uses a 
woman from a privileged section of society to demonstrate the faults of 
undigested Westernisation ("De Indonesische Letterkunde"). Fajar shows 
success in turning a woman of immaturity and incorrect thinking into a 
modern and mature person; Palupi? hints at its possibility.
As Sani was an artist of known standing, connected through the Karyawan 
Film dan Televisi to the Joint Secretariat of the Armed Forces backed 
Golkar which was the dominant group in the legislative and consultative 
assemblies in which he sat, access was easy to funds from the Dewan 
Produksi Film Nasional "National Film Production Council" created in 
1968 (Said, "Perfilman Indonesia" 436). The government regulation SK 71 
in 1968 allowed subsidies to films whose scenarios were approved. In effect 
this meant a form of political censorship. The shortlived Council was 
disbanded on 19 December 1969, the reason given being its "excessive use 
of funds" (Said, Shadows 81).10
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By granting financial and administrative assistance to a filmmaker 
recognised for his inclusion of religious and moral themes, the New Order 
government was signalling in another way that religion was not to be 
purely a private concern. Its First Five Year Plan linked spiritual 
development with successful socio-economic development; it established 
a national organisation for the haj, and pilgrims' money paid ahead was 
put into a fund as a resource for development. Funding a filmmaker like 
Sani was ensuring the making of films that showed an Indonesian identity 
as moral and spiritual. Because film is seen by many within a nation, and 
by some outside even if only on the arts and culture circuit, it is a public 
medium, a public art. By allowing a devout Muslim to write scripts and 
direct films many of whose idioms would be those of his religion, the 
government was encouraging the predominance of Muslim symbolism as 
the marker of national identity. After all, no culture that treats religion as 
a purely private concern can create genuine public religious art, an art to 
which all its citizens are exposed and whose idiom they understand 
(Campion 200).11
Sani ignored commercial criticism over the delay in actually filming 
Palupi? and over its cost. With other directors of National Film 
Production Council funded films, he may well have gone to Japan to study 
film sound techniques (Mimbar Umum 12 Oct. 1969). This action is made 
explicable by criticism of the poor sound of Tauhid made in 1964 (Zein). 
The authorities were also aware that poor technical quality had 
discouraged Indonesians from preferring their own films (Labrousse, 
"Drames" 1973: 143).
Sani shared with others a concern for technical standards and a 
commitment to a pure art expressing and forming culture. After 
independence debasement of culture or deculturisation was described as 
pornography. The literary critic and historian H B Jassin concluded that 
art, not pornography, freed the soul and that the greatest Truth was found 
within Beauty, within religion, within philosophy. Truth is a goal, an 
ideal, termed in religion God ("Seni"). The goal of art was for mankind to 
recognise himself within the enormity of the natural world. A refusal to 
be led astray from this marked the consciousness of devout Muslim 
nationalists. Printed pornography was the subject of government and 
media attention in 1968 when youths led an outcry against it and laws
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were passed against it (Rudiarsa). Palupi? in 1969 presents film art as a 
modern art, pure, opposed to pornography and the debasement of culture.
Narrative
The title "What are you looking for?" is the chief question, which in itself 
suggests that the narrative might be a modern form of the ancient Islamic 
quest stories in which some kind of definitive choice and therefore ending 
may be expected (Renard, Islam  147). The question Apa Yang Kaucari, 
Palupi? is repeated as a strain of music from the title song at a moment of 
crisis between her lover Sugito's minor and major abandonment of her, 
and again at the end of the film. The question is also asked in other forms 
such as "What do you want?" and "Why are you here?" in contexts which 
suggest a more specific answer than the simple, all embracing one at the 
end of a religious tale. The narrative is not continuous; it jumps, and is 
structured more like a sermon detailing the progress of sin and the 
consequences.
After the credits with screen test shots of Palupi and the title song synopsis 
of her flight and search, the film begins with the sense of an autobiography 
as the actress childishly rejects criticism of her screen test. From this point, 
her internal monologue has her memory take her back to the initial 
impetus for her career in film. Childless and discontented, Palupi seeks 
gratification through a career in film and a Western life style. She rejects 
her husband's sexual advances, has no interest in his just completed work 
and takes a shower. Even so her writer husband Haidar arranges a meeting 
with his film director friend Chalil about an acting job for her. They first 
meet in his film studio where several short scenes allow some 
shortcomings of the Indonesian film industry to be revealed. On some 
following day, with Haidar's permission Chalil drives Palupi to the beach 
for a quiet interview where each learns something of the other as a person. 
Here Chalil reveals his concern for quality in everything, which includes 
instructions to the beachside stall cook. Here too he introduces her to 
Puteri, a poor, beautiful, mute young woman whom he has turned into an 
ideal. Chalil expresses his admiration for Haidar. Without any sexual 
intent or innuendo Chalil persuades Palupi to bathe naked in the sea 
where they swim apart.
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The two return to the Culture Hall where the Haidar-directed adaptation 
of an avant garde European play is being performed, a play using nudity to 
make the link between individual judgement without public sanctions 
and insanity. A dullard laughs out of place. At the end of the performance 
Haidar's actors earnestly seek his instruction but Palupi tries to corrupt 
Haidar's ideals in art. She asks him to write pornography to please the 
publisher who importunes him. Haidar refuses. Chalil expresses his 
admiration for Haidar as like the moon both to the publisher and to 
Palupi, to whom he speaks rudely.
Some interval of time later, during and after the première of Palupi's first 
film which reflects the imitative phase or Stage I described by Gabriel 
("Towards" 11) in Third World film history. Chalil explains to the film 
producer Djaja the demoralising effect which Palupi's search for the wrong 
kind of happiness will have on her. That same night the celebrity hunter 
and businessman Sugito begins the process of seducing Palupi by inviting 
her to dinner at a hotel nightclub after the premiere. She accepts, first 
comes to know the female singer Farida, and then rejects Djaja's offer to 
escort her home to her husband because she is impressed by the 
environment and Sugito's connections. Since Palupi refuses Sugito's first 
sexual advances, he picks up a prostitute.
The story jumps in time. Palupi is later found enjoying an outing on a 
yacht. Then there is another jump in time to reveal the effect of her 
behaviour on the domestic situation. In a park strangely deserted because 
Jakarta was an overcrowded city, Haidar tells his friend Chalil that the 
restless Palupi has asked for a divorce and that he will turn even more to 
purity in and through art, a decision which Chalil decries as an effort to 
turn into a national monument.12 It is a scene about the purity of the 
artist, and whether it is possible as Sartre asked for the artist to be above 
the dirt (Seymour-Smith 484).
After the divorce, Palupi pursues Chalil, her former acting teacher and 
now her director in a melodrama about a woman leaving her husband. 
Chalil understands that her materialist ambitions conflict with the real 
meaning of love, and with his own spiritual knowledge and artistic 
ambitions. Within this segment he chastely zips up Palupi's dress, rejects 
her advances but otherwise befriends her throughout the film. He asks 
Palupi not to attend Sugito's party for foreign and corrupt guests. He is so 
distraught by her materialism that he orders his Art Director to demolish
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and build another set. At some later time Sugito classifies his guests and 
artists for Chalil, who has protectively accompanied Palupi despite his 
misgivings. Eventually Chalil is forced by incompatibility to withdraw 
from a conversation with three guests, wealthy nepotistic matrons who 
have no awareness of the purpose and purity of modern Indonesian art.
A later segment shows Palupi with internal misgivings continuing her 
relationship with Sugito. In a beachside scene the hand of an unseen 
graffiti writer turns a handwritten ORLA "Old Order" into ORBA "New 
Order" on the company signboard outside Sugito's business premises. This 
shot might silently be making plain the existence of dissatisfaction with 
the lack of real socio-economic change between the Old and the New 
Order; or else it is a self-satisfied joke by Sugito's male companion in this 
beachside scene.13 Immediately following this shot, Sugito promises 
Palupi to have his connections gain publicity to revive her flagging career. 
Annoyed when Palupi speaks happily of her memory of Haidar and the 
beach shell he had once given her as a sign of God, Sugito tells her he will 
get her a clean plastic imitation from Hong Kong. Some time later Palupi 
visits Chalil on location at the ruins of a Dutch fort where the film crew 
laugh to each other about her immoral status. Chalil disapproves of an 
extravagantly posed fashion shoot taking place on the site, the caretaker 
reprimands a courting couple for close proximity, Chalil expounds upon 
the colonial past still felt, and Palupi attempts to have Chalil offer her 
marriage so she will not have to return to Sugito. Once more he rejects her 
in favour of God and art, again encouraged to return to his true calling by 
his Art Director.
At another time, when visiting the beach with a lascivious party of 
Sugito's friends, Palupi sees Chalil enjoying the company of Puteri who 
attends to him. Jealous of the chaste Puteri's hold on Chalil, Palupi 
indicates her agreement to commit the sin of the act of fornication which 
Sugito has desired (Qur'an 17: 34, Arberry 277; 25: 68, 368). In bed before the 
act she exhibits fear and anxiety, and has two brief flashes of memory, one 
of herself in an orange pants suit appearing in the theatre while Haidar is 
at rehearsal,14 and another recalling what at the beach she had most 
recently observed as a spy through the trees of Chalil's affection for Puteri. 
After fornication Sugito tells her to go home with someone else. She then 
has a dream.15
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The spiritual message of this wakeful dream of herself on a journey to 
Chalil and beyond is possibly a subconscious warning about the failure of 
her hopes and even an inkling from some of the symbolism in the scene 
that she will not enter Paradise. Despite this, and later practical advice 
from her new friend the hardened sinner Mita, she continues to delude 
herself about her moral status and about love. After watching a 
mannequin parade, Mita in the dressing room explains Sugito's plan is to 
get rid of Palupi for another woman. Mita states that men will not marry 
women like Palupi and herself. On some later occasion in a bar Palupi and 
Mita meet Sugito and the teenage competition of the man hunting Sofi, 
who correctly and rudely assesses that she will win Sugito. In the bar's 
powder room, Mita again makes the immoral future plain to Palupi.
The next two segments show two ways by which Palupi seeks to rescue 
herself. The first provides sad humour, for in a futile effort to stave off 
competition, Palupi tries to persuade the lurah  "district head" to lower the 
age on her identity card. In the next scene she is again seen at a beach, 
where she admits her sins and seeks Chain's help for her return to film. 
Her hope of gaining Chalil is temporarily set aside and her other hope of 
finding a Great Love one day is subtly prophesied as she is drawn by the 
beauty of a maidens' song in honour of the Prophet. Also in this beach 
scene Chalil humorously displays his insistence upon artistic quality by 
calling out "Cut!" to a distant band of youths practising silat "martial arts". 
Religion and humour are not inseparable, and the cynical Chalil has 
proved to the audience that, like Haidar, he too has religious knowledge, 
for he had to explain to Palupi what the maidens' song was.
Apparently over time Palupi has continued to be too intimate with Sugito. 
In a hotel nightclub Sugito abandons Palupi for the teenage man hunter 
Sofi. As the nightclub closes for the night Farida advises Palupi who is still 
obstinately waiting for Sugito's return that what she wants is not to be 
found there. Palupi rejects the minimal effort of the businessman Latif to 
pick her up. She does accept his card. Distraught, Palupi wanders along the 
deserted road only to be harassed as a prostitute by a motor bike gang of 
youths, from whom she is rescued by the city's garbage truck crew. The 
compromise reached between the assistant who cannot bear to see a 
woman unprotected and abandoned, and the older driver who wishes to 
avoid any contact with a fallen woman is to provide her with transport by
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putting her as moral refuse in the back with the garbage. "God degrades the 
unbelievers" (Qur'an 9: 1; Arberry 179).
Brief flashes of this humiliating memory come to Palupi's consciousness 
as the film narrative returns the audience to the day for night shots of the 
black and white scene in the preview room which continues with the 
producer Djaja rejecting Chalil's effort to retain Palupi by having an 
entirely new script written for her, one about Palupi herself. Djaja 
questions Chalil's career sense. Palupi feels restless but has enough sense 
of goodness in her and enough respect for art that she refuses Chain's 
effort to restore her career at the cost of his own. Here Sani is raising the 
question Sartre asked about the possibility of an artist remaining authentic 
and yet become involved, dirty one's hands, in the cause of the future 
(Seymour-Smith 484).
Desperate to earn some sort of livelihood and despite Chalil's effort to stop 
her with spiritual advice, she runs off to the filmed in colour Western 
disco party given by Latif. Briefly welcomed then neglected by her host, 
Palupi stands at the side of the room from where she observes a Hellish 
scene, which causes her to feel physical distress. She retreats into another 
room also crowded with people and objects which increase her sense that 
she does not want to be part of this party. Outside in the dark, she finds the 
old gatekeeper must keep her locked behind the gate until morning. 
Having failed to stop her entry, Chalil has seemingly given up hope so 
that he is seen and heard to be retreating slowly, unaware that she has 
sought escape. She looks out in that direction. She kneels at the sound of 
the call to prayer from the mosque. She does not pray, indeed she probably 
is so ignorant of religion that she does not know how to prostrate herself 
in the prescribed fashion. But the audience hears the call too.
The narrative method
The narrative method is comprehensive, through its lawyer-like 
dependence on the use of reason in a question and answer framework, and 
through the arts with their intuitive processes of memory and wakeful 
dream.16 Both methods are needed to arrive at the truth. Indeed, Islamic 
life is founded on Revelation and Reason (Arberry, Reason).17 What links 
these two methods is the seeming use of the first person, Palupi herself, to 
ask herself the first questions, "Why?" and "Where?", which initiate the
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process of memory. Since memory cannot always be easily bidden, and 
since others close to events may be better observers, able to fill in the gaps 
and able to seize upon the salient points, the characters Haidar and Chalil 
tell some part of the story or make some pertinent analysis. So does Sani, 
who as the filmmaker can use various technical means such as camera 
angle and sound, to express a viewpoint. And, of course, the story proceeds 
well beyond supplying the answer to "Where did it all begin to go wrong?" 
and even the "Why?" into actually having her inner self find what she 
had been looking for.
Other questions add to the complex weaving of themes. "What was this 
building?" in the outdoor film location at the Dutch ruin of Fort 
Speelwyck may seem less important at the moment of asking, but it raises 
important issues. The answer to this question allows Sani to introduce the 
nature of history and the survival and distortion of collective memory 
into a narrative about a woman's personal memory, a form of parallelism. 
"What was this building?" receives more than one answer. The man's 
reply that it was "a hotel" such as the Dutch were forever building can be 
interpreted as a wry comment upon the purpose of forts and prisons in the 
colonial period; it can also be taken as proof of how ignorant the woman is 
about national history and how speedily an ignorant or deliberately 
deceptive teacher rearranges or distorts the past to make the present seem 
more agreeable to his purpose of promiscuity.
Within the same Fort Speelwyck sequence the film director Chalil tells 
Palupi of his brooding upon the past, upon a memorial to a Dutch woman 
long dead. The person has died, been forgotten, but the past history 
represented by the presence of the memorial makes the sensitive and 
intellectual Chalil ask Palupi: "Can we part from the past?" This is a 
pessimistic question about ability to form a new culture unencumbered by 
the colonial legacy. Sani does not waste questions; there is always a point 
to be made.
Answers to the chief question "What are you looking for?" are proffered 
several times. The film director Chalil tells Djaja the film producer that 
Palupi is looking for "a greater happiness". Her husband Haidar shares his 
agony with Chalil when he describes her search as "chasing her own 
shadow". Even later, Chalil hears her say that she is sure "one day a Great 
Love will come her way". The very end of the film shows that she intuits a 
better way of life than that which she has been leading but intervention by
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others is needed for final conviction. Being misled by the grave sins of 
wilfulness and self-absorption, she had eagerly responded to social 
pressures.
Narrative and symbolism march side by side
Quite clearly Palupi? (1969) is full of moral messages, full of social 
comment, full of religious symbolism seen or heard. This symbolism 
repeated again and again is vital to the narrative. Symbols are attached to 
characters and social situations, so that goals and behaviour are reinforced 
even in situations where it might be hard otherwise to grasp the 
connection between events. It is possible that a symbol may possess one 
meaning for some viewers, and several meanings for others. For instance, 
the deserted park scene is a jump cut, moving without narrative linkage 
from depicting Palupi's playtime on a yacht to discussion of her conduct in 
general by Haidar and Chalil.18 The unreal setting of an uncrowded park 
where the two men meet expresses the desolation of a deserted husband 
and the alienation from society that an artist may have: there are two 
meanings for the one symbol. The repetition of symbols can ease any 
problems of understanding for those who may have trouble with Sard's 
use of flashbacks and his sudden jumps in continuity. What can be 
expressed in a word in one part of the film may be expressed elsewhere 
through action or through a visual or auditory image. An understanding 
that the information has been given before in another way is demanded of 
Sani's audience.
Even so, the final scene provides one great exception to the technique of 
frequent repetition of symbolism. It also is a reminder of Sartre's 
existentialist play Huis-Clos "No Exit" of people shut up together after 
death (Seymour-Smith 484). The gate firmly shut and kept locked by the 
gatekeeper obeying his master's orders can be interpreted as a single but 
powerful reference to God as the Guardian of all things, Who keeps the 
keys of heaven and earth (Qur'an 39: 63; Arberry 478). One inanimate shot 
focuses on the lock of the gate.19 The locked gate separates Palupi from her 
would-be rescuer Chalil. It might however be a visualisation of the last 
part of the poem "Suara Malam" (1943) about death by Chairil Anwar, 
which admits that the limits have been transgressed, asks if one can 
return, then states that the gate is firmly shut. The locked gate symbol 
appears only in the final outdoor night scene, in conjunction with the
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aural symbol of the Power above all, the azan .20 Another aural symbol is 
heard over the final credits, the music of the synoptic song from the 
introductory credits about her search for what she needs.
A seeming exception to the repetition of symbolism in conjunction with 
the narrative occurs in the exhibition of modern Indonesian painting at 
the Balai Budaya "Hall of Culture" where a corrupt publisher tries to cajole 
Haidar into pornography for profit. Chalil describes Palupi as "a fish".21 
The comment can be taken in the immediate context that the superior 
male insults the weak woman whom he knows is childlike and 
immature, wanting undeserved compliments. Yet the art direction and 
cinematography supply another interpretation. They both draw attention 
to the contemporary modern painting of a fish in the background. Chalil's 
words might mean nothing to any part of an Indonesian audience; yet 
there is a kindly reference to fish and soul elsewhere in Muslim art. 'The 
soul lives in the Divine like a fish in water" has been depicted pictorially 
by a female figure representing the soul among fish swimming in water 
(Lewis 135, plate 15).
Sometimes found in conjunction with this symbol in Muslim art of the 
female as the soul among the fish is the symbol of the riderless horse, 
"symbol of earthly desires" (Lewis 135, plate 15). The metaphor is that of a 
horse without direction. Chalil refers to this in a dark night of the soul 
statement to his Art Director, "Let them saddle the wind", and much later 
he says to Palupi, "You're trying to ride the wind" and "You get nowhere". 
"Wind" is a metaphor for haWa "whim", "caprice" in Islamic mysticism 
(Chittick 198-99). That is why in the lengthy job interview sequence at the 
beach Chalil introduces Palupi to the mute and nubile Puteri as "the guest 
from nowhere". "Wind" and "nowhere" are symbols in words at points 
where requests and events prove Palupi's lack of spiritual focus, her lack of 
authenticity or identity.
The sense of alienation in "nowhere" is displayed in a purely modern 
manner in the wordless mannequin parade and then in the following 
dressing room scene with conversation. During the robotic movements of 
the mannequins, Sani has the camera move to the hard face of the female 
director who smokes a cheroot, and to a closeup of a full size dummy or 
model, an object lacking a soul. In the dressing room the message becomes 
more particular when Palupi's friend Mita acknowledges that the wealthy 
man who keeps her probably thinks of her as a prostitute. The parade
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director is worse than Mita, for she guides to a life of sin young models 
wearing Western clothes which emphasise their private parts (Qur'an 33: 
35; Arberry 431). Clearly the symbolism of these two scenes grades sinners. 
Palupi is the sinner deluded by her own caprice about herself, refusing to 
accept that Sugito has no respect for her. Mita is the hardened sinner and 
the more masculine parade directress recruits for Satan.
Characters as symbols
Other characters in Palupi? (1969) are equally symbolic. Symbols do not 
have to be present long or often to deepen meaning and comment upon 
character or situation. The role of the mute nubile teenager occupies little 
screen time. Puteri is unsullied, subservient and loving without thought 
of self. Cynical about women for he has been hurt by one, Chalil often 
seeks the solace of her company. She may be a source of creative 
stimulation, for he tells her fairy stories but he hopes some day they can 
communicate. Palupi is jealous of Puteri because Chalil speaks of her in 
terms of ideal and hope. The Westernised teenage bar girl Sofi, of course, is 
a symbol of moral disorder like the motor bike gang.
Haidar is the symbol of artistic integrity. His intellectual and human 
stature is signalled by Chain's descriptions of him as "the moon", and 
even, somewhat as a warning, a "national monument". The word 
"moon" and his kindly and noble demeanour classify him as a spiritual 
exemplar or guide (Chittick 198).22 Chalil, whose name means "friend" or 
"companion", acts as a spiritual guide, and especially so by his last advice 
to Palupi, "Look for it in your heart!" In other words, be still, for God is so 
close to you. Haidar and Chalil bear marks of the special elite to which they 
belong, the Muslim intellectual and modernising elite.
Haidar is frequently associated with three important symbols, the tree 
symbol, the shell, and foreign culture. Of these three, the tree is the one 
whose meaning can be read at different levels. In the seventies the devout 
Rangkuti explained that sejarah  "history" is derived from an Arabic word, 
and that the Qur'an in 3: 25 and 3: 27 refers to two kinds of history as two 
kinds of tree, the good and the bad (Dawood 257-58; Zakaria 156-57). 
Memory and history stimulate two-thirds of the film's narrative to arrive 
again at the starting point. Palupi's wakeful, wishful dream begins with 
the camera moving down a tree trunk. In the same dream a large tree 
beside a pool might recall the Lote Tree beside the refreshing water of the
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pool of A1 Kautsar just outside Paradise. An ancient symbol of cosmic 
order, the banyan tree became a symbol of Golkar, the functional group 
encouraged by ABRI, the Indonesian Armed Forces, to be the political arm 
of the New Order. The banyan tree in Sufism is a symbol of unity, one tree 
"which shelters many in its pleasant shade" (Schimmel 138).
Friendship with a Tree is the title of Haidar's newly written avant garde 
play in the first scene in Haidar's home, but it may be as difficult to share 
communication in New Order politics as it is to talk to a tree or a 
discontented wife. The poster advertising this play contains a picture of a 
tree with faces in it. Such a tree might be an echo of old stories heard in 
youth. Found throughout the Islamic world, stories of the journey of 
Iskandar (Alexander the Great) tell of the Talking Tree whose male head 
by day warns him of his mortality while the female head by night speaks of 
his permanent exile from home (Renard, Islam  156, 268). And, of course, 
in realist documentary style the poster might have been an actual poster 
for a real event.
Like the tree poster, the shell appears several times in Palupi? The shell is 
an ordinary mollusc shell, but it contains "life growing into beauty". 
Haidar gives it as a reminder of God the Creator, but his words are a 
reminder of the mystical significance of the pearl within the oyster, symbol 
of beauty and wisdom (Rosenthal).
Early in the public abandonment sequence, when Farida has started to sing 
the popular Cuban folk song Guantanamera about love and peace, Palupi 
takes the shell out of her purse.23 It is a reminder of Haidar who had 
described her to Chalil as "a precious thing", and who had earlier, in a 
flashback memory, given her this shell as a reminder of God the Creator. 
The song itself had been used the year before in the Cuban revolutionary 
film Lucia (1968). Its director Humberto Solas used this much loved song 
to relate political change to popular culture (Gabriel, Liberation 30-31). Sani 
uses the song to demonstrate innate love of beauty even among the bored 
nightclubbers and to express hope just before it is crushed.
As she looks at the shell, a phrase from the title song Apa Yang Kaucari, 
Palupi? is heard. It is a strong hint to the audience. She has a need for the 
best in mankind. Present in the much earlier Soegito Corporation beach 
scene when Sugito told her to throw the shell away, Sugito's acquaintance
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now puts the shell back in her purse, so as an associate of Sugito his action 
is really also an echo of Sugito's interest in having her forget God.
Similarly, Haidar's intellectual and human stature is noted through the 
"moon" and "national monument" comparisons made by Chalil. Despite 
Chalil's earlier seemingly cynical warning to Haidar the stage director not 
to become remote and irrelevant to life, national monuments can evoke 
strong memories.24 To the surprise within Chalil's "Do you still remember 
him?" Palupi does remember Haidar in a beach scene. The last reference to 
Haidar occurs in the public abandonment scene in the nightclub when she 
touches Haidar's shell in her purse. Dialogue alone does not convey 
meaning in film.
But these ancient markers, the tree and the moon, symbolise a man first 
introduced as a moderniser, always thinking of the future, one who works 
to introduce the best from foreign culture into his own work, one prepared 
to allow his wife moral responsibility and the modern Western right not 
to be kept in domestic seclusion. This modem right is never openly 
discussed as such in the film.
After that, Chalil is the one to whom respect must be paid, the one who 
symbolises the virtues of Haidar, nobility and kindness. Bluntness of 
speech has been Chalil's manner, the mark of honesty, the reverse of 
flattery and lies. The publisher complains of Chalil's reputation for his 
impertinence, and it is demonstrated many times in private conversation, 
in the supervision of a beachside stall cook, in work situations and even as 
an observer of youths' pastimes. The reason behind it is his demand for 
quality in performance.
Bluntness is also Haidar's mark, for he does not hesitate to introduce new 
ways of looking at firmly held ideas. Both Haidar and Chalil are used to 
examine ideas of morality and purity through their raising the matter of 
nudity in art and in life. And the matter is complicated by editing 
indicating that the chaste Puteri is smiling at the nudity of Chalil and 
Palupi bathing apart in the sea.
Sani also several times uses the mirror as an image of reality (Kardjo).25 In 
the post-fornication scene of her wish for Chalil's love and her solitary 
walk, Palupi kneels to look in the pool from which she does not drink. 
This might be a narcissistic gesture from Greek myth. It might resonate
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with a fear of eternal loss, for those who drink from Al Kautsar, the pool 
beside Paradise, will never thirst (al-Bukhari 88/1/172-74; Khan 9: 144). It 
might represent the "mirror" heart which has to be polished by acts of 
piety; lacking in these, the woman is seen to turn away (Schimmel, 
"Sufism" 134). Palupi sees only her outward self in the studio dressing 
room and in the dressing room at the mannequin parade. As she retreats 
through another room at the Hellish disco party another woman is seen 
reflected in a mirror, holding up a mask of a beast before revealing herself 
in the mirror. This Hellish presentation of people with the heads of beasts 
representing their chief sin is repeated more vividly in the comic book 
style of religious illustration found in Indonesia.26
In no way does Palupi appear to be of heroic potential at the beginning of 
the film, except for asking hard questions, "Why?" and "Where?" The 
retelling marks persistence, a mark of heroism. Seeking identity, she 
moves in a dream through a fog of ignorance to the mentorship of Chalil 
in the mountains, where his noble demeanour makes him seem a 
spiritual initiator (Renard, Islam  153). The heroic identity of her two 
mentors is affirmed through the choices they make; rejecting evil and 
choosing good, and still caring for the precious nature of women (150). 
Chalil especially performs the function of guide for the terrain and the 
inner meaning of things to Palupi. But ultimately Palupi has to face the 
reality of her existence on her own.
Inevitability of judgement
Social pressures have indeed taken their toll on Palupi. This is the 
judgement of the opening credit shots of Palupi's screen test, confirmed in 
the first part of the black and white preview room scene. The credits show 
a face altered by a false life style, the confirmation of this coming swiftly in 
"the public wants a fresh face" uttered by the film producer Djaja. The 
public, society, is the final commercial court with no appeal possible, and 
Djaja judges that they want a world of illusion, of continuing youth. 
Introduced so early, the theme of judgement is repeated throughout the 
film, and emphasised early by the insert of a courtroom scene from a 
foreign Theatre of the Absurd play, Professor Tarantie by Arthur Adamov 
about a Kafkaesque dream (Seymour-Smith 522-24).
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Judgement is a normal and an ongoing process, formal within law courts 
and informal within the everyday process of personal and social 
relationships but it may be no less harsh when informal. Other judgments 
come several times later. Some judgements are made by individuals such 
as Chalil, who rejects her as a possible wife because they do not share ideals 
(Qur'an 24: 3; Arberry 352). Some are made at different times by groups. 
The members of the film location crew allude to her alternate career of 
kept woman. The motor bike riders corral and menace her.
The most striking of all judgements is the individual judgement of the 
garbage truck driver who is pressed by his assistant to rescue Palupi. He 
judges her as immoral and insists upon avoiding unfounded gossip 
against himself by putting this immoral woman well away from himself. 
In any community social ostracism is a powerful weapon. The memory of 
this degradation amidst the city's refuse is one Palupi tries to blot out 
when she is being rejected, as jaded and ravaged, by the film producer. The 
blows of worldly judgement from the unnamed driver and from Djaja are 
followed closely by Palupi's deeply distressing intuition that the disco party 
is Hellish. A reddish, fiery glow suffuses the colour film, the party chatter 
turns to moaning, the dancers stare like zombies and are alienated from 
the others by a drug-induced state, the dense party streamers hang down 
like chains to obstruct and restrain.
No wonder she breaks out into a sweat and feels the nausea promised for 
those destined for Hell, the reward allotted at the Last Judgement to 
hardened sinners and the party of Satan (Klein 88; Arberry, Reason  43-44). 
Yet the phenomena inducing Palupi's nausea can also be interpreted as an 
image recalling Sartre's semi-biographical novel Nausea  (1938). They direct 
her attention to outside the scene. She withdraws.
Images come from a consciousness that has been prefigured by its previous 
experience and formed by study. Anything you see is not independent of 
what you studied in order to see (Katz, "The 'Conservative' Character" 6). 
Like those of other religions, a Muslim artist is influenced by the language 
of his holy texts and the symbolism of its art and tradition. In the case of a 
Western educated writer, the psychology of that foreign literature is part of 
that previous experience.
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The party of God and the party of Satan
The Qur'an frequently divides people into two groups either as friends of 
God or of Satan, Believers and others, Companions of the Right Hand and 
of the Left Hand (Qur'an 56: 1-95; Arberry 560-63), and the party of God 
and the party of Satan (58: 20, 21; 572).27 Like most people, Palupi is drawn 
to both confederacies.28 Though she rejects the love of Haidar the good 
husband and the advice of Chalil the good friend, she cannot help being 
drawn to the best in the best people, who happen to be the intellectual and 
the creative elite, each of whom mirrors, inexactly of course, Attributes of 
God. The party of Satan offers her distractions and diversions, but it is her 
own jealousy of Puteri as Chalil's ideal that leads to the great sin of 
fornication. The party of Satan merely provides the appropriate setting and 
means. Palupi simply wrongs herself.
The party of Satan is classified several times in Palupi? and defined in the 
negative. Chalil asks Palupi to avoid the company of Sugito, not to go to 
his party where all his associates are evil, false, calculating. Remembering 
this general classification, the audience then hears Sugito as the urbane 
host making a general classification to Chalil of his guests, other business 
men, parliamentarians and high ranking bureaucrats, and parasites who 
can be useful. After this, he defines businessmen as not being black 
marketeers, not being thieves. Here Sani is asking the audience to consider 
a basic question in morality: "Do different moral standards apply according 
to the size of one's business?" Definition by the negative comes in another 
form by a parasite also undertaking the hospitable task of introducing the 
newcomer Palupi to Sugito's milieu. Financial standing and social 
reputation rest upon the size of one's debt, not one's actual wealth.
Apart from verbal classification and definition, the narrative classifies the 
party of Satan by its behaviour. Sugito is the prime example. Throughout 
the film he exhibits the Qur'anic behaviour of Satan and his associate 
satans, and evil jinn. The most heinous are tawdry speech (Qur'an 6: 113; 
Arberry 134) and flowery speech to seduce (8: 50; 174), lies (6: 20-34; 123-24), 
sexual indecency (24: 21; 354), hypocrisy (9: 68; 187), callous abandonment 
of those he has misled (7: 50, 25: 30; 175, 364), and, worst of all, incitement 
to forget God (58: 20; 571). He commits other sins such as extravagance in 
lifestyle (6: 143, 17: 28-29; 138, 277) and meanness and roughness towards 
suppliants (107: 3-5, 17: 28-31; 662, 277). Sugito is like Satan too in that 
later in the film his effort to deceive Sofi makes him ridiculous (4: 76; 83).
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Naturally enough, some of Sugito's faults and sins are made to seem very 
time and culture specific. He is a name dropper and a celebrity hunter. To 
strengthen his effort to seduce Palupi into his milieu, he boasts by telling 
an associate of being able to arrange "a meeting with the general" (Qur'an 
31: 18; Arberry 419). Impressive indeed, for this means access to the army 
based political power of the New Order. Sugito spends time trying to 
ingratiate himself with Chalil, for he is a celebrity hunter, which is why he 
first arranged a meeting with Palupi. Indeed, she is of more social use to 
him as a celebrity at his parties than as a sex object. He can resort to 
prostitutes and bar girls with less trouble, and he does. He even complains 
of the difficulty of getting sexual access to Palupi: "All this just because I 
wanted to know a film star." Chalil warns Palupi about Sugito's milieu: 
"Everything is calculated."
The party of God is marked by its ability to obey the Law by enjoining the 
good and avoiding the evil. This party obeys the injunction to admonish 
the sinful, and, if that admonition is ignored or derided, obeys again by 
withdrawing from the situation. Chalil has advised Palupi to avoid Sugito 
and his evil associates. At Sugito's function Chalil's blunt speech of 
admonition fails to make any impact upon the three matrons swayed by 
cronyism and cultural neo-colonialism into ignorance of modern 
Indonesian art, so he quietly withdraws to leave them to the mutual 
bickering that marks satans,29 and those set at variance by Satan (Qur'an 
12:102; Arberry 237). No matter what one's social status, everyone has the 
right to admonish. The humble caretaker at the ruins of the Dutch Fort 
Speelwyck admonishes a couple for their close proximity and physical 
seclusion, occasions for sexual sin.
Representing Satan, Sugito defines creative people and intellectuals by the 
negative statement, "... most likely you can't be bought". This has already 
been proved by Haidar refusing the blandishments of the publisher to 
introduce profitable pornography into his books. Correctly, Sugito defines 
artists as people controlled by their feelings, already taught by Haidar to be 
the true goal of his actors. And Chalil demonstrates the predominance of 
feeling over calculation when he is prepared to jeopardise his career to 
rescue Palupi from the sin into which loss of livelihood will propel her.
Chalil's solution to rewrite the script entirely would now be workable, 
because the film is about to show the success of her search. In other words, 
he is the one who has enough prescience to understand the possibilities
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for something better within Palupi who has suffered the consequences of 
her own actions and who has shown glimpses of being aware of her own 
faults. This prescience is not surprising because he has always looked into 
Palupi's character, and because he is the male who has been shown to be 
most inclined to take particular note of the inner being of a woman, 
whether the real Puteri of spiritual calm (Sen, "Wajah" 39), the real Palupi, 
the real and lazy young actress within the first studio scene where Haidar 
introduces Palupi, the studio film role of a discontented wife badly played 
by Palupi, or the real corpse of the Dutch woman in her grave.
Though characters like Haidar and Chalil are not perfect, the party of God 
demonstrates some of God's Attributes. Of course God's Essence is Unique; 
He alone is Real, but His Attributes show mankind something of Him. 
The characters who most demonstrate an awareness of God as Creator are 
the artists Haidar, Chalil, his Art Director, and through the song of love 
and solitude she chooses to sing in the nightclub, Farida Arriany. Those 
who exhibit wisdom in understanding the human heart are Haidar, 
Chalil, the Art Director and Farida. The character who represents the pure 
heart is the silent Puteri, whose company Chalil so often seeks. Those who 
seek God through an awareness of beauty are again these three men, and 
also Farida Arriany, an occasional film producer and singer-actress 
(Krista nto 47, 63, 66, 80, 91 ).30
Palupi observes no beauty in sight, sound or behaviour at Latif's party. 
This Hellish scene concentrates attention on the issue of time which Sani 
introduced subtly at the beginning of the coloured part of the film, in 
Haidar and Palupi's home.
Time secular and eternal
Now no one knows the time of the Last Judgement but the premonition of 
its coming indicates a different awareness of time than that held by a 
secular society (al-Bukhari 1/22/80, 88/24-26/232-38; Khan 1; 68; 9: 178- 
82).31 For Muslims, the community of Believers has from time 
immemorial been "the witnesses of God on earth;" events over time are 
told in a grammar of "the eternal present" in the Qur'an; history is an 
ongoing plot where God is the ultimate schemer (Qur'an 8: 30; Arberry 
172). God's plan is for the Last Day, the Day of Doom, the Day of 
Judgement. Man's history does not stop on that day; it continues in
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Paradise or Hell. That is why all events in the Qur'an are "ethically 
charged, all are at once real and allegorical" (Khalidi 8-9). This emphasis 
upon ethics and reality is contained within Chain's remarks as he makes 
Palupi look at a Dutch grave which marks the death of a human being, 
just as the ruins of the Dutch fort mark the physical death of colonialism.
Awareness of the future marks the visionary, which is how Palupi 
describes Haidar in her scene setting internal monologue at the beginning 
of the film (Harmoko). But, like other Indonesian artists and thinkers, 
Chalil shows "an acute sense of the past existing beside the present" 
(Wright 183). He often seeks the company of Puteri, whom he describes as 
"a fairy tale", and to whom he tells "fairy tales".32 Fairy tales come from 
the past to express human truths.
Close to the end of the film when she has been made more sensitive by 
her new inner grasp of the importance of honesty or sincerity, Palupi is 
aware of a more real way of describing Latif's Western party (al-Bukhari 
88/13/208; Khan 9: 162). She is now as aware of a future, of the Hereafter, 
as she is of the past. Sani has emphasised the idea of the "eternal present" 
by interrupting the chronological flow to prove that the past is very much 
part of the present, and that the future is embedded in the present. Filmic 
time in Palupi? (1969) may be out of chronology, but it does supply 
psychological continuity. Sani was more interested in presenting the next 
important stage in Palupi's journey and in the suffering of the two men 
affected by her sinfulness. Rational discussion and question and answer 
tell us much about psychological states and time. However, by flashback 
and flashforward techniques Sani can use the modern filmmaker's 
techniques of time out of chronology as a device for memory and dream to 
make sense of reality.33 This technique neatly fits the continuum of time 
or the eternal present of religion.
Sani does endeavour to simplify the issue of time by using colour or a lack 
of it in conjunction with his use of memory and vision. Black and white 
film marks the credits, and day for night shooting marks the preview 
room scene, interrupted by the long memory in colour. In both parts of the 
preview room scene, the lack of colour starkly marks the finality of 
judgment by the producer Djaja. In between, black and white inserts from 
Palupi's film shown at its premiere allow Sani to make wry comments 
upon the typical Hollywood plot and the poor production quality of most 
locally made films in the history of Indonesian film (Kardjo).34 The black
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and white film inserts accord also with the moral sense of decline in the 
opening black and white preview room scenes. At the end of the film, 
black and white film marks the inescapability of having to yield to God's 
Will. Pale colour indicates the state of dreaming wish fulfilment. Brilliant 
colour signals the Beauty of God at the Dutch ruins. At the end of the post­
fornication sequence, the sepia coloured background to the drawing of a 
nude female is a gentle predictor of the strong, reddish glow suffusing the 
final scenes in colour by which Palupi intuits the reality of Hell (Qur'an 76: 
4, 23:105,11:108, 50: 30, 36: 8; Arberry 621, 350, 541, 450).
In perhaps a more obvious way, Palupi? begins by teaching there are two 
different methods of regarding time, the modern and secular, and the 
eternal continuum. The ticking of the mechanical clock in Palupi's home 
accompanies her complaint that modern opportunities for material 
gratification are passing her by. The daily cycle of Creation is signalled by 
the first ray of light through the ventilators of the humble home of Haidar 
and Palupi. The eternity in which God operates is symbolised by the call 
from the mosque heard in their home. The original script did not include 
this azan near the beginning of the film. Sani strengthened the sense of 
God's time by completing a frame of time after the questions of "Why?" 
and "Where?" by this call, copied from the first script's call to prayer at 
night retained at the end of the film. The Last Judgement overrides any 
other sense of time. That is why Palupi's intuition of it comes at the end of 
a film which has played with filmic time.
The Qur'anic Command to remember God by prayer is not a command to 
neglect remembrance in other ways, nor to neglect one's job in this world. 
Right at the beginning of her introductory monologue, Palupi describes 
how hard Haidar works, then he is seen, working hard all night at his 
writing. In between the opening and closing summons in Pal tipi? to 
remember God by prayer, there are two reminders of the individual worth 
of each moment.
The first is repeated several times through the symbolism of the mollusc 
shell, which in Palupi's flashback Haidar gives his young wife as a 
reminder of the unknown time (God's time) it took to reach the spot 
where Haidar found it. The second reminder comes when the Art Director 
urges his film director, Chalil, to shoot the next scene now, to utilise the 
beauty of God's sunset, for such a moment of individual creativity will not 
be repeated. There will be other beautiful sunsets, but not this particular
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beauty. It is then that Chalil is heard to say of humankind, "And we are 
always too late". This he demonstrates without words when, too late to 
save Palupi from going amongst evil associates yet again, he turns away 
from the locked gate.
Being late in finding real happiness is really Palupi's own fault. She 
maintains her effort to deny the changes proper to the passage of time 
when in her internal monologue in her home she rejects the idea of 
becoming a grandmother. In two different dressing room scenes, at Chain's 
film studio and in the mannequins' dressing room, she complains of a 
wrinkle on her neck. Later she feels forced to attempt to cheat time by 
persuading officialdom in the form of the lurah to lower the age on her 
identity card. Of course, time in its worldly sense marches on, and her 
effort to block the competition from a younger woman fails. Palupi's 
obsession with time is irrational. The implication of her behaviour that 
there is no tomorrow of consequences is horrendous in religious thinking, 
because it can be interpreted as a denial of the Hereafter (Qur'an 84: 20-24, 
64:10; Arberry 637, 588).
There is a Hereafter, and despite her ignorance she twice comes to what 
appears to be some intuition of it within a wakeful dream. The first 
intuition comes after the sin of fornication with Sugito when she sees 
herself on a journey whose symbolism suggests travel through a mist. 
Mist to a Muslim is like the veil between God and man and the Shariah or 
Law is a narrow, straight path; Palupi's difficulty in walking up the path 
suggests the discipline a student owes to a pir or spiritual teacher. From 
the glade where she sits briefly near the seated Chalil, she moves alone to a 
pool beside a large tree. Palupi does not taste or drink from it. If the pool 
symbolises that beside Paradise, she is intuiting that she will be impeded 
from repenting of a sin on which she is persisting (Ibn Sirin 113). The 
second is the reddish glow and feeling of nausea at the Hellish Western 
disco party: "for the sinful are given this vision as a threat exhorting them 
to repent from a sin being committed" (110-11).
Within this Hellish scene Palupi is introduced to a member of the second 
group from among Sugito's three part classification of his guests: 
businessmen, competitive, hypocritical, hardworking, unjustly accused of 
being black marketeers and thieves; parliamentarians and high ranking 
officials whose hold on power can be comparatively brief, but who are 
worth the money invested in maintaining a connection with them;
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parasites, people who are not as useful as the first two, but who may be 
used and who add variety to the scene. Hadith say that most of the 
inhabitants of Hell will be women (al-Bukhari 6/8/301, 2/21/28; Khan 1: 
181, 29). There are more women in the Hellish party sequence, and the 
women there must be parasites, for as Sugito said of women: "They are 
only interested in my bank account." These women had all lacked a proper 
sense of time.
The progress of the soul to self-knowledge
Sugito's definition of women denies the possibility of love. Hardened 
sinners like the kept woman Mita acknowledge this, and fallen women 
like Sofi maintain an immature belief that a compliment is a worthwhile 
substitute. Love however is important in this film, for it is seen early in 
Haidar's love for his wife, the other "part of himself". Palupi refers to 
substitutes for love such as "a greater happiness" and "I want to live". 
Chalil provides a definition of love towards the end of the film, when 
Palupi has confessed several of her failings to him. He uses reciprocity: 
"One gets love as great as the love one has to give." Later, when Palupi has 
shown some genuine concern, some unselfishness in regard to another 
human being (Chalil) she finally receives some understanding that she 
must bow to Authority.
This definition of love occurs at a vital point of the narrative. Some of her 
sins she has already admitted, "hate" for her husband in an at home 
interior monologue and "envy" of Puteri in a studio dressing room scene 
with Chalil, but her beachside confession to Chalil is a verbal sign of a 
growing awareness of herself with the result that she can be rational, 
detached or disengaged. Yet this hopeful sign is swiftly followed in the 
very same scene by a verbal indication she is still very engrossed in herself, 
for she hopes to gain two ends, a return via Chalil's help to a film career, 
and Chalil's love too.
The first sign of a growing awareness of the consequence of her own 
actions is the immediate post-fornication dream she had of herself on 
some journey with a pure goal. Yet she remains in the world of 
fashionable women and kept women by deluding herself about moral 
reality. Her confession and her effort to escape the slide down the moral 
slope have her run to Chalil for help in a scene which leads to a strong
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sign that there is Someone (God) more important than a man. She is so 
attracted by the beauty of the maidens' song in honour of the Prophet and 
by their devotion to religion that she hurries after them along the beach.
This action is like that of her keeping the shell Haidar had given her as a 
way of remembering God. This persistence, slight in itself, promises a 
belief in certainty. When she holds onto the shell at times of moral 
ugliness such as Sugito's offer to gain support for her career or his 
imminent and public abandonment of her, she is trying to maintain a 
belief in the certainty of love and goodness, in beauty and purity.
The shell is not seen again after the public abandonment scene, but a few 
strains of the title song music are heard at this point. This music is 
prophetic, for by experiencing the worst, which in fact is yet to come, she 
will come desolate to yield to Majesty and Power. Yet she is still aimless, 
unable to accept Farida's advice. The gross degradation she suffers when 
rescued by the garbage truck serves only to make her repeat her previous 
effort to salvage something. But she cannot be protected from the 
consequences of her actions. Even though she has become sufficiently 
imbued with some understanding of the overriding importance of 
honesty, she cannot prevent herself from dashing on to become a 
hardened sinner. Materialism gains the upper hand yet again, and in an 
effort to acquire a livelihood she is seen running off with her neck 
outstretched like sinners on the Day of Judgement (Qur'an 14: 43, Arberry 
251). Chalil cries out to stop her. Prepared by a glimmer of honesty she 
becomes intuitively aware of the Hellish company to which her conduct 
has condemned her, whereas after fornication she was aware of a lost 
chance. Chafing at first in her proper confinement at the locked gate, she 
then kneels with no trust in herself as the audience hears the call to prayer 
from the mosque.
There is a hierarchy of discourse to cope with contradictions in the text 
such as Chalil briefly chiding an increasingly remote Haidar about Palupi 
(Sen, "Conflicts" 19-20). The discourse of existentialism with its question 
of the authenticity of the artist and that of Islam with its call to God and 
morality weave their way together to the end. The artist does engage with 
society but can find true freedom from conflict and despair in God, which 
Chalil does with the help of his Art Director. However, the discourse of 
Islam about mankind's nature and need is privileged at the end through 
Palupi's action and reaction, and through the visual and aural symbols.
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Conclusion
Actual and failed tendencies
The Surat Kepercayaan (1966) and Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi? (1969) stand 
together as proof that it was possible for an intellectual filmmaker critically 
to portray his society and to portray "actual and failed tendencies" ("Sensor 
Ditindjau"). The reason for the difference in the messages and the 
methods of Fajar (1966) and Palupi? lies in the assumption of political 
stabilisation. Sani was able in Palupi? to perform according to his inner 
convictions as a Muslim and as an artist. For instance, the banking system 
has not delivered on its 1966 promise in Fajar to improve socio-economic 
justice, so bankers are to be found in a Hellish scene in Palupi? For the 
graffiti writer defacing Soegito Corp/s signboard, a change from one 
regime to another has not altered the situation for most, just as the change 
in spelling from the Dutch colonial period spelling of oe to u for Sugito's 
name has changed nothing. Socio-economic problems clearly accompany 
Westernisation and urbanisation.
Set firmly within the context of religion, and with only one direct 
reference to the army as the ultimate basis of power rather early in the film 
("I've arranged an appointment with the general", said Sugito), it was 
possible for an Indonesian filmmaker to indicate the reality of society. He 
could criticise the worst of Westernisation and thereby the worst of 
modernisation whilst at the same time support spiritual development 
aims. These encouraged a neat match between religion as the means of 
social health and the artist's insistence upon quality of product and person 
as a sign of the Beauty of God.
One failed tendency in society is the hope that the parliamentary structure 
would contribute positively to socio-economic progress. Another failed 
tendency is that the achievement of political independence has not been 
sufficient to undo the harm of colonialism and to prevent economic and 
cultural neo-colonialism. An actual and a negative tendency is for 
politicians to collude with capitalists and bankers, and for the nepotistic 
womenfolk of the various elites to seek monetary and lifestyle 
gratification.
A positive tendency is the idealism of modern artists, thoroughly rooted 
in the best of traditional culture, to project for the masses a vision of a
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nation healed and confident in its economic future through trust in God 
as the Nourisher, the Sustainer and Preserver.35 Palupi has no other 
means of livelihood at the end, except through Him. Through Palupi Sani 
projected his own view of the nation in search of the rest of itself, the 
better part which it had forgotten, with Islam as the indigenous religion, 
whose values should be the basis of the social fabric; if not, annihilation 
would follow (Qur'an 69: 4-10; Arberry 603).36
Another positive tendency is that many individuals among the masses 
retain traditional moral values and speak up to condemn the excesses of 
the elite.
To be just, within the limits of political censorship Sani did attack the 
elites responsible (Sen, "Films" 131). Ongoing formal and informal film 
censorship accompanied the comparative lack of socio-economic change 
that Sani presents in Palupi? from Old to New Order. Several levels of 
meaning expressed through artistry is an excellent way to combat 
censorship.
Method, reception and resolve
The narrative, characterisation and mise-en-scene of Palupi? (1969) breathe 
the spirit and the language of the Qur'an and Hadith. Sani includes specific 
cultural elements such as the Maulid song in honour of the Prophet and 
the old man as projectionist at the beginning and gatekeeper at the end 
who acts as a guide and commentator. Such an old man is used at the 
beginning and end of Sani's religious Titian Serambut Dibelah Tujuh 
(1959, 1982). Within the message and imagery of Islam Sani weaves in 
elements of foreign culture such as Sartre's thinking, Theatre of the 
Absurd drama, classical guitar music and a popular Cuban ballad to assert 
the statement in the Surat Kepercayaan "Gelanggang" (1950) that 
Indonesians belong to world culture and have a right to absorb what they 
find suitable for their own. He challenges the customary religious 
prohibition against nudity, once to demonstrate Haidar's chastity and later 
seemingly to illustrate a mystical truth about the soul.
How aptly chosen his filmic methods were is a moot question. The judges 
at the Asian Film Festival of 1970 declared Palupi? (1969) as the best film. 
This Festival has even been described as the "consecration" of Apa Yang 
Kaucari, Palupi? (Labrousse, "Drames" 1973: 139). High praise indeed from
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Asians, and Europeans too; and proof that the Islamic values it espoused 
were also universal human values, proof indeed that Sani and other 
Revivalists were correct in believing that modern systems of belief could 
be subsumed within the teachings and practice of Islam (Esposito ed. 1-14, 
58-59, 71-73; Sjadzali 1, 80, 88, 127). Palupi? was later exhibited with Arabic 
subtitling on the art and culture circuits in Muslim countries such as Egypt 
and Lebanon.37 On account of the history of these two Muslim countries, 
the literary French references may have been well understood by the 
Western educated among their elites.
The Asian Film Festival award did nothing to change the opinion of many 
in the film industry. Indonesian detractors of art and auteur films 
condemned them as films with layers of meaning, which Palupi? certainly 
has, and made by self-indulgent artists. Such films were compared to 
"swamps with a sludge of tangled plant life upon them" (Ekspres, "Film, 
Tulang"). Even an appreciative critic found the dialogue of Palupi? 
sometimes too literary (Kardjo). How poorer members of the audience of 
that time would have understood or reacted to the film is not really 
known (Pos Sore Apr. 1976; Sen, "Wajah" 38; Djohardin qtd Said, "Kritik" 
187). The vast majority of the population, the poor and illiterate, would 
not have seen it.
The Qur'an does contain warnings for elites as well as for individuals and 
whole communities: "And if We wish to destroy a city, We order the 
affluent and they transgress therein, and the verdict is justly passed against 
it, and We destroy it utterly" (Qur'an 17: 16; Arberry 276). This Qur'anic 
thought puts much of the onus of moral responsibility for the future of an 
Indonesia in the throes of development upon the political and business 
elites, who should support and encourage the cultural mission of the arts. 
The milieu and methodology Sani chose for Palupi? can be seen as a 
reprimand to other elites, not to the masses, and he was encouraging the 
sense of purpose of the intellectual and artistic elite devoted to the modern 
stage drama, painting exhibitions and musical forms to lead reform and 
renewal.
Sani's name had by the seventies well and truly been described as not 
connected with gold, that is to say, not profitable. To be fair to Sani, profit 
was not going to be possible, unless word of mouth rapidly spread 
awareness of Palupi? (1969) as entertainment, and word of mouth, the best 
advertisement, was not possible without good distribution and exhibition.
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Even with these, a film described as a "thesis" might very well not succeed 
at the box office: this was so for Palupi?38 The reasons were probably the 
resentment of the commercial sector at having to fund such films through 
a levy on film imports, and the recognition and rejection by the 
commercial sector and the filmgoing public of the message to repent, 
submit and reform.
Still, as his later career shows, Sani did not cease in his gentle efforts to 
seek the result promised in the Qur'an, "God will not change the 
condition of a people until they change themselves" (Qur'an 13: 12, 8: 55; 
Arberry 240, 175).
ENDNOTES
1 Qur'an, The Expanding, Sura 94: 8; Arberry 646.
7 Personal contentment is a state conducive to social harmony and so lessens the occurrence of 
rebellion. Contentment was one of the marked characteristics of the Prophet Joseph 
(Rcnard, Seven 271), whose story was popular in Indonesia and certainly so in areas 
dominated by the Nahdlatul Ulama. Sani used part of the Joseph story for Titian (1959, 
1982).
3 No Exit was the American translation, In Camera that in Britain. The American one 
better suits Sani's purpose in the final scene at the locked gate.
4 The soundtrack of the video of the film is occasionally poor; the version seen had rather 
illegible subtitles in English, but the often poor visual quality does not conceal Sani's 
experiment with the colour of the scenes, black and white, bluish for day for night shooting, 
colour, and colour heightened or reduced.
5 In 1977 the New Order formalised a list of womanly roles: loyal companion to husband, 
housewife, childbearer, educator of children, citizen (Sullivan 1991: 61-73 in Stivens (ed.) 
1991, Why Gender Matters in Southeast Asian Politics.)
6 Page 20 of the typed script of Fajar provided by Sinematek, Indonesia.
7 Koentjaraningrat ("Indonesian Mentality" 107-33). Based on his 1969 research report to 
the Indonesian Institute of Science (LIPI).
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From Kotnpas, 6 November 1972. Quoted by Labrousse ("Drames Sociaux dan Ordre 
Kontemporer" 216).
C) In 1954 Sani wrote in a commemorative article that the best way to remember Chairil is as 
he was indeed; a man and not a monument (Si as at, "Chairil Anwar" 2 May 1954: 3). Much 
later Sard's opinion of Anwar's importance in language and thinking is found in Horison 
XXXI/4/1997: 6-12 within an interview by M Nasruddin Anchory Ch, "Puisi 'Aku' Chairil 
Anwar Bukan Pemberontakan". In this he describes Chairil as an "anak muda perlente". 
Sani repeats the idea about not making a man become a symbol or monument in Palupi? 
(1969), and in his script for the sinetron or film drama for television, Monumen.
10 The DPFN was established on 30 May, 1968: Said, Shadow s 81.
Campion was explaining the failure of the Roman Catholic instituted Blake Prize for 
religious art to achieve the aims of its founders.
12 Rosidi and Sarumpaet (Ch. I) point out the relevance of Sani's life to his creative work. 
Sani married the poet and translator Siti Nuraini Yatim in 1951. They were divorced in the 
early sixties. Their three daughters remained in their father's care and charge. Sani 
remarried in the early seventies.
13 I am indebted to Dr Henri Chambert-Loir for the second suggestion.
14 Much later Y B Mangunwijaya describes orange as both a royal sign and a family name 
for the Dutch monarch in his novel The Weaver Birds (1991), page 27. Palupi here is 
wearing Western, masculine garb adapted by women, made more immodest by its being 
sleeveless. Its bright colour is immodest in drawing attention to the wearer and, if 
Mangunwijaya expressed a cultural rather than private understanding, it recalls 
colonialism. In this scene Palupi is behaving in an un-Indonesian manner. The Weaver Birds 
was first published in 1981 as Burung-Burung Manyar by Jambatan, Jakarta.
15 In this wakeful vision, Palupi sees herself wearing a long, sleeveless dress, white like a 
shroud but fitted to her figure. She walks along a hard-edged path through a man-made 
forest, a sign perhaps that she is not in the uncivilised wilderness. She is in some hilly 
region. A mist floats through the trees and across the path. In this vision, the film director 
Chalil is seen in the mountains, where poets of Old Javanese literature dwelt for wisdom 
and inspiration; the other place poets frequented for such reasons was the seaside 
(Zoetmulder, Kalangwan 170-71). Chalil frequently seeks respite and inspiration by the
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sea. In his essay, "'Delapan Setengah' dan Festival Film Moscou ke-IIT', Sani mentions 
that after festival sessions he would go for a walk beside the river.
16 In regard to dream, sleep and lucid dreaming, read Our Dreaming Mind by Robert L van 
de Castle, Aquarian-HarperCollins, London 1994. The Qur'an ascribes dreams to God, and 
nightmares to Satan. This is important in regard to the sense of nightmare Chalil expresses 
at the end of the studio film scene in which he has remonstrated with Palupi. The scene 
ends with a frightened Palupi standing alone in the chaos of dark and noise. At Chalil's 
instructions, the Art Director has had his crew off screen begin to demolish the film set. 
Hadith collected by al-Bukhari describe categories of dreams.
17 Sani demonstrates the relationship between Revelation and Reason in the narrative of 
Para Perintis Kemerdekaan (1977).
1  ^Jump cuts were a mark of the cinema of the French New Wave. However, in the context of 
Palupi? (1969), the two scenes are like parts of a sermon, in which an example of behaviour 
comes first, and then follows an exposition of the consequences of such behaviour and 
disapproval of it.
19 "Inanimate" means that there no living thing is visible in the frame.
20 It also recalls part of the last line, pintu tertutup dengan keras  "the door is closed 
firmly" of the poem "Suara Malam" "The Voice of Night" by Chairil Anwar. A. Hasjmy 
includes "Suara Malam" in the section, Wujud dan Keesaan Allah 'The Essence and Oneness 
of God", within Apa Tugas Sastrawan Sebagai Khalifah Allah, 1984: 48-49. There is a 
barrier between the poet and that which he desires. Hasjmy also includes the poem by 
Usmar Ismail, "Kudengar Adzan" "I Hear the Call to Prayer from the Mosque", page 50, 
within the section Persaudaraan dan Persamaan "Brotherhood and Equality". Hasjmy 
describes Usmar as actively following the ideology of Islam.
21 The fish symbol appears in real life too. In the first Bina Ria or beachside public 
recreation area where Chalil interviews Palupi, Puteri first appears accompanied or 
perhaps escorted by a young boy, who wears a peri and carries a fish. Chalil pats him in 
avuncular fashion, and the boy turns to move out of the frame. This is his only appearance. 
The symbolism is difficult at this point. The boy's presence may simply attest to Puteri's 
decency, not going out in public without male escort, and the superiority of a younger male 
over an older female. His peri may or may not assert his nationalism, as the peci is male 
headgear on formal national occasions but is worn daily by many males. His youth and the 
large fish he holds may arouse some echo of the story in the Qur'an of Moses, his page and 
the fish, which they forgot because Satan caused forgetfulness. The story was told in
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Hadith, and retold in a Sufi context. Puteri has to work for a living, for she works as a 
waitress at the seaside food stall or waning owned by the older woman cook. Puteri is seen 
to be holding plates of cooked food in a context which suggests that this is the meal which 
Chalil has ordered from the cook in an earlier scene where he was insistent upon high 
standards in cuisine.
22 The moon looks at the sun, and mankind looks at the moon reflecting that light in the 
hours of darkness. Closer to the Truth, the spiritual guide or teacher performs the same 
function for others. Haidar's own name comes from the Arabic word suggesting the same 
idea of moon. His own nature too is gentle.
23 A translation in English of this popular ballad was provided by Patrizia Cester, 
postgraduate in the Department of Italian, University of Sydney, 31 August, 1998. The 
ballad was translated into Italian too in the sixties, and was popular outside Spanish 
speaking countries.
24 Read Sani's short story, "Museum" (1956), which is included in Cerita Pendek Indonesia I 
ed. Satyagraha Hoerip, 1979: 210-24. Hutagalung gave his interpretation of "Museum" in 
his Tanggapan Dunia Asrul Sani, 1967: 82-86, 93-94,100-01.
23 In his film review, Kardjo includes Palupi's looking at the pool as seeing herself 
mirrored in the water. The audience does not see what she sees in the water. Kardjo's 
review refers to mirrors several times. "Mirror" is a symbol of reality and unreality. Much 
later in the film, when Palupi is moving through one room on her way out of Latif's house, 
she looks at herself in a mirror. Behind her stands a young woman who raises a face mask on 
a handle; the mask is that of an animal. This is the real nature of the woman who remains 
in Latif's house. On the Last Day the various classes of evildoers will be distinguished by 
their appearance: usurers as swine, adulterers as apes (Klein, 88 footnote contd. from 87).
26 I am indebted to Dr Henri Chambert-Loir for his knowledge of these explicit scenes of 
Hell in comic book format in Indonesia.
27 The patriarch Abraham of the Old Testament is the Prophet Abraham, Friend of God, in 
Islam.
28 Dawood, N J. The Koran: with parallel Arabic text gives "confederates" for Arberry's 
"party".
29 Satans are minions and associates of Satan. A satan is allotted as a companion to a sinner, 
thus increasing the chance of further sin. This is the function of Mita, Palupi's friend in
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Sugito's milieu. Mita is a hardened sinner, rejecting the consequences of her lifestyle. The 
Qur'an and Hadith both refer to the hardened sinner. Palupi by the Grace of God is able at 
the end of the film to retreat from a Hellish scene to hear the Call to remember God.
30 Apart from the minor character of the woman beachside stallkeeper-cook at Bina Ria, 
there is no female of an age or behaviour to be a mother figure in Palupi? (1969). However, 
by allusion Sani may be making Farida Arriany that, for Zainal Bintang in 1977 believed 
that, as the actress playing the role of a nurse in Usmar Ismail's Pedjuang (1960), Farida 
Arriany represented suffering Ibu Pertiwi ("Tema Film" 484).
31 Both the Qur'an and Hadith, especially the latter, provide signs of social and moral 
disturbance which indicate its approach.
32 Subagio Sastrowardojo used Sard's poem, "Dongeng buat Baji Zus-Pandu" (1949) about 
Sintawati as an example of atavism in Indonesian literature. Atavism helps to free poets 
from their modem constraints. Sard's poem shows the atavistic power of the curse has 
disappeared, and what is left is a revived atmosphere of mystery and the power of nature. 
"Dongeng" uses the device of the echo as a comment upon mantra.
33 Sani used flashback and flashforward in other and later films. Sometimes reviewers 
complained that so many could only serve to alienate and to confuse an audience. See review 
by Eddhi Dharma of Isteriku Sayang, Isteriku Malang, directed by Wahab Abdi in 1977, on 
15 January, 1978 in Sinematek files. See also the review by Indra S of Ke Ujung Dunia (1983), 
directed by Hasmanan, in Sinematek files.
34 In the original script Chalil makes the comment that the director Jazid has done his 
best. Chalil may be expressing sympathy for a fellow film director, and earlier in the film 
Palupi? he himself as a director had complained of the production difficulties under which 
he was working.
3  ^This issue is raised in the script of Titian (1959). God is the Nourisher, the Sustainer, and 
the Preserver. These are three of His Ninety-Nine Names. See al-Halveti al-Jerrahi, 
Sheikh Tosun Bayrak (comp.), The Most Beautiful Names, Threshold Books, Vermont, 
1985:51, 26, 49.
36 Islam had been present so long in Indonesia that Sani is able to present characters and 
their conflicts in a Muslim context, as though there is no question about the connection 
between the past and the present. The Surat Kepercayaan (1966) uses the term agam a  
"religion", which allows acknowledgment of other religions in Indonesia, but Sani ends this 
Surat with a Qur'anic quote as a natural way to end it; the vehicle for this second cultural
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manifesto was the Lesbumi journal Gelanggang whose assistant editors were H Usmar 
Ismail and H Misbach Jusa Biran.
37 Reported by Atika Makarim in Kronik Kebudayaan feature, Horison June 1971:223.
38 See film review entitled "Menonton kehadiran suatu thesis dpfn: "Apa yang kau tjari ... 
Palupi?" in Api Patitjasila, 12 April 1970, in Sinematek files. The abbreviation "dpfn" 
stands for Dewan Produksi Film Nasional "National Film Production Council".
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CHAPTER THREE
ATENG MATA KERANJANG (1975)
A cultural and political experiment in comedy
In contrast to Palupi? (1969) where the intellectual elite figure 
prominently, the comedy Ateng Mata Keranjang "Girl-Crazy Ateng" (1975) 
has a dearth of real intellectuals — those with selfless vision and religious 
knowledge. Its male intellectuals are impostors, either criminal or lunatic. 
The educated character Muti who exercises rational and dynamic 
leadership is a young woman, who has at least completed a full secondary 
education. Her role introduces gender reversal and then shows some, but 
only some, reversion to the norm. Since Sani wrote the original story and 
the scenario specifically to utilise and direct a troupe known for its broad 
comedy, there was nothing haphazard about this film.
Ateng was written after New Order supervision and regulation of media 
had become heavier and more formal, so the question arises as to what 
extent he could exercise the responsibility claimed in the Surat 
Kepercayaan of 1966 to speak out when government policies of 
development impinged upon the chief concerns of Muslims, God and 
humanity. This leads to other questions. Did Sani's choice of the vehicle of 
comedy allow him to maintain his theoretical stance that film is an art 
form able to present the cross-currents of society and its tendencies, failed 
and actual? As in Palupi his remedy for society's ills is clear, but the 
process of change requires time and hard work.
Committed to the creation of the new man in a modernising society, Sani 
accommodated older forms of art and entertainment with newer 
technology and foreign forms, as well as folk lore. To describe reality at 
home, Sani parodies Western expedition films set in Africa and elsewhere 
and Hollywood Westerns, film types well known to the film-going public. 
Being able to reach down to the level of the people, turun ke bawah, is one 
of the marks of genuine leadership in the culture. This was surely the aim 
of comedy inspired from above, and a link to the democratic socialism or 
reciprocity assumed in the Surat Kepercayaan "Gelanggang" of 1950.
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The troupe for whom Sani wrote was the comic Kwartet Jaya "Glorious 
Quartet" which continued to perform after the death of their associate, 
Bing Slamet. He and Benyamin S. were the two most famous Indonesian 
film comics. Eddy Sud was the manager and creative talent of the Kwartet 
who all played under their own persona. Ateng is an obese dwarf, a 
common stereotype in Indonesian comedy (Sen, "Films" 172). Iskak is his 
tall, cynical inseparable companion.
In this film, Ateng, Iskak and Eddy are not what could be called good 
Muslims. If they were, there would be no faults of character sufficient to 
cause the trouble and mayhem of the film. These faults are not cured by 
the end, but simply contained. Some human faults are perennial cause for 
mirth. The appeal of popular comedy depends a great deal upon its 
topicality, its references to immediately recognisable situations which can 
allow character change.
Integral to his effort to create "a new art for a new mankind" was Sani's 
belief that sincerity and honesty were necessary in the production of art. 
Honesty demands a credible plot, and that needs some advance in 
characterisation beyond the stereotypes validated by the success of popular 
comedy. Sani had often railed against the weakness of Indonesian film 
plots in general. Entailing a New Order social message expressed 
somewhere within a series of jokes, these weak plots were commercial 
vehicles for comic stars such as Benyamin S, Bing Slamet and the Kwartet 
Jaya. A filmmaker with Sani's reputation might be expected to use more 
than a shallow story line and topical references to fulfil the serious aims of 
comedy. It was a chance to prove the diversity of his talents.
However Ateng is true to type for, like the standard film comedy, it bears 
New Order messages. It is certainly about social problems, about which 
serious Indonesian genres developed (Sen, "Films" 217). The narrative 
portrays these as individual moral problems but the film is honest enough 
to indicate currents below the surface. Ateng presents illiteracy, 
underemployment, laziness, confidence tricksters preying on the gullible, 
and bandits preying on the weak. The country has suffered from the 
lunacy of imperialism and the uneven and destructive aspects of 
development. Neo-colonialism is a threat too, expressed through 
fraudulent claims of superiority and bargaining for supplementary 
benefits. Sani's plot lightly links rationality to social norms as he attempts 
to make his points palatable.
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The function of comedy in national development
Because comedy has the capability to arouse thought, Ateng was chosen for 
study since it is the product of an Indonesian who early stressed the 
superiority of thought over emotion in literature (Sani, "Deadlock"). It 
was also chosen because Indonesian critics have described this film as "a 
weighty comedy" (Riyanto). It therefore fulfils the task of comedy to be a 
serious work of comment upon the present state of society (Merchant 1-2). 
The film had funding from a source very close to Golkar, the largest 
legislative assembly grouping, which encompassed functional groups of 
workers including the Karyawan Film dan Televisi founded by Sani. In 
past election periods Golkar under the name of Safari had used popular 
entertainers to promote its campaigns. Their purpose was always serious.
Comedy can preserve our sanity in a situation where "the fall of dignity", 
"life's surface absurdities" and "the deeper irrationalities of life and death" 
ascend in order of crises of faith and despair to the point where there is an 
awareness of "the inevitable intersection of comedy and tragedy" 
(Merchant 1-2). Death is avoided in Ateng. As comedy progresses to a 
revelation of the tragic element in personal or social life, what appeared to 
be purely a secular concern comes to possess spiritual significance, for 
some in the audience if not for the characters. Whilst a comedy continues 
to insist upon rationality and irrationality, it remains a vehicle for 
comprehension, a means of making us think (2-3). And if at the end the 
follies of the characters remain as just that to us and have not become 
crimes or evil, the comedy is still capable of performing its task of 
didacticism, of teaching us something about ourselves and our society (2- 
3). Sani's purposes in Ateng fit into this Western description of stage 
comedy which he knew well, just as he knew film theory.
A film scriptwriter's comic sensibility easily identifies ineffectual and 
alienated people on the margins of society, but his message can be relevant 
to the whole of society (Sklan 242). In Third World film theory the clown's 
role can be both necessary and serious. This is especially so when a lunatic 
is used as a stand-up comic to educate and to entertain. A madman may be 
given an aura of spiritual or mental superiority as he recites cryptic sayings 
or poems which license him to express revolutionary ideals which are 
really those of the filmmaker under the shelter of the madman hurling 
them at the audience (Gabriel, Liberation 97).
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Comedy contains its own rituals and arouses its own expectations, among 
which are topicality and cultural relevance. Physical or aggressive 
clowning to obstruct or restrain an opponent is part of the comic cinematic 
tradition but other solutions may solve the problem of disorder and so 
close the narrative. Narratives may have more than one ending, one 
according to both the old cultural and contemporary political wish for the 
harmonious and happy ending, and one more open ended, suggestive of 
an issue yet unresolved, even pessimistic in its outlook. This second 
ending is the tragic overtone which encourages thought after the event of 
viewing the film, yet is the product of comic techniques.
Ateng has the overt signs of an Indonesian film comedy with its flippant 
title, the oversize heads in the cartoon style advertisements or opening 
frames, and its reliance on slapstick and verbal joking (Heider, Indonesian 
Cinema  45).The principal characters Ateng the dwarf, Iskak and Eddy Sud 
interact with two eccentric characters, Ketua and Udel, the latter 
nicknamed as Professor. Their jokes are not confined to expected patterns 
of slapstick and word play, for the narrative extends the humour to politics 
and human nature with its fantasy of romance and its greed for the easy 
life. Sisters Muti and Vivi are the straight duo who provide an opening for 
extended jokes about courtship and marriage and the current state of 
society. Their father Bapak is more of a comic stock stage character.
In Palupi? (1969) Sani emphasised religious belief as a necessity for a pure, 
modernising art and a stable society, where foolishness, wilfulness, 
delusion and evil were threats to that stability, and where wakeful dream 
and rationality were true paths to that knowledge. Here in the secular 
Ateng, directed and written by Sani from his own story, he displays the 
spectrum from sanity to insanity through gullibility, foolishness, delusion 
and petty criminality to encourage acceptance of a moral order. Greed is an 
inclusive sin; greed for food, girlfriends, money, supplementary and 
unearned benefits are forms of greed in Ateng. Greed leads to the 
foolishness of laziness because of expectations and other sins such as self- 
delusion about one's behaviour, theft, and violence. An immoral person 
is more of a coward too, running away and breaking the promise given.
No sexual sin is committed, but to gain laughs gender roles are disturbed, 
and they are not completely righted by the end. This is against the pattern 
of comedies in which the possibility of gender role reversal was ultimately
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rejected (Sen, "Films" 175). Sani's ending suggests topsy-turviness is a grim 
reality in some marriages.
Locating Ateng in the context of cultural politics
Sani was considered by his fellow artists to be serious and also to be a 
screenwriter who was "truly a first-class clown" (VVinarto). His clowning 
and his trademark of cynicism are both recognised in his tragic and comic 
Bulan di atas Kuburan (1973) which he directed from his own script and 
original story (Said, Pantulan 159). Sani had also in 1973 written and 
directed the overtly secular romantic comedy Jembatan Merah "The Red 
Bridge" which he adapted from a 1950 film version of a stage play 
(Kristanto 109).
Set amongst the poor, Jembatan  has no awful punishment for the sinful 
poor, the prostitute and pickpocket, and so it has been said to subvert the 
conventional values which associate prostitution and theft with 
immorality (Sen, "Films" 249 f/n 31). However, the form is comedy, and 
the principle of punishment for crime is observed when a minor character 
disappears from the plot because the police arrest him for smuggling. 
Because two young lovers have urged the older pair of the prostitute and 
thief to accept the truth of their feelings, the film shows youth acting to 
improve society. What is more, the ending allows what the Qur'an allows, 
the impure to marry the impure and the pure to marry the pure (24: 24; 
Arberry 355).2 Jembatan  contains criticism of society, but shows the value 
of friendship and affection, of holding onto the rope of humanity.
But why in 1975 did Sani contribute to the popular comic series of Ateng 
films, from which there might be an incitement to crassness?
Ateng Mata Keranjang was one of the Ateng series of comedies made by 
various directors. There were two production companies involved: PT 
Safari Sinar Sakti concerned with the full trio; and PT Rapi Film which 
from 1976 onwards continued the series without Eddy Sud, the creative 
force within the Kwartet jaya. By involving himself in this series, it is 
possible that Sani was attempting to prove that he was not about to 
become a "national monument", too remote and above others, as Chalil 
feared Haidar might become in Palupi?
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The first film in the series was Ateng Minta Kawin "Ateng Wants to 
Marry" (1974) which used the popular song and dance form of dangdut 
which springs from Hindu and Arabic music. The second was Ateng Raja 
Penyamun  "Ateng King of the Robbers" (1974) based on the story of Ali 
Baba and costumed in ancient Baghdad style (Kristanto 117-18). Ateng 
Mata Keranjang (1975) incidentally makes fun of both of these. Ateng's 
effort at song is cacophonous and his dancing is ludicrous, Ateng does not 
want to marry in Sani's film, and he has to be rescued from wandering 
bandits by his lady love.
Just before the mid-seventies there was a belief that films could be 
appreciated by the working class. "To achieve this, stories were simplified 
with emphasis on slapstick comedy but it turned out that they were still 
unable to compete with the imported films, so production declined in 
subsequent years" (Biran, Glance 49).
Comedy was certainly the intention, with message attached. Even the first 
word of the name of the producer, PT Safari Sinar Sakti, promises the 
possibility of wandering comics.3 Bing Slatnet Setan Jalanan "Bing Slamet 
Street Gangster" was its first film comedy, with song, in 1972. This famous 
comedian said of his 1972 film that it had "a mission as a gentle support in 
giving semangat 'dynamic spirit' to the future generation" (Ekspres, 
"Karikatural"). Its cast included the comic trio of Sani's Ateng. The Kwartet 
Jaya had written the original story (Kristanto 95), which had been directly 
influenced by a 1972 instruction from Kopkamtib that street gangs of 
teenagers should disperse (Tempo, "Ha, Ha" 45).4
At that time a reviewer hoped that the film company "would soon be 
allowed to make a film comedy of quality, for up to now comedy has been 
treated as a stepchild", that is to say, tolerated but neglected (Tem po, "1/2 
Komedi").
In 1974 Bing Slamet and PT Safari Sinar Sakti made the comedy Bing 
Slamet Koboi Cengeng "Bing Slamet Crybaby Cowboy" which was hailed 
as "refreshing", "more subtle", "less dependent on physical humour than 
most [foreign] film comedies flooding Indonesia" (Tem po, "Ha, Ha"). The 
last comment indicates the nationalist spirit prompting film artists 
fighting to retain and regain market share and to reduce foreign 
competition. Sani's contribution to the collective struggle was an effort at a 
comedy of quality, the weighty comedy of Ateng.
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The need to control, use and legitimise humour
The state of Indonesian humour was certainly a topic for cultural 
discussion in the seventies. One director of several film comedies, Nya 
Abbas Akub, who had begun his career in Perfini, considered there had 
been "a great improvement in film comedy since the fifties, and that now 
the level of intelligence of the audience was the same as that of the 
filmmakers" (Tempo,  "Ha, Ha" 45).5 On the other hand, there was a belief 
that Indonesian film humour designed for a mass market was indeed 
below the standard of humour in regional art forms using wittier and less 
physical humour (48).
Concern in debates on national culture about the standard and role of 
humour continued throughout the mid-seventies until in July 1977 the 
comic writer Arwah Setiawan and others suggested the formation of the 
Lembaga Humor Indonesia "Indonesian Institute of Humour". The LHI 
was officially created in November 1978. It planned educational courses 
with the cooperation of the Arts Council of Jakarta, of which Sani was a 
member (Tempo,  "Bukan Punakawan"). Humour in popular poetry was 
analysed in 1979 by a literary critic (Sudjarwo). The seventies' concern with 
humour in print form accompanied efforts to use humour in film, film 
itself being subject to censorship in other ways.
As film used the national language and could be exhibited throughout the 
nation, it could be both bearer and maker of national culture (Heider, 
Indonesian Cinema 2-3). Comedians were to be encouraged to use the 
national language, not to fall into a Jakartan dialect or even into a regional 
language (Tempo,  "Mencari" 34). Years later Sani declared that he had 
come to film as a medium "which could disseminate the national 
language" (Freebury). It is not surprising that dialect and regional language 
are not features of this At eng.
One religious leader at least saw the relevance of humour to change. He 
advocated both holding the faith and quiet tolerance of secular humour. 
Abdurrahman Wahid, a prominent thinker in the political party of the 
NU supported by Sani as part of the Partai Persatuan Pembangunan 
"United Development Party", wrote that religious teachers had tolerated 
the growth of ludruk  "popular East Javanese stage comedy with much 
topicality" and that humour sprang naturally in Indonesian regions others
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thought of as purely religious and even dour. Wahid in 1979 suggested 
that humour could help form a new culture ("Pesantren").
So, in At eng Sani gave himself a difficult cultural mission. In Palupi? 
(1969) he had briefly used a fool, a sniggering dullard in the audience of 
Haidar's stage production of Adamov's Professor Tarantie. But how ready 
was he to concentrate on adapting the overt comedy of clowns? Several 
years later its chief character, the famous clown Ateng, defined a sense of 
surprise, of shock, as the essential ingredient of humour (Tempo, "Bukan 
Punakawan" 18). Mang Cepot, for long one half of a Radio Republik 
Indonesia (RRI) comedy team as partner to (Mang) Udel or Purnomo 
nicknamed Professor in Ateng, stated the important thing in humour was 
"not to be excessive", not to overdo the joke (Tempo, "Bukan Punakawan" 
19). Said found the film not funny enough: the jokes must have been 
overdone ("Asrul & Ateng") or not even recognised.
Locating Ateng  in the context of Sani's film work
The film Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi? (1969) does show that Sani was 
capable of expressing humour in film. Several scenes in Palupi? are 
examples of black humour (Kardjo). However, much of the humour of the 
rationality-irrationality scene in which Palupi asks the lurah  "local 
administrator" to lower the age on her identity card was excised from the 
final script.6 The situation in the Sofi-Sugito bar sequence is humorous 
with the teenage bar girl prostitute Sofi harrying the middle-aged 
businessman Sugito hunting her. At one moment only in Palupi? does 
Sani use the standard metallic bong noise of film comedy to express 
surprise, and he does so to complement the surprise on Palupi's face when 
the young Sofi is blatantly rude to her. Sani uses the noise several times in 
Ateng.
Between Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi? (1969) and Ateng Mata Keranjang 
(1975) Sani had written ten film scenarios. Some of the ten scripts had 
sprung directly from his own imagination. Some were adapted from either 
early modern Indonesian or contemporary works, and one was a 
development from a Minangkabau myth. One of these films both 
encouraged parental concern in ensuring children received a full primary 
education and promoted government initiatives in family planning. Desa 
di Kaki Bukit 'The Village at the Foot of the Hill" (1972) was co-funded by
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the Department of Social Welfare when Idham Chalid, executive head of 
the NU, was its head (Heider, Indonesian Cinema 86).
The first script Sani wrote for Mutiara Dalam Lumpur "The Pearl within 
the Mud" (1982) contains a scene of unpremeditated patricide accompanied 
by the immediate death through shock of the wife and mother. The actual 
scenario drawn from the film contains more than the son's grief at the 
result of his conduct, for either Sani or the director deepened the scene by 
showing that the parents are not blameless. In the agony of death, their 
souls rise up partly from their bodies to examine their own guilt in the 
education of their son. The scene might powerfully recall the words of the 
Qur'an about the agony of death and the following inquisition in the grave 
(81: 1-14; Arberry 632; Arberry, Reason  42-47). Or it might be a 
transposition of the ghosts of Catherine and Heathcliff in the film version 
oiW uthering Heights, though the reviewer Abukomar compared Mutiara 
with the novel itself. Comedy in Mutiara criticises the mixing of cultures 
by the misuse of Western cutlery and the artificiality of expectation in 
Western photography.
In 1973 Sani directed from his scenario and original story Bulan di atas 
Kuburan 'The Moon over the Grave". Kristanto (106) considers this to be 
Sani's best film ever after Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi? (1969). Bulan won the 
Usmar Ismail Plaque for the best topical film on the state of society at the 
1975 Indonesian Film Festival. It is a quest film in that three men "search 
for the moon". Bulan repeats the fear in Palupi? (1969) of the cultural 
degradation of a writer and his society. The film is both comic and tragic in 
detailing the reasons why both the talented and the poor Batak migrate 
from Sumatra to Jakarta, and in how they fare. The script has two closures, 
one optimistic and one pessimistic. One critic castigated Sani for the degree 
of pessimism in this film (Winarto). Another praised him for telling truly 
of the vileness of Jakarta (Said, Pantulan 159).
But the four scripts of the mid-seventies are different to Bulan. However 
like Bulan, Raja Jin Penjaga Pintu Kereta "King of the Jinn, Railway Gate 
Keeper" (1974), Ateng Mata Reranjang (1975), Tiga Sekawan "Three 
Friends Together" (1975) and Chicha (1976), are all set in contemporary 
culture.7 The Wahab Abdi-Sani story for Raja Jin uses the potentially 
subversive popular art form of Jakartan lenong  "narrative stage drama 
allowing much improvisation" (Sutarto). Unlike Bulan, all four mid­
seventies scripts quite overtly refer to popular forms of entertainment and
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well known actors and entertainers. Only the first and fourth, Raja jin and 
Chicha, make open religious references and use Sani's standard device of 
memory to explain both past and present and to intensify understanding 
of characters.
The first and fourth most stress the importance of all Indonesian children 
receiving a primary school education, and they both advocate diligence 
and duty, with each emphasising the educational duty of a parent to a 
child, and a child's earnest desire for and right to schooling. An issue in 
both is the maintenance of harmonious family relationships despite 
human failings within the nuclear and extended families.
An unfounded fear of generational differences causes the otherwise 
admirable mother figure of Mbok in the romantic comedy Jembatan  
M erah (1973) to behave like a clown as she attempts to drown herself in a 
shallow and polluted urban canal. Sani's concept of having an otherwise 
admirable character behave like a clown deepens in Raja jin Penjaga Pintu 
Kereta (1974). Pak Gono weeps as he is forced to resume his acting role 
during his current job, but now for a different reason, commercialism and 
not art (Bintang, "Raja Jin"). Others see this former lenong star only as a 
clown.8 The weeping face of the clown is known in the West too. 
However, about halfway through, Raja Jin changes genre: from being a 
serious film it becomes melodrama (Kristanto 127-28). In this way moral 
messages are conveyed.
Made in the same year as Ateng and again starring the Kwartet Jaya but 
also produced by them under Eddy Sud's leadership, Tiga Sekawan  (1975) 
tells a story also set in a rural area.9 Amid a lot of village humour about 
the authority figures of the rich father and the lurah who is insistent on 
keeping his job and dignity, a foolish son has no idea as to what he really 
wants to be. The film points out deficiencies in the artistic standards both 
of the travelling theatre and of film. The meanness of producers is the 
suggested cause.10 Tiga Sekawan depends upon the stage comics' use of 
slapstick and verbal play. It also mocks melodrama in mobile theatre plots 
but lightly uses it to begin and end the main plot.
The Kwartet Jaya is not the only attraction of Sani's Ateng. Aedy Moward, 
who plays Ketua, had won Best Actor for his role of Sabar in Bulan di atas 
Kuburan (1973) at the Indonesian Film Festival 1974. Star of radio and film 
comedy since the fifties, Purnomo or Mang Udel appears as Professor.
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Adherence to one ideal of Italian Neo-Realism, not to prefer known actors, 
was well and truly in the past; commercialism perceived the need for stars. 
Furthermore, some films starring the Kwartet or after the disbandment of 
the trio, just Ateng and Iskak, featured the singer-actress Vivi Sumanti as a 
romantic interest. Like the males she generally played herself, though in 
Ateng she does not sing. Vivi was often accompanied by another actress as 
a second romantic interest. In this film, Sani's actress wife Mutiara plays 
Muti, the chief romantic interest. Sani admitted that he wrote parts to suit 
his wife (Firdaus).11
Sani's concerns were deeper than uxoriousness, for this film goes beyond 
quiet reference to other Ateng films to use and thereby comment upon 
film techniques and comedy styles in Indonesian and Western films. 
However, the opening of Ateng Mata Keranjang immediately places the 
film in its cultural context, well away from the First and Second Worlds, 
and indicates the personal vision of its director in regard to the audience. It 
predicts the plot by a lengthy pre-credit synopsis in serial or comic book 
style. It also advises us that a mixture of media techniques will follow in a 
linear narrative spread over time, in four separate places. Among the 
realistic events, some bizarre ones occur. Expedition films are mocked 
through cowardly heroes and ignoble aims, and Westerns through gender 
reversal.
The narrative
Ateng concentrates upon the majority of the population, the poor, the 
ignorant and uneducated who live in the remote villages and beyond it. 
Their link by road and bus with the outside world brings confidence 
tricksters of various kinds anxious to exploit ignorance for their financial 
or psychological benefit and it allows the return of children sent to board 
elsewhere for the sake of secondary education.12 However, not all would- 
be exploiters come from the town; here bandits still roam the countryside.
The settings are most appropriately the bus stop in a village where it is 
hard to glimpse a local inhabitant, the village losm eti "unlicensed inn or 
boarding house" where all sorts first meet, more surprisingly the waning  
"roadside coffee stall" within a remote farmhouse well away from any 
intersection or road, and then uninhabited areas where characters 
converge. The farmhouse is visited by two sets of treasure hunters, one
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neighbour as an unwanted suitor, one robber band and one group of 
officials of the state. It might as well be at some well marked intersection 
on a major road. The uninhabited area provides a rural procession and 
ferrymen; the safari through cleared terrain does suggest human presence 
over a long period of time, and there is recent evidence of earthmoving 
equipment. Travel is by bus, foot, horse and manpowered ferry. Despite 
mention of wild beasts, only man is vile.
All the major characters, Ateng, Iskak, Eddy Sud, Ketua, Udel the 
Professor, and Muti, Vivi and their father Bapak, are first seen at a bus stop 
in the empty street in a rural village. Here Eddy and Ketua take an instant 
dislike to each other and Ateng shows his cowardice. They soon all meet 
again in the village losmen where enmity develops between the trio of 
Eddy, Ateng and Iskak and the duo of aggressive Ketua, who shows the 
map of buried treasure, and his effeminate companion Udel, to whom 
Ketua promises wealth enough for him to have food and ladies-in­
waiting. The illiterate, underemployed and lazy Ateng ogles girls. At the 
losmen he becomes even more besotted with Muti who, his workmate bus 
station porter Iskak tells him, will be more likely to be won if he gets 
money. Diverted by this idea, Ateng becomes so obsessed by the lure of 
buried treasure that he and Iskak steal the treasure map from Ketua and 
Udel asleep in the losmen. Unable to read the map themselves, the 
hopeful duo accept bad leadership from Eddy, who pretends to be a 
graduate from a Canadian university.
In the second phase the trio set off on what seems to be an arduous and 
adventurous journey to find the treasure. At the very beginning of their 
travels they are ignored by remote villagers in a procession in which some 
of the men wear jackets of the yellow colour associated with Golkar; 
perhaps these are being worn as their best clothing to honour a local event. 
Golkar did have a presence in villages; local officials were members. The 
comic trio find themselves being led several times into "danger" by their 
own fears, and their suspicions of the enmity of Ketua and Udel, and from 
the silly trap they set for their competitors for the treasure hoard. 
Intercutting shows that the crazy duo are following the same route, and 
indeed even await them. Eventually the comic trio overpower the crazy 
duo, eat their food, heartlessly leave them to die, and steal the pack horse.
The third phase starts with their resting temporarily at a remote 
farmhouse warung where Ateng again meets the beautiful and capable
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Muti, who rescues him from a small troop of intrusive perarnpok  
"brigands", their appearance and behaviour menacing like that of tukang 
pukul "muggers" (Slamet-Velsink). As potential husbands are in short 
supply in this area, Muti is as keen to woo Ateng as he in his besotted state 
is to woo her. Ateng's inseparable friend, the almost equally childish Iskak, 
acquires a fiancee too, Muti's sister Vivi. Winning Muti quickly leads to 
the realisation that husbands have to work, a commitment from which 
Ateng tries to escape, even though he and Iskak are under threat of death 
if they do so. Eddy just wants to get on with the treasure hunt. Father to 
Muti and Vivi, Bapak does not readily accept the insult to his daughters 
nor the loss of able bodied males to do the farm work. Their night time 
escape accelerates as Bapak fires his gun and it becomes more terror struck 
with the sudden, silent appearance of Ketua and Udel. Ketua courteously 
introduces the Professor and himself to Bapak: calm courtesy is the mark 
of a leader, and of a well meaning guest. The trio have disappeared; their 
initial entry into the farmhouse had not been truly gracious.
The fourth sequence commences with the race for treasure which ends 
with the almost simultaneous arrival of the two groups at the foothill 
below the site. Full scale violence with improvised weapons follows a 
formal declaration of war. This is brought to a halt by the arrival of the 
enraged Bapak, his slighted but practical daughters and distant neighbours, 
quick to avenge sexual dishonour.13 The alliance of the two warring 
parties against Bapak's troop below is rendered futile by the stealthy and 
rationally merciful approach of the two sisters, who nevertheless also 
come to believe that there is treasure.
Withdrawn from the fray, back at his farmhouse Bapak recognises some of 
the characters up on the hill, Ketua, Udel and Eddy from photos shown to 
him by three officials of the state. Earlier the audience knew something the 
comic trio did not about their pursuers; now it knows something that they 
and the crazy duo do not. Nemesis in the form of arrest is about to befall 
the trio of two lunatics, Ketua and Udel, and the confidence trickster Eddy.
However, the rebellious disappointment of all digging on the hill leads to 
their joint leader Ketua first smiling benevolently at them and advising 
them to be patient, sabar, and then to his distributing many maps to all 
and sundry. These maps are only the outward proof of delusion. Of course, 
even in the losmen the audience could have suspected the worth of a map 
on both sides of a parchment.
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Moments after the comic trio and the fiancees of the comic duo realise that 
they have been duped, three officials or servants of the state arrive to 
arrest Ketua and Udel, and Eddy. In a womanish way Udel introduces 
himself as queen to Napoleon (Ketua), so recalling for an audience a 
reference at the losmen to ladies-in-waiting. Udel asks for a sex change. 
Because Ateng and Iskak are simply adjudged to be fools, harmful only to 
themselves, the servants of the state leave Ateng and Iskak to be escorted 
still at gun point back to their commitment to marry their chaste wives 
and to work for Bapak as sons-in-law.
Their quest for treasure ends with disappointment, love given but not 
wanted, and social duty imposed, all under the benevolent supervision of 
the state.
The narrative ending is both closed (we know what the fate of Ateng and 
Iskak will be after the film ends, marriage), and open, for there is the 
suggestion that the character Ateng may only be temporarily improved, 
that in fact he and his companion Iskak may backslide, and therefore be 
found in the same bad company again. Eddy knows his prison term is 
limited and that eventually he will be free. In other words, prison cannot 
rehabilitate him and this thought gives Ateng hope that they three may all 
meet again in the future. Ateng's story will continue in another film of the 
series. His faults are to be controlled, not cured.
Without sexuality there would have been no narrative. As an extreme 
form of heterosexuality Ateng's girl-craziness starts the course of action 
which threatens to stop at the obstacle of marriage. The threat is averted by 
Eddy's sexual puritanism which forces the action forward and temporarily 
away from the consequences of heterosexuality. It is the transsexuality of 
the Professor which hints at mankind's yearning, its desire for wish 
fulfilment.
Quite differently to his unusual ending for Jembatan Merah (1973), Sani 
has nevertheless performed another reversal of convention. As Sen 
comments, the possibility of a change in the social roles of men and 
women is generally taken up only in comedies. Transsexuals, and 
transvestites, are never anything apart from a joke, and appear mainly in 
films for the lower end of the market ("Films" 178). The Professor is 
proving Sani's understanding of his target market; he is also providing 
food for thought about mankind's nature.
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Sani had never avoided sexuality. Palupi? (1969) several times shows or 
refers to proper and improper physical intimacy and display. Both Titian 
(1959, 1982) portray homosexuality and lesbianism in a plot derived partly 
from the Qur'anic tale of the chaste Joseph. In 1988 Sani would write the 
scenario for Istana Kecantikan "Palace of Beauty" which treats 
homosexuality with some understanding. Sex divides men and diverts 
them from manly tasks. That is why Eddy and Iskak both have to restrain 
Ateng at certain times. In At eng New Order officialdom at Oyster Hill 
encourages the heterosexual closure of marriage for the main plot, and 
apparently in a compassionate way confines the sexual deviance and 
physical sterility of the lunatics. Sani uses one stock ingredient of popular 
humour, sex, to reveal the nature of mankind, to encourage social norms, 
and to arouse laughter.
Constituents of comedy
The harsh truth that people do laugh at another's suffering is not hidden; 
it is a staple of comedy. Laughing at another's misery is the way the film 
ends too, as the audience is set up to laugh at the lack of dignity of the 
comic male duo forced at gun point into marriage.
Another harsh reality is the use of lies, which are both self-preservative 
and part of culture. A male lover does not hesitate to use a lie to belittle 
his friend in order to impress a beloved. Whether personal at the level of 
friendship or general in regard to the body politic, lies are part of the norm 
of reality. That is why a servant of the state easily cajoles the Professor with 
the promise of forms. Who in the audience expects the government to be 
willing to spend money on a sex change for a poor lunatic? Lies are a way 
of gaining one's ends and keeping situations calm. This is an example of 
Sani's cynical humour.
Physical humour starts the film with the too hard blow to kill a blowfly. 
Immediately after this the mock silat "martial arts" fight between the two 
lazy friends introduces the sexual jokes because the caterwauling of mating 
cats is heard. Ateng and Iskak are of course stoutly heterosexual 
throughout the narrative, but Sani makes fun of sex by equating fighting 
with mating.
Falls are physical humour too, often accompanied by a soundtrack 
exaggerating the situation, marking the situation as humorous. Sliding
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down the gravel slope of the hillside to be captured by the sisters is one 
version of the falling joke, for the slide began with being hit by the 
Professor's ukelele. When a character falls, down a wall or a ladder, a 
metallic bong is heard on the soundtrack. It is a culturally determined 
signal for laughter at someone else's discomfiture.
Another form of physical humour is tit for tat or revenge after one 
character has diddled or sought to harm another. This is exactly why the 
Professor hits Ateng; revenge for being tied up and left to die, and having 
his means of transport, his pony, stolen. Ketua orders the manager of the 
losmen not to provide food for Eddy; later Eddy scrapes the food from 
Ketua's saucepan. As the comic duo have stolen Ketua's map and then his 
pony, and left him to die, it is no wonder that at Oyster Hill he proposes to 
Eddy that the duo be surrendered to Bapak.
The warfare between competing teams for the treasure is an extreme 
example of revenge and greed, its futility shown by the interruption of two 
superior forces from the rational world outside. The change from comedy 
to rationality is gradual. Bapak wants revenge, so his troops fire with 
antiquated weapons, emitting much smoke, to desist at the rational wish 
of the sisters. The policeman's modern gun emits no smoke as it fires a 
warning shot over the head of the fleeing Eddy. The sisters threaten death 
by many bullets for sweethearts who break their plighted troth, but in fact 
they are most anxious to preserve their lives. The officials have no 
intention of revenge, merely motives of security and just detention, 
nothing more. Ateng Mata Keranjang (1975) shows revenge is not part of 
the rational life.
Verbal abuse alternates with the physical humour. And cowardice as a 
means of provoking laughter often occurs, for the instinct for self- 
preservation has to be strong in the little scrabbler and cowardice is one 
sure means of survival till another day. Iskak is twice found up a tree just 
to avoid imagined danger.
Some of the jokes are Sani's own visual and aural additions throughout 
the script. He satirises the treasure hunt by utilising the comic book name 
Ketua had found, Oyster Hill, for the site. This hill is well away from the 
sea and oysters are difficult to open. The graffiti on Sugito's signboard were 
cynical graphics for a literate audience. An illiterate or semi-literate 
audience can read the landscape: the "oyster" has already been opened; the
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heavy machinery of development has gouged holes, made tracks and 
raised large mullock heaps and if any treasure had been found, there was 
certainly nothing left to be found.
Other names are jokes too. The losmen is called A man  "tranquil", which 
is not how it becomes when Eddy and Ketua quarrel and when burglars 
Ateng and Iskak initiate absurd theatre in Ketua's bedroom. Am an  also 
has a specific connotation of "politically stable", "secure", which is not true 
of that scene. The first country bus is called Serayu, a joke including "coax" 
or "charm" to bring a wry smile to the lips of Indonesians who have 
travelled on such a bus.14 Its brakes are far from trustworthy, so much so 
that when the bus stops on totally flat ground the conductor's job is to put 
a large rock behind the back wheel!
Sex, courtship and marriage are perennial topics for humour. The animal 
imagery of the farmhouse yard where Muti and Ateng display the courting 
techniques of display, attention getting, showing off and manoeuvres to 
achieve actual physical contact is the best example. The whole display is 
public, for both Eddy with great disgust and Iskak with dismay and 
disapproval observe high up from the guest bedroom window Ateng's lack 
of manly dignity in his wooing. Ateng even says he is like "a rabbit", 
amusing because of the sexual innuendo about frequent procreation. In 
the warung Ateng had romanticised to his friends about the beauty of 
Muti's legs, but when on the farmyard bench Muti signals the success of 
his courtship by inviting Ateng to touch the calf of a leg, Bapak suddenly 
appears to insist upon propriety and the ability of the successful suitor to 
work hard. Ateng Mata Keranjang (1975) mocks marriage as hard work for 
the male for whom the benefits of marriage are not spelled out except as 
sexual access. The film is stating that men do not want to marry but must, 
a social expectation.15
Older art forms and film genres
So incidents that occur in Ateng spring from the reality of people's lives 
which needs to be framed in the form of a story based upon the culture of 
the majority, the illiterate, the semi-literate, the poor. For Sani, this is a 
mixture of cliches of dream fulfilment, belief in magic, fairy tales, 
ignorance, gross bad manners and pleasure in someone else's discomfort 
and embarrassment.
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Fairy tales about the beauty of fairies and the marriage of some with 
mortals are part of Indonesian folklore. Ateng asks his companions to 
admire the beauty of Muti's legs, like that of a fairy. Indonesian comedies 
often used an obese character (Sen, "Films" 172), so there is a Beauty and 
the Beast style of joke for the audience. Incongruity is a specialty of 
comedy.
What might seem to be simply and briefly incongruous is the brief scene of 
the remote villagers' procession with its mixture of cultural symbols 
including the national colours of red and white, and the Golkar yellow in 
some men's jackets. Whatever is happening, the locals are absorbed in its 
proper performance. Town culture and desa culture have no interest in 
each other. Sani might be joking about Western expedition films in which 
intrepid explorers find an incongruity between themselves and the natives 
among whom they pass. It can also be considered as an example of the 
ethnographic insert which is found in many Indonesian films of several 
serious genres. Such an insert is the depiction of a ceremony or rite, a 
scene which is "the peak moment of symbolic significance" (Fleider, 
Indonesian Cinema 28, 59). If so, the scene is more important than its place 
in time in the narrative.
From such comparatively obvious examples of popular and traditional 
culture evident in words and actions Sani moved to the more ambitious 
project of hybridising or using elements of several forms of mass culture 
beyond that of the popular stage and film comedy of the Kwartet Jaya. 
Ludruk contains clowns like Ateng and Iskak. They are a pair, they do not 
travel alone, but do not empathise with each other and even betray each 
other swiftly, as Iskak does when he belittles Ateng during his own effort 
to woo Muti's sister Vivi. Eddy Sud is more like a Western clown here, for 
he owns only his prop of a briefcase, and is homeless (85).
Comic books
Sani utilised the popular entertainment form of the comic book which 
had the mass media potential to inform and educate. The style of comic 
books had influenced Indonesian film styles (Bonneff, "Sebuah Cermin"; 
"Deux Images").16 Several films were made based upon comic book 
characters (Sen, "Films" 150). Sani mocks comic books by the pre-credit 
synopsis of the forthcoming plot, his filmic style in the battle scene and by 
the graphics at the end of the film.
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Ketua can be lured back to the asylum by the promise of new comic books 
to read; therefore comics are read by the as yet not truly rational. The comic 
book trick of digging a covered pit in the path to trap the enemy does not 
succeed; the three conspirators fall into it. The important sequence of 
preparations for warfare and warfare between the lunatics and the clowns 
as competing treasure hunters is a series of comic book style illustrations. 
For example, only the hatchet of the shorter Ateng can be seen when the 
trio is hurrying to prepare for war. Action repeatedly filmed increases the 
suggestion of the comic book method of indicating time. The firing of the 
bamboo cannon and the instant closeup of Eddy's muddy face follow the 
comic book style. Comics are not real life, this battle is long and futile, the 
violence is psychological and reality returns with the guns of Bapak and 
his daughters.
Dreams
Dream fulfilment is related to the sleeper's desires and experience and 
both Islam and older animistic beliefs accept that knowledge can come in 
dreams. However, no dream with symbolic overtones in the manner of 
Palupi? (1969) comes in this film. The absurd bedroom scene has Ketua say 
he thought the Professor had been tickling his stomach. Since the 
effeminacy of Udel and the protectiveness of Ketua towards him have 
suggested an unusual relationship between the two, the audience must 
conclude that this part of Ketua's dream was related to reality. That is why 
Ateng can tickle and grope around the man's waistband until he finds the 
hidden map and why he succeeds. It is another example in Sani's Ateng of 
how sex has the potential to divert attention from the attainment of the 
chief goal.
Mixture of stage and film forms
Sani's mixing of Indonesian and foreign film genres is repeated in his 
hybridising of film by interweaving other forms of culture, regional, mass 
media and modern stage drama. Sani refers to several Indonesian and 
foreign film genres without dependence upon a single genre except for 
that of comedy, marked by its slapstick, its verbal joking, its clown figures 
who "echo, ridicule and comment upon the action of their betters" 
(Heider, Indonesian Cinema 85). Eddy does so with his comments on 
politicians.
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A popular sub-group of comedy starred the comic Benyamin S; these 
contained singing and criticised modernisation.17 Ateng accepts 
modernisation through its education for rationality and emphasis on 
commitment to work. Women's nature and role were elements in 
modernisation films (Sen, "Films" 207-12). Ateng also pokes fun at 
modernisation through the reversed gender role of Muti, and pokes fun at 
its failures through the eagerness of Ketua to make more maps as a 
substitute for success.
Another sub-genre were warung or roadside coffee stall films with 
slapstick humour. The warung scene within Bapak's farmhouse provides 
this humour, such as sitting down when a bench has been moved, action 
frequently found too in stage humour.
Another effort at humour comes when Sani's Ateng refers to the current 
fashion for orphan films (Sen, Cinema  106). The chronologically mature 
and lovesick Ateng claims that he is an orphan, a complaint that his 
practical friend Iskak sets aside. Ateng and Iskak are both poor through the 
laziness they exhibit when they refuse to unload the luggage from the next 
country bus and lie down to sleep on a bench. That, after all, is how we 
found them at the very beginning of the film. Doubtless they are poor too 
because they are illiterate, but the film does not clearly state that illiteracy 
is the fault of society. Sani mocks the ending of orphan films by providing 
an assurance of rescue from poverty by commitment to hard labour (Sen, 
"Films" 222-28).
Sani does not remake a specific American film but he has a great deal of 
fun with the American Western. This is first signalled by the extra long 
shot of Muti galloping on her horse up the hill and gradually towards 
Bapak's farmhouse and warung. In the most famous American Westerns, 
the lone saviour hero comes down to the community. The entrance of 
strangers into the bar room is a standard part of many Westerns. The 
Western parody is carried further by the sheriff's posse of Bapak, his 
daughters and his troop of ten who pursue the fugitive duo. It is 
developed by the change in tactics and the quiet splitting of forces to hunt 
down their quarry and to arrest them. Unlike the US cavalry of many 
Westerns, the three officials arrive too late to save Ateng and Iskak from 
one of the two fates they had feared, marriage.
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Sani's experiment in comedy does not rest at the melding of popular art 
forms and popular film genres. He continues to do as he did in Apa Yang 
Kaucari, Palupi? (1969). He inserts references to other forms of 
contemporary media and high art.
Using regional, mass media and high art
The rejected suitor Si Salim allows Sani to introduce another comment 
upon popular culture through radio (Lindsay 112). Regional cultural 
programs were allowed and regional language allowed (115). Sani may be 
making a moralistic and nationalist comment upon radio's heavy 
emphasis upon entertainment, since he is using the national Radio 
Republik Indonesia star Udel, here the Professor, to teach a lesson.
Udel is openly contrasted to commercialised modern mass media as the 
single musician whose musical phrases upon the ukelele can comment 
upon, answer or accompany events by faster or slower tempo. The 
Professor's music is a form of dialogue and eventually this lunatic artist is 
the one who sings the deep truth about mankind's delusions, which seems 
like mere lunacy to those who hear him.
Sani refers to the avant garde stage drama performed at Taman Ismail 
Marzuki, the cultural centre established at the beginning of the New 
Order. Theatre of Absurd plays were often performed there; the well-lit, 
busy, stomach-tickling dream and robbery scene in the losmen bedroom is 
absurd, so too is the suspension of belief required during Ateng and Iskak's 
argument beforehand about honest theft. Absurdity ends the comic book 
style open warfare part of the battle for treasure when the camera moves to 
allow the audience to realise just how close the lunatics and the comics 
are, whereas camera shots have cleverly given a false idea of the 
topography to suggest distance and difference.
For a film viewer the sense of being the other side of the invisible fourth 
wall of a theatre stage, part of a stage audience, is strong in some scenes. In 
the farmyard courtship scene the setting is stage-like. A high white wall at 
the back and its windows allow Eddy and Iskak from above to comment on 
the action below. The area below is the arena, with the minimal stage 
props of a bench and a miserable tree onto which the audience too looks. 
Of course, Sani varies camera angle and type of shot, but that sense of 
perception and of distance is strong. In the later ludicrously mismanaged
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night time escape from the farmhouse, the sense of the stage is again 
strong in setting, dialogue and clowning. Again, one can foretell the 
failure to escape unnoticed. However, the shock of the silent appearance of 
Ketua and his Professor introduces a little drama into a stock comedy scene 
and also increases the dilemma of the little scrabbler, out of the frying pan 
into the fire.
Sani himself a few years earlier acknowledged film directors could be 
classed into groups, those who came to film via the stage or from literature 
and criticism, and those who came directly (Siahaan, "Film Ingmar" 101).18 
The previous experience of the first two groups marked their film work. 
This is true of Sani's work here, where he has accepted the need to 
accommodate himself somewhat to the expectations aroused by the use of 
popular stage and film comedians whilst he has the personal challenge of 
conveying a subtle message about the consequences of development.
Religion, hypocrisy and humanity
Conventional religious symbols and spiritual allusions support 
Palupi?(1969), but are absent in this comedy. Indeed, the rural procession 
which includes men wearing Golkar yellow jackets may contain a visual 
reference to some persistence regarding animist beliefs. There is a dead 
animal atop the small thatched shelter village men bear on poles. The red 
and white colours of the feathers, colours of the national flag, might well 
be considered to have magical properties in them (Toer qtd in Y Johns 
178).19
Here in Ateng Mata Keranjang (1975) any reference to religion is rare, 
occurring in cliched jokes, studied insult or as social etiquette. When the 
two fugitives from marriage have accepted that capture is inevitable, 
Ateng hypocritically closes his eyes, sways as though in an ecstasy, and 
prays as though death were approaching, for this was indeed the sisters' 
threat. In a farmhouse guest bedroom scene he had earlier asked for a 
funeral prayer for himself after Muti's demands in farmwork have killed 
him. Ketua insults Ateng with the words kerbau pendek "short buffalo" 
which in Malay means "pork" (Kamus Lengkap 1977: 494; Kamus 
Sinonom i 1984:434). Pork is forbidden for Muslims. Not entirely ignorant 
of all the outward forms of good behaviour, at the farmhouse warung 
table the trio find it impossible to eat as they should with their right hand,
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because Muti's strong handshake has so temporarily crippled them that 
they must eat with their left hand. This is not the mark of a good Muslim, 
for the left hand attends to excretory functions. These are all slight 
references to religion, and they are all humorous.
However, grave sins can be committed within a comedy. Eddy is a 
hardened sinner; he expects to resume his chosen lifestyle after completing 
his next term of imprisonment. He incites Ateng and Iskak to murder and 
robbery. He lies, seeks to defraud his employers Ateng and Iskak, and 
readily betrays them and their interests to Ketua. The suspicions against 
Ketua which he plants in their hearts are a grave sign of impiety, for true 
piety comes only when all suspicions have been removed from the heart 
(Al-Bukhari 2/1; Khan 1: 16). He incites them to murder, a grave sin. The 
point can be made in comedy without the consequence of tragedy.
Ketua too is a confidence trickster with his misleading talk and map of 
treasure. His clothing and his manner convey an assumption of the right 
to lead. He verbally bullies Iskak out of his earned porter's fee, verbally 
abuses Eddy in the losmen, and then endeavours to incite the losmen 
keeper not to provide food for him. Later, when faced by rebellion from 
the enlarged group of the comic trio and the two fiancees, Ketua assumes 
the benevolent smile and utters the traditional advice of superiors to 
underlings, to be patient, sabar. However, the women's umbrella he uses 
suggests either a hastily improvised stage prop or even perhaps subdued 
transvestism (Sen, "Films" 178). Ketua proves he is not fit to lead, for his 
insanity deludes others. Like Napoleon whom he claimed to be to the civil 
officials, eventually unable to hold an empire, the authoritarian Ketua 
loses command over the gullible and the sane.
Just as honesty was an important religious concept in Apa Yang Kaucari, 
Palupi? (1969), so it is here in Ateng Mata Keranjang (1975). Ateng decides 
to steal the map for he is led astray by Ketua's deception, and by Iskak's 
cynicism about the importance of money in the successful wooing of 
women. This resembles Sugito's analysis of women in Palupi? For Sugito, 
different rules apply to big business and little men. However, little men 
too have a problem with honesty: the duo argue themselves into theft of a 
map as honest. It is a mistake. Honesty will be lost when power comes into 
the hands of unfit persons (Al-Bukhari 3/2/56; Khan 1: 56): the two 
become more dishonest. Their fall into the hands of bad leaders is now 
assured. The two compound their errors by breaking their word to their
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fiancees, which prompts the rural community to act against them. The 
comedy is a textbook of how not to behave.
Fitrah or the nature of humankind
Fortunately, Ateng and Iskak are freed of their delusions about the 
trustworthiness of Eddy and Ketua, and benefit from the rational limits 
Muti and Vivi put on revenge. The link in Ateng Mata Keranjang (1975) 
between compassion and reasoning, as developed by education, has both 
state officials and women exhibiting something of it, for all mankind has 
fitrah  "God given nature".
Muti and her sister Vivi are secondary school graduates, well able to think 
rationally, to plan, organise and behave appropriately to gain their goals. 
As they are more educated than their illiterate husbands to be, there is an 
inevitable reversal of roles. This is emphasised early by Muti's 
supernatural skill in throwing heavy cans onto a shelf. As the reformed 
jago  "strongman, champion" Bapak is too old to do heavy farm work, 
Muti performs it to care for him and to protect her sister from it. The jago 
still exists in Indonesian society; his role in keeping some sort of peace in 
the desa is still complex (Slamet-Velsink 34-39).
This sharing of gender roles across the sexes is highlighted and 
complicated by the role of Udel, the would-be transsexual Professor who 
gives Ketua advice of a sort when asked. He can act in a masculine or 
aggressive way, for he fires the machine gun when the trio arrive at the 
foot of Oyster Hill; with his ukelele he hits Ateng on the head. The 
Professor has decorative and entertainment roles, often considered to be 
those of women. Neither Muti nor Vivi is an entertainer. On safari he 
strums his ukelele as he rides the pony led by Ketua. This same picture of 
care for a woman as a precious thing by having the man walk on foot as he 
leads his wife's pony comes at the end of the more serious Desa di Kaki 
Bukit (1972).20
Yet the Professor is also the narrative's intellectual foil to the impostor 
Canadian graduate in all fields of knowledge, sarjana lengkap, and sexual 
puritan, Eddy. The Professor is normally quiet, almost mute except for his 
strumming of a musical phrase or two upon his ukelele as a comment 
upon the action. The Professor's silences indicate that not all that can be 
said is said, that not all that should be known is known. When responding
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to a question about the knowledge to solve a problem his verbal response 
is to say that "It is not in books". The Professor's statement is true in that 
not all answers are to be found in a textbook, there are deficiencies in 
education, so experience and rationality have to solve problems. His real 
usefulness as an adviser to Ketua is clearly to be doubted.
However, the lunatic Professor sings the quite truthful comment that "the 
treasure is always waiting" for man. First, the narrative proves that greed 
is comprehensive, encompassing sex, money, food, and power, so 
mankind swiftly deludes himself. Ateng misses the point, but some 
among the audience must be capable of grasping the moral lessons of the 
comedy.
The Muslim seeking God is sane, moral and diligent. This concept is 
recognised by Sundanese villagers in West Java where a person may be 
criticised for being unlslamic, because he has become rich without hard 
work. The Islamic way of acquiring wealth is hard work and diligence. 
Becoming rich without hard work arouses suspicions of black magic 
(Antlov 139). Magic is something of which Ateng accuses Ketua who does 
not fall into the covered pit. It is a standard accusation, here simply a 
useful cliche to point out Ateng's faults. The lunatic, the confidence 
trickster and the lazy are all bad Muslims, hence the comedy. The truths of 
Islam are never in doubt.
Topical comments
But one aspect any member of an audience expects to grasp is the topicality 
of popular comics. Since cultural policy in the seventies included using 
comedy to deliver messages, some social and political issues receive 
frequent comment. The gender roles of men and women run throughout 
Ateng Mata Keranjang (1975). The issue of marriage had been a hotly 
debated issue in the Seventies, for proposed changes in the Marriage Laws 
had aroused the ire of Muslim groups such as the Nahdlatul Ulama which 
had even walked out over the issue of the maintenance of Islamic law in 
family matters. The new Marriage Law of 1975 "provided a civil legislative 
framework guaranteeing women's rights in marriage" (Robinson, 
"Indonesian Women" 147). By making fun of the superior strength and 
dynamism of Muti and then showing her descent into being a much more 
ordinary female, the film states that too much fuss had been made over
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the issue, that nothing really changes despite a woman's education. A 
woman first and foremost follows her kodrat uumita, destiny as wife and 
mother, nurturer. She expects to be provided for. Nagged even before 
marriage, Ateng feels he has no rights, so he wants to escape.
Lack of education and immaturity are linked. The immature minds of 
childish readers of comic books can invent treasure hunts to avoid work. 
The film's discovery that Ketua's treasure does not exist makes him as 
childish as Udel. The ravaged landscape of Oyster Hill might be interpreted 
as a silent contemporary comment that capitalism will not be the saving of 
Indonesia. The NU had never been an avid supporter of rank capitalism 
and had supported cooperative economic activity (Noer 149). Perhaps it is 
just a simple joke.
Far less hidden is the disapproval of political parties. Palupi? (1969) had 
shown politicians, bureaucrats and businessmen in collusion. Here in 
Ateng, in a scene added to the original script, Eddy Sud during a brief 
pause on safari reveals his ruthlessness as a confidence trickster to his two 
companions by playing upon their fears of their competitors for the 
treasure. These competitors are like politicians who use any means to 
obtain their end. Ateng and Iskak listen and become more evil to the point 
of becoming murderous. Fortunately the film is a comedy, so death does 
not take place. However, the intention was there.
An amalgam of functional groups, Golkar is an organised force even in 
the remote areas, where political campaigning was allowed only at election 
time. The floating masses were supposed to be left undisturbed by political 
machinations between elections (Maurer 100; Husken 122). There are no 
local spectators in this sparsely populated region. What is the point of the 
procession? How relevant to their daily lives is this event? Eddy makes no 
comment upon the procession, for the immediate issue is Ateng's girl- 
craziness and consequent inconstancy. The dwarf has been diverted by the 
beauty of one of the maidens in the procession; a comment again upon 
diversion from real issues.
The end of the film presents two views of government policies meant to 
improve private lives and to protect civil society. The state makes itself 
known when three of its servants exhibit its paternal and benevolent 
characteristics. Official programs of preventative health care are signalled 
at the beginning of the film in the mock silat fight between the pair when
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Iskak calls a warning using a word derived from English, "Jnfeksi!" Ateng 
later decides when overpowering Ketua not to bite his prisoner's ear for it 
is too dirty (Hill, Indonesian Economy 206-13).21 At the end a doctor is one 
of the three officials who suddenly materialise in the isolated region. The 
lightly armed and handsome young policeman brings order with as little 
force as possible.22 His weaponry is superior to the antiquated weapons of 
Bapak and his neighbours, and his motive is purely restraint, not revenge. 
The civil servant represents the bureaucracy which had increased 
considerably in the seventies. The paper work necessary for proper 
ordering of one's affairs is one even these lunatics accept.
Sani's message in Ateng is that the state does not interfere in the private 
and family affairs of the people. Hence sane little scrabblers are left alone, 
to be saved from the disturbance of wandering lunatics and criminals. The 
state maintains vigilance even in remote areas so it is able to act quickly 
through its benevolent representatives. These know that disturbance to 
the social order is unnatural, the product of lunacy or criminality.23
Social change has occurred since the Revolution but poverty and evil in 
human nature still exist. When Bapak is first seen in his own home, he 
proves he is such a reformed brigand that he does not want his daughters 
to marry a robber. For a long time in the film his moustache is the only 
remaining sign of machismo. Bapak is represented as being partly 
marginalised by the order of the New Order, for the rational and merciful 
way is to solve or contain problems with as little force as possible. 
However, he is still somewhat of a jago "champion" and "local power 
broker", for he has obviously occupied a central position in local life by 
knowing how to make use of the room allowed him by the central 
government, room he had in the past filled with violence (Schulte 
Nordholt 89). The armed force of the state comes to him for information. 
The narrative of Ateng (1975) in no way indicates that the New Order will 
chastise Bapak for resorting to violence to avenge his daughters.
The New Order emphasis in the seventies upon universal primary 
education has had Bapak go well along the road to reform for he has 
educated his daughters to the end of secondary school. However, the 
young robbers are criminals who fail in their enterprise. The 
underemployed are the illiterate Ateng and Iskak. They and the literate 
criminal Eddy both know hunger. Both Eddy and Ateng are happy to 
scrape from Ketua's saucepan at the time of his capture. The fantasy of
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escape from hunger is a powerful motive for Eddy, and becomes so for 
Ateng though at first treasure was simply a means to an end. Easy escape 
from poverty is just a fantasy and is as easy to understand as the wish to 
escape from the hardship of expending energy for steady, sufficient and 
lawful livelihood. These fantasies are so strong in human nature that the 
ending of Sani's Ateng indicates the fantasy will continue in another film 
of the series.
The illiteracy and semi-literacy of most of the population were issues the 
New Order set about redressing. Without the ignorance of the duo there 
would be no plot. The attempt to read the map they have just stolen with 
such effort does provide humour, though it is based upon the superiority 
of a ten year old child asleep in his bed at that hour, a comment upon the 
seventies emphasis on primary education. What these two grown men 
really need is an adult literacy program which the New Order did attempt. 
Their common sense refusal to allow Eddy his absurd contractual 
demands in money and perquisites, which he makes in return for guiding 
them from the map, restores some human dignity to them. Eddy's greed 
blinds him to the ability of his clients to pay; as a hardened sinner he can 
be as out of touch with reality as the two lunatics.
Leadership and gender
The dearth of intellectual leaders in the desa can be partly remedied by 
secondary graduates assuming responsibility, formulating rational plans 
and executing them with a sense of compassion, even it is compassionate 
self-interest as it is for Muti and Vivi. After boarding school education, 
they return to live at home until married. Even though educated, women 
are still less important in the political and administrative spheres. 
Discussions near the end of Ateng (1975) are carried out by men, who 
under duress are acting on instructions from the two women or reporting 
to them, but the women are not included in the group. They cannot be 
seen as leaders, except that with a question the rational, dynamic Muti 
begins the rebellion against Ketua.
Leadership is ultimately male. This is the theory by which Bapak 
maintains his right to resume direct control of the attack should his 
daughters' plan fail. All three state officials are male, both nurturing and 
forceful.24 Leadership should be totally rational and work to restore
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harmony. Responsible for his passengers, the humble but reasonable bus 
conductor teaches this early at the bus stop. He admonishes those 
embroiled in the unseemly Eddy Sud-Ketua argument: he is the voice of 
authority which seeks only to restore harmony in a civil society.
Reception
Mixing social and political messages of optimism and pessimism with a 
variety of film genres and cultural references to achieve a coherent vision 
of the nation is not a task for the faint hearted. Sani's success can be 
measured in several ways: official recognition, commercial success and 
film reviews.
Exploring beyond a film genre even to the point of exploding it can be a 
dangerous enterprise leading immediately to the disappointment and 
even confusion of the audience and ultimately to the decay or demise of a 
popular genre.25 This may be why reviewers considered the film was not 
truly funny (Riyanto; Said, "Ateng"). However, official recognition was 
fulsome.
Ateng Mata Keranjang was awarded the Usmar Ismail Plaque for the Best 
Film Comedy at the 1976 Film Festival of Indonesia. When juror Djadug 
Djayakusuma was questioned as to why this film had received the award, 
he replied that Ateng was the only film comedy reaching the final stage of 
judging and it was a film which made a statement in another way (Tempo, 
"Seorang Juri"). The first part of Djajakusuma's explanation is that the 
comedies in general were very poor, but Ateng was so good that it had 
been a contender for Best Film, satisfying the jury's criteria as well made. 
The second part of his comment alludes to the experimental mode of 
Sani's endeavour to make a well structured and artistic film without 
abandoning the custom of some recent film comedy in bearing a 
government message to the masses.
But a founder of Lembaga Humor Indonesia, Arwah Setiawan, put 
Indonesian film comedy into only two groups, whereas Hollywood film 
comedy consisted of three types, slapstick, screwball and Woody Allen style 
intellectual humour. The two categories Setiawan found were slapstick 
including Benyamin S films and the Ateng-Iskak series, and a small 
number of deeper films such as Usmar Ismail's Tamu Agung (1955) and 
Krisis (1953), and Sani's Bulan di atas Kuburan of 1973 (Marselli 6). Such
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comedies have a higher logic to them than the bulk of comedies, but it was 
true that not until the mid-eighties did this kind of comedy really draw 
larger audiences. Sjuman Djaya's Si Doel Anak Modern (1976) and Sani's 
scenarios for Kejarlah Daku Kau Kutangkap (1985) and Nagabonar (1986) 
were popular and commercially successful (Kristanto 149-50, 289, 306-07; 
Marselli 6).
This may well be why this film was reviewed as "half-ripe", "with pointed 
dialogue", and "significant scenes", and yet it contained "foolishness". To 
avoid this, the reviewer advised a healthier collaboration between 
producers and filmmakers (Riyanto). Sani's Ateng  is an uneven and 
inconsistent mix of verbal and visual elements, failing to satisfy either art 
film lovers or those expecting a genre film; it indicates some unsatisfactory 
compromises between the commercial producer and the artist seeking to 
go beyond the genre.
Commercial success is harder to judge than official praise, but comments 
in Indonesian magazines indicate that Sani's next Kwartet Jaya script, Tiga 
Sekawan (1975), was a more enjoyable film, still thoughtful like Sani films 
in general but closer to the expectations of the audience and quite 
noticeably allowing more spontaneous laughter, less dependent upon 
setting up a joke (Said, "Boleh Ketawa"; Kristanto 140). Like Ateng, it 
eschewed memory as a filmic technique. Furthermore, its director was 
praised for not rigidly adhering to the "blueprint" of the Sani script 
(Saefuddin).
The dramatist and actor Rendra later saw the chief problem in making 
high quality, thought provoking comedies as being the use of well known 
clowns and comics ("Film di Mata"). Setiawan saw the use of clowns as a 
perceived commercial necessity (Marselli 6). Golkar had often used the 
Kwartet Jaya for political advantage. Audiences must have had definite 
expectations as to the kind of humour and political references to official 
concern about their duty and place. The clowns had a place in the minds of 
the people.
Twelve years later in 1987, Abdurrahmam Wahid, by then elected leader of 
the NU and a former head of the Arts Council of Jakarta, stated that 
humour could be effective as a form of social control, if it were connected 
to morality, and humour could be persuasive, if it satisfied a sense of 
mental health, if it were founded on honesty. If the masses felt too
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alienated, there would be an explosion outside that of humour. According 
to a person's nature, he or she took refuge in God, or elsewhere, as in 
humour, which might seem to be based on emotion, but is in fact 
intellectual (Kompas, "Humor Menjaga").
As Haji Drs Asrul Sani recognised, there need be no conflict between 
religion and comedy that is moral, for both entail rationality. Ateng's co- 
star Iskak became a haji by 1979, a comment in itself on the matter.
Conclusion
Openly committed to depicting reality, Sani could not avoid some ugliness 
and some pessimism. Development can ruin the countryside, still pleasant 
where traditional methods cleared the land and ugly where modern 
machinery has gouged Oyster Hill and not tried to reclaim the land. As for 
people, there has been considerable unevenness in the spread of benefits. 
Ateng and Iskak are illiterate and underemployed, though the former 
problem may be personal misfortune, and the second the result of a 
personal failing, laziness, which in turn is the product of improper 
instruction in the home or lack of instruction at school. Socio-economic 
problems are sufficiently acute that the bureaucracy and force of the state 
are necessary as the wilful, whether lunatic or criminal, are dissidents at 
heart. The reality behind the character of Ketua is that plans can be drawn 
up, not to be implemented but to fail through lack of rationality, whilst the 
masses are advised or ordered to put up with the errors.
The insertion into the original script of Eddy's attack upon political 
methods sustains the criticism in Palupi? (1969) of parliamentarians and 
politicians. Without comment Sani shows the reality in rural areas of 
depoliticisation by the massa lepas "floating mass" doctrine of the New 
Order. The benevolent Armed Forces are everywhere. The villagers' 
procession with its music, dancing and food offerings recalls the energy 
put into making Golkar campaigns and the elections a sukses "success" 
and a pesta "festival" without voters having to make any real choices 
(Antlov 170). The necessity for the formulation of this doctrine was given 
by one village leader as the fact that the common people are budak 
"servile", patuh "obedient" and masih bodoh "still ignorant" (42).
Through his characterisation Sani indirectly makes an assessment of the 
masses. Ignorance still abounds, but though often willing to be duped,
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seeming simpletons like the comic duo are sometimes, but only 
sometimes, capable of realising they are being duped and capable of voting 
with their feet against exploitation. And as Sani did in Palupi? (1969 with 
the hand of the graffiti writer commenting upon the similarity between 
the Old and New Orders, he again hints at dissidence, here the work of the 
lunatic and the criminal, who are not nasionalis "nationalist" and who 
lack bertanggungjawab "possessing a sense of communal responsibility" 
(Antlov 171). Furthermore, Muti's father Bapak is sufficiently wealthy that 
he might indeed have some connection with local power structures, for he 
has after all done the right thing by educating his daughters, but his 
reluctance to cooperate fully with representatives of the state suggests that 
local interests often interfere with directives from above.
Nevertheless, the intellectual Sani had carried out the brief he had allotted 
himself, to show artistic leadership. He was not able single handedly to 
improve the quality of Indonesian film comedy, even though he had 
freedom to experiment with form. He had attempted to advance 
Indonesian society to the level of a developed nation, defined by the 
dramatist Rendra as "one whose collective sense of humour was based on 
its rational faculties" (150). For Rendra, it was unfortunate that in 1994, 
"Indonesian comics were still ignorant, stupid and childish. This represses 
the potential of the nation for dynamic thought and so prevents the 
achievement of prestige in art and culture which will bring respect on the 
world scene. This prestige cannot be gained by artists of stage and film who 
compromise" (150).
Sani himself had moved too far in his effort to demonstrate a new culture 
sprung from a variety of sources. Even so, he showed affection and respect 
for the little scrabbler by presenting him as superior to the fake 
authoritarian, the impostor in the "foreign educated" Indonesian, the 
lunatic and the criminal. Ateng's society demonstrates the benefit of past 
change and the unevenness of recent and current changes which have the 
potential to disturb basic harmony.
Pessimistically the gender reversal within the film concludes that the 
unevenness will last for some time. In a benevolent manner the film 
indicates that the control of the state is firmly in the hands of the security 
forces and of the bureaucrats, and in a far more ambiguous way it points to 
the political education processes in areas where symbols can reinforce 
other magic but perhaps not have much meaning. For the mental health
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necessary for a stable modern society, Indonesia needs proper national 
education at primary level to prevent the gullibility of the masses, 
secondary education to inculcate rationality and arouse dynamism in 
responsible leadership, Indonesian tertiary education inculcating 
nationalist selflessness, and adult literacy classes. Indonesia needs too the 
moral values of Islam with its strictures about marriage, personal 
responsibilities and gender roles, hard work and diligence.
Mankind is indeed "forgetful, inconstant, impatient, fickle and frivolous" 
(Khalidi 11). Ateng (1975) admits the existence of social dissidence among 
criminal and lunatic members of the lower classes, and shows the 
reluctance of some rural elements to cooperate fully with the New Order. 
In Indonesia the government of the Pancasila state took on the duty of 
encouraging morality. Funded indirectly by the state, the intellectual Sani 
needed heterosexual clowns, a dynamic and ambiguous female, and 
lunatics confused about sex, not to subvert the state but to support it whilst 
as a good Muslim he admonished it.
ENDNOTES
1 Maksiat "rebellion against God" is named in the script of jembatan Merah.
2 Safari has no secondary meaning in Katnus Besar Bahasa Indonesia 2nd ed. 1991, where it 
simply means "journeying a great distance". However, in Echols, J and H Shadily, Kamus 
Indonesia-lnggris 3rd ed. 1990: 472 it is "a travelling group (of entertainers, etc.)". The word 
sinar is a "ray" or "beam". The first level meaning of sakti is "supernatural or divine 
power", its secondary meaning "having magic or divine power", and its third level 
meaning, "sacred" (Kamus Besar 864; Kamus Indonesia-lnggris 474).
3 Komando Operasi Pemulihan Keamanan dan Ketertiban (Kopkamtib) was the 
Operations Command to Restore Order and Security, established by Suharto and then 
recognised by Sukarno on 1 November, 1965. In most areas the regional militaiy commander 
was also the head of the security network.
4 The commonly used Indonesian word bod oh "stupid" refers to the mind which has not yet 
been educated. Stupidity is linked with lack of education rather than with lack of innate 
ability.
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5 Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi? 1969: 2-3. Script held at Sinematek.
6 Chicha is a girl's name.
7 For his performance as Pak Gono Sukarno M Noor won the Indonesian Journalists award as 
Best Actor at the Indonesian Film Festival (Kristanto 128).
8 Tiga Sekawan can be translated as 'Three Friends Together" or as 'The Three 
Musketeers". For some more literary minded Indonesians the phrase is a joke about the kind 
of European novels and plays so often translated into Indonesian before World War II. It is 
not a direct spoof on the plot of Dumas' novel. Note use of this phrase Tiga Sekawan, in 
Misbach Jusa Biran's essay, "Oom Yan: 'Wat Is Eigenlijk Mooie Film'" in his Oh, Film, 
Pustaka Jay a, Jakarta, 1973: 81-88.
9 Sani made this second point in the first Chalil studio scene in Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi? 
before he meets Palupi for the first time.
10 The entry for Mutiara Sani in Apa Siapa Orang Film Indonesia 1926-1978 states that her 
marriage to Sani had allowed her director husband to provide film roles for her. The 
section Riwayat ringkas Sutradara "Brief Biography of the Director" in the theatre 
programme for M ahkam ah  "Court of Justice" (1988) states that she has appeared in almost 
all his drama and television scripts because he writes them with her in mind. She had been 
a medical student for some years before moving into film. As Mutiara Sarumpaet, she was a 
convert from Christianity to Islam. Sani and Mutiara married in the early seventies, about 
ten years after his divorce from Siti Nuraini Yatim. Asrul and Mutiara have had three 
sons.
11 Sani used the same idea elsewhere about the lack of easy access to the desa in showing 
that the New Order's program of building bridges and roads brought the worst from outside 
as well as benefits. His early development film Desa di Kaki Bukit (1972) shows this. It 
also stresses school education and family planning, with the quiet support of the local 
ulama, as government initiatives for the health of mothers and children.
17 The readiness of rural communities to avenge any sexual dishonour is more graphic in 
both Sani scripts for Titian Serambut Dibelah Tujuh (1959, 1982) as the innocent Ibrahim 
and guilty Arsad find out.
^^Rayu is an adjective, "entertaining or coaxing to please the heart" (Kamus Besar ed. 2, 
1991: 823). Se is a prefix making rayu into an equative adjective (Sneddon, James Neil. 
Indonesian Reference Grammar, 19%: 181-82). It is a name commonly found on Indonesian
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buses. A country bus, battered and overcrowded, delivers several of the main characters 
early in Desa di Kaki Bukit (1972). The arrivals are described as "snakes" by the local 
farmer suspicious of any outside influence. As in Ateng Mata Keranjang, (1975), some 
passengers bring good, some are wrongdoers.
14 The Qur'an and Hadith insist upon marriage and chastity as proper states, and 
discourage celibacy.
It should be pointed out that the Indonesian comic book format included those that 
depicted the torments of Hell in convincingly graphic fashion.
16 Sani did write some scripts for Rhoma Irama, the dangdut star of stage, film and also 
television, though he was banned from television for some years. One script was for Bunga 
Desa (1988), based on an original story by Sani. Rhoma Irama was strong in his belief in 
Islam, and in social justice. Rhoma Irama hoped that the NU conference of 1989 would 
approve of dangdut music to convey religion in film. In the Sani scripted Nada dan D akw ah  
(1991), the singer does this in his own persona, to attract crowds to hear the charismatic 
preacher Haji M E Zainuddin. Economic problems are presented as basically moral 
problems.
17 As leader of the film and literary group discussing the films of Ingmar Bergman, Sani 
concluded the session with the approving comment that the Swedish director took the side 
of youth in his film work, and this was a consolation, a feature of hope. Sani had 
acknowledged the psychological realism of Bergman's films, and also the influence of 
Christianity, which he saw as not surprising since Bergman's father had been a minister of 
religion. The session had been interested in Bergman as a creative artist working outside 
the pressure of the collective environment of filmmakers such as the Russians.
18 Even in the Dutch period, the three colours of the imperialist's flag were used as 
appropriate decoration at a private ceremony such as the wedding described by Pramoedya 
Ananta Toer in his short story Inem, translated into English by Yohanni Johns (B ah asa  
Indonesia I I 175-82).
19 This occurs after the husband has reformed by accepting the propriety of family planning 
as a way of caring for his wife and his children. He has also accepted that she should not 
be expected to be out working in the tobacco fields. He is treating her as "a precious tiling", 
which is how Haidar outside the Culture Hall describes his wife Palupi to Chalil at the 
time he is allowing Palupi to travel in a car with Chalil.
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20 The New Order programs for education and health paid some attention to preventative 
medicine in the rural areas. The cowritten Sani script for Dr Siti Pertiwi Kembali ke Desa 
(1979) stresses the need.
21 Traditional drama and literature do equate beauty with goodness.
22 The drug tragedy of the script of the social problem family drama Pembunuh di Tengah 
K it a 'The Murderer amongst Us" (1977) emphasises the protective value of criminal 
surveillance by the state. The script calls for all citizens to be active in assisting the state 
to overcome the menace to the foundation of society. The film was later exhibited as Gara- 
Gara Isteri Muda "All on account of a Second Wife" (1977). In the script drug taking is an 
open sign of atheism.
22 As one of the three co-writers for Dr Siti Pertiwi Kembali ke Desa (1979), Sani proposed 
that the doctor be male. This proposal was overruled, possibly by the other writers, N. 
Riantiarno and Putu Wijaya: see Sen ("Wajah" 40).
24 A much commented upon example of this is the American Western film.
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CHAPTER FOUR
PARA PERINTIS KEMERDEKAAN (1977)
The place of art in dakwah and politics
Some negative reaction to his experiments in film comedy within Ateng 
Mata Keranjang (1975 took the form of unfavourable reviews and a 
disappointing box office. This did not deter Sani who two years later, as 
scriptwriter and director and this time as an actor too, rose to another 
challenge in film genre, that of the historical epic in an Indonesian 
manifestation.1 He took the role of the ulama Haji Wali, leader of a 
pesantren  "Qur'anic school".2 New Order supervision over the media and 
the arts had been strengthening during the seventies, and history in films 
had to legitimise the regime and narrate the nation (Sen, Cinema 79-104). 
So there was a chance that Sani, who had used film to express religious 
truth and support state policies might with Para Perintis Kemerdekaan 
"Pioneers of Freedom" (1977) still fall foul of several kinds of political 
pressures as he had done under the Old Order with Pagar Kawat Berduri 
(1961) and Tauhid  (1964).
During the seventies the Nahdlatul Ulama became the virtual opposition 
to the regime, so a film about the relationship between Islam and 
nationalism in pre-revolutionary Indonesia of the twenties could be 
interpreted as showing colonial parallels to the contemporary situation. 
The film rejects revenge and futile violence, encourages education as the 
means of effecting socio-economic justice, and contains several mentions 
of spies and prisons. Syrians had a chance to appreciate these parallels and 
the depiction of Islam on screen for, close to its Indonesian release, Perintis 
was shown at the Second Damascus Film Festival in October 1981 (R 
Anwar, "Marketing"). Overseas exhibition proves Indonesian authorities 
considered it a true representation of Islam and of Indonesian history.
The pre-revolutionary setting of the twenties allows Sani to introduce a 
nationalist distinction between Islam and Communism. Islam is an 
indigenised religion in Perintis; Communism is a foreign ideology 
advocating ideas that are anathema to Islam. Anti-Communism had been
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a given reason for the New Order coming to power with the support of 
Muslims; the threat of a subversive Communism became the mainstay of 
New Order propaganda and its measures to control religious and political 
institutions and of its supervision of the population. The Communist 
uprising in Java in 1926, and more importantly for the historical setting of 
this film, that in Sumatra in 1927, were crushed by police penetration of 
networks and by superior force. Political agitation among the rural 
population came to a sudden halt, and remained so until the cataclysm of 
World War II.
Until that war the Dutch had tolerated radical anti-colonial movements 
for only a brief time indeed (Ricklefs 179). The New Order learned the 
lessons: it introduced the "floating mass" policy to depoliticise the 
countryside, as Ateng very subtly hints; it weakened political parties and 
reduced the political influence of Islam; and under its proclaimed 
umbrella of benevolent paternalism it maintained a thorough supervisory 
presence at all levels of society, as Ateng indicates.
With its emphasis on the growth of leadership, Perintis certainly reflects 
official efforts of the seventies to establish heroes as role models for youth 
in the modern era. Yet quite differently and more openly Sani repeats the 
Revivalist theme of Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi? (1969). Whereas Palupi is 
first found obsessed with secularism, this time a good woman is almost 
driven to atheism and the brink of Hell, to withdraw in a much more 
positive fashion. Death and the Last Judgement are woven into the 
narrative. In Perintis Sani expresses spirituality in two modes: that of 
mystics and that of the Pancasila state urging takwa "awe of God". Even 
more than in Palupi?, he has the artistic challenge of presenting God as the 
major player in Indonesian history and of making his humans credible 
and dynamic. Perintis can therefore be considered as promoting 
nationalism and categorised as dakw ah  "religious educational film".
Historical epic is a genre not always highly regarded in the film canon, but 
this is no deterrent to a skilful filmmaker able to adapt what had been 
done in Western and non-Western film epics to Indonesian culture and 
history. He had used the method of quest in the modern settings of 
Palupi? and Ateng (1975). Here in Perintis he uses it to combine and 
rework the two bases for his narrative, the novel Di Bawah Lindungan 
Ka'bah "Under the Shelter of the Ka'bah" and the biographical Ayahku  
"My Father", by the renowned older Muslim scholar and writer Hamka.3
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The character Hamid and his doomed romance come from the novel; the 
narrative stimulant of injustice in the administration of the marriage and 
divorce laws comes from a real life incident in Ayahku about the woman 
Si Kani (113-15). Just as an ancient epic is built up over time from a variety 
of sources and alters as it travels with the skill of its interpreter, so Perintis 
is modern, showing the process in accelerated form.
Halimah and Hamid pursue their own quest for self-fulfilment. Her quest 
is for religious justice, in the course of which she finds God. She 
thereupon establishes religious and vocational education to improve the 
lot of women. Her fate is imprisonment by the colonial power, the Dutch. 
His quest for religious knowledge leads to flight from the Dutch to benefit 
from post-film haj and lengthy study in Mecca. Both characters become 
socially and politically radicalised in their spiritual journeys. Their tale 
that physical effort will not succeed without unity based on morality and 
religion is confirmed by the prologue and epilogue framework of the 
narrative.
Why was this film of seemingly impeccable ideals so altered in the course 
of its writing and making? And why was its reception in some quarters 
less than enthusiastic? Had Sani's national mythmaking offended by 
honesty, by artistry, by too much dakwah?
The approach to answering these questions moves through several parts. 
The place of the film within Sani's career and Indonesian reception of the 
film provide some enlightenment. So does the thoroughness of Sani's 
understanding of the possibilities of the Western film epic which allows 
him to display the issues and their context. The place of this film among 
his work between 1976 and 1979 casts light upon the motives of the regime 
and of the artist, the place of the leader and the led. How Sani's films of 
1977 accord with definitions of dakwah film, an issue keenly debated in the 
wider Muslim world, is part of that issue. How Sani's presentation could 
have been considered to challenge the political order is an important point 
to be considered. This rests upon Sani's skill in adapting complex art forms 
derived from the West to express the relationship between the cultural 
elements of indigenised Islam and national development.
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Prolonged gestation for the film
Through his production company Persari Djamaluddin Malik in 1953 had 
bought the film rights to two Indonesian literary works, Di Bawah 
Lindungan Ka'bah (1936) by the Muslim scholar and novelist Hamka and 
Awal dan Mira (1951) by the Sundanese dramatist Utuy Tatang Sontani 
(Siasat, "Film dan Kesusasteraan").4 Lengthy delays between first concept 
and the film are still not unknown in the film world generally, nor in 
Indonesia, as with Malin Kundang (1972) (Ch. 3). When the tide of history 
allowed it, Hamka's novel was finally filmed in the seventies when Sani 
had the opportunity to do so, backed by the commercial company Taty and 
Sons Jaya Film. The property waited twenty-four years; with interruptions 
the film itself took four years in the making (Mya).
The initial delay of three or four years may have been the result of several 
circumstances. First, though the property might have been bought in 
response to the urging of Sani who was by then supervisor of the script 
department, there were many at Persari who were not convinced that 
literature could be turned into film (Biran, "Asrul" 116-17). Second, 
though Djamaluddin had been a successful businessman, he was more of 
an initiator than a manager. Sani also described Djamaluddin as a genuine 
showman, one who would improvise rather than perform according to a 
mature plan ("Perfini, Pemula" 441-42). Inevitably, there were financial 
difficulties, intermeshed with politics.
Like Sani Djamaluddin was a West Sumatran. Born in Talu, Djamaluddin 
had been raised in Padang but moved when young to Jakarta, where he 
entered the NU through its youth wing, Ansor. Djamaluddin's regional 
ties remained strong, to the point where he was accused of being involved 
in the PRRI-Permesta rebellion which began as regional defiance by 
popular elements and disaffected army officers in late 1956; it became in 
1957 a protest against the army's declaration of martial law and against 
what was seen as the Sukarno government's intention to exploit the 
territories outside Java, and to Javanise them (Crouch 32-33; Lowry 150).5
Djamaluddin's purchase of film rights to Hamka's novel partly matches 
the interest of Sumatran PRRI-Permesta randai "music drama" troupes in 
concentrating on traditional stories; troupes performing in Communist 
areas would add anti-feudal and socialist ideas into the improvisatory
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sections of the dialogue (Kartomi, "Randai Theatre" 24). His choice was a 
story with religion and a message against feudalism and adat.
Djamaluddin was arrested in 1957 and imprisoned for two years (Biran, 
Glance 40). Several different reasons for the arrest have been given, 
treason, financial speculation, and the personal political jealousies of 
others, for Djamaluddin was a potential candidate to be Junior Minister for 
Finance (Sen, Cinema  31; Fealey, interviews). His chief creditor Bank 
Negara Indonesia took over the Persari studios. Still, a few months earlier 
in March the film producers' association had some success from its 
decision to close studios as a protest against Indian competition (Sen, 
Cinema  31). Quotas were now imposed on all foreign films, and the 
import tax on filmmaking equipment was reduced (31).
His arrest did not prevent his return to the film industry. Persari produced 
or co-produced films from 1962 to 1967, and the Departments of Religion 
and Information were his coproducers for Tauhid  (1964), which Sani both 
wrote and directed. Nor did his arrest prevent his being elected Ketua I 
"First Executive" of the NU administrative board in 1962, the year when 
Lesbumi was formed with Usmar Ismail as its Ketua Umum "Chief 
Executive" and Sani as Ketua I. He represented the NU in the Indonesian 
legislative and consultative assemblies, and in 1967 he moved that 
Suharto be the next president (Feillard, 'Traditionalist Islam" 49).6
In 1964 he led the opposition of the film producers' organisation to the 
Afro-Asian film festival, partly because of the inclusion of Taiwan and 
perhaps too because he was aware of the suggestion to be made at that 
festival that Indonesian films be bartered in exchange for foreign films. 
This would have exposed Indonesian cinemagoers to films from 
Communist countries (Sen, Cinema  33). However, President Sukarno 
remained on good terms with him (Fealey, Sani interview). There was 
proven American support for the PRRI-Permesta revolt (Lowry 1; Crouch 
342-43, 59), but Djamaluddin suffered no long lasting disadvantage from 
his temporary embarrassment.
The delay in bringing the film property of the novel to the screen had 
other causes too. Sani himself was often out of Indonesia during the fifties, 
studying in the Netherlands and in the USA, and busy within Indonesia 
on literary, critical, stage and film work, and with cultural politics. The 
political situation of the seventies became conducive to the script going
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into the production phase. Sani chose the daughter of the deceased 
Djamaluddin Malik, Camelia, for a role of intermediate importance, that 
of Zainab whose chance of happiness is killed by a traditional, arranged 
marriage. Sani had recognised the potential in Camelia who became a well 
known actress, singer and dancer. The choice of Camelia might be taken as 
showing openly respect for her father and the party he had supported. 
However, Sani had in the past refused to accept actors not of his choice as 
the stalled Dua Jnsan of 1967 proved (Ch. 1), so Camelia was foremost his 
professional and artistic choice.
Adaptation
Adaptation was not a problem for Sani. The Surat Kepercayaan of 1950 
claimed the right to borrow from world literature, and the right not always 
to be original. He was equally determined to take and reject, to transpose 
and transform elements from Indonesian oral and written literature, as 
Pagar Kawat Berduri (1961), Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi? (1969), Malin 
KundangAnak Durhaka (1971), Salah Asuhan (1972), Segenggatn Harapan 
(1973), and Jembatan Merah (1973) proved. Trisnojuwono, the author of 
the long short story Pagar Kawat Berduri (1957) and Sani each wrote a film 
script from it: the dialogue is the chief difference. Both the filmography in 
Ar chip el (85) and in Kristanto (62) attribute the screenplay to 
Trisnojuwono and Wahyu Sihombing. According to Biran, Sani as 
director had the final say and imposed his dialogue ("Asrul" 120).7
Perintis was in fact a reworking of two works, Di Bawah Lindungan Ka'bah 
"Under the Shelter of the Kabah" and the biographical Ayahku (1950), also 
by Hamka. "Hamka's artistic abilities and tastes were mainly developed 
under the influence of modern Arab literature ... Nevertheless, his books 
have been and probably still are, popular and influential in broad circles; 
apparently novels of this kind appeal to the masses of Moslems" (Teeuw 1: 
70). In 1984 the leader of the Nahdlatul Ulama described the novel Di 
Bawah Lindungan Ka'bah as religious (Wahid, "Islam dan Seni"). 
Hamka's novels still had an appeal in 1992 (Mya).
In choosing to use Ayahku  (1950), Sani was tapping into a rich source of 
Sumatran and Indonesian history of Islam. Hamka's father was a 
prominent kyai and deeply involved with the Muhammadiyah, a Muslim 
organisation much concerned with modernisation through a new
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approach to Islamic law and through establishing its own system of 
education. Sani regretted that biography was not a literary form much read 
even by the educated ("Fungsi Teater" 242). It is a form which allows 
reportage and encourages the checking of veracity; it could stimulate a 
filmmaker to present the documentary realism that was part of the Italian 
Neo-Realist movement (Cardullo).8
Sani considerably altered the characterisation and the plot of the first, and 
used true incidents and strong characters from the latter so that he could 
do what he wished Hamka had done in Di Bawah Lindungan Ka'bah: 
supply the historical and cultural background ("Kata Pengantar 
Penulisan"). Hamka acknowledged that Sani had added several incidents 
of his own ("Kata Sambutan").
Hamka's novel concerns a love doomed by the strong force of feudal adat 
at a time of emerging resistance to colonialism and an encouraging effort 
to reform in religion. Typically for early modern Indonesian literature, 
this novel contains much rindu "yearning". Sani reproduces this tone, at 
moments that suit his screenplay. Hamka's lengthy death bed scene with 
the last words of a dying parent is a feature often found in novels of the 
period; Sani takes the lengthy segment about Hamid's dying mother, 
shortens and alters it to weave it more tightly into the plot as the deathbed 
and last words of Zainab's father. The concern of this nearly speechless 
dying man is to fulfil his obligation as a good Muslim to marry off his 
virgin daughter before his death, and to ensure that by having an already 
arranged marriage take place at his bedside. Sani has the daughter's craft 
teacher briefly and softly utter a few words at the beginning of his Return 
to God from this worldly existence.9 The role of this female, Halimah, is 
one of Sani's most important additions to Hamka's narrative.
Equally important is the far more dynamic character Sani gives to Hamka's 
chief male, Hamid, whose name is also one of the many titles for the 
Prophet Muhammad, "the only one who is given the ability to praise and 
to give thanks to God" (Al-Halveti 144). Dynamic national leadership and 
social unity, successful Islamisation and socio-economic justice are Sani's 
concerns. As a novelist Hamka was described as a "hero-killer" because his 
heroes die before the end (Sani, "Beberapa Perbandingan" 493), but Sani's 
Hamid lives on after the end of the film; in this way Sani avoided the false 
romanticism he found in much Indonesian literature. Voluntary exile for
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haj and prolonged religious study were undertaken by very many ulama 
in the biographical A yahku .10
But the film character of Hamid possesses some of the attributes of Hamka 
with his desire for religious knowledge and the blooming of his literary 
talents. Hamka experienced malice and calumny from some when he was 
termed kyai cabul "indecent teacher of Islam", "pornographic scholar".11
Through Hamid's literary talents Sani is doing as he did earlier in Palupi? 
(1969) and later in Bawalah Aku Pergi (1981): he advocates the right of the 
devout literary and cultural elite to guide the vision of the nation, it was 
similar thinking that had Sani and a younger NU leader, Abdurrahman 
Wahid, be speakers at a seminar in 1971 at Taman Ismail Marzuki, the 
New Order's cultural centre for artists in Jakarta (Heraty 209). The praise 
and the abuse which a leader in Islam can expect was a truth demonstrated 
by history and in Hamka's career; leaders are a rare species, and in Islam 
the leader has the responsibility of developing his talent and deepening 
the piety of his deeds (Usman). This is a message of the narrative of 
Per intis.
The narrative
Time and poetry in images convey the messages of Perintis. As in Palupi? 
the film uses time through memory and history and non-linear narrative 
to convey its lessons about God, the past and the future. There is a 
dramatic segment of time suspended, with aural and visual symbols of a 
different consciousness needed for spiritual testing and learning. The 
narrative proper begins with recall, and ends with two senses of time, 
going into the future, and with arrival at a point before the recall starts the 
main narrative. There is a sense of eternal present for religious truth does 
not change over time. The epilogue neatly ends with concentration upon 
meditation, a process by which consciousness of time varies from the 
normal.
Gender roles operate to start the tale. In the prologue a male voiceover 
instructs the audience about progress in world and Indonesian history, and 
this is followed by a complementary female voiceover as the interior 
thoughts of a woman (Halimah) in prison which lead into the lengthy 
flashback of the narrative. Her character personifies the native land 
(Bintang, "Tema Film").
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Told by what the filmmaker chooses to use to narrate and to comment 
upon that narrative, Halimah's tale and that of others begin in a mosque at 
evening. Weak and nominal Muslims crowd at the back to hear Haji 
Jalaluddin preach in the known presence of Dutch spies. The fatherless 
youth Hamid and Halimah the estranged wife of the Dutch collaborator 
Sidi Marajo are among those present. The haji is arrested for sedition. 
Halimah seeks religious advice for a divorce from her husband who has 
had a corrupt religious judge unjustly impose a nusyuz decree, that her 
husband need neither support nor divorce her. Her devout mother gently 
reprimands her son-in-law for his lack of religious faith.
Graduating from the Dutch middle secondary school and trained to be a 
clerk, Hamid tells his foster father Haji Jakfar he wants religious 
knowledge, best gained from Haji Wali. Hamid's mother is employed in 
the home of this personally charitable but Dutch collaborator haji, whose 
daughter Zainab is Hamid's foster sister and his schoolmate. Zainab is 
clearly fond of Hamid. The two attend the trial of Haji Jalaluddin, who is 
convicted.
Hamid is saved from bullying by colonial police on a train by the older 
seminary students Fakhrudin and Zainudin. Hamid progresses rapidly at 
the seminary, and writes for the seminary journal M enara "Tower" 
published to increase public consciousness. In response to Halimah's letter 
asking for advice, Haji Wali sends Hamid and Fakhrudin to her. Hamid 
finds Halimah a job as craft teacher to Zainab, now in traditional seclusion 
before marriage. Haji Wali calls a religious court to discuss Halimah's case, 
an action opposed by the corrupt judge Haji Makmur and the Dutch 
colonial authorities.
Halimah, Hamid, Fakhrudin, Achmad and others are found in different 
situations and stages of life. Each grows. Zainab grows a little but tradition 
deals her a harsh blow. Devout and scholarly religious leaders vary in 
their approach to questions of politics and modernity but remain united 
on the fundamentals of their faith. The mother of Halimah remains 
devout but becomes active in change. The corrupt and ignorant judge Haji 
Makmur and his toady Sidi Marajo, Halimah's husband, become even 
more hardened as sinners. Collaborators with the Dutch vary in their 
personal qualities from Haji Jakfar, the privately generous father of 
Zainab, to such as the Demang "police and civil head" and the local
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administrator who, crazy for honours, will use both devious coercion and 
brute force to please the Dutch by oppressing their own people.
Haji Jalaluddin and Haji VVali are true scholars and religious guides. Some 
Muslims like Zainudin are so swayed by foreign ideology that they forget 
God is first and so lead men to disaster. Change is in the air: some 
tendencies are actualised, some fail. Islamisation is seen to deepen, 
Communism to fail, colonialism soon to be overthrown. Good leadership 
has moral force, and is dynamic, rational, protective of poor Muslim 
women, and of non-Muslim fellow Indonesians.
Despite physical threats, the ulama assemble for the court, and the young 
santri support their ulama. Meanwhile, a depressed and desperate 
Halimah has decided to renounce her religion as the only legal way to gain 
a divorce. Concerned, Zainab sends for Hamid. Hamid and others protect 
Halimah on her journey to the mosque. Here she has a religious vision, 
suspended in time between the two lines of the Shahadah or confession of 
faith. Immediately after this, through parallel cutting the audience knows 
that the religious court agrees she has a right to divorce. Halimah's vision 
makes her turn to help other women by setting up a League of 
Emancipated Women with its religious education and practical programs 
to gain a livelihood. Zainab's chance of maturing is dashed, first by the 
proposed marriage with her Dutch educated cousin Wahab who has been 
sent to combat Communist insurgency, and then by Hamid's stated wish 
that she please her parents. Zainab's love for Hamid is doomed; he loves 
her secretly but is not able to marry.
Zainudin and other Leftist students have left the seminary for they seek a 
shorter and more violent way to get rid of the Dutch. Despite initial 
guerilla successes, Zainudin and his supporters are annihilated by the 
colonial army. Fakhrudin summons Hamid away from Haji Jakfar's 
graveside for the Dutch police have arrested Haji Wali. Achmad offers to 
be the figurehead leader among the students to save the real ones. This 
effort will be futile, for police networks are too penetrative. However, 
Fakhrudin and Achmad agree that the younger Hamid is potentially their 
best, so they persuade him to go into exile, to haj and study in Mecca, to 
return as their leader. He sets off.
Meanwhile, Halimah has become more and more a preacher to women's 
groups in the mosques. She arouses a sense among both women and men
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that all Muslims in Indonesia are part of one nation, one people. She is 
arrested for sedition and imprisoned. She accepts this seclusion as a means 
of meditation and of service to God. The epilogue is her voiceover 
accompanied by graphics repeating her belief that "everything we do is for 
God". The woman speaks for the now independent nation; the same 
words of religious truth written in graphics are true in time as Islam 
teaches it.
Reception
The Ministry of Religion performed a task similar to that of the Dewan 
Film Nasional in regard to guidelines. In 1979 and 1980 it issued booklets 
of guidelines for dakwah among specific age, sex and social groups. These 
were soon followed by its Risalah: Pola Umum Pengembangan Lembaga 
Da'wah 'Treatise: General Guidelines for the Development of
Organisations for Muslim Missions" (1980-81) as a general guide for 
dakwah. This clearly stated that the role of dakwah bodies included 
acculturating society to the noble values of all of Pancasila and to 
defending society from the attacks of the concepts of secularism and 
Communism (15). Another aim was to instil in all Indonesians, and 
especially Muslims, takwa (15). The firm footing of God-wariness was 
accredited with progress, and with harmony within the individual and 
society. Dakwah was therefore to be directed at fulfilling the aims of 
national development without hurt to others.
The teachings of the Qur'an and the Sunnah "Practice of the Prophet" 
were declared to contain superior guidance for the happiness of mankind 
in this world and the next. Responsible for all religions in Indonesia, the 
Department expressed the wish that all Indonesians would come to see 
that Islamic pioneers had been the dynamic force in development (Pola 
Umu m  16). Quite clearly, the social ethos of Indonesia is presented as 
Islamic.
The Treatise stated that leaders of religious organisations had not been 
active enough in using the modern technology of mass media to reach 
broad levels in society. Therefore the message often did not reach its 
audience (12). Still, there had been early hopes and ongoing efforts in the 
face of the problem. These comments about the worth of Islam and the 
reasons for the comparative lack of success in dakwah encourage analysing
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the messages of Per intis and seeking the reasons why the fiJm and its 
dakwah did not reach the masses.
The jury of the Film Festival of Indonesia 1981 honoured Perintis with the 
H Usmar Ismail plaque for its treatment of one phase of the nation's 
struggle in the fields of politics, religion and equal rights (Kristanto 169). A 
critic concludes that Perintis proves that action will fail unless founded on 
morality and religion (169). Yet despite official acclamation for being a film 
about the nation, one foreign critic with long term access to Indonesian 
film circles reads the film as a statement of regionalism (Hanan, 
"Indonesian Cinema"). The 1981 jury had also awarded a prize to Perintis 
for its marked use of traditional music. The arts and crafts, pastimes and 
general culture of the region equally set the film deep into a regional 
culture in West Sumatra.12 This region had produced religious reformers 
(Hamka, Axjahku) and leaders in Indonesian literature (Teeuw 1: 54-72).
If Perintis had been genuinely viewed as narrating the nation to the 
legitimate glory of the current regime (Sen, Cinema 79-104), its regular 
appearance on state television on celebrations of the national day, August 
17, could have been expected. This was not its fate, so the question arises as 
to why it was altered, recognised but little exhibited, and then ignored for 
so long.13
Di Bawah becomes the shorter Perintis
Hanan's attribution of a 1980 date for Perintis signals that this narrative of 
the relationship between Islam and nationalism in the pre-revolutionary 
twenties did indeed have a chequered history ("Indonesian Cinema"). This 
was acknowledged later (Sinar Harapan, "Dari Saudi Arabia"). The original 
script under the novel's title was approved by the Censorship Board in 
1977. A nineties film chronology also uses 1977 to date the film (Kristanto 
168); so does Daftar Film (Sinematek). Under the title Di Bawah 
Lindungan Ka'bah the film was rewarded at a film festival in 1981 (Tempo, 
"Jika Ingin"). On account of its close timing with a general election (Sen, 
"Films" 313-14) when perhaps it might have taken votes from Golkar to 
the Partai Persatuan Pembangunan which included the Nahdlatul Ulama, 
it was only briefly exhibited in 1982. Because there was an awareness that 
some scenes could be read as comment upon contemporary politics, these 
were cut and the film title changed to Para Perintis Kemerdekaan, with its
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length reduced by forty minutes or more. Under its new title, the film 
fared no better on the commercial scene and was speedily withdrawn from 
exhibition (Mya). The cut or second version of one hundred and fifteen 
minutes is the basis for analysis in this chapter. The 1981 Film Festival 
aw7ards for Di Bawah are taken to be those for Perintis (Kristanto 168-69).
However, there w7as a general election in both 1977 and 1982. This fact 
suggests a difference in political climate or interpretation of political 
climate between these two general elections, and the possibility that other 
interest groups also had some objection to Perintis. It reappeared ten years 
later on educational television, in 1992 at the time of the Muslim holy day 
of Hari Idul Adha (Mya).14. Biran in Glance uses the name Di Bawah (57); 
Sinar Harapan names the film Perintis ("Penulisan Kritik"). Whatever 
pressures operated to cause a hurried completion, the considerable changes 
between Sani's source materials, his thoughts in his first script and the 
film titled Perintis are still proof of his deliberate intention to create a new 
art for a new mankind (Ch. 6).
The place of Perintis in Sani's work, 1976-79
From 1976 to 1979 Sani was head of the DKJ or Dewan Kesenian Jakarta 
"Jakarta Council of the Arts" (Horison  XIII Aug. 1978: 229). 1976 was the 
year in which an earlier version of the 1980 Basic Guidelines and 1981 
Code of Ethics was created (Amura 1-15). Sani was well positioned to be 
aware of and to influence New Order policy in regard to national culture. 
1977 was, like 1967, a year in which the Indonesian Film Festival jury 
refused to award Best Film. The jury was protesting against the quality and 
the content of films.15 During 1977 Sani was head of the short lived 
Lepfinas, Lembaga Pengembangan Film Nasional "National Film 
Development Agency".
Sani was busy. In 1977 with the help of Galeb Husin he also directed the 
stage play Montserrat by Eric Robles as a tenth celebration of the end of the 
former ATNI, of which he had been a founding member and academic 
dean (Asa). As always, Sani was not confining himself to one area of the 
literary or dramatic arts. His collected short stories were published in Dari 
Snatu Masa, Dari Suatu Tempat in 1972. Mantera, an anthology of his 
poems, was published in 1975.16 As a director Sani was busy too with 
Pustaka Jaya "Glorious Books" established in 1971 as the publishing arm of
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the Arts Council of Jakarta which aimed to provide reprints of quality 
literature, and to encourage worthy literature (Optimis, "Dunia Pustaka 
Jaya").
The journal of the Arts Council was Budaya Jaya "Glorious Culture" in 
which some of Sani's essays and speeches appeared. One of these is 
particularly relevant to Perintis. "Pembinaan Generasi Muda", which 
means "The Formation of the Younger Generation", was a speech at a 
seminar in May 1976 about co-operation between ulama and intellectuals. 
Sani saw the older generation as the real problem. Newspaper reports of 
the trial of Malari detainees raised the idea that it was not wrong 
behaviour that was on trial but the freedom to ask questions, to consider 
matters of social concern, to offer an opinion differing with the official 
view. The speech maintained that the political outcome of the Malari 
affair with its violent student protest in 1974 had not been the dialogue 
needed between youth and officialdom. Youth needed to study, to look for 
examples as it sought to identify itself (418). There was too much chronicle 
in school histories, and not enough about historical figures, for history can 
encourage creative dialogue. Sani went on to declare that electronic media 
and film can be used to arouse the passion of youth in believing that what 
it does is significant.
This conviction that youth should be stimulated by the nationalist past 
was evident in publications at that time, such as Album Pahlawan Bangsa 
"Album of National Heroes" (1977). Perintis (1977 is a version of history 
with figures passionate about religion, freedom and justice. Sard's essay 
"Pembinaan" (1976) encourages parallelism in interpreting the past and 
the present.
Sani's performance between 1976 and 1979 indicates that he agreed with 
the expressed wish of the New Order for equal development in spirituality 
and socio-economic matters. His work also indicates that he was able to 
raise social problems to the screen to indicate that the effect of 
development policy was not always morally salubrious, and that much 
still needed to be done. As an artist he had maintained the right to point 
this out. The Surat Kepercayaan of 1966, which appeared in the Lesbumi 
journal Gelanggang edited by Sani, had advised artists "to hold on to the 
rope of God and of humanity". He stresses the impossibility of immoral 
public leadership creating a healthy society: religious values are necessary.
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From Chicha (1976) to Dr Siti Pertiwi Kembali Ke Desa (1979) Sani wrote or 
co-wrote seven scripts, two of them from his original story, Chicha and 
Cara-Cara Istcri MucLa or Pembunuh di tengah Kita (1977). All seven of 
them contain overt reference to God in the terms of Islam. Chicha was a 
commercial success (Tempo 19 May 1977: 46). It was also shown at the 
Second Film Festival in Cairo (Kristanto 142). The last part of the first 
script increasingly refers to God Who gives the grace of the selfless 
impulse to the human heart. Sani's script is also partly based on reality, the 
life of the girl singer-actress Chicha up to the time when she became a 
singer (Simon).
Topicality combined with Revivalism
Al Kautsar (1977) shows ways of going about jihad  "struggle in the way of 
God", and is a development film. Like Perintis Al Kautsar also contains a 
scene in which a soul, seemingly lost, is saved by the Grace of God. The 
character Sutan becomes active in combating evil, in scenes openly 
suggestive of a physical jihad and clearly representative of Hell fire. 
Saiful's part was played by the poet and dramatist Rendra, a convert from 
Christianity, who is seen praying as he prepares to leave a mosque where a 
gathering of men are heard reciting a Qur'anic phrase, wirid, as dhikr, 
remembrance of God. Very soon afterwards Saiful's life is saved by the silat 
skills of an older ulama who "knew" a murderous attack would be 
attempted. Both films show the extra dimension of spirituality in 
Indonesian Islam.
The script of Jstriku Sayang, Istriku Malang (1977) begins with the 
destruction of a family through sexual problems. The husband eventually 
divorces the wife to marry another woman already pregnant by him. The 
ex-wife sinks into poverty, despite her own efforts which are successful for 
a time, and despite the efforts of a civil service pensioner to befriend her 
and her children. Eventually, in an atmosphere of religion she dies, at the 
end of the fasting month of Ramadan. Her ex-husband seeks her out to 
find her on her deathbed. She forgives him. The retired civil servant is not 
paid his pension for he will not be blackmailed into giving a portion of it 
to still employed clerks.17
Corruption within the civil service and in big business is a major issue of 
Sani's script for Kemelut Hidup (1977), the film he directed from the 
prizewinning novel of the same name by Ramadhan KH.18 Here in the
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scenario one disaster after another falls upon a devout and honest civil 
servant who has just completed further education. After enforced 
retirement, he eventually gets a job, when a big boss realises that the only 
man capable of running the factory properly is this honest, well trained 
devout Muslim. Like Palupi? before it, Kemelut Hidup insists on the 
direct link between private and public morality. There are several covert 
Qur'anic and Hadith references to the Prophet in the narrative, especially 
towards the end of the scenario.
Both the sixth and seventh scripts attempt a documentary reality. The 
sixth script, Gara-Gara lsteri Muda (1977), links the drug problem among 
youth to the hypocrisy of parents and to the atheism of capitalist drug 
profiteers and the addicts created by them. It openly enlists the support of 
the populace for the surveillance apparatus of the state, which only seeks 
to preserve the nation. The seventh script, co-written, is titled Dr Siti 
Pertiwi Kembali Ke Desa (1979) which supports the government's effort to 
induce educated professionals to serve selflessly in remote and 
undeveloped regions. In this script the young woman doctor has to 
overcome traditional attitudes to medical care. The local kyai teaches that 
Islam encourages cleanliness and active steps to improve the lot of the 
people.
The timing of Sani's emphasis upon women's rights in marriage and 
divorce and to socio-economic justice, and their ability and right to 
exercise leadership roles is relevant to understanding the contemporary 
state of the NU, which had become a virtual opposition during the 
seventies. The Ministry of Religion had ceased to be an NU fiefdom in 
1971. NU had walked out of the legislative assembly discussion of the New 
Order's proposed modernising changes to the Marriage Laws, and objected 
to other matters (Ricklefs 300). NU adherents had found that business 
contracts were no longer coming their way. Membership had fallen away, 
and certainly the records of the women's arm, Muslimat, show that its 
membership had halved. "Not only was NU being pushed to the margins 
in national politics, its institutional structure was verging on collapse" 
(Feillard 1995 qtd in Hefner 1996).
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Adapting a foreign film
Muslim filmmakers elsewhere attempted religious and historical epics in 
the seventies by copying or adapting in varying degree what they had 
observed from Western Biblical and historical epics. The foreign trained 
Sani exercised his own creative and critical abilities to choose from the 
several "national" traditions in epic filmmaking in accordance with the 
purpose of each moment in the film. He used to great effect the Russian 
technique of montage or parallelism for the dramatic vision-reason 
sequence central to his purpose in Perintis. He chose quite deliberately, and 
not just on grounds of cost, to avoid the spectacle of static masses found in 
many Western film epics, especially those of Hollywood, seemingly 
preferring instead to learn from the Japanese filmmaker Akira 
Kurosawa.19 Both Kurosawa and Sani used closeups to indicate the 
interior being of ordinary people participating in extraordinary events.
The spiritual travail of Halimah at a time close to the end of colonial 
history is like that described of the disciple in Sufism. She becomes a 
censorious soul, blaming others then herself for her failure to 
accommodate to the passivity required by the lax administration of the 
laws given by God. Her search for justice is indeed like a Sufi's quest for 
God by concentrating upon one of His Attributes. After her dark night of 
the soul, she does find God the Just (Murata 254).
For Muslims, God guides history. However, "cinematic history looks a bit 
like school history" (Landy 118) in which the end is known despite the 
careful attempt to create excitement while designing a collage to instruct. 
This indeed is true of Perintis which is typical of the genre in that it 
"orchestrates images and sounds that document events, linking characters 
to specific moments in history . . . [within a] national context", especially 
since this film begins and ends with graphics made human by a pedagogic 
voiceover. Paintings, photographs, segments of classical or traditional 
music, excerpts from old newsreels, documentaries, other films and radio 
speeches, shots of landscapes, cultural events and songs are all culled for 
the collage of the opening or first half of the framework of the narrative 
that is designed to signal accuracy of the viewpoint unfolded. Many of 
these techniques are used within the main body of the film too.
As God alone is Real for devout Muslims, the grandeur often found in an 
epic must be of a different nature in Perintis. Spectacle is an expected
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feature of an historical epic film, but the only grand spectacle in this film is 
the Grandeur of God indicated in Halimah's empowering vision scene.
God is Great, and Alive. The senior seminary student Fakhrudin quotes 
the famous statement of the first of the four Righteous Caliphs, Abu Bakr, 
on this. "Muhammad is dead and God is alive" (Armstrong 256-57). It was 
a restatement of the message of the Qur'an that the Prophet was naught 
but a Messenger (3: 138; Arberry 63). In contrast to God, human royalty has 
no grandeur and no power (Al-Bukhari 2/43/55; Khan I: 49).20 This is 
made visible without words in the long, potent silence of the courtroom 
after the religious scholar Haji Jalaluddin has been found guilty of 
sedition, for his defence is "God has told us as Muslims to speak the 
truth".
As the prisoner leaves the courtroom, the beat of a drum on the 
soundtrack reminds the audience of the revolutionary theme amid the 
somewhat traditional music heard during the opening credits. Three 
people are left in thought after the rest have left. Halimah leaves slowly, 
some time after her estranged husband Sidi Marajo, and finally Fakhrudin 
does. He leaves only after he has stood and looked again at the portrait of 
the Dutch queen, supposed mother of her brown children, in whose name 
an Indonesian trained in Dutch law has just done injustice. The camera 
has already shown closeups of her portrait and some shots panned down 
to her lifeless hands in what should have been her motherly lap.21 The 
scene is also a reminder that the Indonesians chose to have a republic, not 
to exalt one above themselves, for only God is Ruler, Sovereign, and 
everything belongs to Him.
The Grandeur of God and the potent silence of the courtroom encourage a 
glimpse of the inner being of a person. However, the choice of the epic 
form leads to expectation of some presentation of the masses, dynamic or 
static and by this the relationship between the leader and the led.
Inclusiveness of the epic form
Even so, the epic form allows a seeming diversion from its serious 
purpose by its inclusive nature. A skilled filmmaker has operatic 
opportunities to include genres such as tragedy and romance in mass and 
small group scenes. The tragedy here is that the masses suffer weakening 
of religious faith, deprivation, persecution, exile and imprisonment, and
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enforced hunger which drives some to betray others to the Dutch, or to 
find death in an armed rebellion. Romance buds between Hamid and 
Zainab but is doomed. The real romance is the epic sweep of events. Sani 
saw nothing wrong in romance and Romanticism. He had used both in 
the Dutch fort scene in Palupi?
Leaders and leadership types are indispensable to the epic and to the quest 
tale in which a cultural hero or archetype represents the hopes and 
aspirations of his people. As Halimah is female, Sani states that women 
too have played a heroic part in history. Both she and Hamid have guides 
and companions on their quests. She loses Haji Jalaluddin at the very 
beginning, gains Haji Wali and then Hamid as guide, then is granted God's 
direct Guidance through the chief angel, Gabriel, who is heard but not seen 
by the audience.22 Hamid's guides are Haji Jalaluddin, his own conscience, 
Haji Wali, and the senior seminary student Fakhrudin. Spiritual guides 
are often found at some part of an old Islamic quest tale, and later 
disappear (Renard, Islam 149-56).
The direction and cinematography recall Italian film epics, whose national 
style composed film frames as if they were paintings (Landy 107-150) to 
catch character at a moment of time. The coarseness and insensitivity of 
the husband Sidi Marajo has already been established by the first sight of 
the man being his folded legs, for presenting the legs and lower body is a 
sign of poor manners. His enjoyment of the misery he inflicts upon his 
wife is made clear when he calls out as he leaves that he is going to his 
other wife. In contrast Halimah's mother has just gently reprimanded him 
with "Your faith is too shallow".
A Dutch style in portraiture might have influenced one shot. The 
beautifully composed view of the old woman in her traditional headgear 
(not a veil or long scarf) as she sits with a lighted lamp in an inner room 
behind her is a close approximation to the lamp and niche described in 
Light verse in the Qur'an, "God is the light of the heavens and the earth. 
His light may be compared to a niche that enshrines a lamp . . .  It is lit by a 
blessed olive tree neither eastern nor western" (24: 35: Dawood 353).23 Ibu's 
patient love for all conveys the idea of the Light verse that religious 
knowledge is available for all. As Islam claims to be a universal religion, 
one for all mankind, this visualisation is silent evangelism 
(Brotosiswanto, "Memanfaatkan"). In the same sequence when the 
daughter asks her mother if their faith "demands such persecution", Ibu
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ponders silently as the frame shows her as if in a gold and dark Rembrandt 
portrait.
The style raises the same issue as in Palupi?. Where do the images come 
from? Much later in the film another well composed frame hems in 
Halimah at a moment of her expressing her loss of hope for justice when 
she begins to turn to her own logic. Another frame emphasises the 
precious nature of women in Islam by framing them within an arch of 
brilliant blossom as Halimah and her mother walk up steps. Haidar in 
Palupi? describes his wife to Chalil as "a precious thing". Here Sani says 
the same thing but quietly.
Music was always important to Sani, and in Perintis he used both 
traditional forms and had film music composed to convey the intellectual 
and emotional tension his narrative required, for "Film music functions 
to express the limits of verbal and visual representation" (Landy 117). 
Some musical themes are as well used to link one event to another, and as 
memory devices for the audience, as are those in Palupi?. An operatic 
choral effect of general comment upon a particular situation is gained in 
the doomed love or rejection of love scene on the beach between Hamid 
and Zainab when off screen the sound of choral singing, a group singing a 
spiritual song in the mosque, is heard (143). This indicates to the audience 
that the adolescent Hamid is rejecting something of this world so that he 
can concentrate on the special task God has given him.
Dance accompanying music is used in Perintis to express support outside 
for learned scholars inside the religious courtroom. Seminary students 
perform a solemn repetitive dance step used to induce a deeper 
consciousness in spiritual meditation as they form a barricade of faith 
against the physical might of the colonial forces lined up across the street 
from the mosque. For the much younger seminary student who is briefly 
glimpsed among the older students, the scene would be fixed in his 
memory: it would be monumental in its significance. This type of dance 
scene is extremely rare in Sani's work.24 Sani generally chose to use 
Western forms of dance to indicate a moral decline and a falling away 
from traditional forms of intersexual decorum.25
Like dance, both film epic and opera use "gesture to communicate affect 
for which there is no verbal analogue" (Landy 116). On account of the 
demand of many, if not most, Indonesian cultures to restrain overt
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physical expression of one's feelings as a sign of one's self control, certainly 
necessary both for good Muslims and for Javanese aristocrats, hand 
gestures in Perintis are not sweeping. However, the raising of the chin at 
the end of a statement continually indicates the determination and the 
spirit of resistance in a character. It is also a common stage technique. 
Fakhrudin's slow and measured gait up the hillside track to sum m on 
Hamid away from his foster father's funeral is operatic in its effect (116). It 
indicates his own quality of leadership.
A dance-like movement takes place too in a seminary scene in which Sani 
reveals that Hamid is replacing Fakhrudin as the first among his peers in 
his seminary cohort, replacing him as first in spiritual, intellectual and 
dynamic qualities. The scene recalls stage techniques for emphasising first 
one character's speech and then another's. The dynamic Fakhrudin and 
the younger Hamid whom he has encouraged throughout move forward 
in turn to take centre stage as it were, but Hamid's placement has him 
stand beneath a hanging lamp which casts its light upon his yellow shirt. 
As yellow was the traditional colour of royalty in the Malay world, the 
movement of the actors, the light, and the reception of the speeches are 
prophetic as to Hamid's future place as leader. The golden light recalls the 
golden toned flashbacks (over exposure) of earlier prophecy by Haji 
Jalaluddin about Hamid in his childhood.
Humour is not unknown in the epic film, nor in romance nor in opera 
(Landy 75-76, 87-88). The broad comedy in Perintis is mostly aimed at 
discomfiting and ridiculing collaborators with the Dutch. These scenes are 
meant to arouse thought but reduce any sense of real physical violence. So 
animal imagery used more frequently in the comedy Ateng is used again 
here as Sani indicates the intellectual and moral inadequacy of the corrupt 
religious judge Haji Makmur. In sequence the sound of goats is heard 
before that of his voice which is followed by a shot of himself in person 
insisting upon his authority; and then the goats are seen. The falling joke 
so often used in Ateng occurs sometimes in Perintis, as when a spy falls, or 
is pushed into water, and when a cowardly Haji Makmur falls backward 
through a mosque window into water. Comedy stresses thought: the 
contemptuous laughter is well deserved.
In Perintis those generally thoughtful beings, ulama, are not exempt from 
being the subject of humour at their expense, and they share the people's 
sense of humour. Titian (1959) also showed ulama as human, some good,
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some bad. Some ulama such as a frail, elderly kyai and the robust and 
modernising Sheikh Mokhtaruddin provide satirical humour. The latter 
jokes about the colonial police and mosquitoes as he arrives for the 
forbidden council. He also mocks old fashioned attitudes about dress by 
revealing his Muslim scholar's headgear under his motorbike helmet 
(Hamka, Ayahku 101). He laughs at the discomfiture of the corrupt Haji 
Makmur fallen into the pool. As the NU leader and religious teacher 
Abdurrahman Wahid hoped would happen, Sani uses humour in his 
effort to create a new culture (Wahid, "Pesantren"). He is doing so to stress 
relevant religious issues at a time of reform and modernisation.
Dakwah
But how well does the film's narrative fit the description of dakwah in 
either the narrow sense of a call to follow Islam, to submit to God, or the 
broad sense of educating weak or ignorant Muslims about their faith? 
Films labelled dakwah tend to be about legendary and historical figures in 
Indonesian Islam.
The script writer Palindih in 1948 had urged that film reveal spirituality 
and show Indonesians to themselves as they are ("Film dalam Alam"). In 
1966 Brotosiswanto urged that films expressing religion and morality 
should not be made for the wealthy or for those who lived in large cities, 
but for all ("Memanfaatkan"). In this sense Perintis with its rural town, 
peasant workers in the field, and rural seminary could be said to have been 
made to reach out beyond the cities to where much of the NU 
membership lived. So Sani here presents the later Revolution as country 
bred, and ignores his 1953 statement that the Revolution was essentially a 
city affair ("De Indonesische Letterkunde").
Brotosiswanto had made the point that, besides religious films, films 
exalting God could do so without always having to take their stories from 
holy Books. Provided there was the "breath" of God in a film, it exalted 
God ("Memanfaatkan"). A line was to be drawn between religious films 
and those exhibiting an awareness of God. The first clearly refer specially to 
one religion, whereas the other kind of film is Pancasilaist, displaying 
Belief in One God ("Film Keagamaan", "Memanfaatkan").
Ascertaining why Indonesian reviewers would describe a film as dakwah 
helps to categorise Perintis, because it has not officially been called dakwah
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in reviews read, though Titian (1959, 1982) have been. Its underlying 
theme has been described as being the inevitable failure of physical revolt 
without a foundation of morality and religion (Kristanto 168-69). Perititis 
received the H Usmar Ismail plaque for its portrayal of the struggle of the 
people in politics, religion and emancipation.
Emansipasi, a word of Western origin and which in general means 
freedom from slavery and in particular freedom from sexual 
discrimination, was used in an important review reporting the award. The 
more general word for freedom, kem erdekaan , refers to freedom and 
independence, which to nationalist conservatives depended upon self- 
control and self-reliance (Reid 154). Still, the nineteenth and early 
twentieth century revolts against the Dutch were fought as holy wars 
against the infidel colonialists or to defend territory or prerogatives (151). 
To fight against the infidel is accepting the call to physical jih ad  "struggle 
in the way of God", and that, like the Sukarnoist word perjuangan  
"struggle" also used in the same review, cannot succeed without a 
foundation of religion for success.
Worldwide controversy over dakwah film
In this regard the controversy in Indonesia and in the United States over 
one film variously titled Al-Risalah, Mohammad Messenger o f God, The 
Message or The Messenger (1976) made in Lebanon and directed by 
Moustapha Akkad, is illuminating for several reasons.26 One is that it was 
not unusual for Indonesia to allow religious films to be imported, but over 
a few years The Message aroused considerable discussion, and world wide 
discussion of it began not long before Perintis was begun and then 
reworked for some time afterwards.27
Many prominent Muslims from different countries found The Message 
did not convey a truly spiritual message. The Indonesian Minister of 
Religion objected to it but the Minister for Information, whose portfolio 
included responsibility for the Film Censorship Board, did not. The 
Majelis Ulama Indonesia "Muslim Religious Council of Indonesia" stated 
it did not object to the film (Tem po  15 July 1978: 16).28 But a prominent 
Indonesian modernist Muslim leader and head of the Dewan Dakwah 
Islamiyah Indonesia (DKII), Mohammed Natsir, did (17). What should or 
should not be in a dakwah film is the key question. A vice-president of the 
World Muslim Congress, Natsir objected to The Message (1976) on the
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grounds that it did not depict jiw a  "the soul" and semangat "the dynamic 
spirit" of the struggle for Islam (Tem po  15 July 1978: 17). He also objected to 
characteristics of the Prophet being apparent, though there was no actor to 
portray him. Natsir said that Muslims do not make a cult figure of the 
Prophet who was like all other Muslims a slave of God (15).
The prominent Indonesian film historian and critic Salim Said compared 
the English and the Arabic versions of The Message with their differing 
emphases upon the enemies of Mohammad ("The Message"). The English 
language version offended him by using an actor known for his 
drunkenness as Hamza, uncle of the Prophet.29 Indonesian actors 
provided no such problem. Sani used the comparatively inexperienced 
Cok Simbara as the ulama in training, Hamid. Sani's wife, formerly 
Mutiara Sarumpaet, a convert from Christianity before her marriage to 
Sani in 1972, played Halimah. She had played Muti in Ateng.
Said raised too the issue that a number of idioms which could be 
understood from a Christian perspective were found in the English 
language version. One Western review of The Message (1976) described it 
as "an epic which trades on the conventions of the Christpic without quite 
living up to De Mille vulgarity" (McShane). Like other Muslim 
filmmakers, when it came to making epics, Sani started from a foreign 
model and then worked to adapt it to his culture.
Said made a more biting criticism of Western (American) religious films 
than was made in an issue of the journal of the Majelis Ulama Indonesia 
in 1978. Films such as The Ten Commandments (1956) were acknowledged 
as dakwah films for the Christian and Jewish religions. 'These had been 
allowed into Indonesia and people had been free to watch them". Siregar 
elaborated upon this when he stated that the story of Moses and Pharaoh 
was better grasped from this one film than from numerous addresses by 
Muslim revivalist preachers, though of course Muslim viewers could 
mentally correct parts of the Jewish or Christian versions of the story 
("Film sebagai Media").
Clearly the Majelis Ulama Indonesia very much expected dakwah films to 
retell stories from the Holy Book, the Qur'an. Much of the article inveighs 
against the appearance and frequency of scenes of violence and sex in 
Indonesian films in general and it is very much the film producer's 
responsibility to inculcate an appetite for more worthy film entertainment.
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The article praised a film from a script by Sani, Al Kautsar (1977), as a fine 
example of a film that was both dakwah and a development film. This 
means the film accorded with the guidelines of the Ministry of Religion 
published in 1980 and 1981.
Said's point about syncretism is valid for he and others saw the English 
version of The Message (1976) as a film informing those totally ignorant of 
Islam, that is of informing and educating them, and symbolic language 
understood to some greater or lesser degree by filmgoers had to be used. 
This use of idioms from another religion did not damage the presentation 
of the essence of the film's message.
Halimah's travails on her journey to the mosque must bear some 
resemblance to the stories of saints and martyrs in other religions. She is 
wounded and struck, her bare feet stumble on the rocky path, a young 
mother pierces her heart by withholding her child from Halimah's touch. 
Halimah's discerning heart has her gently reject her young brother's wish 
to perform his family duty as a male to accompany her. Her white clothing 
might be a reminder of the shroud for the grave.30
Haji Wali's name is comparatively uncommon. W ali is more often a term 
describing a person with leadership rights and legal and social 
responsibilities. The male relative of a Muslim bride is her representative 
at the wedding. W ali is used for the role of guardian, proxy and high 
ranking civil servant. Sani's acting role has him as an artist assuming 
leadership rights and social responsibilities.
Salim Said's definition of dakwah film
In his review of The Message, Said defined dakwah film: generally a 
feeling of an abundant flow in the quotation of Qur'anic verses in speech 
and visual aids. His definition is more precise than that of the Majelis 
Ulama Indonesia "Council of Religious Scholars of Indonesia" but accords 
with it: the Council classified dakwah film as religious entertainment, 
which presents the audience with a performance that breathes with the 
spirit of religion (Siregar, "Peringatan" 37). It is the "abundant flow of 
quotation" that makes a definition of Perintis as dakwah stand on sure 
ground, from the very beginning of the tale to the framework's graphics 
and voiceover emphasising Tauhid.
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Sani moves further even than QuTanic speech and visual aids. He uses 
incidents in the narrative which illustrate verses and he quotes directly 
from Hadith.
Direct "breathing the spirit of the Qur'an" begins in the first scene where 
Fakhrudin recites and Haji Jalaluddin then explicates the text: "Let not the 
believers take unbelievers for friends rather than the believers, for whoso 
does that belongs not to God in anything ... " (3: 27; Arberry 38). Perintis 
proceeds to narrate the importance of not being a collaborator, of being 
oneself, a good Muslim. An example of a visual aid to breathe the spirit of 
the Qur'an occurs in the third scene, when Halimah's mother gently 
pleads with her daughter's estranged husband. A Tradition is quoted 
directly in a scene between the corrupt and ignorant Haji Makmur and the 
outspoken seminary student Achmad. In the course of justifying himself 
and making pointed remarks about Haji Wali and his students, the kadi  
"religious judge" says that liars on the Day of Judgement will have 
tongues six feet long.
In Islam God is both immanent and transcendent. When Hamid stills the 
objections of Fakhrudin and the mob close by to Halimah's intention to 
renounce her religion, he quotes directly from the Qur'an that "God is 
closer to you than your jugular vein" (14: 15; Arberry 540). This also 
accords with the stricter Majelis Ulama Indonesia definition of dakwah. 
The narrative proceeds to prove the point just made: after further trials on 
her journey God vouchsafes a vision of the Real to Halimah (Arberry, 
Reason  28).
A chief lesson from the received history of Islam comes through 
Fakhrudin's rallying of those dispirited by the arrest of Haji Wali. The 
senior student seizes upon the direct relevance of the challenge by the 
Companion Abu Bakr Khattab to those faint of heart at the death of the 
Prophet: "For those who believe in Mohammad, Mohammad is dead. For 
those who believe in God, God is alive" (Ibn Ishaq qtd in Armstrong 257). 
In this way Sani has done as the narrow definition of dakwah film would 
have him do: retell a religious story. The reported words echo the 
statement of the Qur'an in 3: 138 (Arberry 62).
By the abundance of verbal, narrative, and visual quotations from the 
Qur'an, and by his use of significant religious history Sani's film fits into 
the definition of dakwah. He carefully avoided chief criticisms of Al-
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Risalah (1976). As a Muslim and an artist he went further than either 
language version of this Lebanese film in his effort to suggest interior 
Islam. The Prophet is portrayed through those who follow his example, 
the devout and knowledgeable among scholars and the community.
The Revelation has been completed and given for all time; the human 
transmitter is dead; Cod will provide other leaders; Cod is the One to be 
worshipped. The parallel is that reformed Islam in Indonesia has aroused 
a sense of consciousness that oppression must cease and that the lot of the 
people is the direct interest of religion. Other leaders will arise.
Poetry of film in dakwah
As well as these more usual dramatic methods to arouse understanding, 
Sani used also the poetic means of film, and the dreams and extraordinary 
experiences described in the Qur'an itself such as the dreams of the 
Prophet Joseph and the Night Journey by the Prophet to Jerusalem.
The Light sequence after Halimah begins her renunciation of Islam 
aroused admiration in an Indonesian reviewer (Mya). The Light of 
Muhammad is a concept that has aroused considerable discussion within 
Islam. Sani uses the Light Verse early in Perintis through the visual aid of 
a deep focus shot of the lighted lamp in an interior room as seen from 
behind Ibu, Halimah's mother, on the verandah outside. In the key 
Revelation sequence at the mosque, Sani again uses light in more than 
one way. The green light that falls upon the Arabic calligraphy of the 
Shahadah "the confession of faith" near the beginning and the end of the 
sequence might symbolise the Light of Muhammad, while the calligraphy 
emphasises God, and green symbolises Islam. Halimah is then seen as 
though suspended by a supernatural force (Qur'an 53: 4-17 qtd in Arberry, 
Reason  94-95). Light, and lights of many colours, typical of Sufi 
experiences of heightened religious consciousness and visions of closeness 
to God, are seen in the later part of the Revelation scene. Nor are they 
static; they swirl, change shape and colour. One is like a moon that moves.
Sani's use of light is poetic, springing from what is known in revealed 
religion of God and the role of the Prophet, and moves to the realms of the 
spirit. Quite some years after Perintis the Majelis Ulama Indonesia issued 
in 1988 a fa  turn "decree of advice and instruction" about the depiction of 
the Prophet in film. Any visualisation of the Prophet and his family was
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forbidden. Furthermore, to prevent any misunderstanding of the Light of 
Muhammad, it would not be right to use light as a substitute depiction of 
the Prophet (Millibar Mama 133/XJII 1988: 50-52).31
Nevertheless, as a visual means of dakwah, Sani's use of light in the 
Revelation sequences is effective. The Qur'anic reference in the earlier, 
gentle portrayal of Ibu speaking of strong faith with a lamp lit in an 
interior room behind her would not be grasped by a non-Muslim, but this 
representation is the precursor to the use of light in the Revelation 
sequence for devout Muslims and for an audience knowledgeable about 
film. For a nominal Muslim or a non-Muslim, the scene may well have a 
subliminal effect.
The scene is the greatest sign of Islamisation in the film, for it shows the 
personal path to God; it reaches further into the recesses of spiritual life 
than many would otherwise suspect a film could. Different cultures 
attribute certain meanings to specific colours: for Muslims green
represents Islam and Perintis uses colours described in Sufic experiences. 
Sufi descriptions of religious experience are made plain on the screen by 
colours with specific meanings in Indie culture which were absorbed long 
by Sufis in Indonesia's past; this sharing of symbolic elements of colour 
allows those weak in faith, adherents of Kepercayaan or Kebatinan cults, to 
understand that the spirituality they seek is present and obtainable within 
the formal religion of Islam (Stange, "National Identity"). More 
importantly, Perintis places mysticism firmly within orthodox Islam.
Indonesian dakwah was not specifically aimed at a very small Christian 
minority, but to the vast number of Muslims who knew very little about 
their religion except for the formal ritual and the religious festivals, and 
for those who were even weaker in faith, on the fringes in spiritual cults. 
All of these can become stronger in faith. That is the point of the original 
Revelation. For the ignorant and weak Muslim, for Christians and others 
further away, the beauty of the vision scene is a hint of the Beauty of God 
and a tool for dakwah (Mohamad, "Medium"; Al-Islahi qtd in Poston 122).
For Christians and other religious minorities in Indonesia, Fiamid's 
quotation from the Qur'an that "there is no compulsion in religion" (2: 
258; Arberry 37; Da wood verse 256, 41) represents a political guarantee of 
religious freedom in the Indonesian context of a multi-religious state, and 
of NU ecumenism (van Bruinessen, N U 146).32 A short sura in the
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Qur'an, 109 (Arberry 664), allows disbelievers to go their own way, and 
another forbids reviling idols lest idolaters revile God (6: 108 ; Arberry 134; 
Zakaria 73-74).
Leadership: charisma and wahyu
Nevertheless, Perintis emphasises two ways of gaining the right to 
religious leadership, one slow and one fast. Both are connected with Islam. 
In essence, wahyu "revelation and bestowal of power" is explicable within 
Islam in terms of the Beauty and Power of Cod the All Knowing. The 
Prophet was a charismatic leader; both Hamid and Halimah have the 
potential to be leaders, and both are formed by different methods into 
charismatic leaders.
Understanding the necessity for no direct portrayal of the Prophet in any 
work of art, Sani took a not unexpected step in establishing the worth of 
the Prophet's example and its continuing relevance in a film linking the 
growth of a national consciousness with Islamisation. Haji Wali clearly 
tells his students of the importance of their vocation. As trainees of an 
ulama, they have the opportunity like himself to be "inheritors of the 
Prophet". As the Prophet was pre-eminent in religious knowledge, 
courage, patience, active concern for ordinary Muslims, and selflessness, so 
too must they be. Knowledge and moral courage are linked in other films, 
such both script versions of Titian Seramhut Dibelah Tujuh (1959, 1982). It 
was Haji Wali's reputation that drew Hamid to his seminary, and this 
kyai's superior knowledge and courage are demonstrated. Halimah writes 
to him for advice and help. In other words, like the Prophet, Haji Wali has 
charisma.
He clearly states his views on the role of the political authority which is 
not to interfere, so he rejects financial and social blackmail by the Demang 
and performs his duty to care for the poor and disadvantaged like Halimah 
by disobeying the order not to hold a council of religious scholars. In facing 
the modern world, Haji Wali distinguishes between the relevant, justice 
and charity, and the irrelevant, trousers (Hamka, A yahku  101). He 
encourages his students to think and thereby discourages taklid  
"unquestioning acceptance", allows his students to continue the 
publication of the journal Menara of which he is editor, and calmly accepts 
arrest. His fate is surely to be found guilty of sedition and sent into exile in
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another part of Indonesia, perhaps Digul. Sani played the role; he believed 
in what he said about role models for youth in his essay "Pembinaan 
Generasi Muda" (1976) discussed earlier in this chapter ,33
Other ulama extend an understanding of the attitude of the people and of 
the ruling power to them. Some ulama like Haji Makmur are not learned, 
so it is not surprising that faith of a narrow kind is to be found in their 
area of influence. The mob of angry villagers and the young mother who 
spits on Halimah on her journey to the mosque reflect the lack of proper 
teaching of the faith. In the face of threats from a colonial spy, an elderly 
kyai demonstrates one way in Islam of coping with opposition and 
persecution, takiya "silence or prudent dissimulation for survival for the 
sake of Islam". At the end, acknowledged by his seminary peers as their 
superior, Hamid accepts their demand for hijrah  "prudent flight" or 
migration for religious reasons.
Charisma and personal maturity are very important characteristics of an 
inheritor of the Prophet. Hamid has some of both. His mother accepts his 
correction of her sin of wanting revenge. Zainab and Halimah turn to 
him, and the senior student Fakhrudin accepts his correction as to what 
Islam teaches, before Halimah sets off on her journey to discover the 
Grandeur of God. In the later part of the film Fakhrudin seeks his advice 
and acknowledges his innate and proven superiority. Downcast at the 
arrest of Haji Wali, Halimah and Achmad are reinvigorated by Hamid's 
words of encouragement. But Hamid has yet to acquire enough personal 
maturity. His dashing away from Zainab on the beach proves it. His 
fellows send him into voluntary exile so that he will mature further by 
religious experience in the haj and by further study. Yet he has shown 
considerable growth during Perintis by setting aside the duty to earn for his 
mother and gratitude owed to his foster father Haji Jakfar for past 
educational expenses, and by rejecting the chance of marriage and love 
with Zainab.
In practice, as inheritors of the Prophet Indonesian ulama are considered 
not only to acquire charisma from their formal training and trials by 
experience, but to inherit certain abilities others do not from their families 
(Dhofier, Mansurnoor). From the father he cannot really remember, 
Hamid inherits his father's book of poetry written in Arabic, the desire and 
ability to learn Arabic, which he obviously must have swiftly done in the 
seminary, and a literary talent, hitherto suppressed by his Dutch education.
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On his first journey to the seminary, as he prays at dusk with his two new 
companions against the vast landscape, Hamid is already in the seminary 
environment. He blossoms immediately once within the physical 
environs of the seminary. Over time his writing in Menara exhibits more 
and more social commitment, increasing radicalism, more empathy with 
the people. Being a religious scholar does not preclude a literary talent, nor 
prevent it being used for the benefit of others.
in addition to innate talent and inheritance of qualities, Hamid is marked 
by prophecy. His mother quotes Haji Jalaluddin's prophecy that the lad 
"may be the one to raise the sunken log", which means the one able to 
perform the seemingly impossible task of continuing and completing the 
reform of Islam sought by this haji and his friend, Hamid's father, and of 
freeing the people from their colonial darkness.
Another marker of Hamid's leadership is the stage derived formal 
movement by which Fakhrudin and then Hamid advance into the centre 
of the frame in a discussion scene. From this point on, Sani indicates 
Hamid is destined to be leader. This spotlight effect is a subtle sign of 
wahyu, the transfer of power to a leader by a divine sending down to one 
at a time of crisis of leadership.
Wahyu in the Javanese sense is vouchsafed fully to the woman Halimah, 
whose religious experience has so marked her that she is charismatic. Her 
intelligence and perseverance, a more dynamic quality than just 
endurance, have already marked her potential. She had already 
demonstrated courage by disobeying her husband and attending mosque 
lectures. To attend them is her moral right in Islam (al-Bukhari 12: 80/824, 
9: 84/832; Khan 1: 456, 459). Women ask her to lead them, and men come 
to sit at the back of the mosque to listen to her talk on the consciousness of 
being Indonesian, which includes awareness of Islam. The whole vision 
she hears and sees at the door of the mosque fits both Sufi descriptions of 
closeness to God and also Javanese mystical experiences (Stange, "National 
Identity"). The voice she hears is that of the archangel Gabriel, accredited 
in part of the Qu'ran as bringing spiritual knowledge in the form of the 
Book to the Prophet. Halimah's behaviour after her vision is that of the 
sober Sufi, the type preferred by the great mystic Al-Junayd, whose 
teachings on Sufism were officially followed by the Nahdlatul Ulama 
(Sitompul).
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Through Halimah's receiving the direct vision of God, Sani states that the 
poorer and weaker parts of the community are not cut off from God, and 
that in modern Indonesian Islam the moral and intellectual worth of 
women permits them to take a dynamic part in leading their people 
forward. The model of the Prophet's favourite wife, Aisyah, is used by 
modernising Muslims who accept that the betterment of the people cannot 
be achieved without respect for women as more than merely sexual 
beings, and without concern to educate them in religion and in some way 
of earning a livelihood.34
Leadership needs more than charisma; it must be intelligent and able to 
organise. That is the point of Fakhrudin's quoting of the story of Abu Bakr, 
who rallied Muslims after the Prophet's death (Armstrong 256-257). The 
organisers established a system of law and justice, administered by ulama 
with some of the Prophet's charisma, who seek to follow his example.
Leadership is denoted and connoted in several ways in a culture both rich 
and diverse, but Power and Authority are ultimately God's alone. That is 
why the Revelation scene through Gabriel as guide must come before the 
courtroom scene of reason. The ulama and the devout writer, like ulama 
in training Hamid, are the elite who can and must oppose the political 
authorities to safeguard the spiritual and socio-economic welfare of the 
people. In the four Asian cultures of Pakistan, Bangladesh, Malaysia and 
Indonesia Muslims share the idea that personal virtue should be 
translatable into community power (Pye, Asian Power 280-82).
Such matters were topical in the seventies when the confidence of the 
New Order allowed posthumous rehabilitation of the first president, 
Sukarno, after "a decade of enforced silence" (Brooks 68). 'The new 
mankind" had been part of Sukarno's intentions. Between 1978 and 1981 
the strength of Sukarno's image surprised the regime. "Sukarno's 
privileged relationships with the people and with art, ..., his oratorical 
prowess, ... his charismatic leadership style, ...[his being] a lover of life, 
peace and harmony... his intellectualism, ... ideological creativity, ... his 
humble financial status ..." are easily contrasted with the image of Suharto 
as a ruthless military leader" (69). 'The idealisation of such qualities may 
well have been a way to express dissatisfaction with the New Order" (69). 
Sani's belief that film was the best way to portray the actual and failed 
tendencies in society, and the events and characters of Perintis, do
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encourage the making of parallels between historical epic and 
contemporary perceptions of reality.
The masses
Leadership cannot exist in a vacuum: there must be people to be led, a 
situation to be maintained or improved. The term "epic" demands that at 
some stage or stages there should be a sense of the masses who are not 
only background but people affected by the grave issues and affecting the 
outcome of those issues. Emphasis may vary as to whether the masses are 
presented as commentators or as actors. Perintis works to convey the direct 
involvement of the masses.
Sani often introduces as background a sufficient number of people in a 
group to indicate that there were more people not captured in the frame. 
For instance, the very first narrative Haji Jalaluddin scene does this 
admirably. Seated inside the main part of the mosque are the more devout 
Muslims who have come, males on one side, females on the other. But 
crowding at the rear, clustered at the door are males who must be weak 
Muslims or ignorant of religion. These stand and do not sit. They do not 
wear the peci, a sign of either or both Islam and nationalism at that time in 
Indonesian history. Sani shows the haji is reaching out to the masses 
thirsty for knowledge.
Some other group scenes are equally telling when Sani indicates disunity 
and lack of certainty among the masses. There is a considerable difference 
in the reaction of the seated peasants in a field who listen to the fiery 
Muslim preacher accompanied by Zainudin. The wordless acting is subtle, 
but some clearly agree, some do not, some are undecided, some do not 
understand. The point is made verbally later in a seminary discussion 
when the failure of Zainudin's rebellion is being briefly raised. Hamid says 
that it was "bound to fail unless the people are united".
What might be considered to be essential to an epic of resistance and 
revolution is some dramatic representation of armed conflict by even 
larger groups. This is what some of the violent episodes provide in that 
part of Perintis which follows the personal crisis of Zainab wanting to be 
free of the traditional constraint of arranged marriage. In four violent 
scenes Sani escalates the number of rebels led by Zainudin but in the last,
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where there are most, the failure is absolute. Even in this last scene, there 
are differences in the group.
The jago "champion or charismatic leader" is a character type part of 
Indonesian history (Schulte Nordholt), and represented in a comic 
manner by Muti's moustached father Bapak in Ateng. One courageously 
pushes his way to the front line when the rebels have turned around to 
retreat but are met by the superiority of Dutch military intelligence, 
armaments and training. Many of the peasant group accept the 
inevitability of death and just sit down in rows on the ground, where they 
are slaughtered like dumb beasts. Long shots and closeups combine to 
create the drama and the human scale of this tragedy of the needless waste 
of Muslim lives.
However, the function of the masses is to be present, to listen, observe, 
witness. They need to be activated by dynamic leadership. Without proper 
leadership, they can be unreasoning and quick to violence, acting 
according to their limited knowledge and understanding. This is their 
reaction to Halimah's proposed renunciation of religion. It takes the moral 
force springing from Hamid's religious knowledge to return them to 
normal public self-control, but as her journey to the mosque shows, 
violence simmers beneath the surface. But they are capable of recognising 
the best leadership.
Conclusion
This capacity of the masses to recognise better and the best leadership is the 
quiet threat of Perintis. It is no wonder that the film had such a lengthy 
gestation and little exhibition. True, in its prologue it is Pancasilaist. It 
shows the defeat of Communism. It does legitimate the nation (Sen, 
Cinema). It does narrate approved history. It supports social engineering by 
discouraging violence and advocating education for change. But it 
threatens by exploring leadership. More than other Southeast Asian 
peoples, Indonesians probably had more vivid traditional and mystical 
concepts of power; the actual play of power in human relationships 
remained very traditional (Pye, Asian Power 112). Sard drew upon these 
concepts in his effort to define the right to power in the historical process 
of modernisation.
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Sani has quietly modified the policy of Ibuism by showing active women. 
He has shown fitrah  "Cod-given nature of mankind" by using both 
women and men across a spectrum of characteristics. Starting from 
different points in age and sex, Halimah and Hamid both grow. Self- 
reliance and self-control are required of the new mankind, who must have 
religious education and the courage to seek social justice for all. As santri 
and literary artist the young Hamid is in the forefront of change. Sani the 
NU adherent has made a film full of the soul and dynamic spirit that the 
modernist Natsir, who had disapproved of The Message (1976), had said 
must be in dakwah film.
The Ministry of Religion admitted mass media technology had not been 
well used by the vast majority of those keen to educate and convert (Pola 
Umum 12). Sani sought to remedy this by weaving together symbols from 
Islam and from indigenous culture, and by including the Pancasila within 
the framework of prologue and epilogue. But Perintis did offend by too 
much honesty, too much artistry, too much dakwah between prologue and 
epilogue. Sani's essay "Pembinaan" had encouraged the drawing of 
parallels. A parallel view of figures in Perintis indicates that deeper 
spirituality and Islamisation can yet bring socio-economic justice in the 
New Order. A fatwa in 1988 about the depiction of the Light of 
Muhammad indicates some possible Muslim fears about some of his 
filmic methods.
Sani had chosen to exalt God through Halimah, the woman as nation, 
who is saved by God from the brink of Hell and the spiritual death of 
apostasy. He had insisted upon the right of ulama to judge injustice. He 
had put all his filmic skills into Perintis. He combined symbols of 
leadership from Islam and Indonesian culture to make his points, even 
using dance to do so, and presented a regional culture in depth. He took so 
much notice of the state's policy that the framework found in Western 
opera and historical film became a pedagogic addition which his dramatic 
narratives had not had.
Any problems concerning the reception of Perintis did not spoil his career 
in the bureaucracy of arts and culture. He continued in his chosen role of 
being the artist who convinced others that religion and the trained 
intellect were compatible and complementary. Within the context of Islam 
and the nation's need for educated leaders Sani had supported the claims 
of the devout intellectual artist to leadership of the people. He presented
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these as rational, dynamic beings supporting Indonesian identity which 
was coterminous with Islam (Pye, Asian Power 271).
Perintis calls for Islamic spiritual rearmament. Apart from completing this 
film later, Sani is not accredited as a director of narrative film in 
commercial lists after the prolific year of 1977, though he had script and 
supervisory duties in regard to the development film Dr Siti Pertiwi 
Kembali Ke Desa (1979) and script and some directorial duties shared with 
MT Risyaf with Peristiwa Don Muang (1982) (Tempo, "P-Tiga").
ENDNOTES
1 In 1982 Fred Marshall in the International Film Guide: 181 described it as a liberation war 
drama of epic proportions. The spirit is liberated in the film. Political liberation does not 
occur during the film, though it is celebrated in the prologue to the film. There is no war 
drama, simply some guerilla raids and a bloody skirmish by the standards of the colonial 
Dutch. Marshall translates Para Perintis Kemerdekaan as Heroes of Freedom. There is a 
specific word for "hero" in Indonesian, pahlazvan. The pioneers are of course presented as 
heroes, but not as superhumans in Sani's film.
2 Sani had done the same in Tauhid "Belief" or 'The Oneness of God" (1964): written the 
story and script, directed the final scenario, and acted. Heavily made up, he played a 
minor role as a character who dies on board ship (Zein). Tauhid was made to demonstrate 
the fifth pillar of Islam, the haj or pilgrimage to Mecca (Kristanto 70).
3 Hamka is the abbreviation of the author's full title and name, Haji Abdul Malik Karim 
Amrullah. He was born in 1908, the son of the famous West Sumatran, the Minangkabau 
Muslim reformist Dr Abdul Karim Amrullah (Teeuw, Modern Indonesian Literature I: 69). 
Hamka later became the first head of the Majelis Ulama Indonesia "Council of Indonesian 
Muslim Scholar-Clerics", established at the government's wish in 1975. Differences of 
opinion about Hamka, the MUI (Majelis Ulama Indonesia) and the Department of Religion 
were discussed in Tempo 30 May 1981:12-16.
4 For the themes and method of Utuy Tatang Sontani, see Teeuw 1 1986:190-95.
5 PRRI stands for Pemerintah Revolusioner Republik Indonesia "Revolutionary Government 
of the Indonesian Republic".
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6 A front page newspaper article, "Pernyataan Organisasi Massa Nahdlatul Ulama", 
refers to the jiw a  “spirit" of Djamaluddin Malik's proposal for Suharto to be made 
president: Sinar Harapan 20 Feb. 1967: 1. This article went on to report that NU mass 
organisations (ormas) such as Ansor, Lesbumi, Sarbumusi, Pertanu, Pergunu and PMII were 
rejecting every idea put forward about filling the vice-presidency, for the reason that the 
matter would simply arouse division.
7 The first page of the script supplied by Sinematek has the title and the first five scenes, 
and below the title is an attribution of the screenplay to both Asrul Sani and Trisnojuwono.
8 Some Indonesian biographies are hagiography, a form not unknown in the West as a form 
of self-justification at a personal level or propaganda at a public level.
9 Sani is not denying the teaching of Islam about the time in the grave, the inquisition in 
the grave by Munkar and Nakir, and the Last Judgement.
10 At a time later than the twenties of the film, other exiles worked from abroad for the 
Revolution. One of these was the politically moderate and personally austere and 
clearheaded Dr Mohammed Hatta, a Sumatran and first vice-president of Indonesia 
(Clancy 72-73).
In 1991 Sani thought this kind of objection no longer existed ("45 Tahun" 573). However, 
the dislike of much of the Muslim community for their religious scholars and leaders to be 
associated openly with the arts in general was still strong in 1992. Protests from many 
Muslims led to the withdrawal of the nomination of the charismatic preacher Kiai Haji 
Zainuddin MZ as best male supporting actor for that year's Film Festival of Indonesia 
(Kristanto 388). He had played himself in the film made from Sani's scenario of the same 
name, Nada dan Dakzvah "Music and Mission" (1991).
12 Sani's script for Al Kautsar 'The Abundance" (1977) bears the title of Sura 108 of the 
Qur'an, and of the pool beside paradise where Muslims are to wait for the Prophet on the 
Last Day. The first script contains several scenes proving the worth of West Sumatran 
regional culture and of its contribution to that of Indonesia, in particular Java. Some of this 
was lost in the transfer to the screen.
13 The important issue of artistic and political reasons for change between source and final 
film, or first script and final film is discussed in regard to all four films analysed in Ch. 6.
14 On this day, Muslims throughout the world celebrate the end of the haj in Mecca by 
sacrificing animals to feed the poor.
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1  ^ The jury decided that there were four criteria by which Best Film should be judged: 
scenario, cinematography, direction and editing (Tempo, "Munculnya KPU" 14 Aug. 1982: 
74).
16 This anthology does not contain translations of foreign poetry, such as those he made of 
some of T S Eliot's poems for Siasat. See Works of Sani at the end of this thesis.
17 Dark endings to a subplot can avoid the censor concerned with the main plot (Sen, Film  
374-375).
Kemelut Hidup won Best Novel in the 1975 sayem bara  "competition" held by the Dewan 
Kesenian Jakarta.
19 Kurosawa used pace in his mass scenes and expressed his central theme of humanity in 
subjective shots in battle scenes; his films also show human experience rooted in the value 
systems of feudal Japan (Cook 1981: 834, 836, 841).
20 It is true that secular Indonesians preferred the republican form of government, and that 
there were dynastic rulers in several parts of Indonesia. However, all rulers are answerable 
to God for their conduct as rulers (Al-Bukhari 2/22/29; Khan I: 30).
2  ^ In Pagar Kawat Berduri (1969) Sani used a similar image of the Dutch queen in her 
shattered portrait on the floor, after Koenen has shot himself. Sani's use of the mother 
figure in the mother of Halimah, the Dutch queen, and the young mother with a babe in 
arms is worth studying in relation to Frances Gouda's article, 'The Gendered Rhetoric of 
Colonialism and Anti-colonialism in Twentieth Century Indonesia (Indonesia Apr 1993: 1- 
22).
22 This interpretation was confirmed by a religious scholar teaching at an Indonesian 
mosque in Sydney.
2  ^The effort at deep focus in this pictorial allusion to the Light verse shows Sani had 
absorbed the lessons of Welles' Citizen Kane, and the work of others.
24 A Minang candle dance is not mentioned in Sani's script for Malin Kundang (1972) but it 
may have been added to the scenario by the director, the Javanese Djajakusuma who was 
attracted to Minang culture. Lombard states that the diaspora of Minang people would 
enjoy the candle dance as a reminder of their culture ("Images" 132).
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23 The script and film of Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi? (1969) and the script of Segenggam 
Harapan (1973) are perhaps the best, but Sani's film work provides many examples.
26 See biting review in Walker, John ed. 1997: 505, Halliwell's Film and Video Guide 1997 
edition, revised and updated 12th edition, HarperCollins. Reviews quoted show no Western 
understanding of the limitation on the Muslim artist of not being able to show the Prophet 
on screen.
27.On the day this writer saw the film in a commercial cinema in Sydney on a Saturday 
afternoon two decades ago, Muslim fathers with their children formed the bulk of the 
audience. There were very few adult Muslim women. There had been a long queue for 
tickets.
28 '"The M essag eSetelah Masuk, Siapa Punya?", Tempo 15 July 1978:16.
29 The American actor Anthony Quinn. Quinn, like the Greek actress Irene Pappas, 
appeared in both Akkad films named in this chapter.
8° For Muslims, the white clothes could represent the clothing of the Sufi disciple.
31 The issuing of this fatwa appears to have been stimulated by recent efforts to make two 
religious films, Kisah Adam dan Hawa and Umar bin Khattab sahabat Rasullah.
32 In 1978 the Minister of Religion, General Dr Alamshah, brought down several Decisions, 
which included only allowing the building of churches, mosques and temples if local 
neighbours did not object, Bibles were not to be given to non-Christians but the Qur'an could 
be distributed to non-Muslims, and all outside funds earmarked for religious purposes had to 
be sent first to the Department of Religion which would then pass on the money. It was 
popularly supposed that the government wanted to monitor Saudi Arabian money and 
possible political influence (Webb 398).
33 On page 9.
34 See the papers given at the Forum for Islam and the Advancement of Women in 1994, a 
seminar organised by the NU and approved by the Department of Religion. A Note from 
the Minister of Religion states that "there are at least three controversial questions on 
women in the Qur'an: firstly, the question of the subordinate creation of women to men; 
secondly the question of the rights and roles of women in society; and thirdly, the question 
of recompense in the hereafter. Traditional answers to these questions have tended to
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discriminate against women, but modem interpretations to the Qur'an have corrected the 
mistake. This volume has represented partially the modern interpretation" (xi).
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CHAPTER FIVE
BAWALAH AKU PERGI (1981)
Exemplar and critic of New Order society
Apart from completing Perintis, Sani was in effect withdrawing from 
direction to concentrate upon script writing and on becoming more 
involved in the formulation of New Order cultural policy; his duty as a 
cultural bureaucrat entailed setting an example in his creative work of 
accommodation to the political situation. His own work therefore had to 
present Indonesians with an assertive view of their worth beyond their 
borders, and to convey messages about what was needed inside their 
borders for socio-economic betterment and for spiritual and moral 
rearmament.
His personal vision allowed him to continue learning and adapting from 
foreign cultures, but he had to disguise these processes by making them 
more acceptable. In the 1981 secular romance that becomes comedy, 
Bawalah Aku Pergi 'Take Me Away", Sani shows the Indonesianisation of 
borrowed culture in images of sound and sight, invites contemporary 
criticism of society through parallelism with history, sets out to prove the 
validity of cultural policy, and submerges foreign ways of thinking into its 
deep structure or narrative format.
It cannot have been easy for Sani to withdraw from direction, even though 
from the fifties many of his scenarios had been directed by others. He had 
been a theatre educator and director for ATNI in the fifties, he first directed 
a film in 1959, and he had continued to direct film and drama. A film 
reviewer considered that Baivalah resembles Ateng Mata Keranjang (1975) 
in its serious messages, and criticised its director M T Risyaf in not 
persevering, not being sufficiently tabah in imposing his own ideas upon 
the scenario from which he worked (Kompas, "Membawa"). Risyaf's 
direction of Bawalah can therefore be considered to perform the intention 
of the scenarist, Sani.
The poor exhibition history of Para Perintis Kemerdekaan (1977) had not 
detracted from his importance as a cultural bureaucrat. His religious
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convictions still found outlets, but his next effort in dakwah did not come 
until 1982 when he rewrote the scenario for the dakwah film Titian 
Serambut Dibelah Tujuh (1959). The rewriting simply reiterates his 
discovery in the fifties at the Alhambra in Spain that Islam was a 
civilisation, a whole way of life and not simply rote learning and set forms 
("Pertemuan" 28). Bawalah, like Ateng, is another sign of his diverse skills 
in trying to entertain while he admonishes and teaches proper attitudes 
and behaviour.
At this stage in Sani's busy career, it would not be surprising to find some 
repetition of themes, characters and images as a form of shorthand for 
viewers who knew the body of his previous work. The political 
atmosphere in which Palupi? was created no longer existed, so attitudes 
and methods expressed in the past cannot just be repeated. Any reworking 
of elements from earlier work like Palupi? would have to retain whatever 
previous vision and hope he still had. He would have to accommodate 
them to the times., so the topicality of the issues and their broader social 
context become must be made evident by all the methods possible in film.
Genre and admixture of genres
There are points of comparison with the serious drama and black comedy 
of Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi? (1969). Both films begin with social disorder. 
The two major male characters are intellectuals, one with a reputation but 
here he derives self-satisfaction from it, and the other impertinent like 
Chalil. But Chalil's insistence on detail and quality is transferred to 
contempt by the impertinent writer for the pettifogging detail of the other 
with the public reputation. The chaste chief female character has a fault, 
shopping unnecessarily, but in this young woman it is curable, for all sign 
and mention of it disappear during the film. Bawalah Aku Pergi (1981) has 
only one poetic scene whose allusions can be interpreted in different ways, 
conventional in both a Western and Indonesian sense, or existentialist, or 
as a comment by Javanese mysticism upon man and fate. Indonesian in 
themes, characters and jokes, the construction of Bawalah provides 
evidence that some Western structures of stage comedy either apply across 
cultures or were absorbed by Sani. A necessary ingredient in popular 
comedy, topicality abounds as it did in Ateng Mata Keranjang (1975).
Bawalah mixes the melodrama subgenre of remaja "youth" with comedy. 
Its title, cinema advertisements and story line suggest sentimental
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entertainment. But what Foulcher said of the Indonesian film Selamat 
Tinggal Jeanette (1987) can be said of Bawalah: it can be interpreted as a 
structure of images which reproduces and reinforces the state's conception 
of a modern Indonesian culture ("The Construction" 306). The topical 
references to cultural policy are plentiful, and both the romance and the 
comedy convey the themes of national identity and decorous language as 
assurance of good citizenship, male hierarchy and Ibuism. The leadership 
role of the intellectual and writer is shown to be dynamic in the process of 
modernisation.
Yet Bawalah performs the function of satire designed to bring attention to 
social faults that can be cured. It mocks the arrogance of some intellectuals 
and cultural bureaucrats (D Hill, "Leading Institutions" 250), admonishes 
New Order society for succumbing to Westernised materialism, and 
incidentally acknowledges the harshness of official response to 
urbanisation. Overtly secular and nationalist, Bawalah nevertheless subtly 
conveys the values of Islam and its spiritual messages.
Bawalah has been classified as remaja "youth" melodrama, a subgroup of 
family melodrama which was a popular Indonesian form (Biran, Glance 
82). In fact, the two chief characters of Bawalah are not teenagers but a 
younger and a not so young unmarried adult, the heroine twenty seven 
years old and the hero Abdul Rauf thirty-five. Why he is not yet married, 
why he is indeed not even in Indonesia at the beginning of the film, why 
he does not agree to a marriage arranged yet again with his cousin Wulan 
and why he seeks to marry Kartika, daughter of the dictionary compiler 
and influential Dr Ibrahim Mahmud his opponent in the cultural field, all 
unfold during the film. The intellectual and novelist Abdul Rauf exercises 
leadership by reproving and improving both his former love who had 
abandoned him, and his current love. Students love to laugh at their 
teachers, so Bawalah offers them that opportunity through Dr Ibrahim and 
the music teacher Trisno, Kartika's other suitor. However, teachers have 
the upper hand for they set the tests, and Rauf has to pass the test Kartika's 
father sets for him as a suitor. He does, and wins the woman he loves.
This synopsis promises light entertainment. Like all other scenarios by 
Sani from before and after 1966, this one conveys ideas. The immediate 
reception of the definitive scenario of the film shows that the significance 
of these underlying ideas or the soul of the story was not fully grasped or
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acknowledged. Sani's work has therefore been accused and judged on 
other grounds.
Accusation of plagiarism
One newspaper comment on Film Festival nominations considered that 
Sani's Bawalah was not a serious contender, to be kurang tanggap "less 
considered" on the grounds of plagiarism (Sinar Harapan, "Siapa 
Pemenang"). Echoes of such criticism have continued. With Bawalah  Sani 
gained his second Citra or Film Festival Award for Best Scenario in 1982 
(Biran, Glance 65, 82; Selecta 1986: 5862).1 A review categorised the actual 
film scenario as a total revision of the first script written by the director M 
T Risyaf (Kom pas, "Membawa"). The same review noted too that the 
comedy is stronger in the second half of the film.
However, the initial suspicion of plagiarism pertained to the presumed 
source of the first script. Bawalah had been nominated for Best Film and 
for Best Scenario. Along with four other directors, Risyaf was called by the 
Badan Pelaksana "Board of Organisers" to declare that his film entry for 
the 1982 film festival was not an imitation of another's film work. In this 
instance Bawalah had been accused of being a copy of a Japanese film; Take 
Me Away is the title under which this Japanese film was exhibited in 
Indonesia (Kom pas 10 Apr. 1982: 6). Risyaf proved to the committee that 
his film was Indonesian.
Sani had visited Japan in 1957 to speak of cultural co-operation, and he 
had sought Japanese advice on sound for Palupi?. Sani's scenario does 
lightly dismiss the worth of Japanese praise for Indonesian cultural 
achievement in the brief moment when Abdul Rauf takes no notice of the 
praise Kartika has received at her guitar concert in Japan. The source of 
praise is not the real issue; Sani occasionally comments in his film work 
that women are childish for they want praise. Sani was eclectic in his 
borrowing.
The intended result of the Surat Kepercayaan of 1950, with its 
commitment to the right to know the world and to borrow from 
anywhere, was "to hurl back in our own voice".2 Between 1977 and 1980 
Sani had translated three Japanese literary works from English versions 
(Kasuya 230). These were: Rumah Perawan "House of Virgins" (1977) by 
Kawabata Yasunari the Nobel Prize winner, Kuil Kencana "The Golden
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Temple" (1978) by Yukio Mishima, and Keindahan dan Kepilauan  "Beauty 
and Sadness" (1980) by Kawabata. All three were published by Pustaka Jaya, 
the publishing firm founded by Sani and others in 1971 and associated 
with the Dewan Kesenian Jakarta. Publication of Japanese literature in 
foreign languages such as Indonesian was assisted by the Japan Foundation 
(228).
The controversy over the presumed foreign source did not encourage 
noting that much of the difference between the first script and Sani's 
scenario results in Bawalah being much more Indonesian and therefore 
not like Indian films still popular in Indonesia with songs and dances 
frequently interrupting the narrative. The production company for 
Bawalah was Bola Dunia "Globe" which often imported Indian films, but 
with Bawalah it was attempting not just to make an Indonesian film, but 
was more zealously making a national film, a film with patriotic values 
(Sinar Harapan, "Kuota Film Impor").3 Neither first script nor definitive 
scenario uses dance, and Sani ignored the use of popular sentimental love 
songs in the first script; they did not serve his serious purpose.4
Nominated for Best Film, Bawalah lost to the expensive Revolutionary 
epic Serangan Fajar "Attack at Dawn"(1981) which legitimates the New 
Order under the hero Suharto of the film (Sen, Cinema 99-101). Serangan 
was described as "patriotic propaganda" (Kornpas, "Serangan"). It was also 
described as one of several films idealising the Revolution and better than 
some others in arousing ideas about the meaning of what was fought for, 
but was still lacking in thought. However, the serious thought within 
Bawalah reminded a reviewer of Sani's Ateng (Kom pas, "Membawa"). 
The 1982 award of Best Scenario to Bawalah acknowledges the thought 
Sani put into expressing the importance of intellectuals and artists as 
warriors in support of cultural policies. The nationalist spirit of his filmed 
scenario promotes the national language, Indonesian, and declares 
Indonesian identity beyond national borders.
Borrowing and inspiration in a new culture
From time to time accusations concerning plagiarism have been an issue 
in modern Indonesian literature and filmmaking. The issue of the aims 
and methods of a revolutionary and modernising culture is expressed in
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the Surat Kepercayaan of 1950 with its promise to hurl back in Indonesia's 
own voice what had been learned from elsewhere.
In Hutagalung's opinion, Sani's poem "Surat dari Ibu" written as a letter 
from a mother to her son (c. 1948) showed signs of the influence of "Young 
and Old" by Charles Kingsley, and "Anak Laut" about a sailor (1948) 
reminded him of "Elegy" by Robert Bridges (122-24). In keeping with 
Sarumpaet's comment about elements of autobiography in Sani's output, 
the poem "Surat dari Ibu" seems to recall Sani's own life of education and 
travel away from home, for the mother urges a young man to travel to 
gain experience about which he and she can talk when he returns.
In 1954 Sani defended the foremost poet of the so-called Angkatan 45, 
Chairil Anwar (d. 1949), against this charge ("Apakah Krawang-Bekasi"). 
Though some lines of Anwar's poem "Krawang-Bekasi" or "Kenang, 
Kenanglah Kami" with its call to be remembered were similar to lines in 
'The Young Dead Soldiers" by Archibald MacLeish, this for Sani was in 
itself not proof of conscious plagiarism by such a well-read poet who 
worked and read at fever pitch.5 Far more important were the differences: 
in idiom and melody, in conviction and viewpoint, the greater 
development of the theme by Anwar, his use of the first person whilst 
MacLeish had used the third person, and the fact that Anwar had not 
imitated the truly striking first sentence of MacLeish's poem. Anwar too 
had begun with a strong first sentence, conveying its own atmosphere and 
set in its own world. Sani's defence of Anwar's poem as original works 
well as a defence of his own much later scenario for Bazvalah against the 
Japanese Take Me Away or Risyaf's own first script for Bawalah.
There are echoes of the Surat Kepercayaan of 1966 in the filmed scenario, 
for spirituality and the dignity of mankind are expressed. But Bawalah 
light heartedly conveys a cultural manifesto to the educated youth of 
Indonesia.
The differences between the synopsis of the Japanese film and the story of 
Risyaf's script, and between that script and Sani's total revision 
demonstrate the processes of Indonesianisation; Sani lightly weaves in an 
artist's dedication to truth and honesty. Traditional Indonesian and 
Muslim sexual morality also prevail in Risyaf's script. The lovers in the 
Japanese film are similar in talent to those of Risyaf and of Sani; but their 
tale in Take is one leading to fornication and violence involving the
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police. The romantic problem begins in much the same way in both plots; 
the two are nationals whose first meeting takes place outside their native 
land. The modern right to marry according to one's wish is the mainstay of 
his plot, and the beloved's father has to recognise his own character fault 
of selfish love.
However, there are strong touches of ideas, character and method 
expressed or used by Sani in the past. Risyaf's hero Rio is like the cynical 
Chalil of Palupi?, especially so in the parts Sani excised from his first script, 
and Rio lectures in the manner of Bob Tutupoly, whose part was also 
excised from Palupi? Part of Rio's message restates Sani's distrust of 
technology whose dominance leads to the loss of human individuality.
There is more history, and more care by Sani to fit Baumlah to Pola Dasar 
(1980) and Kode  (1981). In Sani's work religion is always present in some 
way, here necessarily its presence is slight indeed because he is working 
with romance and comedy. As melodrama is a profoundly conservative 
form (Williams 65), Sani's message to youth is surely conservative, 
intended to reconcile what some saw as the irreconcilable (75). Sani has 
altered characterisation and location, excised much of the narrative and 
statements, and transposed ideas and comments from one character to 
another, all with the deepening of his nationalist messages. Muslim 
names and values are quietly evident. He has also narrowed a general 
accusation of cultural pornography against Risyaf's Rio to a seemingly 
narrower one against Rauf of some misuse of the national language 
within the literary form of the novel..
Risyaf's script totally lacks the comedy of Sani's definitive scenario,6 and its 
use of romance to convey political ideas is extremely limited. This first 
script contains some indication of intergenerational warfare and social 
conscience within a conventional and sentimental narrative. Risyaf's 
script is stored at Sinematek which on request agreed to allow a 
transcription of the dialogue of Sani's definitive scenario to be made for 
the purpose of this research. This was done by a member of the staff of 
Sinematek. Written by a cineast and film critic, a later chronology of 
Indonesian film, from 1926 to 1995, names both Sani and Risyaf as the 
scenarists (Kristanto 221). The structure and course of Sani's narrative, 
with its excisions, additions, transpositions and character development 
show only that he saw the possibilities in the first script and was inspired,
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or diilham i, to create a film that bore messages. He also experimented yet 
again with genre.
When asked for his opinion as Executive Head of the National Film 
Council, Sani agreed that the Badan Pelaksana should confront the five 
accused directors, that it was difficult to define jiplakan  "plagiarism", and 
that it should be defined or made clear (Sinar Harapan, "Lima Sutradara"). 
The Badan Pelaksana of 1982 defined the three elements of plagiarism 
when taken from another film: theme, narrative, and characterisation 
("Lima Sutradara"). To imitate only one of these elements was diilham i. A 
narrower definition of plagiarism was offered by Fritz G Schadt, an 
Indonesian film director, and by Misbach Yusa Biran, the head of the 
Karyawan Film dan Televisi — namely that a film is plagiarised only 
when the theme of its narrative is borrowed. For Biran, the theme is the 
soul of the story, and the narrative and characterisation are simply the 
packaging ("Lima Sutradara").
Biran's definition calls for attention. As a member of the Film Festival 
jury of 1982 Biran had been well informed about the charge of plagiarism. 
As author of Indonesian Cinema: A Glance o f History (c. 1982) he had 
written that Sani had won Best Scenario for Bawalah  (82), and that Maruli 
Sitompul had won Best Male Supporting Actor for the role of Dr Ibrahim 
Mahmud (79). This book was published by Pusat Perfin, responsible for 
distributing Indonesian film, and an organisation very much brought into 
being by Sani's activism. As head of Sinematek, Biran in Glance admires 
Sard's role as the "prime mover" in the film industry in the seventies (53). 
A more recent book, on prize winning film festival scenarios, correctly 
states that Bawalah Aku Pergi won Best Scenario in 1982, but attributes M 
T Risyaf as the scenarist (Ajidarma 139^6). Both the synopsis and the 
excerpt from the script prove that the analysis is based purely upon the 
first script with Risyaf's name on the title page and at the end. There is no 
mention of Sani; there is certainly no awareness of the synopsis of Sani's 
successful scenario which appears in Biran's Glance. There is a definition 
of a definitive scenario being that provided by the actual film (66).
The credits on the film itself acknowledge Risyaf as supplying the idea for 
the story, and Sani as providing the story and writing the scenario. Film 
posters and newspaper advertisements in their cinema exhibition section 
allot credit for the story and scenario to Sani. The one exception found has 
been the film poster used to illustrate Layar Kata (Ajidarma 140).
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Indonesian comments and the presentation of those comments indicate 
that the war of argument about the making of culture and the question of 
national identity were, and are, issues. Sani was no stranger to controversy 
or even outright opposition to his film work; Pagar Kawat Berduri (1961), 
accused of universal humanism, and Tauhid  (1964), accused of religious 
propaganda, had been targets in the warfare of cultural politics (Said, 
Shadows; Zein).
The Vietnam War and Western comedy
The Vietnam War was a recent event, about which a general question in 
Sani asked in 1968 is still relevant ("Ibu Kami" III: 231): "What is the 
meaning of history for us?" He said that the question was "a big club in the 
tool kit of intellectuals and the educated" but in the current circumstances 
it was not important. He had gone on to explain that we try to hide the 
neurosis found in society with two officious words: kepribadian nasional 
"national identity". No-one knows what they really mean: "they are just 
words in an incomplete sentence" (232). Sani's answer appears to be that 
history allows analogy to be made with the present. He provides the 
means for this through the politics of the comedy and romance, variation 
in gender roles, and the emphasis upon language and behaviour.
Ostensibly Bawalah is set in the context of the Vietnam War, for it begins 
there and ends, quite suddenly, with Kartika's probably spur of the 
moment announcement at the engagement party in Wulan's home that 
Rauf and herself would return there. It might be just a joke. Dr Ibrahim 
Mahmud is so impressed by the improvement in Raufs writing that he 
says jokingly he wants to take his students there. As some Indonesian 
reviewers have found more thought in the latter part of Ateng and of 
Bawalah, the matter demands the same from a foreigner. Comedy is a 
vehicle for social gravity (Merchant 72); there is some of this even in a 
film for youth.
The framing context raises the question as to whether Sani is using the 
Vietnam War to display anti-communism or anti-colonialism. The 
narrative itself shows that it is really the latter, for the film inveighs gently 
against neo-colonialism, and the faults of Westernisation such as 
consumerism and fashion consciousness. It unfolds further in romance 
and comedy to show that the cultural battle inside contemporary
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Indonesia is civil war within the extended family, since the worst of 
tradition continues to present a serious challenge to the best of modernity. 
Revolutionaries fight on more than one kind of front, and the new 
culture already formed must be defended and advanced wisely by 
continuing to absorb or reject from elsewhere.
If it were not for the actual warfare, Rauf's escape to the river and forest 
villages and Kartika's hint of a return there would in Western theory of 
comedy be taken as an example of the ideal of regular return to the natural 
world for renewal (Merchant 81). Revolutionary dynamism is what Sani 
wants from youth, a recharging of purpose. Rauf has certainly done what 
occurs in the comedy of Europe's ancient world: he has appeased a father 
by his writing and his cultural preferences at the impromptu sayembara 
"competition", redeemed society by teaching members of his family to be 
modern by holding to the best of traditional values, and paid the proper 
price for a bride (Merchant 81). Sani had trained in Western drama in The 
Netherlands and the United States. Bawalah has very Indonesian themes 
set firmly into a particular social context and into an Indonesian film 
genre. They still neatly fit into a comic pattern that may apply across 
cultures and centuries.
Foreign policy within and outside ASEAN
Indonesian media had reported almost daily upon the Vietnam War and 
upon the influx of refugees to neighbouring countries. One semi­
documentary novel, Tuyet: Kisah dari Negeri Peratig "Tuyet: A Tale from 
a War-Torn Country" (1978) by the journalist Bur Rasuanto, emphasised 
the role of corrupt government officials in the enforced prostitution of 
women who sought to save family members (Horisoti, "Menyaksikan" 
286-87). It was not surprising that the war should be a referent in a film by 
a serious filmmaker.
The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) had been formed in 
1967. The New Order had come to power with a domestic justification of 
anti-communist policy, yet it did not want to make a full break with 
Communist countries as it had no wish to be too indebted to the West, but 
the spread of Communism in Vietnam had been worrying (Crouch 336- 
39). After the peace agreement in 1973 Indonesia sent some troops to 
Vietnam as part of a four-nation supervisory contingent (336). Foreign 
Minister Adam Malik had insisted on a mediator role for Indonesia, and
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to a considerable extent managed to keep Indonesian foreign policy 
separate from that of the United States of America (337). After the 
Communist victories of 1975 in Vietnam, Adam Malik still resisted the 
call of some Indonesian armed forces leaders for ASEAN to acquire a 
defence capability (342). The Communist Vietnamese invasion of 
Cambodia in 1978 had the government increase the military budget on 
account of the concern of the armed forces about security (Lowry 24).7
The film Bazvalah turns Risyaf's consular official in Hong Kong into a 
diplomat busy at work in Singapore. He makes no direct reference to the 
war in Vietnam apart from explaining to others the effect of the horrors of 
war upon the mind and spirit. His younger brother Abdul Rauf is a 
humanitarian worker whose Vietnamese companion on a Red Cross boat 
raises his fist as American helicopters fly overhead, and calls out, 'This is 
my land!" The complexity of the foreign policy situation is further 
revealed by the gift Abdul Rauf buys for a village child, a blonde doll. 
Without approving of Communism, Sani is using the war as a parallel to 
Indonesian anti-colonialism, with considerable sympathy for its villager 
victims. He knew war, for in his youth he had led a platoon of the Laskar 
Rakyat "People's Guerillas" before they joined the official Tentara 
Nasional Indonesia (TNI) "National Army of Indonesia" in the 
Revolutionary period (Ch. I).8
Youthful idealism to be encouraged
Sani's withdrawal from directing does support the genuineness of the 
claim in his essay "Pembinaan Generasi Muda" (1976) that youth should 
be supported, encouraged and given role models. Withdrawal from 
directing on account of his official duties meant that from then on his 
scripts were directed by various members of a coterie, mostly younger as 
Risyaf was. Still, it was possible that Sani could try to have it both ways: 
remain a creative person, and be a bapak "patron, leader" with a coterie of 
anak buah "proteges".9 Torro Margens, who directed Sani's scenario for 
Yang Perkasa "Who are the Brave" (1986) and Risyaf later stated together 
that very unhealthy competition did not support efforts to make national 
film the master in its own country (Syaid 116), a repetition of views 
expressed earlier by Sani.
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In his script for Bawalah Sani is addressing two ongoing New Order 
concerns of the seventies and early eighties. These were the difficulty in 
educating youth to be both dynamic and dutiful without rebelliousness, 
and in the promotion of the national language as a marker of ideal 
behaviour. In linking language and behaviour to form national identity, 
Sani's narrative uses two concepts evident in Indonesian literature in the 
thirties: the older sense of the individual versus tradition and the newer 
question as to how a free, modern people can realise their responsibilities 
as educated persons in a society still in the making (Teeuw 1 63). Morality, 
leadership and gender issues are therefore to be expected in his 
presentation of the new mankind. The degree of his adventurousness in 
mixing Indonesian and foreign, and high and low cultural forms presents 
strong clues as to what extent the new art has already been formed.
Reason for choice of film
The especial reason for choosing to examine Bawalah closely rather than 
any of the last four film scenarios of this early New Order period is that it 
is a Janus film.10 Firmly anchored in present concerns, Bawalah looks both 
forward and back. It looks back to Sani's much earlier statements in 
Palupi? about the role of the artist-intellectual in the contemporary 
situation of a modernising society, and to his statements of purpose and 
belief even earlier in his career as poet and cultural critic. Like the other 
secular films closely following it, Sorta (1982) and Ke Ujung Dutiia (1983), 
it ends with the theme of reconciliation in a wounded society. It looks 
forward beyond the 1984 hiatus to film scripts and definitive scenarios for 
urban, rural and Revolutionary comedy, family dramas, history both 
recent and colonial, adaptations of foreign plots and star vehicles, closer to 
the Indonesian norm of filmmaking (Heider, Indonesian Cinema 132).
In his effort to create a new art for the new mankind, Sani had turned to 
film which could reach out to a larger audience than that of the print 
media he had used and which he continued to use to influence other 
members of the educated elite. Seeking a correlation between the ideas of 
this script and those he expressed up to this point of time in print media, 
interviews and scripts should lead to understanding which of the views 
expressed in Bawalah were more personal and which more the policies he 
was expected to support.
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Sani's choice of film form is instructive for each genre offers certain 
potential in expressing ideas, encouraging ideas and each offers a chance of 
reaching a target market. His overall aim was kultnral-edukatif "cultural- 
educative", to express society through art that was both intellectual and 
entertaining. Here he is appealing to the idealism of youth to discriminate 
between the genuine persons and the clowns of mankind, and to learn 
from recent history.
The function of melodrama
There is no real surprise in melodrama being a popular film genre in 
Indonesia. Much of the traditional drama begins with disharmony, and 
ends happily with the restoration of harmony after the conflict and pathos. 
Western melodrama was a historical response to the Industrial 
Revolution and to the collapse of absolutist political orders. Film 
melodrama has taken different forms in different countries (Sen, "Politics" 
205-17). It is essentially a drama of modernisation, a point Bawalah  makes 
cogently, in which "socio-historical forces are reduced to their impact on 
what particular power blocks choose to define as 'traditional' kinship 
relationships (that is those put into place by a pre-industrial social 
formation) and valued accordingly" (Willemen, 'The Sirkian System" 97).
A critical evaluation of Bawalah must attempt to assess to what extent this 
film tries to counter the blinkers the form imposed by the genre's 
conventions (97). Sani was working with approval in an absolutist order, 
but he continued to emphasise the right of creativity ("Bila Kreativitas"). 
In the seventies film melodrama became the dominant Indonesian genre, 
and it emphasised social norms (Sen, "Politics" 214, 216-207). Much of the 
political past was simply ignored. Sani's Ateng had presented the state as 
benevolent and paternal. Bawalah can be expected to provide a 
development of that viewpoint.
As he did in the family drama Palupi? (1969) and the historical epic 
Perintis (1977), Sani makes some telling comments through silence, and 
he has preferred instrumental music to the songs in Risyaf's script to 
convey sentiment and memory.11 Music is to be expected in a romantic 
comedy which is what this film becomes after its first sequence. Bawalah is 
not a film musical, but one of its entertaining features is that developed in 
the history of musicals, music as "the catalyst and expression of
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heterosexual romance" (Altman 5). Music takes the place of speech, and 
also the place of flashbacks as a memory device to create links between 
scenes.12 Verbal silence too expresses thought and feeling, with and 
without music.
Melodrama connotes virtuous victims and sinning villains. If the victims 
are chaste but not entirely perfect human beings at the beginning, then 
they must learn perfection through experience. Can there be any real 
villains in a melodrama where there is a restoration of harmony at the 
end? Does some of the plot depend upon villainy simply being a matter of 
confusion of identity, therefore a fit vehicle for comedy? Any villainy at 
the very end of the film must either be that of a person, or if it is deeper 
rooted, be a social problem, an officially undesirable suggestion in 
Indonesian melodrama. If the latter, then some acceptable way of 
containing and eventually overpowering it has to be suggested as the 
happy ending of the future.
Because this melodrama with its romance and its comedy shows people 
seeking an ideal, it is another of Sani's quest films. It will have a hero or 
two, a guide or two, perhaps a heroine as an ideal, and an answer about the 
best means of social order, the dynamic educated leader seeking accord 
with the social ethos of Indonesia, framed by Islam and the development 
goals of the New Order. In 1977 Sani had responded to the mid-seventies 
emphasis upon establishing role models of heroism by his dakwah and 
development film Al Kautsar (1977) and by his first script for the 
ambitious historical epic Para Perintis Kemerdekaati (1977. Later work 
continued this emphasis.
Sani's career in film at this time
Sani was executive head and "prime mover" of the Dewan Film Nasional 
"National Film Council" formed in 1979 (Biran, Glance 53). By 1979 newly 
trained talent was gaining festival recognition (58). The coterie of directors 
who interpreted Sani's blueprints or scripts on the screen after 1977 did 
represent him, because unless he approved of them they would not have 
had this particular opportunity. Wahyu Sihombing had directed from the 
scripts for Balada Kota Besar (1963), Mutiara dalam Lumpur (1972), A khir  
Cinta di atas Bukit (1972) and Gara-Gara Isteri Muda (1977). After 1977 and 
up to 1983 those who directed on Sani's behalf were Ami Priyono for the
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cowritten Dr Siti Pertiwi Kembali ke Desa (1979), Chaerul Umam for the 
rewritten Titian Serambut Dibelah Tujuh (1982), Abrar Siregar for Sorta
(1982) , M T Risyaf of Bawalah who worked with Sani on the uncompleted 
Peristhva Don Muang (1982)13 and Hasmanan for Ke Ujung Dunia
(1983) .14
After the hiatus of 1984 M T Risyaf of Bawalah directed three films for 
Sani: these were the Revolutionary comedy Nagabonar "Bonar the 
Dragon" (1986), the comedy Omong Besar "Sweet Talk" (1988) set among 
the not so honest, and the sad tale of Pelatigi di Nusa Laut "Rainbow on 
Sea Island" (1992) with its thwarted romance and burden of family duty 
told partly in flashback.
Born in 1947 in West Kalimantan, after his secondary schooling M T 
Risyaf worked for a navigation company and also as a journalist. In 1973 
he trained as a film editor in the course run by the Lembaga Pendidikan 
Kesenian Jakarta "Jakarta Educational Institute for the Arts".15 In the 
middle of that year he worked as assistant director on the film Pencopet 
"Pickpocket" directed by Matnoor Tindaon, whom he also assisted on 
Demi Cinta "For the Sake of Love". In 1977 he assisted Abrar Siregar on 
Terminal Cinta "Love's Terminal", and Sani himself on Di Bawah 
Lindungan Ka'bah (Para Perintis Kemerdekaan). Risyaf also worked on 
making documentaries for the Information Project and for Baparda, the 
Regional Tourist Development Board (Apa Siapa 326). Documentary 
making had been a chief reason for the Government Film Unit being 
established in 1979. Its costs were reduced by using the resources of film 
students in training (Lent 207). The Unit also made some feature films. 
Risyaf had therefore caught the attention of Sani who had ensured the 
establishment of film training courses.
In 1978 the Ministry of Information which was responsible for film had 
been placed under the Coordinating Ministry of Politics and Security 
(Hanan, "Nyi Ronggeng" 90). Sani did dislike supervision by security 
officials ("Bila Kreativitas") but performed within the system. Work in 
1979 and 1980 on official film policy and censorship guidelines progressed 
to publication of the former in 1980 and the latter in 1981. The Minister for 
Information was himself the chairman, so "the policies decided upon by 
the Film Council were automatically accepted by the Minister" (Biran, 
Glance 53).
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In 1980 the Film Council stated that films had to be cultural-educative 
(Pola Dasar 17-20, 68). In the same year the Minister for Information, Ali 
Moertopo, had defined the term at the Film Festival of Indonesia held at 
Semarang: hubungan kreatif, bahan hiburan sekaligus mernpakan 
ekspresi artistik dan intelektual "creative communication, which is fully 
entertaining and at the same time expresses art and intellectuality" 
(Optimis, "Laporan Khusus"). Of the five films funded by this Film 
Council in 1981 and 1982, three were written by Sani: Titian Serambut 
Dibelah Tujuh, Sorta, and Peristiwa Don Muang all in 1982, examples of 
cultural-educative national film.
It can therefore be concluded that this entertainment vehicle of romance 
and comedy, Baivalah, was meant to be cultural-educative, and that its 
message about language and behaviour for its target market of students 
and young adults had the tacit approval of the New Order government. 
The message comes in well structured sequences, not continuous in time, 
but with each motivating what follows. The structure begins with the 
explanatory and prophetic synopsis of the pre-credits sequence.
The narrative and characters
During the pre-credits, the adventure-seeking former smuggler Daeng and 
the cynical intellectual Abdul Rauf travel on a Red Cross boat down a river 
during a military skirmish in the Vietnam War. They both speak of 
longing for their homeland. A Vietnamese on the boat categorises the war 
as anti-colonial. Rauf believes he has lost his heart, the capacity to feel 
love, and the pragmatic Daeng gives him brusque advice, "Love someone 
else!" Rauf's action in placing beside the fresh corpse of a village girl the 
flaxen-haired, blue eyed doll he has brought her as a present belies his 
belief he has lost the capacity to feel. Daeng dies from a shot as the local 
guerilla action continues and Rauf endeavours to assist his compatriot.
Exactly why the thirty-seven year old Rauf has exiled himself to find some 
way of coping with the disharmony in his soul is explained during the 
course of the film. Daeng has served his function as guide and giver of 
good advice, and so disappears during the credits. The music box tune 
issuing from the body of the doll is the musical motif in the romantic 
segments of Baivalah.
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Characters within the narrative proper are the unmarried novelist Abdul 
Rauf, his future beloved Kartika who is twenty-seven years old, a classical 
guitarist and an only child, his older brother a diplomat in Singapore, Ria 
the diplomat's modern miss of a daughter who is the confidant of Kartika 
and Ria's mother, Kartika's father the university lecturer and dictionary 
maker Dr Ibrahim Mahmud and his comic and loyal household servant Si 
Mbok, Kartika's music teacher Trisno as the effeminate other suitor, Rauf's 
aggressive aunt and henpecked uncle in Jakarta and their daughter the 
divorced Wulan, his own quietly traditional mother, and Porno, Ria's 
fashion conscious betrothed.
Longing to return home to Indonesia but somewhat still unsure about 
himself, Rauf meets two problems in Singapore. He has offended 
bureaucracy by staying too long away from his own country. His reaction is 
to seek harmony with his older brother, and to set about disciplining the 
nearest nubile females, his niece Ria who does not want to greet him at 
the airport by kissing his hand, and her friend and fellow music student, 
the beautiful classical guitarist Kartika. She is on her way home from 
Japan after receiving high praise there for her performance. Her luggage 
proves that she buys too much and childish goods at that. Rauf's brother 
reprimands him for the grief his absence has caused his mother in 
Indonesia. Both the brother and his wife understand Rauf's true nature is 
more gentle and caring than his silence and his cynicism indicate. He has 
certainly shown at the airport and later that he can speak very 
impertinently to others, especially younger women.
Rauf falls in love when he is not quite certain of what he wants and what 
he expects to find. Despite discovering her father is a famous intellectual 
whose efforts he himself despises as being too petty, especially in the 
matter of the meaning of words, he and Kartika fall in love. He kisses her 
modestly and gives her his recently written novel manuscript to read. 
Receiving news that his family is, yet again, planning an arranged 
marriage for him, Rauf acts by promptly wishing to return to Indonesia to 
a family conference, his aunt's effort at sandizvara, a play of family politics.
The return is to his old loves, his mother and Indonesia, and his new 
love, Kartika. Her voiceover links the two loves in the scene where Rauf 
walks along the polluted harbourside of Singapore and sits beside the 
flotsam and jetsam to brood over her letter. Affectionately and perhaps as 
a joke, she addresses him formally as Tuan Abdul Rauf and refers to
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herself by his nickname for her, Tik-Tik. Her criticism of his draft novel is 
that his love for his native land is strong but that his idealism still has to 
be expressed fully (scenario 21).16
Meanwhile in Indonesia comedy and romance create tensions great and 
little. Dr Mahmud and the servant Si Mbok quarrel over meaning and 
other matters. It is clear that Kartika regards Trisno only as a friend, that Dr 
Mahmud envisages him as a possible son-in-law, that Si Mbok 
disapproves of Trisno, and that Dr Mahmud rejects the thought of Rauf as 
suitable for his daughter. Kartika has to begin to fight gently for her hopes. 
She hands Raufs manuscript novel to her father. He later proudly listens 
to her soulful playing of the popular doll's music box tune without 
knowing what it means to Rauf, or to Kartika. The poignancy of this scene 
is heightened by the father beginning to raise the matter of Raufs 
manuscript in such a way that the audience realises that his initial 
condemnation of Rauf in his work has begun to weaken. A little while 
later, like small children the females Kartika and Si Mbok hover hopefully 
outside Dr Ibrahim Mahmud's study as he reads the manuscript in full.
Raufs absence from Indonesia and a reason for his rebellious and cynical 
nature are explained fully in the important traditional family conference 
scene designed to pressure him into marrying his now divorced cousin 
Wulan, his former betrothed who had broken their engagement in 
obedience to her family’s wish that she marry a rich man. Rauf 
respectfully rejects his mother's plea of duty owed to the uncle who had 
assumed his dead brother's educational responsibilities, and leaves the 
room with his aggressive aunt instructing her husband that he is to 
announce the double engagement of Ria, and of Rauf.17 Sitting on the 
steps outside, Wulan has overheard the discussion, and as Rauf leaves she 
says she must bear the blame for breaking her promise.
In the garden Rauf, still in haste, finds he is not the only family rebel 
against tradition. His niece Ria refuses to kiss his hand, and introduces 
him to her intended, Porno, who is clearly obedient to her whims and 
commands. Porno agrees to act as a go-between to inform Tika’s 
household that Rauf will call tomorrow. This is the traditional way to 
make a proposal of marriage.
Rauf does call, arriving by becak and bearing some books as a present for 
Dr Mahmud, who after some small talk has him sit on the porch to
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observe the scene in the hall inside, in fact two acts of an improvised play. 
Dressed in shorts, sleeveless top and outlandish hairdo Tika sits on a chair 
and crosses her legs. Rauf modestly averts his gaze; this is not the Kartika 
he knew in Singapore. Dr Mahmud goes inside to tell her to change for the 
second act in which she appears in modest Western style dress. Dr 
Mahmud then tells Rauf that he wants happiness for his daughter: a calm 
life with a faithful husband is better than life with a bad husband who has 
money. Rauf declares that in Vietnam he learned the worth and respect 
due to mankind, so that though he has neither wealth nor status his wife 
will never have to accept charity. So he passes the test. Rauf bends to kiss 
the hand of his future father-in-law who withdraws it and then tactfully 
leaves the couple to hold hands.
Comedy, romance, dramatic tension, resolution of some problems and an 
open and a closed ending are mixed in the final few scenes. Thinking the 
person outside Dr Mahmud's house is the forbidden Rauf, Si Mbok tosses 
water over her employer who has dashed off after joking that he wants to 
send his lazy students to Vietnam so they will learn to write as well as 
Rauf. However, obviously in response to Si Mbok's initiative Kartika’s 
mother suddenly appears and the older couple accept that their natures 
have not changed. The mother is a shallow woman who wants life to be 
fun. At Ria’s engagement party Wulan’s father retires in a cowardly funk 
from his wife's pressure to continue with her plan for Wulan’s 
engagement to Rauf. Emboldened by her father's abdicating to her his right 
to speak, Wulan breaks custom by confidently taking the microphone to 
announce Rauf's engagement to Kartika. Trisno faints with shock. Rauf 
tells his fiancee that they should leave the party, as the band of electronic 
instruments is too noisy. She agrees, stating they will go to Vietnam, 
another joke perhaps as a war zone is not quiet. Dr Mahmud's desire to 
follow is set aside by the wish of Kartika's mother to stop over in 
Singapore for shopping, another joke.
Narrative method and symbolism
Sani proves his liking for structure by enclosing the narrative at both ends 
by three symbols, presented at first in the order of war, kissing the hand of 
a social superior and shopping, and close to the end in the order of hand 
kissing, war and shopping. Kissing the hand is a traditional ritual, 
shopping is a modern consumerist ritual. The first of these lightly suggests
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a comedy of manners. War is an ancient and modern ritual in the conduct 
of mankind's affairs. War introduces the heroic and intellectual male 
artist, and shopping encourages the cynical conclusion that the female of 
the older generation is incurable.
These three symbols are bitingly lucid for those who accept that comedy 
can arouse laughter and thought, and that there is such a thing as a 
comedy of ritual. Sani had translated several plays by Jean Genet, who 
understood an audience's unconscious need for ritual (Merchant 59-60). 
Here in the romantic comedy of Bawalah there is ritual in the opening and 
closing symbols, and in the test and judgement scene at the end.
The initial reluctant kissing of the hand and the later refusal to do so 
concern traditional power structures within the family. The refusal is 
accepted with good humour as a sign of modernisation and maturity. 
Even closer to the end is the modest withdrawal of a male hand, a sign 
that traditional outward deference is no longer wanted as a mark of respect 
from a younger male.18
Sani retained the conventional romantic element of competition with 
another suitor for Kartika and the competition for Rauf from the revived 
proposal of an arranged marriage. But his revision of the other suitor for 
the heroine allows him to pit masculinity against effeminacy, and to create 
comedy. Trisno is a source of contemptuous amusement to Kartika and of 
manipulative fun for his female students at the Music Foundation where 
he teaches. He is not one to disturb social decorum with impertinent 
speech.
Traditional and customary behaviour
Social decorum in Bawalah is provided very lightly in the context of 
tradition and Islam. Sani provides a Muslim name for the sweetheart's 
father, Ibrahim Mahmud, a name recalling two prophets, Abraham and 
Muhammad himself in the title Mahmud 'The Praised One". Sani names 
the hero Abdul Rauf. It is a common name; its most famous bearer is 
probably a widely recognised seventeenth century North Sumatran 
Muslim scholar.19 At their first meeting, Dr Ibrahim Mahmud and Abdul 
Rauf exchange a greeting in Arabic; a slight but sufficient sign that they are 
both Muslims.
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There is a strong reference to traditional behaviour at the beginning of 
Bawalah. Young men left home to go abroad for religious knowledge, 
ilm u, which Hamid does in Perintis (1977), others to gain knowledge of 
the world and to acquire some wealth. Ilmu  is used in the song of the 
adventurer Daeng, and Rauf speaks later of the knowledge of humanity 
which he gained in his experience abroad. The name of Rauf's beloved is a 
literary word, Kartika "Star". The word suggests light, beauty and a point 
by which the traveller can steer.
There is a scene in Bawalah which is poetic, for it contains symbolism 
which can be interpreted in more than one way, literary Indonesian, 
mystical or Western. It is the scene in which Abdul Rauf broods beside the 
Singapore waters on which Kartika's crumpled letter bobs up and down. 
Rauf must be wary before his return, he must plan how to deal with the 
family conflict awaiting him. He longs for his homeland, and yearns for 
Kartika; the scene is an impressively melancholic view of love (Ode). The 
scene also recalls the style of European directors like Antonioni who used 
desolate landscapes and wide spaces to indicate inner loneliness. For those 
youthful viewers whose homes had provided an atmosphere accepting 
religion and spirituality, the visual imagery of this melancholic scene 
might bring recall of the idea in Javanese mysticism that mankind is like 
the foam of the sea or rubbish, tossed hither and thither by the ruler of the 
sea or the dalang "puppeteer" in charge of the wayang "shadow play" 
performance (Simuh 72).
The forward movement of the comedy dispels any tendency to brood over 
the levels of meaning in the visualisation of this scene. Before Abdul 
Rauf's rationality and dynamism, Wulan's aunt fails to be an effective 
dalang or director of the family sandiwara "stage play" whose script she 
thought she had written.
The characters in the family melodrama and the romantic comedy of 
Bawalah follow an Indonesian tradition of decorum, except for Rauf's 
blunt speech. They are all sexually chaste and modest in their dress. Abdul 
Rauf isolates himself and reflects (Renard, Seven  271). Furthermore, 
courtship permits a modest kiss, with Risyaf directing the action so that 
Kartika's back is to the camera; there is a period of separation so that both 
can come to know each other through the intimacy of letters; there is no 
open rebellion by Kartika against parental disapproval of her choice of 
husband, for parental approval is important to her future happiness, and
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that of her children. This is a point Sani made forcefully in the script of 
Segenggam Harapan "A Handful of Hope" (1973). The authority of the 
head of the family, the father figure, is acknowledged. He may not be 
perfect, but his approval and affection are needed.
Traditional and modern elements in the plot
Dr Ibrahim Mahmud is the father figure who has his own battles to fight. 
In his own way he fights for his daughter's marital happiness by seeking a 
hardworking and responsible man as a husband for her. In this respect he 
is no different really to Bapak of Ateng. As a well known intellectual Dr 
Ibrahim Mahmud also fights to stimulate and maintain standards in 
language usage. Though no one says it, he is of the generation that fought 
for Indonesian independence.
The conflict between modernity and tradition is neatly paralleled by the 
two references to an ongoing war. Bawalah begins pre-credits as a war film, 
and even includes the truism that "War is Hell", uttered by the 
adventurer Daeng not long before he dies. This brief revelation scene of 
man's inhumanity to man functions as does a revelation of disorder scene 
in the wayang. From this emphatic opening Sani moves more gently to 
make his narrative an allegory after the credits, a parallel of conflict 
through the conflict between tradition and modernisation as reflected 
within the extended family. Skirmishes and battles can be won, but the 
war continues. Persistence is needed without any relaxation of effort. The 
reality is that some of those who win a battle are left in a void, their future 
uncertain. Life within a family can be fraught with pitfalls and 
temptations.
To contemplate the dialogue and action of Bawalah without considering 
the art forms within the film would be to disregard the efforts of Sani and 
his colleagues who sought to create a new art for a new mankind. This 
film works no less earnestly than other scripts and film scenarios by Sani 
to create that art from traditional Indonesian and Muslim elements whilst 
it retains some early modern Indonesian literary and contemporary 
references from Risyaf's first script. Whatever kind of new mix is created 
from known elements or extension or development of a new form is the 
creativity still possible even under heavy censorship.
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The struggle for the right to marry according to one's choice was a theme 
in many older novels, and certainly in those written by Sumatran and 
especially Minangkabau writers. Sumatrans were prominent in the early 
history of modern Indonesian literature (Teeuw 1 54-64). The influence of 
the family and of adat ensured marriages arranged for the sake of prestige 
and property; the great unhappiness adat could therefore cause in human 
and marital relationships is repeated from novel to novel. Certainly 
Hamka's novel Di Bazvah Lindungan Ka'bah (1936) provides an excellent 
example, one which Sani adapted in Para Perintis Kem erdekaan  (1977).
The epistolary method was a foundation method of the Western novel, a 
way of disclosing the self hidden from society, and a way of immediately 
creating a context for the narrative, especially in historical drama. This 
method was absorbed also into the technique of earlier modern 
Indonesian novels.20 General film history shows that both of these uses 
have been maintained, and as with the literary flashback, film had 
developed the technique (Turim 8). Hamka's novel provides examples of 
both uses, and is in fact a mixture, for the narrator or letter writer describes 
events, appearances and quotes the exact dialogue of another.
An even older literary form is used as well. In keeping with Ateng (1975) 
and Perintis (1977), Bawalah (1981) is a quest film, here with the quest 
having begun before the film narrative starts. The hero leaves home 
looking for some sense of self, and amid dangers he travels with the help 
of at least one companion and guide, Daeng. Having served his function as 
giver of good advice, Daeng disappears from the plot, as guides are wont to 
do in old Islamic tales of heroes (Renard, Islam  149-56). Disillusioned by 
his own culture, Sani's Abdul Rauf had left for the battle zone of Vietnam, 
where ostensibly he could apply himself to a humanitarian cause. Here he 
found inspiration, the desire to seek the best in mankind (Kristanto 222).
Nevertheless, Raufs journey home is fraught with unforeseen difficulties 
and obstructions. For instance, on the way he meets a lass to whom he is 
attracted and he falls in love, a not uncommon element in old quest tales 
(Renard, Islajn 161-63). Though he seems unaware of it, Rauf's older 
brother is a guide too for him. Rauf also experiences the dark night of the 
soul which wrestles with itself, though the audience experiences it with 
him in the daytime as he broods beside the polluted waters of 
industrialised Singapore.
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Just as sandiwara has two meanings, the stage drama and the play of 
politics, so the word sayembara has two, one demonstrated openly and the 
other found in an inverted and blended form. A film poster for the Sani 
directed and written Kemelut Hidup (1977) draws attention to the fact that 
the source was the winner of the sayembara "competition" for the best 
novel held by the Dewan Kesenian Jakarta in 1977, the novel of the same 
name by Ramadhan KH (Ajidarma 116). Trisno rehearses his Yayasan 
Musik students in front of a banner of a music competition without this 
word; competitions were meant to stimulate the production of New Order 
culture. In old Hindu tales a princess at a sayembara chooses from a variety 
of suitors who pass before her in an effort to impress her.
In Bawalah this concept becomes a play within a play, where however the 
improvised sayembara is a reversal of the traditional one — here Kartika 
is the one who performs by changing her clothes and posturing on a chair, 
while Rauf is the one who looks and chooses. The seclusion of the young 
unmarried female by aristocratic West Sumatran and Javanese families is 
suggested by Kartika sitting in the entrance hall inside her home, whilst 
Rauf sits outside on the porch.21 Kartika's father is also like the dalang 
"puppeteer7' of the wayang for Kartika appears and silently postures in 
obedience to his previous orders.
The two tableaux scene is a blending of the sayembara notion, tales from 
Western and other cultures about a suitor having to make a correct choice 
among options of some sort,22 and a family's inspection of the character of 
the intended. The writer Rauf has already passed a test in the field in 
which Dr Ibrahim Mahmud is accomplished — literature and the use of 
language. Dr Mahmud has told his daughter some time before what he 
wanted in her husband, a man who was not kasar "rough, ill 
mannered".23 The distinction between kasar and halus "refined" is 
important in Javanese culture.
Who is the true Kartika? As the competition is organised by her father, so 
the correct balance between the tradition of the arranged marriage and 
modernity is made, in that the young have the modern right of choice 
within the limits set by society as to what constitutes proper male and 
female behaviour and ideals. There is an unspoken assumption that 
neither success in life nor happiness in marriage is possible without the 
approval of the older generation.
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As Sani was knowledgeable about film theory, the scene might also be a 
private joke to comment upon Laura Mulvey's theory expressed in 1975 
that film was composed by the male gaze, that even women in the 
audience see themselves up on the screen as men see them. Sani's 
scenario and Risyaf's direction present a male view of society.
Much more serious in its tone is the older diplomat brother-younger 
brother conflict, suggestive of rupture of kekeluargaan, the "family spirit" 
underpinning the constitutional laws, the Undang-Undang 1945. Male- 
male conflict occurs often in early modern Indonesian literature written by 
Minangkabau writers, the duty owed to the uncle, the mother's brother, 
who assumed responsibility for the sister's children motivates the plot. It 
is used in both Abdul Muis' novel Salah Asuhan (1928) and in Sani's script 
and direction of the film of the same name (1972). Bawalah raises and 
settles this issue in quite different ways.
Showing the other self of the nation, not just that of the main narrative, is 
done by ethnographic inserts, which are a feature of Indonesian film style 
(Heider, Indonesian Cinema 59). Bawalah contains some ethnographic 
segments which like those in other Sani scripts could be omitted without 
disrupting the main thrust of the narrative. There is an urban segment of 
the police dispersing the becak drivers in Jakarta, a glimpse of life outside 
that of the main characters, but as with ethnographic segments in Palupi? 
and Ateng the reaction of a major character to the segment allows 
revelation of character as well as social comment.
Dr Ibrahim Mahmud's becak driver is so overwhelmed by his fear that the 
police will confiscate his means of livelihood that he hurries away, 
oblivious of the fact that his passenger has a parcel on the seat. Minor theft 
was not the man's intention, but this is not how his passenger reacts. The 
situation is misunderstood; the better off do not quite comprehend the 
poor. Dr Ibrahim Mahmud's attitude to the becak driver and to his 
housekeeper of long standing is well meant patronage.
Another brief segment in Singapore uses martial arts beloved of 
Indonesian audiences, and like romance and comedy it is a preferred 
ingredient in local productions (Heider, Sen, Hanan, Caldarola, 
Mohamad). Palupi? uses silat in a serious ethnographic segment and 
Ateng parodies it. However, Risyaf's direction of the scene conveys the 
kung fu of his own script instruction. The audience probably enjoyed
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watching one Indonesian defeating several Singaporean Chinese 
ruffians.24
However, the great knowledge and deep understanding of traditional and 
modern literary and dramatic forms of stage and film demonstrate the 
hand of Sani the scenarist behind the front man, the director. They reveal 
Sani's long held view of the artist, an educated man committed to his task 
and his people. But artists are human and so one in Bawalah falls in love, 
a precious gift. In Sani's scenario for Mutiara dalam Lumpur (1972) love is 
God's gift to mankind, which is too frequently disregarded by tradition and 
class. Here in Bawalah Wulan's mother also disregards it.
Comedy, romance, gender and fitrah
Romance would not exist without courtship in some form, an awareness 
of attraction to another person, initial resistance perhaps to being so 
swayed out of what seems to be one's normal self, initial reluctance on the 
part of the other person to a change in the relationship and both finding 
some decent or socially acceptable way to acknowledge that change. In fact, 
romance is akin to politics. Determination and skill are needed for success 
in both. The same could be said for trying to make people think.
Bawalah skilfully mixes older and newer art forms and techniques in its 
comedy and romance, useful vehicles for narrative and characterisation 
for both can highlight mankind's faults and potential. They allow Sani to 
stress gender and quietly to demonstrate lessons about fitrah "God given 
human nature". This is what Aten g does too. Bawalah is the last of those 
of Sani's films from 1966 to 1983 to use humour to any considerable 
degree. Four of his seven scripts in 1985 and 1986 do.25
Gender
The male is the one to teach and whose permission is needed, as with the 
diplomat brother who can help with the extension of Rauf's passport, and 
the father whose approval of a fiancé is sought. Men too see themselves, 
and are seen, in the wider social role of uncle. Uncles are important in 
older literature, as advisers to usurping younger leaders in habad 
"Javanese chronicles" and in novels as heads of families in Minangkabau 
society in West Sumatra. Rauf brings a present for the Vietnamese girl, 
now dead, a comment upon the feeling of Indonesians for other Southeast
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Asians suffering any form of colonialism. In his role as escort for Kartika 
in her tour of Singapore, "Uncle" saves this spoiled lass from Singaporean 
muggers.
But Bawalah  presents variation in gender roles, though the female has to 
learn and to abandon childhood, and the effeminate man loses the sexual 
competition. Both men and women are stretched along a line between 
good and bad in accordance with the nature of mankind. Courage and 
moral responsibility belong to both, and each sex can be dynamic. This is 
the nature of mankind in Perintis, and is still so here. Women can become 
strong; Halimah does in Perintis, Wulan does so in Bawalah.
However, Wulan's role ultimately shows a serious aspect of the effect of 
modernisation on women. A few years older than Kartika and Ria, Wulan 
has to learn not to be childishly docile. No matter what the cost in pressure 
from relatives intent upon applying tradition when it suits them, she has 
to be true to herself and to the best values in the culture such as honesty 
and keeping one's word. Like Kartika, she has to abandon childish 
attitudes. She has already learned not be to be sakit hati "resentful and 
bitter". Her future is probably loneliness and rejection. This consequence 
of modernisation is one that the novelist Nh Dini brings out as subtly as 
Sani does (Teeuw 2: 176-178). There is no one in the film readily available 
to replace Rauf as a potential husband for Wulan, and no sign that her 
family will lessen its displeasure at the shame of a divorced daughter.
Young women who are about to become wives are aware of their changing 
status. No longer to be regarded as a child, the betrothed Ria will not kiss 
her uncle's hand. Now engaged to Rauf, Kartika insists upon his 
abandoning the belittling Tik-Tik as her name. Marrying to become ibu 
"wife and future mother" means gaining status in this New Order film.
But a mother can have faults. Wulan's mother is materialistic and abuses 
her role. Kartika's mother acknowledges her propensity to shop. In an 
openly serious film their faults would be condemned as sin. These older 
women demonstrate Sani's point in his essay "Pembinaan Generasi 
Muda" (1976)26 that the problem is not with the younger but with the 
older generation. To be fair, Sani makes it obvious that Wulan's father is 
cowardly, and through Porno that some men are consumerist, for they 
indulge in fashion.
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All these character faults are an analysis of middle class society. For serious 
dramatists like Rendra, the aim of comedy in Ateng, which included a 
great deal of gender role reversal, was to make people think (150). That is 
why comedy becomes more evident during the course of Bawalah, an 
observation made in a review (Kompas, "Membawa").
Comedy
In early 1981 Indonesian film comedies were experiencing an upsurge in 
popularity (Sirnr Harapan, "Film Komedi"). However, advertising for 
Bawalah positions it well away from the style of comedy popular with the 
masses (Ch. 3). There is much more comedy in it than the sentimental 
poster of the lovers promises (Ajidarma 140). The function, origin and 
style of New Order comedy constituted a matter for serious discussion. 
Some of the contemporary Indonesian comments upon comedy provide 
understanding of levels in New Order society, and changes in political 
mood.
"Flumour is a 'cultural pillow7 ... so that people fall onto a comfortable spot 
... The amount increases with political oppression, as happened under the 
Japanese. Political humour is different to that of clowns who joke about 
families, teachers, sex and so on ... Ten years ago (1979) political humour 
sprang from tertiary students ... now it originates from merchants, 
businessmen, government officials and private sources ... Political 
humour springs from the upper classes who intend to laugh at 
themselves, or who are restless at not getting their share, or who want to 
point out that they do not want to be involved ... Political humour occurs 
in a social environment where people want to share ... in a relatively open 
environment ... Humour increases when people do not dare to be open 
and direct, humour is the way to release unease and social unrest ... 
Humour can provide a source of self-criticism for leaders in society, so that 
they can modify or change their behaviour so as to avoid being a source of 
humour ... In an immature society humour receives angry treatment" 
(Efix/Sts).27
The humour of Bawalah is aimed at amusing youth. Is it political or 
clownish? Or both, in some mix? Humour is certainly both verbal and 
performative in this film.
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Both the upper class and the servant class provide clownish humour. The 
household servant provides a great deal. As the expected audience would 
have household servants, this kind of comedy is also a class conscious 
humour, despite affection for her. However, her employer and his 
daughter provide the same kind of humour in the scene where he looks 
ridiculous in Kartika's ill fitting gifts. Satire can be silent as well as verbal.
Trisno is effeminate for he will not express himself directly. Censorious of 
foreign customs, Kartika's maternal household servant obstructs his 
wooing. Sani had ridiculed the Portuguese custom of the serenade in the 
colonial times Malin Kundang (1972)28 and mocked Ateng's cacophonous 
singing to woo Muti in Ateng. Western courting rituals threaten the 
Indonesian sense of the proper forms of courtship, of relationships 
between the sexes. Rauf insists on male domination.
In the crude animal imagery of Ateng, one hunts and one is trapped. 
Ateng permits reversal of gender roles, in that the chaste Muti sets her trap 
in the farmyard, and the already besotted Ateng hurls himself into it. 
Nevertheless, he displays the courting behaviour of the animal world to 
gain a degree of proximity. Here in Bawalah where the characters of the 
romance are all educated people from one part of the privileged classes, 
Sani generally eschews animal imagery to concentrate upon the stages of a 
developing romance between two who are not physically mismatched.
Making a serious matter such as the worth of a dictionary become the 
subject of a quarrel between two future lovers in a foreign bookshop is 
political humour. In terms of close personal relationships, the issue 
appears to be trivial, but it is important at the literary, educational, and 
social levels. The quarrel does not augur well for the success of any 
meeting between the older and the younger intellectual. It also teaches that 
public quarrels are kasar "rough, not refined".
Some of the comedy of political relationships is a comedy of identity. Both 
Rauf and Dr Ibrahim Mahmud are wrongly identified. Their real identities 
are discovered, by the setting and the passing of the test of the sayembara 
in which Kartika's identity is the question. The preferred Western clothing 
makes her modern, and its modesty makes her both an Indonesian and a 
Muslim young woman. Her private parts are guarded, unlike those in 1969 
of the young mannequins in Palupi?29
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The symbol of hand kissing is a social comment upon changing styles in a 
bapak-anak buah "patron-client" or "patron-protege" situation. Another 
point of quiet humour for the thoughtful is that Rauf, seemingly the rebel 
and the disrespectful, wants tradition to work in his favour. Still, his first 
insistence at the airport on having his hand kissed by his niece shows that 
respect for age is what he best remembers of his culture and he does later 
kneel before his mother at the family conference called by his aunt. 
Furthermore, Dr Mahmud at the end of the sayembara scene is both 
modest and modern for he will not let his future son-in-law kiss his hand; 
he wants and needs no such obeisance. The humour here is gentle.
However, Bawalah contains abusive verbal comedy which resembles 
crude remarks in popular stage comedy. The lunatic Ketua had called the 
clown Ateng kerbau p en dek  "pork". Rauf speaks no less rudely to Kartika 
when says she is like a child with a snotty nose, an insult meaning that she 
is immature, in need of a lesson. Not so cruel, but prophetic of the lessons 
to come is Rauf's early, brief rejection of Ria's emphasis that her friend 
Kartika has been praised by the Japanese for her guitar performance. Praise 
is seemingly something children and women want, not mature men. 
Risyaf's direction of popular stage comedy scenes of instruction in the 
Singapore sequence emphasises gender roles, the male to lead and teach, 
the female to learn and to serve.
The role of the artist and his place in society
Having mothered Kartika, faithful Si Mbok has the right to speak up for 
herself and to act out her prejudices in a rough, uneducated manner. She 
is the loyal and obedient servant par excellence upon whom her small 
kingdom depends, for her advice is found to be good. There is no 
difference between the uneducated household servant and the brusque 
intellectual Rauf in respect to love and loyalty compelling forthrightness 
when wanting the best for others. The Surat Kepercayaan of 1950 had 
declared reciprocity between society and the artist.
Still, there is much comment upon the service rendered by the artist. 
Through the sweetheart Kartika Sani casts emphasis upon music, through 
the hero Abdul Rauf he stresses the importance of the novel, through Dr 
Mahmud he stresses the stage, and both men continually stress literature. 
The older man does not want writers to be merely clever with words.
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Music is creative in arousing emotion and stimulating memory; the novel 
is creative in seeking the deepest level of language to arouse thought; the 
formalism of the dictionary maker is needed by the educated artist. But the 
film's conflict about standards and opportunity does represent reality. Sani 
himself had worked hard to assist this reality (Sumardjo, Teater Modern 
194).
Not all literary, intellectual and artistic persons approved of the effect of 
the Dewan Kesenian Jakarta nor did all these approve of the influence of a 
cultural establishment or a Jakarta based elite dominating the cultural 
scene (Teeuw 2: 60; D Hill, "Leading Institutions"). In 1974 a group of 
younger authors held a "mock trial" of poets where certain eminent 
persons were condemned, especially those found "guilty" of imposing too 
much Western intellectual influence upon Indonesian culture. Some of 
the "accused" were so hurt that they took to print to defend themselves 
but by December the polemic lessened. From 1977 to 1981 younger artists 
complained about blockage by the cultural establishment: politicians, 
artists and generations were all upset.
Bawalah shows that artists have the right to challenge other artists to 
prove themselves, to live up to and above their reputation. On the first 
arrival in his brother's house in Singapore, Rauf again listens to the doll's 
music box tune, for while in Japan Kartika herself had bought a similar 
doll, and then he brusquely tests Kartika by asking her to play it. Later 
Kartika knows it is vital Dr Mahmud should read Rauf's new script, and 
she and her father believe it is vital that Rauf pass the culture and 
morality test of the sayembara. Both these men issue challenges, and both 
prove to be dynamic leaders.
National language and national literature
But a barrier to the romance is raised by the animal imagery of the 
dialogue. Rauf described the older man as a tukang mencari kutu "nit 
picker". There is some truth in both accusations. Rauf is often silent or 
brusque and Dr Mahmud does like to argue over particularities, especially 
with his social inferior, his servant. He certainly dislikes the faults in 
Rauf's earlier novels.
One contrast to Rauf's brusqueness is the effect which the stereotyped 
thinking of the language of glossy print media can have upon even the
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sensitive Trisno, over whose journal entries about his love for Kartika she 
and Ria laugh. The other contrast in language is that Rauf speaks and acts. 
Trisno just hopes.
Bawalah stresses the national language issue, more subtly raising it by 
subtitling Daeng's song in his regional language in the pre-credits 
sequence, and more emphatically insisting that good Indonesian is the 
proper literary language. Sani reflects a tendency of 1981; competitions 
were encouraging both regional language and Indonesian (Sinar Harapan, 
"Sayembara Mengarang"). One way of building a new nation was to 
encourage the growth of unity through the use of a national language at 
various levels of usage. In 1996 Sani explained that he had come to film as 
the medium which could reach millions of people and disseminate the 
language (Freebury). Bawalah proves that language was high on the New 
Order's priority list in 1981 (Sadtono 230-31; V M Hooker, "New Order 
Language"). It also emphasises the cultural belief that Indonesian that is 
both baik dan benar "good and accurate" or "proper usage" will allay 
"nervousness about behaviour" (Siegel qtd in V M Hooker 291).
The Third Asian National Language Conference had been held in 
Indonesia in 1974, and papers from it were published in 1981, the year of 
Bawalah. The pessimistic view that English was becoming a rival to 
Indonesian as the national language was expressed (Sadtono 232). The 
main narrative of Bawalah has a character very occasionally use an 
English phrase. There is a lot of English in the lengthy Sani written pre- 
credits sequence: another tendency of the times.
The beginning of the father's acceptance of a prospective son-in-law is the 
improvement he finds in the language and contents of Rauf's latest novel, 
which sprang from his experiences in the harsh realities of civil war and 
the anti-colonial and anti-communist struggle in Vietnam. Bawalah  is 
rejecting the worth of light literature and espousing the narrower 
definition of literature and art by the Taman Ismail Marzuki coterie in the 
middle and later seventies (D Hill, "Leading Institutions" 256).30
In January 1979 Sani had expressed his particular concern over language 
development, principally that over the differing rates of development of 
the language of stage and film ("Bahasa"). He began by stating that film 
and theatre are excellent means of disseminating the Indonesian language, 
though official policy regarded television as the best medium to
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disseminate Indonesian overtly and covertly.31 Stage dialogue had a 
higher function than that in film, where other means of expressing 
meaning were used. Sani quoted some examples of dialogue by his hero 
Ibrahim in his script for Titian Serambut Dibelah Tujuh (1959) to prove 
the point that film dialogue alone is only a blueprint for film ("Bahasa" 3). 
He believed that through translated plays Indonesian writers for stage and 
film would expand their ways of expressing nuances of feeling (5). He 
discussed the use of the phrase, "I love you:" The phrase is used in 
Bawalah, and "love" is defined as being all a woman needs and as the 
male acceptance of responsibility for the beloved.32
"Bahasa Indonesia" also raised the importance for stage and film of 
regional language, which immediately arouses awareness of character and 
an understanding of cultural background. Sani referred to some films by 
others and to two of his own which used regional language for these 
purposes, Jembatan Merah (1973) and Bulan di atas Kuburan (1973) 
("Bahasa" 7). However, any character on stage or in film who, on the 
whole, spoke good Indonesian was modem (8). Modernity therefore for 
Sani links education and language. Conservative though Dr Ibrahim 
Mahmud may be about standards in language, he is in fact to Sani very 
modern in understanding its usefulness in advancing the nation under 
the New Order.
The language of music
The Surat Kepercayaan of 1950 declared that world culture was part of 
Indonesian culture, and Indonesians had the right to use or reject it. The 
audience would not have recognised the name of Albeniz whose music 
Kartika gives to Trisno. It is Sani's private way of stating that the work of 
foreign persons has become and is becoming part of the Indonesian 
heritage. Albeniz (1860-1909) was "one of the first Spanish composers to 
exploit native rhythmic and melodic idioms" (Scholes 13). In this way Sani 
covertly suggests the beneficial example of a nationalist musician upon 
Kartika and the Yayasan Musik "Music Foundation" where Trisno teaches. 
Music education had become a topic of cultural concern in early 1981 
(Dungga).
At first the lifeless doll is a visually discordant note, a flaxen-haired, blue­
eyed object inappropriate as a toy for a Vietnamese child, and its music box 
tune is aurally discordant in terms of a Southeast Asian culture suffering
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Western military onslaught or the onslaught of electronic instruments. 
However, the gift shows the avuncular affection of Rauf for the girl child 
so recently slaughtered. Through the course of Bawalah the talent of 
Kartika and of the soundtrack musicians transforms the melody into 
music of much meaning in the souls of herself, Rauf and her father. In 
this subtle way Sani and his director Risyaf insist that the foreign music of 
the classical guitar becomes part of Indonesian culture.
Conclusion
The accusation of a Japanese model for Bawalah is ironic. The film reduces 
Indian influence of song inserts and is a complex mixture of Indonesian 
cultural elements. Light hearted though the comic and romantic elements 
are, they are used to justify Sani's own life and the cultural establishment 
which he so much helped to create. The scenario restates the ideal in 
Palupi? that honesty and isolation mark the true artist, who must 
continue his task as critic and visionary. It also offers a methodology for 
continuing the revolution. Its theme is different to that of the Japanese 
Take and Risyaf's script.
Bawalah asks the young to have faith still in the ability of the political 
process to influence opinion and to change minds. By the framework of 
reference to war it encourages the young not to become passive but to 
realise their responsibility as educated persons to work for a better future. 
Through Kartika and Si Mbok it asks the masses to have patience, to wait 
for that change to occur. At the same time the film admits problems in fact 
stemmed from the older generation (Sani, "Pembinaan" 418). What is 
needed is the combination of and co-operation between religion, the 
intelligentsia and the artist to create a culture (427). The real task of reform 
and the creation of a new society is the task of the young, symbolised by the 
successful rebellion of three members of one family.
The nation itself is assured, confident in its place in ASEAN and sure 
about its values as compared to those of other Asian nations. Criticisms 
that the foreign settings prevent the promotion of Indonesian scenic 
beauty, and that filming overseas is unnecessarily costly, ignore the point 
of both Risyaf's concept and Sani's revision of it. Indonesians do 
participate in the wider world, because of their cultural values (Ode). 
These are the old custom of rantau "travel by young men to gain
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experience", and the modern, Pancasilaist belief in humanitarianism. 
Diplomats and intellectual leaders serving the nation should be educated, 
dynamic, honest and visionary, aware of mankind's dignity.
By its parallels to the ideals and career of Asrul Sani, Bawalah constitutes a 
cultural manifesto expressed in film. Sani has firmly linked the ideals of 
his two Surat (1950, 1966) to New Order policy in cultural development. 
He promises a return to the reciprocity between artist and society, for the 
revolution is not complete since bad traditions still exist. Sani's covert 
hope is that Indonesians will hold onto the rope of God; his overt hopes 
are that they will hang onto the rope of humanity and that a pemuda  
"Revolutionary youth" consciousness will revive among educated youth. 
The context of chaste Muslim conduct in secular life and a slight, brief 
touch of spiritual symbolism combine to create a foundation for a 
narrative of serious issues expressed in fun.
This new manifesto emphasising cultural identity was followed in the 
next year by three scripts proving his trust in religion, his awareness of 
ongoing resistance to change and of the unfortunate effects of the uneven 
rate of change, the political alliance between peaceful Islam and the New 
Order, and his belief in the possibility of reconciliation, of wounds being 
healed.
ENDNOTES
1 Kemelut Hidup (1977). Sani gained his first Citra for Best Scenario in 1979.
2 Usmar Ismail had translated Chichi-Kaeru  by Kikuchi Kwan (1888-48) as Ayahku 
Pulang "My Father Came Home" (1950), which was performed by Maya, and soon 
afterwards adapted by Usmail as scriptwriter to become the film Dosa Tak Berampun 
(1951) (Kasayu 227).
3 In 1978 the new Minister of Information, Ali Moertopo, rescinded the compulsory 
production system by which importers had to produce one Indonesian film for every three 
imported (Sen, Cinema 61). He imposed a flat levy on each imported film.
4 Actually, one of the songs in the first script, on page 56, and therefore one excised totally 
by Sani from his thinking for the definitive film scenario contained the lines, "Kita lari
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dekejamya/kita kejar dia lari" [We run chased by him/we chase he runs]. Sani used the 
idea behind these lines for the theme title of the first film scenario he wrote after the 
hiatus year of 1984. The theme title of this commercially successful film was Kejarlah 
Daku Kau Kutangkap [Chase Me, I'll Catch You] (1985). Its success led to a sequel, Keluarga 
Markum [The Markum Family] (1986).
s Sani explains in his essay "Apakah" that the two poems were one and the same. Jassin 
gives the history of the poem's publication and its title changes in Chairil Anwar-Pelopor 
Angkatan "45 (1959:153).
6 A seeming but very slight exception is the phrase monyet besar "big monkey" which is 
sometimes affectionate derision of Rio by Tika in the first script, and is briefly used by her 
father. Sani transposed this into gorilla used by Tika's father, Dr Ibrahim Mahmud, who 
mocks the younger Rauf and his use of language. The escalation of the size of the animal is 
more than matched by the change to a more serious theme in Sani's definitive scenario. This 
definition of the scenario of a film is provided by Ajidarma in his skripsi "minithesis" (66).
7 There are numerous examples of contradictory Indonesian foreign policy initiatives under 
both President Sukarno and President Suharto. In 1984 the latter sent General Benny 
Murdani to Hanoi in the hope of establishing better relations with Vietnam; at the same 
time Foreign Minister Mochtiar as chairman of the ASEAN Foreign Ministers' Conference 
was defending the isolation of Vietnam (Pye, Asian Power and Politics, 1985: 311).
8 For an understanding of the social, military and political importance of the Laskar 
Rakyat in the early Revolutionary period, see Benedict Anderson, Java in a Time of 
Revolution, 1972: 265,268,269, 325, 343 f/n 24,356.
9 M T Risyaf, with other directors Torro Margens and Imam Tantowi, in 1991-92 supported 
the objections of Bustal Nawawi to the unhealthy competition from imported films which 
prevented national film being the master in the Indonesian film world (Syaid, 116).
10 These were Sorta (1982), his rewrite of Titian Serambut Dibelah Tujuh 'The Narrow 
Bridge over Hell" (1982), Peristiwa Don Muang (1982) the uncompleted 'The Don Muang 
Incident" and Ke Ujung Dunia 'To the Ends of the Earth" (1983).
11 Sani's use of silence, music and speech is analysed in Chapter 6, "New Art and New 
Mankind".
The first script under Risyaf's name used flashback considerably to increase the sense of 
yearning for the loved one.
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13 Source is a dual language Indonesian-English two page article, source unknown, provided 
by Sinematek. The pages are numbered 310 and 311, with a recognisable photograph of M T 
Risyaf on p. 310. The lengthy list of credits lists M T Risyaf as Sutradara/Director, then 
twice lists Asrul Sani as Sutradara/Director and as Supervisi/Supervisor.
14 Hasmanan admired Sani's literary work; he wanted to make a film based on Sani's short 
story Sahabatku Cordiaz "My Companion Cordiaz" (1948), sometimes written as S ahabat  
Saya Cordiaz, first published in Siasat (Tempo 3 Apr. 1976: 31). He also wished to film 
Merantau Ke Deli (1939) by Hamka.
15 Usually abbreviated to LPKJ.
16 The first script provided by Sinematek was that bearing the typed name of M T Risyaf as 
writer, with that of Asrul Sani printed by hand. The final script provided by Sinematek 
contains the actual dialogue of the film from the credits on, without sequences and scenes 
marked as such, but with occasional instructions on how the scene is to be presented. The 
pre-credit dialogue was transcribed by myself. Page numbering is as given in the second 
document sent, typed on Sinematek Indonesia paper, with dialogue accredited solely to 
Sani in communications on the matter.
17 The same motif appears in action of the Sani scripted Salah Asuhati (1972), which was 
based on the novel of the same name by Abdul Muis in 1928.
18 The same quiet rejection of this traditional gesture occurs on page 2 in Sani's script for 
Titian Serambut Dibelah Tujuh (1982). The kind and elderly imam who has led the dawn 
prayer in the mosque withdraws his hand when the young religious teacher Ibrahim 
endeavours to kiss it.
1 y Abdul Rauf of Singkil studied religion in Arabia for twenty years. His contribution to the 
vemacularisation of Islam in Maly is remarkable (Johns, "Sufism" 179). He is accredited 
with the first full commentary in Malay of the Qur'an, the Tarjamun al-Mustafid, and with 
works on mysticism (Ricklefs 51, 130). His disciples spread his orthodox teaching of the 
Shattariyah order to West Sumatra and to West Java (Simuh; van Bruinessen, Tarekat 46). 
One of the four main spiritual brotherhoods in Indonesia, the Shattariyah was one which 
had Islamised local practices and beliefs (Sitompul 34). Even the Shattariyah could 
channel political and economic dissatisfaction (van Bruinessen, Tarekat 30). Hamka refers 
briefly to the historical Abdul Rauf in his biographical A y a h k u , pages 23,24.
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20 Layar Terkembang (1936) by Sutan Takdir Alisjahbana is a "tendentious" example 
(Teuuw 1:62-63).
21 Zainab, Hamid's foster sister after the age of suckling and whom he loves, is kept at 
home after her graduation from the Dutch education they shared at MULO. Ad at 
"tradition and custom" secluded girls at home until their arranged marriage. When Zainab 
does leave her home for any reason, she is escorted by the older, mature Halimah, her craft 
teacher: Para Perintis Kemerdekaan (1977). The film R A Kartini (1982), directed by 
Sjuman Djaja, deals fully with this issue; Kartini's aristocratic father eventually changes 
his mind and allows his daughter to abandon seclusion, though he arranged a marriage for 
her, apparently not entirely an easy thing to do on account of her interest in Western ways 
and education for change in Indonesia. At the 1983 Indonesian Film Festival R A Kartini 
was awarded the Djamaluddin Malik Plaque for the financial investment made in it 
without counting the cost of risk (Kristanto 245).
22 Shakespeare's Merchant o f Venice is a famous example of this: Portia's suitors must 
choose the casket which contains her portrait.
23 page 27 of the transcribed dialogue of the definitive film scenario, a document provided 
by Sinematek.
24 In Sani's script of Ibu Sejati (1973) based on a story by the actor Farouk Afero, a farmer's 
son, Sani, is sent to the pesantren of Kyai Maksum to learn religion and silat. Afero played 
the part of Sani. The story is set in the Dutch colonial period. The character Sani is so 
oppressed by the henchmen acting on the orders of the wealthy rich notable of the area 
that he is overwhelmed by the desire for revenge. The result is that, to prevent terrible 
harm to others, his devout widowed mother has to let his whereabouts be known to the 
Dutch. The English subtitle given on the manuscript provided by Sinematek is This Land is 
Mine. The script and film, Mutiara dalam Lumpur (1972), is set in the Dutch colonial period 
too. In it a son and a poor foster son are sent to learn s ila t  from the local kyai. The son's 
sister is forced into an arranged marriage. At the end of the film a s ila t  rule of brotherhood 
is broken so that the fight for honour between the feudal husband who views his wife 
chiefly as property and prestige and the wife's foster brother (who loves her but who has 
not committed fornication or adultery) easily becomes a fight to the death, death being 
brought about by a servant firing his rifle on orders should his master seem to be losing. 
There is a religious symbolism in the candle burning before the fight.
25 Kejarlah Baku Kau Kutangkap (1985), its sequel Keluarga Markum (1986), Bintang 
Kejora (1986), Naga Bonar (1986).
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28 page 50  of script held at Sinematek.
29 For an analysis of clothing as central to cinema, see Stella Bruzzi's Undressing Cinema: 
clothing and identity in the movies, London: Routledge, 1997.
30 Taman Ismail Marzuki (TIM) was the arts centre established in 1968 by the Dew an 
Kesenian Jakarta under the aegis of the Governor of Jakarta, Ali Sadikin. Attendances at 
this venue dropped markedly in the later seventies: see David Hill, "Two Leading 
Institutions" in V M Hooker ed., Culture and Society in New Order Indonesia.
31 Hooker, Virginia Matheson 1993: 274, "New Order Language in Context", pp. 272-93, in 
Hooker (ed), Culture and Society in New Order Indonesia, Oxford University Press.
32 Pages 16 and 40 of dialogue transcribed from the film, and supplied by Sinematek.
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CHAPTER SIX
NEW ART AND NEW MANKIND 
Autobiography, authority and power
At a time when the Nahdlatul Ulama was in institutional crisis and was 
indeed the virtual opposition in politics, Sani had made a stand for Islam 
of revelation and reason by his triple involvement as director, writer and 
actor in Para Perintis Kemerdekaan (1977). He used all his skills in this 
film about the making of a new mankind in the pre-Revolutionary period. 
Yet after the prolific year of 1977 there was a change in Sani, one of mood. 
Bazvalah Aku Pergi (1981) suggests this with its strong support for 
patriarchal authority and New Order cultural policy. In select media he 
sometimes inveighed against pressures constraining the artist. His work 
shows the regression among phases Gabriel finds in Third World film, 
and persistence in using the techniques of the remembrance and 
combative phases in working for social change by peaceful methods. He 
has reduced the complexity or levels of allusion in his images, and Sani 
had retained his belief in Islam as the basis for the social ethos, but there is 
less of the spiritual in his images and discourse.
Affected by his career, Sani's work shows contradictions and consistencies. 
Nevertheless, these demonstrate actual and failed tendencies in society 
though they ignore much that the arts as the thorny conscience of society 
could have shown. Though religion was rarely raised in the bulk of 
Indonesian films, Sani's expression of religion during the years from 1966 
to 1983 deepens understanding of Indonesian culture and contemporary 
history.
Since a relative, Dr Riris Sarumpaet, and a close literary colleague of 
decades, Ajip Rosidi have declared in 1997 that Sani's work is 
autobiographical, seeking the closeness of a match between his career and 
his creative work remains an imperative in this analysis. Bawalah  does 
contain autobiographical details. Like Dr Mahmud, Sani was an important 
cultural figure whose approval was needed. Dr Mahmud's daughter 
Kartika remained with her father after her mother chose to leave; Sani's
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daughters from his first marriage remained in his care and charge. 
Language had been important to Sani as the young member of Gelanggang 
(1946) and afterwards; Dr Mahmud compiles a dictionary and cares that 
writing should be more than words, it should express the heart. Bawalah is 
the last scenario of this phase from 1966 to 1983 which exhibits cynical 
humour and contains an impertinent artist-intellectual; if the Chalil-Rauf 
character type is Sani, then he goes into seclusion.
The meaning of autobiographical can be extended by looking for recall in 
Sani's later work of attitudes, concepts and images in his earlier work. If 
they are very close, then some would conclude that he and his style had 
frozen. If they are different in some way, then either the natural process of 
aging or the cares of office may perhaps be given as the cause. It is not 
unknown for older writers, once they have achieved success, to return to 
the themes of their youth, treating them differently.
Sani had held that art had an active role to play in society as an insinyur 
jiw a  "engineer of the soul", that youth would be the creator of change, and 
that excellence behind and in front of the camera would arouse a sense of 
quality and a pride in being Indonesian. In his youth honesty had been his 
ideal for an artist, whose vocation both entails loneliness and demands 
immersion in society. These two ideas are made plain in Bawalah. There 
would be greater reason to think he had become more accommodative to 
political pressures after 1977 if it were not for the fact that he had been 
openly supporting development through film for years. His artistry and 
his commitment to quality had earned him support from two regimes, 
and he had conveyed their messages to his viewing public.
If Perintis had irritated some in politics or other religious groupings, Sani 
did not experience any interruption to his career path. In a more serious 
matter during the Sukarno period an example had been set by the lenient 
treatment accorded to Djamaluddin Malik after his penal sentence of two 
years. Sani still held prestigious positions, lifelong membership of the 
Academy of Jakarta and membership of the Arts Council of Jakarta. Sani 
maintained his attachment to the Nahdlatul Ulama which withdrew from 
politics in 1984 after informal and then formal discussions for some years 
on the issue. That year was not entirely a hiatus year, for Sani was working 
on some film and television projects.
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Examination of his creative work, his cultural statements and his career 
has to be deepened by Indonesian assessment of his artistic practices and 
the perspectives of foreign specialists on Indonesian film, and Third 
World film. In a Third World situation the same methods may prove 
useful, though the place of religion and the type of ideology differ, for 
consciousness raising and change are aims the quietist and the violent 
revolutionary both seek.
Biran's statements in his film history and his essay "Asrul" make Sani's 
contribution plain, and concepts expressed in the Surat of 1950 and the 
Surat of 1966 are still to be found in Sani's later work. Both documents 
were theoretically a collective effort, the first drafted by Sani and co-signed 
by Chairil Anwar and Rivai Apin, the second published under the guise of 
an editorial statement in the Lesbumi journal Gelanggang. The scenario of 
Bawalah is a cultural manifesto in a commercial vehicle; it is presented as 
the product of a group. Indonesian film policy continues the behaviour 
pattern of leadership expressed outwardly through collective means.
Official initiatives and Sani's career
Sani's critics might have accused him of abandoning a principle in the 
fifties that accommodation with a government led inevitably to the 
demise of creativity in the arts (Sani, "Tidak"). After all, support without 
interference was what Perfini and Persari had wanted. However, like 
accommodation rehabilitation and revision are political practices known 
in different cultural systems. Chairil Anwar was officially rehabilitated as a 
literary figure in the sixties though for the literati he had always been the 
foremost A "45 poet; Sukarno the former president had been rehabilitated 
in the second half of the seventies; the examples of Usmar Ismail and 
Djamaluddin Malik were being regraded to historical interest from 
contemporary example by 1981, no matter that film festival awards bearing 
their names were coveted prizes among makers of national film. This 
revision was accompanied by dissent which polished Usmar's image and 
denied that Sani was his equal.
Dr Umar Khayam, of the Centre for Examining and Studying Culture at 
the Gadjah Mada University, commented upon the K ode  when it was 
released in 1981. He recognised that national film was a collective art and 
an important mass medium which had a place in the life of society.
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However, he acknowledged that film did not yet really convey the worth 
of solidarity to a new culture. He pointed out that the films of Usmar 
Ismail and Djamaluddin Malik had eventually led to financial failure; 
their styles were inappropriate at a time when rural areas were becoming 
citified in some aspects of their culture, and urbanisation was creating 
changes in town culture. The suggestion that Indonesian films should 
resonate with mass culture was abstract: quite simply films should be 
entertaining, tell a story clearly, and tell stories about people in different 
levels of society. Its visualisation should be a convincing revelation of 
actuality, not a presentation of stereotypes. Some films about the future of 
the rural areas and the cities and towns should be made. To achieve this, 
the guidance and the protection of the government were needed (Tobing).
This ongoing demand for government support is one that Teshome 
Gabriel from a Leftist perspective describes as part of phase two of the 
history of Third World film when the bourgeoisie under the guise of 
nationalism seeks a firm advantage. Usmar's nationalism has not been 
questioned in official histories, his example was being praised in 1977 
(Bintang, "Tema Film") and in 1981 his poetry was being praised for 
expressing the ideology of Islam (Hasjmy). Indonesian Islam was not a 
factor Gabriel had encountered or given attention to his homogenisation 
of Third World film. Phase two views film as a social institution which 
can suffer from too much emphasis upon a new nation's strengths, its 
culture and history ("Critical Theory" 32). Kayam's comments indicate 
awareness of the problem and a high minded wish to lessen cultural 
confusion by presenting no longer relevant versions of culture.
The timing of Kayam's comments invites attention to Sani's effort in 
writing a new scenario for Bawalah, and to his other work from 1981 to 
1983 before the hiatus year of 1984 in which he wrote no film scenario for 
Indonesian cinema screens but did write his first scenario for television. 
The state television service, Televisi Republik Indonesia (TVRI), stalled 
for a year before agreeing to produce Ratna as a film for television, a 
sinetron  ("Lebih Jauh"). Both his scenario for Karina and his own 
plagiarisation of Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi? (1969) as Apa Yang Kancari, 
Adinda? (1985) were among those broadcast by state television in 1987 and 
1988 (Sunindyo).
Circumstances allowed Sani to have one of his long shared ideas put into 
practice ("Fungsi Kritik"). This was the need for education of the actual
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and potential film audience through film criticism (Siagian, "Kritikus"). 
Sani's comments in elite media about the need for quality in film critics 
and quality in viewers indicate that he could understand the ideas of 
Gabriel expressed in another time and place that there are three equal 
partners, film, critic and audience ("Critical Theory" 35-41; "Guardian" 60- 
64). A New Order sayembara "competition" for film criticism was held in 
July 1982 so that journalists too could participate in raising the standard of 
Indonesian film (Sinar Harapan, "Sayembara"). The festival jury was 
disappointed, for the competitors failed to grasp the object of the exercise 
which was to draw the attention of viewers to filmic and cinematic aspects 
of national film (Sinar Harapan, "Penulisan Kritik").1
In fact, the result of the sayembara was foregone, to judge from an 
estimation made in July of Sani's own worth. After the death of Usmar 
Ismail, there was talk of Sani being Usmar Ismail the Second, but he was 
considered to have swung to compromise with producers (Sinar Harapan, 
"Menyongsong FFI" 8). The purport of the article is that a person who 
could not make films critical of society would not be able to encourage film 
criticism.
The general criticism reveals that others were aware that his films 
conveyed government messages. Desa di Kaki Bukit (1972) was described 
as "refined propaganda" for family planning (Kristanto 96). The synopsis 
of Per intis conveys the tone that the film's message was a repetition of an 
official message about unity and integrity (168-69). At a screening of 
Indonesian film in Berlin in 1981, Sani defended himself against an 
accusation of propaganda from two expatriate Indonesian students 
("Upaya" 459).
There is social criticism in Sani's films, but it is couched in moral terms, in 
terms of good and evil. The force of economic and social change and 
political pressure and of national and foreign policy is admitted but does 
not receive deep analysis. His general approach might seem by its parables 
and allusions to resemble more closely that of Javanese street and popular 
theatre groups in the nineties, mencubit tanpa membikin rasa sakit "pinch 
without causing pain" and kritik sampiran "criticism hung here and 
there" (Hatley, "Cultural expression and social transformation" 276). The 
great exception is that Sani's approach did insist overtly or covertly upon 
Islam as the basis of the social ethos, and did support the New Order, even 
though he admonished it. From the mid-seventies this support for New
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Order policies becomes quite overt. The first script for Chicha (1976) 
unabashedly uses a popular child singer-actress to encourage parents to 
enrol and then to keep their children in school.
Sani himself was aware from the beginning that Peristiwa Don Muang 
(1982) was very likely to be dismissed as propaganda, and as head of the 
Dewan Film Nasional he accordingly promised that it would supervise the 
production without interfering ("P-Tiga"). A readiness by some to 
disbelieve this public promise was expressed in the term dalang produksi 
"puppeteer of the production" used to describe the as yet unnamed 
director for the scenario written by Sani (Sinar Harapan, "Pembuatan Film 
Pembajakan" 5). The chosen dalang may have been M T Risyaf, director of 
Bawalah, but later Sani was described as its director and writer. Risyaf was 
therefore again an assistant.
Two of the other three of his films immediately following Bawalah were 
also funded by the Dewan Film Nasional. Sani left it to Chaerul Umam to 
direct his scenario for a rewritten Titian Serambut Dibelah Tujuh (1982). In 
the first script Sani restates from Titian (1959) the need of the rural masses 
for religious knowledge, and of its ulama leaders for honesty, courage and 
personal dynamism. The second version ends more thoughtfully. One 
funded film was Sorta (1982) which does what Umar Khayam wanted film 
to do, show the effect of city ways upon the rural areas. Cultural 
dislocation and the rate of unevenness in change are clearly revealed in 
the first script Sani wrote. Reviews show some disapproval of the 
pessimistic picture he reveals in the final scenario. The commercially 
produced Ke Ujung Dunia (1983) is a tear-jerker, with a moral message of 
course, and it obeys policy by showing its policeman as a very good 
Muslim.
During the early eighties Sani was able to enjoy holding office. Some of his 
longstanding hopes were set up to become operational; some initiatives 
were not properly successful. In pursuit of achieving the goal of the 
Minister for Information to increase exports of Indonesian film, Sani went 
abroad with a large contingent to attempt this (Tem po, "Sedikit Hadiah"). 
Success was limited indeed; as Hamilton points out, both Indonesian and 
Southeast Asian film generally are still not known outside their borders. 
Indonesian film cannot be exported without official permission and 
commercial producers are unwilling to spend money on subtitles 
(Marshall, "Indonesia" 1984). Furthermore, Indonesia shared what Gabriel
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notes in the Third World as an understandable reluctance to allow the 
export of films which gratify the exploiters who peddle Third World 
misery at international film festivals ("Critical Theory" 32).
Inside Indonesia there was reluctance to believe or be inspired by much of 
the official rhetoric, and an awareness that discrimination and exploitation 
did exist at various levels in the film industry. The funding of several 
films based on Sani's scenarios is one example. Another is the 
disinclination of some actors and producers to be present at film festivals 
designed to reward only a certain kind of film (Sinar Harapan, "Sekitar 50 
Bintang Film"). Cinema exhibitors in Yogyakarta vocalised their objections 
to being expected to provide funds for the Film Festival of Indonesia 
(Sinar Harapan, "Pengusaha Bioskop").
One actor, Maruli Sitompul, openly complained in 1981 that he had been 
paid a pittance for his role in Dr Siti Pertiwi (1979), with the honour of 
acting in a national film seemingly considered payment of another kind. 
Sitompul had in fact been excluded from roles from 1973 to 1975 because 
he was considered to be rather kiri "leftist". SitompuFs point was that 
honours would not feed his children (T em po , "Dengan Citra"). Sitompul 
won Best Supporting Male Actor for his role of Dr Ibrahim Mahmud in 
Bawalah. By casting an actor of his reputation in Bawalah, the director 
Risyaf was enticing Sani's target audience from fifteen to twenty-five years 
of age with the promise of a little rebellion. The film depends for some of 
its humour upon Dr Mahmud's conceit but has him support New Order 
cultural policy.
Sorta in the secular film of that name (1982) is a young female who 
represents the conflict of change in the rural area and for many the 
dashing of hope and ambition by several governmental policies. Yet she 
and Isna the chief female character of the script of Ke Ujung Dunia (1983) 
both become pregnant before marriage, a grievous sin. In both instances 
Sani's writing shows some chance of recovery from such an unfortunate 
situation, some chance of reconciliation with society. There is an open 
admixture of Islam with secular elements in the script for Ke Ujung 
Dunia. The script portraying the secular Sorta who fights the worst of 
tradition and the worst of modernisation comes close to making a parallel 
between the woman and the nation, here the bulk of the nation which 
lives in the desa.
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Sorta is an intelligent and courageous female inspired by the national 
literature she has learned at school and she is active in trying to retain 
regional culture. At the end of Sani's script she is still fighting the sexism 
ofBatak tradition for since, her father has no sons, tradition forbids her a 
son's right of participation in his funeral. In fact, the first script for the 
secular Sorta (1983) and the dakwah film Perintis have this question of 
woman's rightful place in common. Supported by bad tradition and a 
religious judge of little learning, Halimah's husband abuses his rights. 
Perintis was recognised as a film partly about em ansipasi "women's 
emancipation". Sorta and Perintis are therefore combative in regard to 
sexism, one of the themes Teshome Gabriel states are those of 
revolutionary socialist or combative film (Liberation). Sani's two films 
contain sexism within the field of ideology, Islam and New Order 
development. Perintis shows success; Sorta hopes for secular change in the 
future whilst it acknowledges the failure of development to modernise the 
desa in any deep way.
Sani's insistence upon the worth of chosen exemplars and his close 
association with officialdom worked against what might perhaps be 
considered to be efforts to create what cineasts would call a film 
movement.2 The Film Festival of Indonesia 1981 broke with its tradition 
and invited a large number of foreign cineasts from ASEAN, South Asia, 
Japan, the United States, Australia and several European countries (Sinar 
Harapan, "Sekitar 50 Film Bintang"). The invitation from the festival 
committee suggests a readiness to show that Indonesian identity was able 
"to hurl back in its own voice" what it had absorbed and transformed in its 
being (Surat Kepercayaan "Gelanggang" 1950). If so, it was bluntly denied 
by one of the European guests who went so far as to discern a decline in 
Indonesian film on account of the heavy influence of Muslim views and 
New Order policies in constraining personal expression through film 
(Daney).
The invitation to foreign cineasts was not an isolated example of 
Indonesia reaching out to the world. Bawalah expresses Indonesia's sense 
of worth in ASEAN. Under the aegis of the Dewan Film Nasional Sani 
with H Johardin in 1981 formed a Working Group for the export of 
Indonesian film worldwide, except to Malaysia and Singapore where 
Perfin kept export control. There were sales (R Anwar, "Marketing"). In 
1982 Sani wrote a script for an ASEAN coproduction, Song o f Joy
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(Marshall, "Indonesia"). In 1983 a former journalist and a politician with 
financial interests in media became Minister for Information. The 
appointment of Harmoko led to the disbandment of the Working Group 
(R Anwar, "Marketing").
Yet in many ways the new minister admired Sani and he was certainly 
well aware of the consistency of Sani's views over decades (Harmoko, 
"Sikap"). Nevertheless, Harmoko had complained in 1982 that he was 
nauseated by Indonesian films, even those which won film awards, which 
were imitations of foreign films. He named Baimlah Aku Pergi (1981) as 
one of these ("Arti"). Some initiatives begun during Sani's term in office 
such as English language marketing publications continued, and Sani 
himself sought Indonesian coproductions with other Asian countries. He 
and Indonesia were asserting their place in the region and the world. This 
was official policy, sometimes curiously ambivalent.
Propaganda, education and dakwah
Both Old and New Order governments in Indonesia did appropriate film 
for propaganda for government policies. Sani himself made such films 
before, during and after 1966. The increasing use of the compound epithet 
kultural-edukatif "cultural and educational" in Sani's statements and in 
official policies could be taken as a euphemism for what others such as two 
expatriate students in Berlin did consider in 1981 to be propaganda 
("Upaya"). One cartoon depicting three filmgoers drowning in a flood of 
the phrase kultural-edukatif pouring out from a cinema screen indicates 
some of the consumer receivers of such films categorised them as 
propaganda (Optimis, "Laporan Khusus").
To educate through drama, Sani in 1971 said one should use narrative, 
colour and clothing ("Fungsi Teater"). These are all obvious symbols, and 
Risyaf keeps to Sani's narrative and uses colour and clothing to convey 
meaning in his direction of Bawalah. The purpose of propaganda is 
acceptance and then action based upon values and attitudes transmitted. It 
is not always achieved: after Bawalah novels in less than standard 
Indonesian were still written and enjoyed. The partial contradiction of a 
message is sometimes found in differing contexts. For instance, villagers 
in Fajar Menyingsing (1966) are seen happily using mobile banks but
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capitalist bankers are present at a Hell-like party in Palupi? where no one 
is enjoying himself or herself.
Business and political elites in Palupi? should be honest in private and 
public life and accept the leadership of the devout artist-intellectual; the 
poor and uneducated in Ateng Mata Keranjang (1975) should acquire the 
work ethic of good Muslims and accept the benevolence of the state as 
guarantor of justice; younger writers in Bawalah should respect cultural 
institutions and use standard Indonesian, behave accordingly and work 
actively to further modernise their native land by encouraging the quality 
of honesty.
Put like this, Sani's four just mentioned films are propaganda. Propaganda 
uses means of communication to attempt to alter public attitudes to 
matters of public interest by the transmission of ideas and values (Taylor 
15). Lenin, Stalin, Trotsky and Goebbels all understood the advantage of 
reaching the masses in a large audience rather than through the press, 
radio or later television, forms which are normally encountered by single 
individuals or small groups (14—15). For these four political ideologues, 
cinema was the ideal propaganda tool for the second quarter of the 
twentieth century (17). The public television set provided for the rural 
region in Sorta (1982) is an effort to emulate a capability of film. Sani 
himself quoted Sukarno quoting Lenin on the matter of film's suitability 
for mass persuasion ("Perkembangan"). And the very nature of 
filmmaking in earlier decades ensured that its small geographic, technical, 
financial and creative sources could be easily controlled.
The Latin Americans Getino and Solanas urged using the camera as a rifle, 
the film as a detonator and the projector as a gun shooting twenty-four 
frames a second (qtd in T Clark, Art 142). Sani sometimes had a 
cameraman fire his rifle — a static shot in the serious Palupi? of an 
overladen table at Sugito's party; a long shot and then closeups of the 
mechanically ravaged Oyster Hill in the comedy Ateng, and an overhead 
shot of poor becak drivers dispersing before the police in Bawalah. Brevity 
and delays in exhibition of Per intis indicate others' fear of the film 
detonating in society. The early rear shot of the humble projectionist in 
Palupi? is a silently aggressive form of persistent consciousness raising. 
Sani is fighting for inner rearmament, not armed rebellion. A Russian or 
other foreign cineast might interpret that shot a little differently to a Latin
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American filmmaker or a foreigner aware of socialist revolutionary 
theory, but there would be some mutual agreement.
Assessments by others and foreign influences
Film is an international language, with national, regional and stylistic 
variations, and that language can be more or less understood when an 
underlying humanity motivates a film, despite an unknown verbal 
language, not so good subtitling and strange settings and music. 
Accompanying the language of film are variations in understanding the 
role of art and the individual responsibilities of creative and technical 
crew. Goenawan Mohamad, Salim Said, Misbach Yusa Biran and Sani 
have made it abundantly clear that the role of the director was a chief 
point of contention with Indonesian producers. Criticism in 1982 accuses 
Sani of having yielded, but Bawalah can also be seen as using a producer to 
deliver a manifesto.
Art is associated with the concept of auteur. Indonesian and foreign 
cineasts ceased adding the word auteur "filmmaker of personal ideas and 
individual visualisation" to their description of Sani. In 1973 he was given 
that title on account of several films: Titian Serambut Dibelah Tujuh 
(1959), Pagar Kawat Berduri (1961), Tauhid (1964), Fa jar Menyingsing di 
atas Permukaatt Laut (1966) and Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi? (1969), directed, 
written or mostly written by him and some from his original story. His 
film work was esteemed for being non-commercial, artistically structured, 
and based very much upon his intellectuality and Muslim morality 
(Archipel 119). The acclaim for Palupi? was declared to "consecrate" the 
film; it marked the revival of the Indonesian film industry (Archipel 139).
In 1970 an Indonesian reviewer had claimed there was no longer a distrust 
of auteur films (Kardjo), but increasing supervision over film had 
nationalist and serious Indonesian filmmakers and critics in the seventies 
still arguing for the desirability of auteurs and concluding that the 
conditions were not yet right (Mohamad, "Sebuah Pengantar"). They were 
equally anxious for a genuine Indonesian film style of creative and 
technical quality to emerge, which reflected, expressed and led society.
Indonesian critics were quick to point out any derivative elements, any 
kind of film plagiarism, either just to bring the issue to the reader's 
attention, or even to disapprove of it. The film festival query about
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Bawalah and four other films proves that. The whole of the farmhouse 
interior warung scene with Bapak and Muti in Ateng reminded film 
historian and critic Salim Said of a scene in Jules et Jim "Jules and Jim" 
(1962) and of other films by Francois Truffaut ("Ateng & Asrul"). The 
farmhouse warung scene also parodies bar room brawls in Westerns.
The reviewer Kardjo found a close correspondence between some scenes 
in Palupi? and some in Un Homme et Une Femme "A Man and a 
Woman" (1966) by Claude Lelouch. Lelouch's film has been condemned by 
some as an exercise in style for style's sake, and for lacking emotional 
complexity, but admired by others as a magical love story (Virgin Film 
Guide 419). The first part of the criticism in Virgin recalls what the 
silenced Lekra or Communist critics had decried in the work of the 
Angkatan '45, art for art's sake.
Like close colleagues, Sani had gone abroad for film study in the decade 
when the French New Wave with its auteur theory of the supremacy of 
the director was truly a groundbreaking movement. Sani was a 
Francophile (Heraty 204). Heider sees a strong similarity between Sani's 
Pagar Kawat Berduri (1961) and the plot and individualism of La Grande 
Illusion  (1937) by Jean Renoir (Indonesian Cinema 130).
A direct French influence on Pagar Kawat Berduri (1961) was ascribed to its 
art director Chalid Arifin who had returned from France (Lombard, 
"Images" 119).3 It is not surprising that the intellectual stage director 
Haidar is seen to be reading a book entitled Cinem a  in the deserted park 
scene. Author of What is Cinema?, the New Wave theorist Andre Bazin 
had declared that the image and its complex construction are primary in 
film, and that the spectator is free to roam the image and put the parts 
together (Hill and Gibson, Film Studies 17)A This is one reason why the 
images in Sani's work demand attention.
The methods used by New Wave filmmaker Francois Truffaut came to 
incorporate the style he had said he was overturning (372), literary 
tradition and quality. New Wave films certainly had an ambiguous 
relationship to commercial film conventions (371); Truffaut's Jules et Jim 
(1962) emphasises poetic dialogue, literary allusions, psychological realism 
and bourgeois lives (372). The same is true for Palupi? The last comments 
apply in part to Bawalah. Truffaut's method in his two most acclaimed 
films, Tirez sur le pianiste "Shoot the Pianist" (1960) and Jules et Jim
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(1962), was to give prominence to verbal language through extensive 
voiceover commentaries to contrast with and to complement flowing 
camera movement (Sklar 372).5 Sani employs the extensive voiceover in 
Palupi? and sometimes the camera movement flows. He continued to use 
the voiceover method, as in Perintis, where it becomes a pedagogical 
mode.
The applicability of these criticisms of the New Wave to stages in Sani's 
film work is one already partly proved by Ismail's statement that his own 
films had more and more moved away from one film movement, Italian 
Neo-Realism, to the methods of Hollywood. The Hollywood method is 
evident in Bawalah in which a strong start to grasp viewer attention to a 
problem starts the narrative (Ajidarma 10, 20). Indonesian viewers had 
grown accustomed to the Hollywood style through American films and 
other Asian national cinemas influenced by them.
Sani's fifties statements about film had emphasised film's ability to show 
the reality of good and bad aspects of society (Ch. I). President Sukarno had 
urged the example of Italian Neo-Realism as a model for Indonesia. This 
style was in fact not simply a style, but a whole social, moral and 
philosophical system (Cardullo 2). With real locations and a sense of 
documentary truth in the plight of ordinary individuals in ordinary 
circumstances, its films avoided the traditional well-made plot, and almost 
never ended happily (10). The plot and part of the ending of the script for 
Sorta (1982) recall this movement. For different reasons, Indonesian 
censors and the public liked a clear plot and the entertainment value of a 
harmonious ending; the government wanted to convey a picture of 
stability and traditional narratives like the Javanese wayang ended in the 
restoration of harmony. The documentary or socialist realism of Italian 
Neo-Realism never entirely disappeared from Sani's work; he did try to set 
his films in recognisable contexts and sometimes with real life figures.
Sani also admired the Swedish auteur Ingmar Bergman whose films 
proved religion was a presence and showed too a keen interest in youth 
(Siahaan, "Film Ingmar"). This interest informs the models of heroic 
characters such as Hamid and Abdul Rauf. A year after Bawalah Sorta 
makes heroic efforts with noble motives, but she is female and she can be 
seen to fail. Both Sorta and Ke Ujung Dunia (1983) leave the future after 
the film to youth, raised by family members admitting past faults and 
reconciled. There is hope for the future in Sani's younger heroes and
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pessimism about the immediate present in his use of even younger 
figures. The script for Bulan di atas Kuburan (1973) leaves it to a newborn 
grandchild to solve somehow the social conflicts. There is consistency in 
much of the symbolism contained in Sani's narratives and 
characterisations.
Bergman's films do not hesitate to use dialogue, a point of interest for 
examining Sani's use of dialogue, because in this matter he was as sure as 
he was in his other opinions. As a member of Gelanggang (1946), Sani had 
wanted to create a new literary language for Indonesia, one that expressed 
the reality of the present. The opinion of other Indonesians was very often 
that Sani had something to learn about dialogue in film.
Dialogue, sound and silence
The way the stage oriented Sani uses language in his own films and the 
strong tendency of directors of his films not to tamper with that language 
have been an irritant to some critics. Soemardjono who was the film 
editor for Titian Serambut Dibelah Tujuh (1959) said Sani's dialogue was 
too literary. ("Sebuah Kemitraan"). For Kardjo the dialogue of Palupi? was 
too literary, and the example he gave did not acknowledge that Chalil is 
using Sufi symbolism of the heart in his attempt to stop Palupi. It is an 
example of the difficulty of using religious language for film audiences not 
necessarily fully equipped to grasp its meaning or else resentful of its 
intrusion.
Said considered that Sani's script for Salah Asuhan (1972) suffered too 
much from verbalism (Pantulan 123) and that the highly regarded Bulan 
di atas Kuburan (1973) contained too much dialogue (159). For the 
reviewer Zainal Bintang Segenggam Harapan (1973) was too literary 
("Kejanggalan") and Raja Jin (1974) was too prosy ("Raja Jin"). Film does 
after all have several ways of conveying information, ideas and moods. 
Riyanto opined that the dialogue of the comedy Ateng was sometimes to 
the point, biting, and sometimes not ("Komedi Berbobot?").
Sani's essay on the difference between stage and film Indonesian favoured 
that of the stage, as being more developed for its task ("Bahasa"). 
Comments critical of Sani's dialogue indicate that it was true for his own 
work, even though in principle his essay clearly makes the point that 
regional language and colloquial language are necessary in film. For the
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sake of encouraging good Indonesian, film comedy in the seventies was 
supposed, as does Ateng, to eschew the regional and colloquial forms with 
which comics had been entertaining the masses. Through Abdul Rauf 
with his criticism of the dictionary compiler Dr Mahmud "searching for 
fleas" and his servant's misunderstanding of her employer's orders, 
Bawalah shows the discrepancy between prescription and usage. This and 
criticisms over previous years of Sani's dialogue show that the New 
Order's emphasis upon increasing the usage of standard Indonesian made 
it difficult for him to develop the language of dialogue as he himself 
wished. His own style of Indonesian language use had been held up as an 
exemplar, when he was given considerably more attention than others 
well known then, and now still more esteemed as writers than himself 
(Halim 97-113).6
Yet there were times when Sani excelled at silence. Silence is of several 
types, when there is no noise at all on the soundtrack, when there is no 
dialogue but some other sound which on its own or combined with other 
filmic means conveys a meaning that could not be expressed in words, the 
disappearance of a character and that character's point of view from a 
narrative, or simply human muteness. Perintis provides good examples of 
the last two points. Zainab's enforced silence and disappearance from the 
narrative demonstrate the stultifying power of tradition. Lack of speech is 
intellectually and emotionally stimulating at the end of the Haji 
Jalaluddin conviction scene where acting, soundtrack, camera movement 
and editing are sufficient to reveal the thoughts of those left in the 
courtroom and to stimulate conclusions about the nature of colonialism.
The occasional sound of a cricket, symbol of courage, heightens the 
unspoken conflict between Hamid's desire for religious knowledge and his 
duty to mother and benefactor. The unspoken nature of the difficulty he 
has in opposing the will of an older male, his patron, is expressed too by 
having the younger male seen standing somewhat behind, so that there is 
no direct face to face confrontation. The presence in the background of the 
womenfolk indicates that they have conveyed information to the males, 
who in a set piece can now each perform his part with as much dignity as 
possible.
Lack of speech is meaningful too in Bawalah, where it represents the inner 
yearning and doubts of Abdul Rauf, as he sits beside the polluted waters of 
industrialised Singapore. Speech is not needed in the brief shot
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prophesying that Dr Ibrahim Mahmud will soften, for he is affected as he 
overhears the yearning within Kartika's guitar rendition of the doll's 
music box tune, a tune which has even more meaning for the audience 
(who have, as it were, been in Vietnam with Rauf) than it does for her.
Music often takes the place of speech in melodrama, and in the "family 
drama" of Palupi? Sani uses it to complement action without dialogue, to 
express yearning, to link one part of the film to another through the 
reminder of sound. He went beyond his practice of using a little regional 
language to outline character or to establish an environment in Perititis, 
where regional music and instruments deepened the particular nature of 
scenes. At the 1982 Film Festival this film received an award for 
outstanding use of regional music (Kristanto 169).
The use in Ateng of clowns popular for their verbal and physical comedy 
did indeed ensure a great deal of talking. Sani counterpointed this in two 
ways. First, the normally silent lunatic Udel strums the ukelele at various 
tempos in keeping with the action or the mood of a scene. Then Sani went 
further, for Udel's few words at the end indicate the obvious truth that he 
is mad, and yet at a deeper level he utters a great truth about the faults of 
human nature. To Ketua's questions Udel replies: "It's not in books." At 
the obvious level the answer means he cannot live up to the nickname 
Ketua has given him, Professor. But books are silent on matters that can 
only be taught by experience and example. It is doubtful that an audience 
would interpret this as meaning that the heart of Islamic spirituality and 
religious life is located in personalities and personal relations, never in 
books (Renard, Seven  257).
In Palupi? the muteness of the beachside warung servant Puteri is 
significant, for she represents the contemporary powerlessness of the poor 
in socio-economic turmoil. The very verbal Chalil is the artist who 
reciprocates her feelings. He tells her fairytales, unreal stories from the past 
or perhaps the present; he waits for her to reply to him; he seeks 
reciprocity and a new idiom.
Collective art and creative changes
Policies which Sani had espoused in the sixties, seventies and eighties 
either had their initial support or impinged on the work of his fellow 
directors and writers. Establishing with precision the influence of other
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Indonesians in his film art is such a weighty matter it is best left to another 
work. But examining the changes in his film work which the political and 
cultural situation induced permits some discovery of his personal vision 
amidst a culture stressing collectivity. It also allows making some 
judgements about how closely Sani's performance fits the perceptions of 
Indonesianists and of Third World film theorists.
Script changes for Palupi?
Changes Sani made to the script for Palupi? were of two kinds, those to do 
with perceptions of what film could and should be doing, and those with 
perceptions of the current state of society and its real needs.
Sani wanted his cinema audience to remain or to become intellectually 
aware of their status as observers, not to suspend their rational faculties 
during Palupi's emotional travail. This is in the spirit of the Russian film 
theorist Dziga Vertov. Sani added brief shots of the elderly projectionist so 
that the audience is aware of another part of the illusion making process of 
film art (Sklar 160). He kept the same bit part player for the role in both 
script and film of the elderly gatekeeper and conveyor of his master's 
orders just before the end of the film. Between this and the addition of the 
call to prayer at the beginning, Sani has created a subtle, full framework, 
and he has also created a second prologue after the sad song of the credits 
and screen test shots showing Palupi's increasingly ravaged face. He was 
concerned with educating his audience into being aware of the nature of 
the medium of film, and with presenting them with a structured edifice of 
thought to direct them.
His revision of the first script certainly led to the deepening of the serious 
messages of Palupi? These were of two kinds, making the message of the 
film more Indonesian, and making the film less like the "average" 
Indonesian film.
First, he has excised dialogue which Sen sees as derived from personal and 
marital issues for Nora in Ibsen's The Doll's House of 1879 ("Wajah 
Wanita" 38-39). This criticism of the husband is considerably reduced to 
only Chain's words of sympathy for Palupi in the deserted park scene 
between Haidar and himself. This muting reduces attention to some of the 
conflicting tendencies of society, so that Palupi? may better excoriate the 
corrupting influence of the West and encourage spiritual rearmament.
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Second, he has excised conventional scenes in Indonesian films. He 
rejected the usual marital disagreements in collapsing relationships, 
which he still parodies in an insert scene of Palupi at work on such a film, 
and he also excised a scene with the cliche of abandoned female underwear 
proving male promiscuity. Two scenes with the real life popular singer 
BobTutupoly have been cut. He was to have been the commentator who 
emphasised the unhealthy influence of the Western male upon 
Indonesian women; he was to have been the authority figure to expatiate 
upon prostitution. Sani now leaves more to the audience to recognise and 
acknowledge for themselves.
He does the same with the end of Palupi? A conventional ending for an 
Indonesian film has been for the fallen woman to make some final 
comment, or final act of repentance, really too late usually because the 
moment of death is at hand. Sani's script for Akhir Cinta di atas Bukit 
"The End of Love on the Hilltop" (1972) has the hardened sinner Ratna 
die, maintaining that she always loved the now flawed Kasimir.7 Chalil no 
longer calls out near the end that he loves Palupi. Palupi's final words 
about only ever wanting God to bring her love have been stricken, so that 
desolate she is now closer to finding a focus for her life.
In 1971 Sani stated that ordinary mankind needed to find a better measure 
of itself in the attributes of the gods and kings of traditional tales, at the 
very moment that gods and kings were less and less present in the people's 
cultural awareness ("Fungsi Teater" 250). It is not surprising that two years 
earlier Haidar's character had lost its more ordinary attributes in the 
rewritten script. The early comic scene of their garage home being invaded 
by a motorist was excised so that the film introduces him as truly noble. 
The garage as home was probably a reference to the painter Affandi who 
lived in a former garage at Taman Siswa (Ardan, "Asrul Sani Di Mata" 11).
Chalil's character has been ennobled too by the omission of Palupi's visit 
to his house at night,8 whilst the importance of his several times brooding 
on the past has been increased by the excision of one statement to Palupi at 
their first discussion at Bina Ria. In this he describes the times by quoting 
the most famous poet of the 1945-49 period, Chairil Anwar: "... everything 
around conspires to bring us down."9 Direct mention of Anwar did not 
continue into the scenario of Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi?, presumably 
because Sani wanted to draw a clear line on the moral qualities and noble 
character of cultural leaders. Anwar's private life was in great part
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reprehensible (Harian KAMI 1 May 1969: 3), and Sani reminded readers 
that Chairil was not a revolutionary hero ("Chairil Anwar").
However, both script and film contain a visual echo of Pintu tertutup 
dengan keras "The door was firmly locked", the last part of the concluding 
line of Anwar's poem about death, "Suara Malam", in English 'The Voice 
of the Night".10 This is true of the gate behind which Palupi kneels at the 
end.11 As to how sincerely Palupi, and Indonesia, will act out this 
contrition and repentance is left for the audience to discover for 
themselves.
Script changes for Ateng
Sani provides a double ending for Ateng, for though Ateng's immediate 
fate is to be made to keep his word, there is a strong suggestion that one 
day its marginal characters the lazy clowns and its breakaway characters the 
criminal and the lunatics may be able to reunite. The reduction in the 
amount of Udel's dialogue strongly emphasises the truth that can be 
expressed in drama through these marginal and breakaway elements in 
society. A minor difference is the excision of Ateng's verbal admission of 
lack of religious knowledge and his corresponding weakness about 
women. However, in several little ways the film indicates his religious 
ignorance. The verbal confession in the first script is one that is made in 
popular stage comedy when religious hypocrisy is a comic issue about 
character.12
However, there is an important difference between Palupi? and Ateng 
other than those of genre and major intention. It is the weakness of Ateng 
in maintaining any effort to situate the narrative within a complete social 
context. The chief difference between Sani's first script and Ateng is the 
latter's depopulation of the countryside, and loss of regional authenticity.
Even the streets of the village are empty except for the characters involved 
in the narrative. By deleting the script's sighting of villagers at work in 
more and more distant areas, the film reduces Sani's ability to comment 
upon what he had called "the surly peasant" in his Amsterdam 
symposium speech of 1953 ("De Indonesische Letterkunde"). The closest 
Sani can now come to the peasants' surliness is by having two essential 
ferrymen silent, and by retaining the verbal silence of the procession with
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its use of Golkar yellow jackets. By still presenting Bapak's posse of 
villagers he has expressed the community spirit of farming communities.
By removing them from the very end Sani has allowed himself the 
opportunity for a double ending, open and closed. In the script the crowd 
of villagers who surround Bapak cheer at the sight of the procession 
winding down Oyster Hill with the captive fiances. As in the film, the two 
madmen are to be exiled to the mental hospital, outside society. Order has 
been restored to the region. Much the same happens in the script for the 
rural films Fajar Menyingsing (1966) and Titian Serambut Dibelah Tujuh 
(1959).
Sani deleted, or had to delete, the engagement party joget "dance between a 
couple in which the amateur male partner attempts to touch the 
professional female dancer", and the script instruction that Ateng should 
dance as though drunk. The New Order disapproved of some village 
cultural traditions such as the joget. The traditional pattern in rural 
villages for group revenge for breaking moral codes in regard to sex and 
marriage is one to which he draws attention in both versions of Titian 
Serambut Dibelah Tujuh (1959, 1982), in Al Kautsar (1977), and in Sorta 
(1982).
Alcohol is forbidden to Muslims, made very clear in Sani's script for 
Segenggam Harapan "A Handful of Hope" (1973) which presents 
drunkenness as a sin with grave social consequences. The excision of the 
engagement party scene in Ateng with its suggestion of drunkenness 
ensures that no one can conclude that drink and hard work are 
compatible.
Just as the film Palupi? ennobles the characters of Haidar and Chalil, so too 
does Ateng for its antihero. The title nicknames Ateng as "girl-crazy". 
However, the film presents a less uncouth image of him than does the 
script, in which he attempts to grope Muti when he sees her in the 
farmhouse warung, with the result that Muti defends herself by hitting 
both Ateng and Iskak on the head. The force of the blow makes Ateng 
cross-eyed. This gross slight upon her female modesty is excised, so that 
Ateng is made to appear more like a romanticising fool, and it is left to the 
visiting neighbour Si Salim to be the hopeful womaniser.
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Eddy Sud the impostor graduate brings the word politik  "politics" into the 
film scenario, and persuades the two clowns that they should learn from 
the lessons of national history that enemies like Si Kaca Mata "The 
Bespectacled One" are persistent and must be resisted ruthlessly.13 Ketua is 
the Bespectacled One, whose exaggerated manner and fancy dress version 
of safari clothing make silent mock of the correctly attired leaders of 
expeditions in Western films; his speech and manner also decry the 
motive of greed in colonialism. At the end his uniformed appearance, his 
Sabar "Be patient" and his calm smile could be interpreted as a comment 
upon officials when policies go wrong.
It is close to being another rifle shot to arouse policy makers. The point of 
view Ateng expresses about politics generally seems closer to that of 
Golkar (officially not a political party at that time) rather than that of the 
Nahdlatul Ulama element within the Muslim amalgamation of the Partai 
Persatuan Pembangunan. Still, through narrative, other dialogue, 
characterisation and mise-en-scene Sani has still been able to raise for 
query the rate, evenness and success of development.
Script changes for Perintis
Sani's first script shows just what great possibilities he saw in Hamka's 
slight novel of just over sixty pages. These few pages contained sound 
materials: romance doomed by tradition and class; much rindu "the 
emotion of melancholy or nostalgia", and emphasis upon the joy of the 
haj in coming to meet God. The first script adds anti-colonialism to the 
very beginning in the form of the Haji Jalaluddin mosque scene, which 
easily allows the introduction of other elements from Hamka's 
biographical Ayahku. Seminary students and their leader Haji Wali are 
therefore woven into the plot. As befits an epic, Perintis has a larger than 
usual number of characters, and many characters of intermediate 
importance who disappear from the narrative once their function as 
meaning has been performed.
In different circumstances Hamid still obeys a foster parent in trying to 
coax Zainab into accepting an arranged marriage, which her father's dying 
wish in the film forces her to do. In both Hamka's novel and Sani's first 
script Hamid actually does go to Mecca, where he receives word about 
Zainab. After her father's burial in Perintis, Zainab no longer appears.
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Within this first script Sani did indicate flashbacks for memory and day 
dream visions but these conventional examples are omitted for the film to 
allow the inclusion of a religious vision and two memories, a flashback for 
Halimah and a flashback for Zainab, to complement the others Sani 
already had written into the first script.
Sani omitted some more conventional elements of the novel. Fakhruddin 
and Halimah do not marry, though a single shot in the film lightly 
suggests the possibility of romance as they both stand at a window to watch 
Haji Wali march under arrest down the street. Sani excised too the danger 
of being on pilgrimage, the rescue from the Bedouins by special Saudi 
Arabian forces, and the scene of taking part in the actual performance of 
the haj. However, late efforts to overcome production difficulties in 
gaining permission from Saudi Arabian authorities and most likely with 
finance led to a recourse to filming in sets built in Jakarta (Sinar Harapan, 
"Dari Saudi Arabia"). Danger on religious pilgrimage is kept for the brief 
hint in the cowritten script for the uncompleted Peristiwa Don Muang 
(1982) that the state must ensure pilgrims on Garuda flights to Mecca are 
safe from terrorist hijackers.
The first script portrays the beachside dashing of Zainab's hope of love in 
marriage but the film's off screen religious song in this scene hints that 
Hamid has a higher (religious) duty. Hamka's Haji Ja'far is still personally 
generous but is subtly condemned in Perintis as a Dutch collaborator, so 
that Hamid is seen yet again to choose a higher duty when he leaves his 
foster father's graveside to respond to the Dutch threat.
Hamid's character is much enhanced, partly because Sani expends so much 
time on showing the sometimes faltering steps by which he grows closer to 
fulfilling his potential. His various talents bloom in the seminary 
environment, remarkably quickly in fact. At the end, on the ship taking 
him into exile Hamid exhibits a little of the rindu "nostalgic yearning" 
which was such a strong feature in the work of Hamka. But Sani, who 
preferred modernity, has a representative of the community of the 
faithful, an unnamed sailor, give him sound religious advice and the 
practical advice not to waste his opportunities to learn but to keep an open 
mind.
The tendency to premature physical rebellion begins with the Muslim 
preachers inclined to Communism who incite the ignorant peasants to
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futile violence. Violence escalates from successful minor guerilla attacks at 
night on towns to the slaughter of the peasants led by Zainuddin when 
they are confronted in an open skirmish by better trained and armed 
colonial forces. These alterations are considerable developments from the 
hint in the original script of Zainuddin's interest in foreign revolutionary 
political theory and his lack of concern to preserve people. These additions 
deepen the historical background. So too does the mention of the activity 
of Tan Malaka, the Sumatran Communist and revolutionary, whose 
nationalism made some non-Communist Sumatrans shelter him (Abu 
Hanifah 171).
Depth to Sani's tale, which might in another's hands have become just a 
tale of adventure set amidst colonial conflict, springs from his most 
important additions, Halimah as a major character along with the 
concomitant strong intermediate role of her mother. In Sani's mind 
Halimah grew from the unnamed domestic crafts teacher of Hamka's 
novel to the teacher Halimah in the first script who becomes chaperone 
and confidant to Zainab, and with her an avid reader and reciter of 
Hamid's Me tiara poetry. From this she blooms in Per intis into a leader, a 
consciousness raiser, a revolutionary and a mystic.
The introduction of Halimah's need for justice allows Sani two 
opportunities. One is to make it obvious that God is always in the plot. 
The other opportunity is to highlight the role of the ulama as true guides 
and friends to the people in a time of disorder and of change. Played by 
Sani himself, Haji Wali's role has been considerably expanded, and he 
disappears from the plot when his part is done. The ulama court of justice 
is an addition by which Sani can highlight the role of reason and the law 
in Islam and provide information about the purpose of the new Majelis 
Ulama Indonesia "Council of Muslim Religious Scholars of Indonesia".
The additions and the extensions between novel and script, between 
original script and film, prove that Sani and his backers took the role of 
the devout writer/ artist/ intellectual as "a shadow of God on earth" 
seriously (Hasjmy). Though the changes are considerable, there must be 
some things well worth saying in Hamka's novel which are repeated in 
both the original script and Per intis. These are love of God and the need 
for traditional society to change.
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Script changes for Baivalah
The idea that change is still needed is very much present in the secular 
Baivalah. Changes took place between Risyaf's concept in the first script 
and the scenario by Sani, filmed by Risyaf. Changes to locales, plot and 
characterisation of the secular Baivalah included two important excisions 
and one addition which have special socio-political significance. One 
concerns generational conflict in regard to recognition and worth, the 
other concerns the language with which certain ideas can be expressed in 
literature.
Baivalah supports the New Order policy of Ibuism in two ways, one 
through narrative and characterisation, the other by altering the balance of 
gender roles in the genre of melodrama. The first example is provided by 
Kartika and her cousin Ria who indicate that a change in their status to 
becoming a prospective ibu "wife, mother", demands a more respectful 
attitude towards themselves. The second is that script instructions show 
that the first, Risyaf signed script was clearly written with the actress 
Marissa Haque in mind, but her part and that of Ria and of Bulan (Wulan) 
have been reduced; the film scenario emphasises the male roles much 
more. Melodrama is a genre which makes it easy to include more female 
characters as participants in the narrative or opinion makers in the course 
of the argument of the film. Melodrama is so often set in family 
circumstances. However, Sani's scenario tilts the balance towards male 
preponderance.
Both Risyaf and Sani use foreign locales to make some points about what 
they want or do not want for Indonesia. Some of the ideas of the first script 
have been transposed. The lovers first meet in Hong Kong, where a part of 
the dialogue disapproves of the robot-like behaviour of the population in 
an urban, industrialised city like Tokyo.14 This idea becomes the silent 
foreground of flotsam and the mute background of industrial landscape in 
Abdul Rauf's quiet brooding at Singapore's harbour.
The Risyaf script for Baivalah bears more overt signs of understanding the 
Malari affair, Malapetaka Januari "Disaster of January".15 The Malari 
Affair in 1974 had been a student led public protest against economic 
policies, especially increasing Japanese influence upon the economy, 
corruption, and the undesirable influence of Western culture. There was 
considerable Muslim support for the protests. After this, loyalty to the
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president and the dampening of factional power struggles were New Order 
priorities. Universities became less open to the expression of pluralistic 
opinion. The Malari Affair was a watershed in Indonesian political life. It 
led to the repression of student councils and of the national press (Bresnan 
135-63).
The Risyaf version has Rio (Abdul Rauf) explain why he became a 
university drop-out. He had become convinced that students should be 
actively concerned with the issues of social and economic justice, an issue 
over which he argues with an older male relative.16 These issues of social 
justice and human rights are first transposed by Sard to the more 
obviously dramatic but brief Vietnam battle zone pre-credit scene. Much 
later the same issues reappear in the very brief scene in which Dr Ibrahim 
Mahmud endeavours to make his way home as poor becak drivers scurry 
to avoid police.
Rio insists upon his and any man's right to marry as he wishes, for love, 
despite disapproval and rejection. This vocal insistence upon individual 
dignity has been transposed to the quiet political shrewdness of Bawalah, 
when Abdul Rauf in Singapore gives Kartika his latest novel, and Kartika 
in turn gives it to her father to read. As he reads it, his daughter and 
female household servant wait outside, hopeful like conspirators.
Another excision concerns the Maoist style of the phrase of Sartika's 
quotation of her father's thoughts on artistic freedom. The Maoist slogan 
of May 1956 was the repetition of a Chinese classical statement, "Let a 
hundred flowers bloom together; let the hundred schools of thought 
contend" (Fairbank and Reischauer 496). Sartika (Kartika) quotes her 
father's phrase: "Let a thousand flowers blossom in the garden".17
Diplomacy and politics share some methods, and so must art with social 
intent. Youth films are a form of family melodrama. In the wider context 
of the Hollywood film of the fifties this often focussed upon "relationships 
between parents and children, and the transmission of values or authority 
between generations" (Sklar 361). These films penetrated world film 
markets. The problems of relationships, values and authority is in fact a 
universal one, understood elsewhere even if American ways of expressing 
or solving the universal problem were and are not admired, at least by the 
older generation. The family is a microcosm of the world, so its power 
structures mirror that of society at large.
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In an Indonesian context, Bawalah offers advice meant to be positive about 
formal and informal political methods of persuading an opponent. These 
counter the negative advice of physical methods of violence and trickery 
proposed by Eddy Sud in Ateng. In other words, Sani informs his audience 
as to how society is structured, and how to operate within it. The father 
figure is paramount; dutiful obedience, a judicious use of informal and 
formal methods in political behaviour and an affirmation of shared 
principles will gain his approval.
Foreign viewpoints and a gap filled 
The place of religion in Sam's art
This is not surprising in the light of the cultural history of Indonesia. 
Sometimes politically opposed to New Order policies, the Nahdlatul 
Ulama found that both the regime and itself were reformulating the role 
of religion. Members of the former Lesbumi and New Order leaders both 
saw that national film could be proclaimed to be a cultural flagship for a 
modernising nation. Cinema could present nation and history, and 
dramatise the ideology of the regime; it could convey the state of society 
whose problems were portrayed as private moral conflicts. This emphasis 
upon morality allowed a place for religion, though most filmmakers were 
not prepared to lose audiences by insisting upon it. Sani and the New 
Order both recognised a truth general in Southeast Asian cultures at that 
time: " ... religious identification remained a powerful social and political 
force" (Pye, "Southeast Asia" 1963: 319). Every major historical
transformation in Southeast Asia has been accompanied by changes in 
religion (Stange, "Religious Change" 529). These are the reasons why even 
in his most secular work and lightest vehicles there is a touch of Islam. 
The Qur'an puts the matter this way: "The dye of God! And who better 
than God can tincture with a dye?" (2: 138; Dawood 20).18
Depending upon the social and political circumstances affecting the 
processes of production, distribution and exhibition, whether strongly or 
lightly the dye of God suffuses the scripts, scenarios and direction of Asrul 
Sani. This dye prevents him from making films that are openly combative 
for such consequences were contrary to the quietist Islam of the Nahdlatul 
Ulama. It does not prevent him using all the artistic means used by 
socialist revolutionary film to create a public art designed to stimulate
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personal jihad. A revolution whether inwardly personal or physically 
public is still a revolution.
Putting cultural and religious history in the foreground facilitates 
recognition of local volition in a way even social history may not (Stange, 
"Religious Change" 533). In Indonesia, "in the idiom of some 
[revolutionary] movements, the spiritual struggle within the revolution 
was directed at unseating the imperialism of the mind within the body ... 
"(537). This is why attention to Sani's application of religion to his life as a 
cultural critic and artist has been used to fill in the gaps left by those who 
have chosen most helpfully to explore the general field.
In regard to public and private morality other religions in Indonesia share 
the objections of devout Muslims to some irreligious patterns of 
behaviour. Among these religious groupings there may be some greater or 
lesser emphasis upon the undesirability of gambling money on lottery 
tickets or on a wife's right to reject her husband's sexual advances. On 
other matters, morality and concepts about social relationships are shared. 
Sani's films insist that the personal laws of Islam apply equally to Muslim 
elites and the masses; there is no separation between private and public 
life.
Individual works draw attention to certain sins prohibited by Islam such as 
fornication in Palupi?, Isteriku Sayang Jsteriku Malang (1977), Kem elut 
Hid up (1977) and Ke Ujung Dunia (1983), prostitution in Palupi? and 
Akhir Cinta di atas Bukit (1972), immodest female attire in Palupi? and 
Bawalah Aku Pergi (1981), pornography in Palupi? and in the first script 
for Bulan di atas Kuburan (1973), drinking alcohol in Segenggam Harapan 
(1973) and Akhir Cinta di atas Bukit, gambling in the lottery in Raja Jin 
Petijaga Pintu Kereta (1974), lying, boasting, and breaking promises in 
Ateng, theft and violence in Akhir Cinta di atas Bukit (1972) and in Ateng, 
dishonesty in business practices and sexual immorality in the script of 
Kemelut Hid up (1977) and cockfighting in Perintis (1977-1980); abortion of 
a premarital pregnancy is rejected in Ke Ujung Dunia. The unloving 
behaviour of a wife in Palupi? leads to barrenness, and since the cause for 
the same behaviour in Ke Ujung Dunia is different, bound up with a sense 
of sin, it is treated with the patience of Islam prepared to seek the advice of 
a psychiatrist to cure frigidity.
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Many scenes with ritual prayer are missing from finished films; too 
obvious a sign perhaps of an intention to Islamise. Good and evil are the 
concerns of Islam; order and disorder were the concerns of traditional 
societies in the archipelago. Harmony and stability were the concern of the 
New Order. Evil causes disorder; good restores it. Amid general social 
disorder, Palupi sins more and more; submission to God will restore 
harmony in the here and now; God's Judgement creates the order of 
Paradise and Hell. Nothing succeeds like the truth: propagandists have 
relearned that lesson time and time again (Taylor 13). It is the premise on 
which evangelists work in the context of religion.
Sani's films do not, and cannot, set out to be a textbook of Sufism (Arberry, 
Doctrine 77). Those seen to be mystics in his work are the sober type 
preferred by al-Junayd, the Sufi master who believed that spiritual truths 
should not be taught to all and sundry, but carefully when the disciple was 
ready for the experience (Williams 117-19). Some films show that 
indigenised Islam is necessary to modernity. However, Stange's comment 
upon the revival of tarekat in Indonesia in the eighties invites reflection 
upon the occasional presence and thereby the official acceptance of 
mysticism in Sani's films from 1969 to 1983. The NU had long ceased to 
hold the Ministry of Religion as a fiefdom, but the New Order was well 
aware of the springs of mystical belief among the masses. His last overtly 
dakwah film, the second Titian (1982) repeats his 1959 stress on the use of 
reason in Islam and commitment to remove oppression by deepening 
religious knowledge.
Applicability o f foreign viewpoints
Together and separately each of these four films prove the validity of 
foreign comments upon Indonesian or Third World films to the work of 
Sani, who has been variously described in Ar chip el as a film artist with a 
personal vision of Muslim morality and intellectual analysis encased in 
artistic structures , a lordless samurai by the Indonesian Kayam and by 
word-of-mouth an establishment figure whose style has frozen19. Heider 
and Sen have consistently proved their worth, especially in regard to 
Indonesian genres, characterisation and other conventions. Hatley's 
recognition of the admixture and transformation of cultural codes from 
Western stage and film, and of popular Indonesian forms of oral and 
dramatic literature proves its worth in enforcing attention to the presence 
of these in Sani's work, for he was steeped in both East and West.
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There are some consistencies and inconsistencies in Sani's work. There are 
heroes, devout visionary intellectual artist-writers, knowledgeable ulama 
and the unimportant characters briefly uttering Muslim admonitions. 
Some ulama are good Muslims, some are not, like mankind. The view of 
the intellectual is far less optimistic after Bawalah. In the script of Sorta 
(1982) the younger educated male, Daulat, is killed for he overestimates 
the power of reason when confronting traditional violence in the desa. In 
a moment of cultural agony, the older male, the head teacher Pak 
Pardomuan, wrecks the public television set, and later with his family goes 
into voluntary exile, fleeing the desa. This development after Bawalah 
may indicate some pessimism about the influence of intellectuals. The use 
of a psychiatrist in Ke Ujung Dunia (1983) does not contradict the values of 
Islam.
There are heroines too, but at the end of their films they are retreating to 
some form of seclusion. Halimah of Perintis is seen entering her prison 
cell where she will meditate. Sorta in the script is fleeing into exile with 
her illegitimate child and a reformed mother-in-law. Palupi did one 
sensible thing at the beginning: she asked why and where did it all begin, 
and the consequence is she is last seen visibly restrained by a locked gate. 
Even Muti of the topsy-turvy Ateng is being set aside by men in a 
discussion scene.
The masses in the desa can contain individually good characters, but 
Ateng, Perintis and Titian (1959, 1982) and Sorta (1982) show that they are 
easily aroused to violence for revenge. They need firm guidance from 
above. Similarly, the urban masses can contain good individuals, but in 
Palupi? the motor bike gang conveys the threat of violence. Except for 
Sorta's mother-in-law, physical violence is male in Sani's work between 
1966 and 1983. But then women can commit violence too. Wulan's 
mother in Bawalah is prepared to harm the spiritual wellbeing of her 
daughter, the family and society by her manipulation of tradition and 
disregard for sincere love and plighted troth.
Any point of disagreement between Sen and Heider over the 
representation of women does not matter in that neither pays attention to 
the expression of religion in film. And Sani complicates the matter by 
varying his use of women. As Heider said, generalisations are not much 
help when analysing the work of those with a claim to be regarded as 
auteurs. Knowing the circumstances of Sani's life and the cultural and
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political situation is a much better guide to understanding why and how 
he is using female and male characters in such a way. There are overlaps 
between tradition and religion, but religion sometimes has Sani 
highlighting the ability of women to lead change as Perintis does, and 
sometimes showing their lesser place as he does in Palupi?. And in these 
two instances, as in Sorta (1982) it is possible to consider the woman as 
representative of the nation, or at least of a large segment of society. The 
prostitute in Sani's film work is never used to symbolise reconstruction 
and reconciliation as she is sometimes in Vietnamese film; in Sorta (1982) 
and Ke Ujung Dunia (1983) it is the child of the woman who becomes 
pregnant at her first lapse from morality who becomes this.
Repetition is not confined to character types, for images are repeated too, 
but not exactly. The living tree symbol is strongly connected with Haidar 
and his new play and repeated in different ways in Palupi?, especially up to 
and including Palupi's wish fulfilment dream about Chalil after the sin of 
fornication. This subtly links the two men. In Perintis a dead tree cast up 
on the beach in the foreground of the final shot of the doomed love scene 
symbolises the dashing of Zainab's hope. During this scene a religious song 
has been heard, its singers unseen; that sound and then the foregrounding 
of this dead tree convey the sense that this visual symbol has a spiritual 
meaning. In Bawalah there is no tree, but the image of beach, water and 
flotsam and jetsam of fate is presented in Abdul Raufs brooding beside the 
polluted harbour of Singapore. In the secular Ateng the single tree in the 
farmhouse yard is a stunted tree beside the bench where the besotted 
Ateng woos Muti. It looks more like a stage prop.
Dissanayake's statement about governments seeking to appropriate film is 
true. The Indonesian approach was both formal and informal. Sanfs pre­
eminence did not prevent his being disciplined or guided. Direct 
censorship was applied to Ahkir Cinta di atas Bukit (1972) and Perintis was 
allowed out of the country for international exhibition but suffered a lack 
at home.
The political definitions of Asian film types made by Dissanayake repeat in 
another way the political interest of Gabriel's categorisation of Third 
World film. Dissanayake's description of experimental film resembles the 
combative or third phase of film history analysed by Gabriel ( "Critical 
Theory" 33-34). Each of these two theorists is concerned with creativity 
and artistry too. Palupi? might be said to fit Dissanayake's description of
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the second category of artistic film, for it is attacking an institution, 
parliament, and it might be said to have moved even into the third phase, 
experimental film, for it attacks the collusion of the state with late 
capitalism. However, in the Indonesian political context this attack would 
have had support from many in the Armed Forces and those who had 
helped bring the New Order into being. Socio-economic distress in 
Indonesia was a matter for religious concern. As to being within the first 
phase, commercial film which is popular film conveying the nation state, 
it conveys the equation of Muslim leadership with the true values of the 
nation state. Palupi? crosses categories.
Chalil in Palupi? is a character who shows that Sani's film work did in 
some ways differ from the history of Indonesian literature. During the 
filming on location scene at Fort Speelwyck Chalil does ask questions 
found in the first stage or psychological abyss in the generality of post­
colonial literature (Foulcher, "In Search"). In her narrow self-referential 
way Palupi is asking the same question at the beginning of the film. A lack 
of cultural authenticity is expressed in another way in Gabriel's version of 
a first phase in film ("Critical Theory" 31). It is an imitative phase 
identifying with Western Hollywood film and purposely concentrating on 
entertainment. Adventure is sensationalised for its own sake and 
escapism underpins the romances, musicals and comedies of this phase. 
Sani was well aware of this, and utilised and adapted common tendencies 
whilst subverting them as he does in Ateng and Bawalah.
Having experienced other cultures in conflict, Abdul Rauf is the 
expression of the third phase of postcolonial theory. He has been 
marginalised by his own family, been a migrant, comes to accept hybridity 
through the sayembara, and through his betrothed he indicates he will 
continue a search for strategies of survival (Fanon, W retched  1990 (1961) 
183 qtd Foulcher, "In Search" 158). Rauf and Ateng even more are 
characters in secular narratives. Dwelling in his zone of occult instability, 
Ateng is the lower class version of this third phase (158). This marginal 
character migrates, is accepted with his faults, and may seek another 
strategy for survival. But it will not be a radical transformation (169). His 
story is told in an Indonesian film firmly linked to the aspirations of the 
state, building the future (161).
Sani's use of traditional images of tree and water demonstrates the second 
or nativist phase in postcolonial theory (Foulcher, "In Search"). The
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nativist phase equates with the second or remembrance phase of Third 
World film (Gabriel, "Critical Theory" 32-33). This remembrance phase is 
marked not just by a return to the Third World's sources of strength, its 
culture and history, but by the indigenisation of talents, production, 
exhibition and distribution. Indonesian film history has concentrated on 
efforts and degrees and success in the latter (Sen, Said, Biran). 
Remembrance phase themes include the clash of rural and urban life and 
tradition and modernisation. These recur in different ways in Sani's film 
work.
His films are ideological tools (Gabriel, "Critical Theory" 34), so 
theoretically they are combative or third phase weapons used for and by 
the masses; one such weapon is the static shot in Palupi? of the overladen 
table at Sugito's party for those who do not need to be fed, an ideological 
comment like that of the hand of the graffiti writer commenting on 
Sugito's signboard. The sound of goats before the corrupt religious judge is 
actually seen in Perintis is ideology the masses can understand. In Ateng 
the mullock heaps of a now barren Oyster Hill and the advice of a beaming 
Ketua in uniform to be patient are ideological statements about human 
greed exemplified on a grand, official scale. The director Risyaf has Dr 
Ibrahim Mahmud polish the name plate at his gate in Bawalah. This 
action, and the sight of the large portrait of himself in his study (surely he 
knows what he looks like!) are ideological statements about the self- 
satisfaction status provides.
Ambivalence or partial advance is shown in the manner of Sani's use of 
one narrative method common in Third Cinema in which the 
autobiographical method is not restricted to narrating a story about one 
individual, but is multi-generational and trans-individual. Palupi? 
presents other viewpoints, not just those of the woman herself; Perintis 
uses the conventional form of the historical epic to convey the attitudes 
and process of change across the generations, and conveys collective as 
well as individual points of view (Gabriel, 'Third" 58); but identities are 
never blurred, so again Sani's filmmaking falls short of Gabriel's 
description of fully matured, phase three or combative film by and for the 
masses. On the other hand, Sani invites participatory viewing by 
Halimah's voiceover immediately after the prologue and in another 
voiceover by herself coupled with graphics at the end. Sani understands 
the theory and methods of other Third World filmmakers; with his firm
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belief in the right of the intellectual and artistic elite to guide and form 
culture he was not able to create work fully in their manner, no matter 
how much sympathy and understanding his films show for the little 
scrabbler, the weak and oppressed, and those ignorant of religion.
Dissanayake sees both artistic and experimental films as bringing attention 
to ambivalent unities, marginalised voices and emerging and oppositional 
discourses ("Nationhood"). This in essence is what Sani had said many 
years ago: film should show the actual and conflicting tendencies in 
society. He has done so, often in subtle ways that might very well displease 
critics of the New Order, but he has gone as far as he can under the rules, 
which he himself helped to form and before which he too had to bend as 
changes to some first scripts indicate. The narrative line upon which 
censors put so much emphasis had to utter the dominant voice, which is 
what the Hollywood film does. Fortunately for Sani the voice of the state 
supported the growth of spirituality whilst it worked assiduously to bridle 
the political tongue of Islam. Both the Qur'an and Pancasila speak of God 
and humanity, so within constraints Sani could admonish state and 
society.
Of all the four films surveyed, Ateng comes closest to Gabriel's expectation 
that individual cinema industries should seek an accommodation with 
folk culture ("Critical Theory" 50). It is less of a framed package, an artistic 
structure. In a straightforward and accessible narrative elements of folk 
culture are combined with the combative use of lunatics to express the 
truth about the current state of society and mankind's nature (Liberation). 
Its reception is an admission that improving technical standards, artistic 
structures and decreasing poetic complexity were not enough to convince 
the consumer of its truth or of its entertainment value; unfortunately the 
jokes in Ateng were too predictable and overdone, while others were 
intellectual and absurd.
As Said much later observed, the history of the film industry showed that 
national development campaign films had a short life ('The Indonesian 
Revolution"). Sani undertook to use art responsibly, to spread the best of 
development, which was modernisation and to deepen religious 
knowledge for the salvation of individual souls and of the social fabric. 
Except for his religion and his quietist political views, he shares the 
understanding of socialist revolutionary theorists about the purpose of 
film and the special use of certain techniques. He applied his talent to
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create by example and regulation a specifically Indonesian idiom in film, 
which he does in three noticeable ways, experimenting within and among 
genres, melding traditional and modern, high and popular cultural forms, 
foreign and Indonesian sources in aural and visual modes, and 
underpinning his work with the teaching and symbolism of the Qur'an 
and Hadith.
Conclusion
The new mankind
Members of the masses can and do exercise their rights in religion. 
Halimah of Perintis insists upon hers, the right to attend lessons in the 
mosque. Democracy in Sani's films springs from the obedience all 
Muslims should give to the Qur'anic command to prohibit evil and 
encourage good, to admonish and then to withdraw from a situation, an 
ideal operating in Palupi?. Democracy is not a word he has normally used, 
but Sani stated that democracy will grow when the people are free to think 
("Sensur"). The closest Sani comes to expressing ideas of democracy is in 
seminary, mosque and courtroom scenes of presentation and examination 
of views in Perintis. Ateng puts limits on this through proving that the 
rational state can perform the function of secular justice better than 
emotional villagers bound by custom.
In Sani's more secular work, mankind may develop a sense of morality 
and accept responsibility, as happens in Ke Ujutig Dunia (1983). Ideally, the 
new mankind is Muslim, protective of other religions. Its spiritual life is 
rich, and follows the guidance of ulama who are sober and Shariah guided 
mystics. It rejects Westernisation which means all those ideas and 
behaviour patterns leading to personal and social distress in this world 
and to permanent Hell in the Hereafter. The new mankind not only 
accepts the development policy of the state but puts it into practice. It 
accepts modernisation: this entails rejecting those customs and attitudes 
from the past which do not increase happiness in this world and 
maintaining those which do bolster the individual psyche and preserve 
social harmony. Good attitudes are based on spirituality and social 
harmony is based on an extended version of the hierarchical and 
benevolent family structure.
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The new art and the worth of the artist
Indigenous dramatic forms did not include tragic drama in the Western 
mode with its extreme consequences. As Sani put it, "Indonesians want 
drama to provide the opportunity to laugh and weep" ("Fungsi Teater" 
249). He realised he had to move towards the norm with less layers of 
meaning and less difficult allusions and images, but continued to mark his 
style with cynical humour, some complexity and a devotion to artistic 
structure. Experimentation had him change genre within films, usually 
from more serious to less serious in form. Palupi? is an exception. He 
endeavoured to reveal more of the actual and conflicting tendencies of 
society by using genres such as melodrama, comedy and historical drama 
of epic proportions which encourage the use of many characters. He led 
the way in seeking to make Indonesian genres such as comedy and 
melodrama better intellectual fare for the audience
A definition of nasional "national" in regard to its use in later arguments 
about popular music is applicable to the national or cultural-educative 
film Sani endorsed (Yampolsky 10). The word "patriot" brings 
connotations of defender, champion, missionary, zealot and propagandist 
for the common good. Indeed, at seventy years of age Sani was praised as 
Guru Bangsa 'Teacher of the Nation" (Prambadi). He had declared that 
film was the ideal way to show the conflicting tendencies of society, actual 
and failed.
Sani himself
Some of his tendencies of the fifties had failed: he accepted greater 
government influence. His youthful convictions about a new literary 
language were followed by bold insistence on ignoring collective advice, 
and then by projecting New Order attitudes about language and behaviour. 
His early insistence on returning to the desa for cultural values became an 
insistence upon change really only being possible there through deeper 
religious knowledge. His portrayal of uneven change, retention of the 
worst and loss of the best in the desa is much more bleak in the script of 
Sorta (1982) than in the film At eng, he has maintained some 
determination to be honest. His call for writers and artists to reject 
Western examples was followed by judicious borrowing and adaptation for 
decades. Western influence becomes less obvious in his work, but it 
continues.
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After three strongly religious films made or begun in 1977, he began 
withdrawal from direction, but his scripts maintained a presence of Islam, 
and especially of morality. He showed how to admonish the state, safely 
within the guidelines which he had helped to formulate.
The four films examined give no reason to reject Indonesian descriptions 
of Drs H Asrul Sani as budayawan aristokrat, santri and ulama. Those who 
have gone before have not been wrong in their general analysis of Sani's 
film work. Expressed through some character types and the repetition of 
some images, his personal vision was conveyed strongly or weakly 
depending upon the political situation. His purpose of achieving social 
change had him use film techniques that match those of openly combative 
filmmakers in other cultures. Yet the messages of his films are not really 
different to the more numerous and much less well made films of others 
(Said, "Filem dan Masyarakat" 25). Idealism and topicality can be found in 
his film work, for film has the ability to express the eternal and the 
particular. Far less well known than his publicised support of New Order 
cultural policies, Sani's later film work indicates some pessimism and the 
retention of some hope.
ENDNOTES
1 Undaunted, Sani repeated the same hope in 1990 ("Perkembangan").
2 A film movement is marked by a burst of creativity by filmmakers working in close 
proximity and broadly sharing distinctive styles, techniques and aesthetic values. They 
seem to emerge in the context of dramatic social and political transformations: ... the 
Russian revolution, Germany's defeat after World War I, Italy's liberation after World 
War II (Sklar 366-67). Indonesia had known considerable trauma, and official film policy 
in the seventies had certainly worked to achieve a national style.
3 Many years later Chalid Arifin criticised Indonesian art directors for designing sets to 
please themselves rather than to serve the characters and the actors playing those roles. 
He complained of standardisation and of stereotyping. However, he was sure the weakness 
of films usually sprang from poor scripts (qtd in Kompas, 'Tema FFI").
4 This title recalls the influential writing of the French critic and theorist, Andre Bazin, at 
the time of the New Wave.
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5 Both Tirez sur le pianiste (1960) and Jules et Jim (1962) were adapted from novels.
6 Halim (c. 1951) allots sixteen pages to Sani as poet and short story writer, two to Rivai 
Apin as a poet, three to Chairil Anwar as a poet, four to the novelist Idrus. Halim's 
Foreword acknowledges that his measuring stick for analysing Indonesian literature and 
language has been the opinions of M A P C Poelhekke in his Woordkunst.
7 There is considerable religious symbolism in Akhir Cinta di atas Bukit (1972), which has 
a theme about religious knowledge and better ways to teach it. Akhi r  contains religious 
symbolism from a Tradition of the Prophet relating a dream. The proper way to teach 
religious knowledge is a theme in both Titian Serambut Dibelah Tujuh (1959, 1982). The 
script for Akhir contains a graphic account of a man's descent into sin, and has him come to 
acceptance of God's Will and his own punishment in prison. It includes scenes of a race car 
track, and the film was made at the time when the American Steve McQueen was playing 
tough, adventurous roles in such milieux in Hollywood films. The censors did pass the film; 
what changes they insisted upon or what changes Sani had already made to the script are 
not fully known. However, a synopsis of the plot of the completed film indicates that both 
the male and female sinners die, shot by the police (Kristanto 93).
8 Pages 52-55 of typed manuscript of Palupi? supplied by Sinematek.
9 Page 18 of typed manuscript of Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi? held at Sinematek.
10 The visual symbol of the closed gate resonates with the memory of the message of the 
lines preceding it. The emphasis is the Hell or Heaven judgement on the Day of Doom. Li aw 
Yock Fang in The Complete Poems o f Chairil Anwar 1974: 22 translates the last two lines as 
"I have trespassed on the limitation./Going back? The door is shut with a bang". Burton 
Raffel in The Voice o f the Night 1993:17 translates these as "I've gone too far./Can I come 
back? The door's been slammed shut".
In context, pintu can be a door or a gate. Pak Gono in Raja Jin Penjaga Pintu Kereta (1974) 
is a railway gate keeper or level crossing guard.
I I 2 In 1984 this writer was part of an audience of several hundred factory workers for
popular stage comedy provided by management as part of company celebrations. The 
Indonesian senior manager informed me that the best Jakartan comedians had been engaged. 
One of the comedians played the religious hypocrite, to the guffaws of the audience. Those 
members of the official party who had been on haj laughed decorously. Religious hypocrisy
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is a fault across peoples, cultures and religions. Sani is making that point in his own way, 
and being as honest about it as the popular stage comedians were that day.
13 The additions are to the speech made by Eddy Sud on page 22 of the script of Ateng Mata 
Keranjang.
14 Page 9 of first or Risyaf script held at Sinematek.
15 Page 17 of first or Risyaf script held at Sinematek.
16 pages 38-39 of first or Risyaf script, plus Rio's comments on p. 9 and p. 17.
17 Page 18 of first or Risyaf script of Bawlah Aku Pergi.
18 Arberry uses quite different vocabulary. On page 20 of the parallel text of Al Qur'an: 30 
Juz — Transliterasi Latin Diterjemahkan Secara L a fzh iy  ah , Firma Sumatra, Bandung, the 
idea of "dye" is translated as mengikhlaskan hati "to make the heart sincere". So Chalil 
tells Palupi: "Look for it in your heart."
19 This was a personal communication in 1991 made by a Western cineast (not French) who 
prefers not to be named. He is well known in Southeast Asia.
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FILMOGRAPHY
Film Work Of Asrul Sani
Sources o f information
Primary sources of information include: copies of film treatments and 
scripts from the Indonesian national film archive at Sinematek, a 
Sinematek provided transcription of the dialogue of the scenario for 
Bawalah Aku Pergi, unpublished transcriptions and translations by 
Australian scholars of whole or parts of a little of the film dialogue of 
Lewat Jam Malam and Pagar Kawat Berduri (and for the sinetron Sitti 
Nurbaya), Indonesian informants viewing some scenes in company with 
the researcher; and screen credits at the beginning and end of those films 
that have been viewed. Some video tapes of older films lack part of the 
opening credits.
Chief secondary sources are the following printed or typed reference 
works: Katalog Film Indonesia 1926-1995 (Kristanto); Ar chip el (5) 1973, a 
special issue devoted to Indonesian film and including a chronological list; 
a typed three-page list of Sani's film work up to the end of 1990, Daftar 
Film (Sinematek); Asrul Sani 70 Tahun, (Rosidi et al. 303-13). Cross­
checking was assisted by several works on Indonesian film history, such as 
those by Misbach Jusa Biran and Salim Said. Indonesian print media 
articles and film reviews for cinemagoers or television viewers were used, 
as were film posters. Reference works on Indonesian and international 
film were also useful. All of the above sources may be found in the 
bibliography. Discrepancies among the sources are noted and referenced.
Formal and informal systems existed in the seventies to censor film; the 
expectation was that the encouragement of self-censorship would reduce 
the need for obvious control or intervention (Sen, "Indonesian Films"; 
Indonesian Cinema). A scenario would be submitted for approval, 
sometimes with the hope of a subsidy in some form, and to reduce the cost 
of production by only having to make changes in the pre-production 
phase. A production permit would be issued. The scenario first submitted 
would be stored. In practice, not all film rushes were checked by 
authorities responsible for film (Sen). The definitive scenario is the actual 
film. Shooting scripts have not been sighted.
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Filmography, including incomplete works
Adam dam Hawa [Adam and Eve]. Working title; see Dua Insan ITwo 
Human Beings]. Halted 1967. Story probably film treatment Adam dan 
Hawa by Asrul Sani. Scenario and director: Asrul Sani Production was to 
start on 10 Apr. 1967. Prod: Persari-Idfil-Perfini (PIP). Was to star: Rachmat 
Kartolo, Titik Puspa, Sukarno M Noor, Connie Sutejda, Netty Herawati, 
Elanda Rosi (a reporter on Indonesia Djaja); also Fenty Effendi, Sukarsih, 
Atmonadi, Bus Bustami, Hasan Sanusi, Mansjur Sjah, Menzano and two 
newcomers, Evi Sofia and Wiaen Wiana. Shooting was to have taken 
place at Bandung (Sinar Harapan 2 Apr. 1967: 2).
Akhir Cinta Diatas Biikit [The End o f Eove on the Hilltop]. 1972. C. Story 
and scenario: Asrul Sani. Prod: Caprina Film (Herlina). Dir: Wahyu 
Sihombing. Ph: Leo Fioole. Art: Sri Widodo. Ed. Janis Badar. Starring: 
Mieke Wijaya, Rachmat Hidajat, Sentot S. See Tem po, 29 December, 1973 
(?) re censorship of this film under titles "BSF & Kode-Kodenya", pp. 15- 
16, and "Akhir Cinta Herlina", p. 15. A stamp on the title page shows that 
the script had once been stored in Bidang Film, Pusat Dokumentasi 
Penelitian.
Al Kautsar: Ni'tnat Yang Banyak [Abundance: Many Divine Gifts]. C. 1977. 
Scenario: Haji Asrul Sani (title page). Script completed November 1976. 
Story: Haji Chan Pattimura (title page). Prod: Sippang )aya Sakti Film 
(Chan Pattimura). Dir: Chaerul Umam. Ph: Kasiyo. Art: LD Fatmah. Ed. 
Janis Badar. Mus: Thoifur Syairozi. Sd: Endang Darsono. Starring: WS 
Rendra, Sunarti Rendra, Yulinar Firdaus, Soultan Saladin, Wahab Abdi, 
Wisnu Wardhana, Henny Kundhalini, Bagong Kussudiardjo, Komala 
Dewi, Syamsuri Kaempuan, Harun Syarief. Awarded Best Humanistic 
Film, FFA XXIII Bangkok, 1977. Also Best Sound.
Apa Yang Kau Tjari, Palupi? [What Are You Booking For, Palupi?] 1969. C. 
Scenario and direction: Asrul Sani. Script completed October 1968. Story: 
Palupi by Satyagraha Hoerip. Prod: Dewan Produksi Film Nasional 
(DPFN). Ass. dir: Matnoor Tendaon. Ph: Wagimin A Tjokrowardojo. Art: 
Amy Priyono. Ed. Janis Badar. Mus: Trisutji Djulham and Adidharma. 
Dist: Gabungan Importir, Produser dan Distributor Film Indonesia 
(G1PRODFIN) inside and outside Indonesia.
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Ateng Mata Keranjang IGirl-Crazy Ateng]. 1975. C. Story, scenario and 
direction: Asrul Sani. Script completed February 1975 with the title Ateng, 
Ateng, Kenapa Jadi Begini lAteng, Ateng, Why Be Like This]. Prod: Safari 
Sinar Sakti Film (Bucuk Suharto). Ph: F E S  Tarigan. Art: Imam Tantowi. 
Ed: Janis Badar. Mus: Gatot Sudarto. Starring: Ateng, Iskak, Eddy Sud, Vivi 
Sumanti, Mutiara Sani, Purnomo (Mang Udel), Aedy Moward, Azwar A 
N, Said Effendy. Awarded Usmar Ismail plaque for Best Comedy, FFI 1976.
Ballada Kota Besar [The Ballad of the Big City]. 1963. B/W. Original story 
and scenario: Asrul Sani. Prod: Virgo Film (Tatiek Mulyati). Dir: Wahyu 
Sihombing. Ph: Lukman Hakim Nain. Ed: Cassim Abbas. Starring: 
Pitrajaya Burnama, Rima Melati, Tatiek Mulyati.
Bawalah Aku Pergi ITake Me Along, Too]. 1981. 109 min. C. Scenario: 
Asrul Sani—screen credits on actual film state: Cerita dan Skenario "Story 
and Scenario" -  Asrul Sani; Ide Cerita "Idea for the Story" -  M T Risyaf; 
jury of Film Festival of Indonesia 1982 awarded Best Scenario to Sani. Sani 
accredited as screenwriter for Bawalah in Daftar Film dari Drs Asrul Sani: 
lampiran biografi provided by Sinematek; in a list compiled by Baron 
Atmonadi in Selecta 1251 29 June-9 July 1986: 58-62; in M J Biran, 
Indonesian Cinema: A Glance of History, c. 1982: 82; and in International 
Film Prizes Encyclopaedia, 1991: 245 from information provided by S M 
Ardan of Sinematek (xiii). Sani's total revision of the first scenario with 
this title was acknowledged in Kom pas 25 July 1982: 5; Sard's influence 
over Risyaf's direction was alluded to in the same article (10).
Bawalah was one of the five films nominated for the Film Festival of 
Indonesia 1982, whose directors were summoned by the Badan Pelaksana 
"Board of Organisers" to declare that their films were not plagiarised, 
imitations of film work by others (Sinar Harapan, "Lima Sutradara" 1 Aug. 
1982: 2). Also see Take Me Away in Other Indonesian Films and Foreign 
Films section of this filmography.
Sinematek provided for this researcher's private use a transcription of the 
dialogue of the actual film, which indeed, with some omissions from the 
dialogue at the beginning and a few changes in placement of dialogue at 
the very end, matches that of the actual film. The considerable differences 
between the Risyaf signed first script and the final scenario by Sani are 
detailed in Ch. 6. The bottom of the film poster for Bawalah  reproduced in 
Biran, A Glance o f History (65) gives Risyaf as the director and accredits
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Sani for the story and the scenario. First script with the same title and with 
Risyaf's typed name at the end was written at Wisma Buana, Cisarua from 
6 to 9 May, 1981 and at Kartini 22, Depok from 10 to 17 May, 1981. Both 
Sani and M T Risyaf are accredited in Kristanto (221—22).
Other details in Kristanto match the screen credits. Story: M T Risyaf. Prod: 
Bola Dunia Film. Ph: Hasan Basri Jafar. Art: Henry Winarto. Ed. SK 
Syamsuri. Sd: Ibnu Hassan. Starring: Marissa Haque, Roy Marten, Maruli 
Sitompul, Ishaq Iskandar, Chitra Dewi, Roldiah, Jan Rompies, Merry 
Kandiyoh, James Lapian, Muni Cader. Sani awarded Best Screenplay, FFI 
1982. A film review by Ode for an RCTI television broadcast of Bawalah on 
11 Feb. 1992 wrongly accredits Edward Pesta Sirait as director (Sinematek 
files).
The synopses in Biran, A Glance (65), in the review by Ode, and in 
Kristanto (221-222) all summarise the plot of the filmed scenario. Seno 
Gumira Adijarma states that Bawalah won a Citra, Film Festival of 
Indonesia 1982 award for Best Scenario, states that M T Risyaf wrote the 
script, and analyses the script (Layar Kata "Screen Talk" 2000: 139-146). The 
Bawalah film poster reproduced in Layar Kata (140) has the same picture of 
the two chaste lovers but with film credits set out a little differently; there 
is no accreditation for story or for scenario in the poster used, which on the 
lower left side attributes Risyaf as director, Hasan Basri Djafa as 
cinematographer, Jiwat as producer, and Ireng Maulana for music, all 
credits given in the poster Biran used, a poster which attributes scenario 
and story to Sani.
Bititang Kejora IThe Morning Star]. 1986. 88 min. C. Adaptation and 
scenario: Asrul Sani. Story: The Rainmaker by N Richard Nash. Prod: 
Aryo Saka Nusa Film (Ismed D Tahir). Ph: Tantra Surjadi. Art: Sjaeful 
Anwar. Ed: Effendi Doytha. Mus: Franki Raden. Sd: Sutarya. Starring: Rini 
S Bono, El Manik, Netty Herawati, Ikranegara, Mang Udel (Purnomo), 
Ami Priyono, Paul Polii, Mang Diman, Sjaeful Anwar, Ronny M Toha, 
Linda Leman, Ronny Karlina, Moortri Purnomo, Kirdjomuljo.
Bulan Diatas Kuburan IThe Moon over the Grave]. 1973. 99 min. C 
Scenario and direction: Asrul Sani. Story: Asrul Sani, Sitor Situmorang. 
Title comes from two lines of poetry, Malam Lebaran, by Sitor Situmorang. 
Script completed September 1973. Sani was also the adapter (Daftar Film). 
Prod: Matari Film (Sjuman Djaja). Ph: Max Tera. Art: Jufri Tanissan. Ed:
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Janis Badar. Mus: Isbandi. Sd: Suparman. Starring: Rachmat Hidayat, 
Kusno Sudjarwardi, Aedy Moward, Kris Biantoro, Mutiara Sani, Sofia W 
D, Chitra Dewi, Sam Suharto, Muni Cader, Yana Yuanita. Awarded Usmar 
Ismail plaque for Best Film of Social Realism, FFI 1975.
Butiga Desa IVillage Flower]. 1988. 120 min. C. Story and scenario: Asrul 
Sani. Prod: Firman Mercu Alam Film (Lukman Susanto). Dir: A
Rachman. Ph: Hasan Basri. Art: Nahaly. Ed: Norman Benny. Mus: Rhoma 
Irama. Sd: Kemal Redha. Starring: Rhoma Irama, Jaja Mihardja, Mang 
Udel (Purnomo), Zainal Abidin, Pitrajaya Burnama, Marissa Hosbach, Ida 
lasha, Muni Cader.
Biiruh Bengkel [The Garage Labourer]. 1956. B/W. Original story and 
scenario: Asrul Sani. Prod: Persari. Dir: Awaluddin. Starring: Darussalam, 
Ermina Zaenah, Dhira Soehoed, Awaluddin, A Hadi, Astaman, Djauhari 
Effendi, M Budhrasa.
Chicha. 1976. 113 min. C. Scenario and adviser to the director: Asrul Sani. 
Story: Asrul Sani (Kristanto 142); Ed Pesta Sirait (title page of script). Prod: 
International Cine & Studio Centre, Cipta Nama Film (Njoo Hang Siang). 
Dir: Eduart P Sirait (Kristanto 142), Ed Pesta Sirait (title page). Ph: Sadeli 
HS, Art: Radjul Kahfi. Ed: Eduart P Sirait. Mus: Idris Sardi. Sd: Sutarya. 
Starring: Chicha Koeswoyo (playing herself), Irwan Sumadi, Rae Sita, 
Tatiek Tito, Ade Irawan, Didu, Chitra Dewi, Nomo Koeswoyo, Helen 
Koeswoyo, KM Bey Erri, Ria Irawan, Liliek Siswanto. Described as 
kultural-edukatif (Tempo 19 May 1979: 44). Awarded the Akhnaton Cup, 
Second Cairo Film Festival.
Desa Di Kaki Bukit ¡The Village at the Foot of the Hill]. 1972. C. Story, 
scenario and director: Asrul Sani. Prod: Sri Agung Utama Film, BPKK 
(Julies Rofi'ie). Ph: Gadjah Supardi. Art: Maman Firmansjah. Ed. Rizal 
Azmar. Mus: Doddy S Abuyamin. Sd: E Sambas, Sutarya. Starring: Mieke 
Widjaja, A Hamid Arief, Mansur Sjah, Johny Lesar, Menzano, Mutiara 
Sarumpaet [soon to become Sani's wife], Rita Zahara, Julies Rofi'ie, Hassan 
Sanusi, Doddy Sukma, Rina Hassim, Andy Carol, Naomi M, Wiwie Bakar, 
Sanamin S, Badri, Pieter Matulessy. Archipel 5 1973: 101 includes Fifi 
Young as an actress. Desa has been described as refined propaganda 
(Kristanto 96).
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Di Bawah Lindungan Ka'bah ¡Under the Shelter of the Ka'ba]. 1977. approx. 
150 min. C. Longer version of Para Perintis Kemerdekaan: see Para Perintis 
entry. Script and direction: Asrul Sani. A few frames from Di Bawah are 
reproduced in Biran, Indonesian Cinema: A Glance of History, Perfin, 
Jakarta, c. 1982: 58. There was a suggestion years later that an Indian co­
production with the title Under the Shelter of the Ka'bah would be made.
Dr Siti Pertiwi Kembali ke Desa [Dr Siti Pertiwi Goes Back to the Village]. 
1979. C. Scenario: Asrul Sani, N Riantiarno, Putu Wijaya (Kristanto 198). 
Script dated October 1979 was signed by N Riantiarno alone. Source of story 
not given. Prod: Safari Sinar Sakti Film/Int Studio/Komite Nasional 
Pemuda Indonesia or KNPI (Bucuk Suharto). Dir: Ami Priyono. Ph: Kasiyo 
H. Art: St Taslim. Ed: Janis Badar. Mus: Sudharnoto. Starring: Christine 
Hakim, El Manik, Joice Erna, Maruli Sitompul, Rasyid Lubis, August 
Melasz, Boedi SR, Sjaeful Anwar, Elva Manisa, Ramli Ivar, Eddy Wardy, 
Ikranegara.
Don Muang Incident. See Peristiwa Don Muang 1982. C. Mentioned as a 
forthcoming film in International Film Guide, The Tantivy Press, London, 
1984:185. The entry describes Don Muang as a drama based on the March 
1982 hijacking of an Indonesian plane to Bangkok, as seen through the 
eyes of a young woman reporter. This is so.
Dua Jnsan lTwo Human Beingsl. Halted 1967. Story, script and direction; 
Asrul Sani (Panggung dan Layar column, Sinar Harapan 30 Apr. 1967: 2). 
See Adam dan Hawa. There were two reasons given for the withdrawal of 
Dua from production: Sani's refusal to accept an actress a producer wanted 
him to employ, and the refusal of leading actor Rachmat Kartolo to accept 
newcomer Evi Nasri to play the part of his wife (Sinar Harapan 7 May 
1967: 2).
Fadjar Menyingsing Dipermukaan Laut IDawn Breaks on the Surface of 
the Sea]. 1966. B/W. Original story and direction: Asrul Sani. Usmar Ismail 
was co-director (title page of script). Prod: Perfini, Bank Negara Indonesia- 
Unit I (title page of scenario). Starring: Rahayu Effendi, Mansjur Sjah. Also 
Netty Herawaty (Panggung dan Layar column, Sinar Harapan 10 July 1966: 
2).
Fatahillah. Script not filmed by July 1997. See in Other Indonesian Films 
and Foreign Films section.
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Gara-gara Isteri Muda ¡The Upset about the Young Wife]. 1977 (shown as 
1978 in Daftar Film). C. Originally Kasus Desember Kelabu [The Case o f  
Grey December], as stated on script with title of film when first shown, 
Pembunuh Ditengah Kita [The Murderer Amongst Us], Original story and 
scenario: Asrul Sani. Script with Pembunuh  title on cover and title page 
dated November 1977. Prod: Kama Sutra Film (Hasrat Djoeir). Dir: Wahyu 
Sihombing. Ph: Harry Susanto. Art: Riesca Riestendy. Ed: Janis Badar. Mus: 
Idris Sardi. Starring: El Manik, Maruli Sitompul, Yatie Octavia, Chitra 
Dewi, Parto Tegal, Syamsuddin Syafei.
Gema Karnpus '66 [Echo o f the Campus o f 1966]. 1988. 110 min. C. Scenario: 
Asrul Sani. Script completed February 1988. Story: of the same name fcy 
Prasanti (aka Budiati Abiyoga). Prod: Prasidi Teta Film, Ariyo Saka Nusa 
Film (Budiati Abiyoga, Ismed D Tahir). Dir: Nico Pelamonia. Ph: T 
Sembiring. Art: Sjaeful Anwar. Ed: Muljo Handojo. Mus: Dameria 
Hutabarat, Dotty Nugroho. Sd: Zakaria Rasyid. Starring: Ariessa Suryo, 
Didi Petet, Cok Simbara, Nurul Arifin, Diana Yusuf, Eka Gandara, Johan 
Marjdono, Nani Sumarni, Anna Tairas, Sis Triaji, Sjaeful Anwar, Lina 
Budiarti, Frank Rorimpandey.
lbu Sejati lA Sincere Mother]. 1973. C. Scenario: Asrul Sani. Story: Farouk 
Afero. Prod: Panah Fakta Film (Haryoko Purnawan); exec, producer 
Ashfak Afero. Dir: Fritz G Schadt. Ph: R Husein. Art: Ardi Ahmad. Ed: 
Mulyadi, Fritz G Schadt. Sd: E Sambas. Starring: Sukarno M Noor, Farouk 
Afero, Mansjur Sjah, Aminah Cendrakasih, Raden Mochtar, S Parya, Evie 
Justicia.
Jstana Kecantikan [Palace o f Beauty]. 1988. C. Story and scenario: Asrul 
Sani. Sani noted at the end of the script that this story could have 
happened and indeed had happened. Prod: Tobali Indah Film (TK 
Gunawan Prihatna). Dir: Wahyu Sihombing. Ph: Suryo Susanto. Art: 
Lutfianes. Ed: Rizal Asmar. Mus: Oddie Agam. Sd: Ibnu Hassan. Starring: 
Mathias Muchus, Nurul Arifin, Robby Sutara, Joice Erna, Tonny Hidayat, 
Soendjoto Adibroto, August Melasz, Komalasari, Anita S, Rinintasari, 
Yayuk Sri Rahayu, Udin Labu, Kaharuddin Syah, Darussalam.
Istriku Sayang, Istriku Malang IMy Darling Wife, My Unfortunate Wife]. 
1977. 95 min. C. Scenario: Asrul Sani and Wahab Abdi (Kristanto 161); Sani 
only (title page). Original title Senja Hari Seorang Bidadari [Twilight o f a 
Beautiful Woman], (page 2 of script where film credits are shown). Prod:
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Dara Mega Film (MT Fachruddin, Rudy Lukito). Dir: Wajab Abdi. Ph: 
Kasdullah. Art: Dhany Firdaus. Ed: Cassim Abbas. Mus: Idris Sardi. Sd: 
Suparman Sidik. Starring: Marini, Lenny Marlina, Broery Pesolima, Ria 
Irawan, Ratno Timoer, Yan Bastian, Bagus A, Alam Surawidjaja, Nico 
Pelamonia.
Jembatan Merah IThe Red Bridge]. 1973. C. Scenario and direction: Asrul 
Sani. Story: Njoo Cheong Seng; also from a 1950 film of same title. Script 
completed in May. Prod: Remadja Ellynda Film (Elly Joenara). Ph: 
Thamjiz. Art: Fred Wetik. Ed: Cassim Abbas. Mus: Idris Sardi. Sd: 
Suparman. Starring: Fifi Young, Sukarno M Noor, Tanty Josepha, Mutiara 
Sani, Mansjur Sjah, Raden Mochtar, Darussalam, Johny Gudel, 
Brontojudo, Suroto.
Ke Ujung Dunia [To the Ends of the Earth], 1983. C. Scenario: Asrul Sani. 
Story: novel of same name by Titie Said. The film story is 90% flashback, 
though the source is much more restrained in this regard. Prod: Katarindo 
Citra Gemilang (K Lukito, Ibrahim A Sani); Sukma Putra Film (Daftar 
Film). Dir: Hasmanan. Ph: Tjutju Sutedja. Art: Satari SK. Ed: Sukarno. 
Mus: Billy J Budiardjo. Sd: Zakaria Rasyid. Starring: Hanna Wijaya, 
August Melasz, Robby Sugara, Nani Widjaja, Enny Beatrice, Wahab Abdi, 
Chetty Hawafara, Yatti Sutjipto, Amran S Mouna, Henky Solaiman, Boy 
Marlian Thamrin, Tri Warsono, Laila Sari, Zainuddin Idris.
Kejarlah Daku Kau Kutangkap lChase Me, I'll Catch You]. 1985. C. Original 
title on scenario "... Maka Tuhan Menciptakan Perempuan" ["... Then God 
Created Woman"]; film title handwritten below in brackets. 109 min. Story 
and scenario: Asrul Sani. Prod: Prasidi Teta Film (Budiati Abiyoga). Dir: 
Chaerul Umam. Ph: Wagimin A Tjokrowardojo. Art: Radjul Kahfi. Ed. 
Effendi Doytha. Mus: Franki Raden. Sd: Sutarya. Starring: Lydia Kandou, 
Deddy Mizwar, Ully Artha, Ikranegara, Lina Budiarti, Usbanda, Henky 
Solaiman, Darussalam, A Khalik Noor Nasution, TB Maulana Husni, 
Nyoman Ayu Lenora, Nouke J Leatemia. Awarded Best Screenplay, FFI 
1986. Bing Slamet Cup for Best Film Comedy award, 1986.
The comedy Kejarlah was one of the top ten Indonesian made box office 
successes in 1986, drawing a total audience of 166, 734 (International Film 
Guide 1988: 228). Ramadhan and Mona are the chief characters in Kejarlah. 
T B Hammer (ed): International Film Prizes-An Encyclopaedia, Garland, 
New York, 1991: 246 indicates that an alternative title for Kejarlah (1985)
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was Ramadhan & Ramona. A film with that title was made in 1992, 
directed by Chaerul Umam, director of Kejarlah, from a story and scenario 
by Putu Wijaya (Kristanto 397). The synopsis of Ra?nadhan suggests some 
similarities in characterisation. See entry Ramadhan & Ramona in Other 
Indonesian Films and Foreign Films section.
Keluarga Markutn [The Markum Family]. 1986. 93 min. C. Sequel to 
Kejarlah  (1985) (Kristanto 303). Story and scenario: Asrul Sani. Script 
completed August 1986. Prod: Aryo Saka Nusa Film (Ismed D Tahir). Dir: 
Chaerul Umam. Ph: Tantra Surjadi. Ed: Sjaeful Anwar. Ed: Effendi Doytha. 
Mus: Franki Raden. Sd: Sutarya. Starring: Lydia Kandou, Ikranegara, Ully 
Artha, Dwi Yan, Ami Priyono, Usbanda, Teddy Mala, Rasy id, Paul Polii, 
Nanang Durachman, Soendoro.
Kemelut Hidup [Crises o f Life]. 1977. C. Original title on scenario: 
Kuserahkan Masa-Hidupku Yang Terindah [I Surrender My Beautiful 
Life]. Scenario and direction: Asrul Sani. Script completed July 1977. Story: 
novel of same name by Ramadhan KH. Prod. Tridarma Bakti (H 
Sinaulan). Ph: FES Tariga. Art: Radjul Kahfi. Ed: Janis Badar. Mus: Gatot 
Sudarto. Starring: Chitra Dewi, Sukarno M Noor, Mutiara Sani, Ade 
Irawan, Pong Hardjatmo, Darussalam, Mungky S Pusponegoro, Sri 
Widiati, Mansur Syahdan. Awarded Best Screenplay, FFI 1979.
Kepingin Sih Kepingin IDesire, You Know, Desire]. 1990. 87 min. C. 
Working title Udah Dooong!! [You Know, Already!] on script title page; 
film title handprinted below. Story and scenario: Asrul Sani. Prod: 
Raviman Film (Manu Sukmajaya, Hanita Mahtani). Dir: Henky Soleiman. 
Ph: Bernhard Uluan Sirait. Art: Rogoes Soemarco. Ed: Karsono Fladi. Mus: 
Embie C Noer. Sd: Endang Darsono. Starring: Deddy Mizwar, Lydia 
Kandou, Henky Solaiman, Diding Boneng, Anen, Paul Polii, Jajang C 
Noer, Wahab Abdi, Tile, Djauhari Effendi, Ratih Moortri. Resembles the 
film Tootsie (1982) which starred Dustin Hoffman.
Kesatria Pamungkas [Noble Pa?nungkas]. Script not filmed (Asrul Sani 70 
Tahun  310).
Kuantar Ke Gerbang {] Accompanied Him to the Threshold o f the Palace]. 
Scenario not filmed by 1997 (Asrul Sani 70 Tahun 310.) Story: book 
published in 1981 by Sinar Harapan, Jakarta as an autobiography of Ibu 
Inggit Garnasih, a wife of President Sukarno, and written by Ramadhan
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KH with assistance. Ibu Inggit refused to permit a second wife, and insisted 
upon divorce. Kuantar was to have been filmed by the end of 1982 (Sinar 
Harapan 15 Aug. 1982: 11). Each of Sukarno's three sons were approached 
to play the part of their father, and refused. Sani's wife Mutiara Sani was 
chosen to play the role of Ibu Inggit, but there were objections on the 
grounds that it was a love story based on historical truth: the decision had 
to be left to the director and producer (Sinar Harapan, Artis & Film 31 July 
1982: 5).
Kuberikan Segalanya [I Gave Everything]. 1992. 112 min. C. Scenario: Asrul 
Sani. Story: Ida Farida. Prod: Indoasia Rekaperkasa Film (August Purwanto 
Eka). Dir: Galeb Husin. Ph: M Soleh Ruslani. Art: Radjul Kahfi. Ed: 
Karsono Hadi. Mus: Idris Sardi. Sd: Suparman Sidik. Starring: Nihayah 
Abubakar, Rano Karno, Paramitha Rusady, Clara Sinta, Deddy Mizwar, 
HIM Damsjik, Anwar Fuady, Gito Gilas. Awarded Special Prize for Most 
Humanistic Film at Film Festival of Asia-Pacific, 1993.
Lagak Internasional [International Attitudes]. 1955. B/W. Original story 
and scenario: Asrul Sani. Prod: Persari (Djamaluddin Malik). Dir: Jazir 
Marzuki. Mus: G R W Sinsu. Starring: Ermina Zaenah, Awaluddin, M S 
Priyadi, Dhiana Subroto.
Lewat Jam Malam [After Curfew]. 1954. 102 min. B/W. Original story: 
Asrul Sani. Sc: Asrul Sani, Usmar Ismail (Kristanto 36). Prod: Perfini- 
Persari (Usmar Ismail, Djamaluddin Malik). Dir: Usmar Ismail. Ph: Max 
Tera. Art: Abdul Chalid (Chalid Arifin). Ed: Soemardjono. Mus: G R W 
Sinsu. Sd: Bob Saltzman. Starring: A N Alcaff, Netty Herawati, Dhalia, 
Bambang Hermanto, Raden Ismail, Awaluddin, Aedy Moward, Titien 
Sumarni, Astaman, A Hadi, Wahid Chan, S Taharnunu, Lukman Jusuf. 
Awarded Best Dialogue FFI, 1955.
Madu Yang Pahit lBitter Honey or The Bitter Cowife]. Story (not known) 
and script not filmed (Asrul Sani 70 Tahuti 310).
Matin Kundatig: Anak Durhaka [Matin Kundang: Evil Child]. 1971. C. 
Story and scenario, based on a famous Minangkabau legend: Asrul Sani. 
Prod: Remadja Ellynda Film (Elly Joenara) [widow of Djamaluddin Malik]. 
Dir: Djadug Djajakusuma. Ph: Kasdullah. Art: Ardi Ahmad. Ed:
Soemardjono. Mus: Frans Haryadi. Sd: Kemal Redha. Starring: Fifi Young, 
Raden Mochtar, Hadisjam Tahax, Mansjur Sjah, Darussalam, Lahardo
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(Malaysian), Atik Pasono, Rano Karno, Putu Wijaya, Robby Sutara, Halida 
Hatta, Noor Aziza (Malaysian), Syainsuddin Syafei, M Budhrasa, Muara 
Surawidjaja, Susy Dewi. Described as a "national film" (Ekspres 6 July 1972: 
48); as "cultural-educative" (T em po  19 May 1979: 44).
Mama. 1972. C. Contribution to scenario claimed by Daftar Film 
(Sinematek) which partly attributes this to Sani, together with Sjuman 
Djaja and Gajus Siagian. M am a was the first Indonesian 70 mm film. Sani 
is not accredited by Kristanto (98) who attributes the scenario to Sjuman 
Djaja, and the story to Wim Umboh and Misbach Jusa Biran. Prod: Aries 
Film, indako Film (Annie Mambo, M Gultom). Dir: Wim Umboh. Ass. 
dir: Salim Said ("Mama ... ." Tempo 8 July 1972: 32). Starring: Andy Auric 
Sukarno M Noor, Tanty Josepha, Rachmat Hidajat, Gaby Mambo, Tutie 
Kirana, Rahaju Effendy, Ami Priyono, Farida Sjuman, Rima Melati.
Mutiara Dala?n Lumpur: Kisah Cltalid dan Fatimah IThe Pearl in the Mud: 
The Tale o f Chalid and Fatimah]. 1972. C. Story and scenario: Asrul Sani. 
Prod: Dipa Jaya Film (Washi Dipa). Dir: Wahyu Sihombing. Ph: Leo Fioole. 
Mus: Mus Mualim. Starring: W D Mochtar, Sophan Sophian, Sofia W D, 
Rachman Arge, Sentot S, Aminah Tjendrakasih, Totty Nasution, Moh 
Mochtar, Farouk Afero, Ramiz Parenrengri, Masni Hamid, Ivonne Irani, 
Andi Chela Nurdin. Last page shows scenario had been copied on 17 
November 1978 for stage two of an elementary course in cinematography 
and for interested organisations. Described as a "national film" (Ekspres 6 
July 1972: 48).
Nada dan Dakwah IMusic and Mission]. 1991. 94 min. C. Story and 
scenario: Asrul Sani. Prod: Bola Dunia Film (Hasrat Djoeir). Dir: Chaerul 
Umam. Ph: Harry Susanto. Art: Teuku Rusian. Ed: Effendi Doytha. Mus: 
Didi AGP. Sd: Eddy Pramono. Starring: Rhoma Irama, Ida Iasha, 
Zainuddin MZ, Deddy Mizwar, Nani Widjaja, Zainal Abidin. Awarded 
Best Story, FFI 1992.
Naga Bonar IBonar the Dragon]. 1986. 108 min. Often referred to as 
Nagabonar. C. Story and scenario: Asrul Sani. Script completed in Jakarta, 
April 1986. Prod: Prasidi Teta Film (Budiati Abiyoga). Dir: MT Risyaf. Ph: 
Sri Atmo. Art: Radjul Kahfi. Ed: Karsono Hadi. Mus: Franki Raden. Sd: 
Hadi Artomo. Starring: Nurul Arifin, Deddy Mizwar, Wawan Sarwani, 
Afrizal Anoda, Piet Pagau, Rodiah Matulessy, Yetti Sardjo, Mustafa, Nico 
Pelamonia, Kaharuddin Syah. Awarded Best Film, Best Screenplay, Best
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Story FFI 1987. Film scenario, illustrated with frames from film, published 
as Jenderal Nagabonar lGeneral Nagabonar], Pustaka Karya Grafika Utama, 
Jakarta, 1988. Naga Bonar was exhibited for much longer than the average 
period for Western films which were popular (Syaid in Jauhari, ed., Layar 
Perak 124). Serialised by Sani for television.
Nanti Kapan-Kapan Sayang [Later, At Some Time or Other, There'll be 
Love]. 1990. 93 min. C. Scenario: Asrul Sani. Script completed June 1990. 
Story: Eva Rosdiana Dewi. Prod: Eka Reksa Daya Film (Eva Rosdiana 
Dewi). Dir: Frank Rorimpandey. Ph: Rudy Kurwet. Art: Iri Supit. Ed: 
Aman Supriyatna. Mus: Didi AGP. Sd: Ibnu Hassan, Kemal Redha. 
Starring: Eva Rosdiana Dewi, Dwi Yan, Roni Tripoli, Eeng Saptahadi, 
Wiwiek S, Sigit Hardadi, Suwito, Wally Emel, Listiani, Sudiono, Kemal 
Ikhwan, Arhadita.
Neraka Hijau lGreen Hell]. Story and scenario; not filmed (Asrul Sani 70 
Tahun 310).
Noesa Penida: Pelangi Kasih Pandansari IPenida Island: The Rainbow 
Gives the Sweet Pandanus], 1988. 113 min. C. Scenario: Asrul Sani. Script 
completed February 1988. Story: novel Noesa Penida by Andjar Asmara. 
Prod: Prasidi Teta Film (Budiati Abiyoga). Dir: Galeb Husin. Ph: Wagimin 
A Tjokrowardojo. Art: Chalid Arifin. Ed: SK Syamsuri. Mus: Idris Sardi. 
Sd: Zakaria Rasyid. Starring: Ida Ayu Made Diastini, Ray Sahetapy, Rita 
Zahara, Sutopo HS, Muni Cader, Pitrajaya Burnama, Gusti Randa, 
Soendjoto Adibroto, Kadek Suardana, Arif Rivan. Remake of 1941 film.
Otnong Besar lSweet Talk]. 1988. 99 min. C. Story and scenario: Asrul Sani. 
Prod: Kanta Indah Film (Handi Muljono). Dir: M T Risyaf. Ph: M Soleh 
Ruslani. Art: Radjul Kahfi. Ed: Maruli Ara. Mus: Harry Sabar. Sd: 
Megawati Santoso. Starring: Deddy Mizwar, Sylvana Herman, Roldiah 
Matulessy, Eeng Saptahadi, James Lapian, Afrizal Anoda, Darussalam, 
Raja Emma (Malaysian), Rachmat Hidayat. Title is a play on words: a 
gossip peddler falls in love. A co-production with Malaysia, where it was 
exhibited as Cakap Besar "Bragging" (Lim, R. "Projek Usuhasama 
Malaysia-Indonesia." Cintai Filem Malaysia 213).
Padatig Perburuan IField o f the Hunt or Field o f Persecution]. Story not 
known. Script not filmed (Asrul Sani 70 Tahun 310).
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Pagar Kazvat Berduri IThe Barbed Wire Fence]. 1961. 123 min. B/W. Dir: 
Asrul Sani. Scenario: Trisnowujono-Wahyu Sihombing (Kristanto 62). 
Story: short novel of same title by Trisnojuwono. M J Biran states Sani 
imposed his own dialogue ("Asrul dalam Film"); Sani had also written a 
script. Prod: Kedjora Film. Ph: Sjamsuddin Jusuf. Starring: Sukarno M 
Noor, Bernard Ijzerdraat (Suryabrata), Wahab Abdi, Mansjur Sjah. 
Indonesian Film Festival 1990 states that Pitrajaya Burnama acted in Pagar 
(23). Danujaya gives the date of 1963 (Jauhari ed., Layar Perak 124).
Panggilan Nabi Ibrahim IThe Summons of the Prophet Abraham]. 1964. 
B/W. Perhaps some organisational contribution: Asrul Sani; listed as 
director (Daftar Filt?t). Story and script: Misbach Jusa Biran. [Biran wrote a 
short story, Dapat Panggilan Nabi Ibrahim]. Prod: Persari (Djamaluddin 
Malik). Direction: Misbach Jusa Biran. Ph: Sjamsuddin Jusuf. Ed: Janis 
Badar. Sd: Kemal Redha. Starring: Mansjur Sjah, M Thaha (Kristanto 69).
Para Perintis Kemerdekaan IThe Pioneers of Freedom]. 1977. 115 min. C. 
Original title Dibaiuah Lindungan Ka'bah [Under the Shelter of the 
Ka'bah]. Scenario, direction and actor: Asrul Sani. Story: based on two 
works by Hamka, the novel Di Bawah Lindungan Ka'bah and the 
biographical Ayahku. Script which includes a comment by Hamka, dated 4 
August 1977, has a handwritten title, Kepada [To] Para Perintis 
Kemerdekaan above the title Di Bawah Lindungan Ka'bah. Prod: Taty & 
Sons Jaya Film (Taty Widodo). Producer: Andy Azhar. Ass dir: M T Risyaf. 
Ph: Lukman Hakim Nain. Art: Djufri Tanissan. Radjul Kahfi. Ed: Cassim 
Abbas. Mus: Idris Sardi. Sd: Endang Darsono. Starring: Cok Simbara, 
Mu tiara Sani, Soultan Saladin, Marlia Hardi, Arman Effendy, Fakhri 
Amrullah, Rita Zahara, Camelia Malik, Rendra Karno, Ade Irawan, 
Mansyur Syahdan, Cassim Abbas, Radjul Kahfi.
Pegawai Tinggi [The Highranking Functionary]. 1954. B/W. Original title 
Kalung [Necklace] (Rosidi, Asrul Sani 70 Tahun xviii). Adaptation and 
scenario: Asrul Sani (Kristanto 36). Story: a French short story by Guy de 
Maupassant. Prod: Persari. Dir: Rempo Urip. Starring: Raden Mochtar, 
Ermina Zaenah, Awaluddin, R A Setyati, Norma Sanger. Reviewed by 
Tartyanto Bramono in "Pegawai Tinggi: dari kerling-mata yang lain 
kepada I.D.", pp. 4-5, 11, newsprint materials, source Sinematek. He 
acknowledges Asrul Sani and H Asby as cowriters who based their scenario 
on a short story by Guy de Maupassant. Archipel (72) also accredits H Asby 
as cowriter. Bramono states that Pegawai Tinggi fuses quality and
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commercialism. In a short biography of Sani as a film juror both
Indonesian Film Festival 1989 and Indonesian Film Festival 1990 give 1953 
as the year for Pegawai (6).
Pelangi di Nusa Laut ¡Rainbow on our Ocean Homeland!. 1992. 90 min. C. 
Story and scenario: Asrul Sani. Prod: PPFN. Dir: MT Risyaf. Ph: Soetomo 
GS. Art: Ramidi Rogodjampi. Ed: Karsono Hadi. Mus: Areng Widodo. Sd: 
Hartanto. Starring: Onky Alexander, Nurul Arifin, Dolly Martin, Rina 
Hassim, Anna Shirley, Tino Karno, Gito Gilas, Harry Gedha, Pit 
Gumilang.
Pengantin Lari IThe Bridal Couple Eloped]. Story and script; not filmed 
(Asrul Sani 70 Tahun 310)
Peristiwa Don Muang IThe Don Muang Incident]. 1982. C. aka Tragedi Don 
Muang IThe Don Muang Tragedy], Peristiwa Woyla IThe Woyla Incident] 
and Don Muang Incident. Working title on script Peristiwa Di Don 
Muang. Supervision, adaptation and scenario: Asrul Sani. Story: Operasi 
Woyla by Bambang Wiwoho. Prod: Dian Woyla Film. Dir: M T Risyaf. Ph. 
WA Tjokrowodojo, Sutari and M Soleh Ruslani. Ed: SK Syamsuri. Art: 
Chalid Arifin, Syaiful Anwar. Starring: Bambang Hermanto, Ucok 
Simbara, Eddy Wadi, Simon Cader, Ilham Bintang, Hanna Wijaya, Yati 
Surachman, Nana Riyawati, Hendra Cipta, Mangara Siahaan, Dicky 
Zulkarnaen, Rachmat Hidayat, Amoroso Katamsi, Ali Usman Said, Tb 
Maulana Husni, Imran Pangeran, Haryono Sungkono, Ras Barkah, 
Firman Bintang, Hengky Nero, Dady Djaya, Reza Pahlawan, Andris 
Nasution, Deddy Mizwar, Fiam Mustamin, Tata S, Ronny Burnama. One 
of five films subsidised by Dewan Film Nasional, 1981-82. Unfinished 
(Kristanto 247).
Originally the film was to have been a coproduction between Thailand, Sri 
Lanka and West Germany, but Indonesia decided to make it alone with 
Asrul Sani writing and directing it. The completion of the film was 
awaited in 1984 (International Film Guide 1984: 184). Efforts continued to 
complete this film as a co-production.
Pilihan Hati IThe Heart's Choice]. 1964. B/W. Director: Asrul Sani. Prod. 
Kedjora Film, Directorate of Tax. Story and scenario: Misbach Yusa Biran. 
Ph: Sjamsuddin. Ed: Cassim Abbas. Starring: Sukarno M Noor, Rayayu 
Effendi, Dicky Zulkarnaen, Aedy Moward, Fifi Young, M Pandji Anom.
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Raja Jin Penjaga Pintu Kereta [King of the Jins, Level-Crossing Guard]. 
1974. C. Working title Raja Jin Mengapa Kau Sedih? [Raja Jin, Why Are 
You Sad?J. Scenario: Asrul Sani, script completed March 1974. Story: 
Wahab Abdi, Asrul Sani (Kristanto 127). Title page attributes story to 
Wahab Abdi. Prod: Cahaya Sembilan Corp. (Cahyo Wibowo). Dir: Wahab 
Abdi. Ph: Leo Fioole. Art: Bambang Trilaksono. Ed: Tantra Surjadi. Mus: 
Enteng Tanamal. Sd: Kemal Redha. Starring: Sukarno M Noor, Rina 
Hassim, Mansjur Sjah, Tan Tjeng Bok, Mang Udel (Purnomo), Ratmi B- 
29, Atmonadi, Aminah Cendrakasih, Bung Salim, Noor Cahya, Nina 
Nasution, Rawanto.
Salah Asuhan [Wrong Upbringing]. 1972. 98 min. C. Scenario and 
direction: Asrul Sani. Story: based on a 1928 novel of the same name by 
Abdul Moeis (Muis). Prod: Tati & Sons Jaya Film (Andy Azhar). Ph: 
Sjamsuddin Jusuf. Art: Nazar Ali. Ed: Janis Badar. Mus: Frans Harjadi. 
Starring: Ruth Pelupessy, Dicky Zulkarnaen, Rima Melati, Moh Mohtar, 
Dewi Rais, Jasso Winarto, Fakhri Amrullah. Last page of script is dated 
November 1972. The film therefore does not appear in the 1972 list in 
Ar chip el (5) 1973.
Sebening Kaca [A Clear Mirror]. 1985. 101 min. C. Scenario: Asrul Sani. 
Script completed September 1985. Story: novel by Yati Maryati Wiharja. 
Prod: Cipta Permai Indah Film. Dir: Irwinsyah. Ph: Herman Susilo. Art: 
Achmad Abidin. Ed: Janis Badar. Mus: Billy J Budiardjo. Sd: Kemal Redha. 
Starring: Marissa Haque, Ray Sahetapy, Dewi Ira wan, Sofia Amang, 
Komalasari, Dadi Djaja, Anwar Fuady, Chitra Dewi, Fanny Bauty, Ery 
Erawati, Charles Lukman, Anwar Habib. Sebening was described as a 
drama which was among the top ten Indonesian made box office successes 
in 1986, drawing an audience total of 121, 810 (International Film Guide 
1988: 228).
Segenggam Harapan. [A Grasp of Hope]. 1973. C. Scenario: Asrul Sani. 
Story: Cinta dan Kezvajiban [Love and Duty] by L Wairata and Nur Sutan 
Iskandar. Prod: Cahaya dan Bayangan Film (Ismanto Cahyadi). Dir: Wahab 
Abdi. Ph: Kasdullah. Art: O M Jamin Akbar S. Ed: Cassim Abbas. Mus: Idris 
Sardi. Starring: WD Mochtar, Rahayu Effendi, Diana Reynette, Netty 
Elizabeth, Meinar Agam, A Rafiq. Reviewed by Zainal Bintang as a 
"national film".
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Sitti Nurbaya. Script not filmed for the cinema (Asrul Sani 70 Tahun 310); 
a sinetron or film for television in three parts was made in 1991. It was 
based on the novel of the same name by Marah Rusli (1922).
Song of Joy. An ASEAN coproduction to be made in 1982 from Sani's 
script (International Film Guide 1982: 182). Production still pending, with 
changes yet to be approved in Asrul Sani's script (International Film Guide 
1984:184).
Sorta: Tumbuh Bunga di Sela Batu ISorta: A Flower Grows Up through the 
Cracks in the Stones]. 1982. C. Story and scenario: Asrul Sani. Script 
completed January 1982. Prod: Dewi Film (Diah Kusumadewi). Dir: Abrar 
Siregar. Ph: Herman Susilo. Art: Berthy I Lindia. Ed: Norman Benny. Mus: 
Idris Sardi. Starring: Mutiara Sani, Deddy Mizwar, Dhalia, Menzano, 
Burhan Piliang, Rosnani Lubis, Arifin Kid, Sam Ellias, Taty Abdillah, 
Sukri Musa. One of five films funded by the Dewan Film Nasional, 1981- 
1982. Awarded Best Original Story, FFI 1983.
Takdir Marina {Marina's Fate]. 1986. 98 min. C. Scenario: Asrul Sani. Story: 
novel Takdir [Fate] by La Rose. Prod: Cipta Permai Indah (Lucy Sukardi). 
Dir: Wahab Abdi. Ph: Adrian Susanto. Art: Ramidi Rogodjampi. Ed: 
Norman Benny. Mus: Billy J Budiardjo. Sd: Suparman. Starring: Ida Iasha, 
Roy Marten, Tetty Liz Indriati, Ikang Fawzi, Chitra Dewi, Rina Hassim, Ida 
Leman, Turino Djunaidy, Darussalam, Deliana Surawidjaja, Sofia Amang, 
Dewi Irawan, Vivi Samodro, Leroy Osmani, Alicia Djohar, Ekki Soekarno.
Take Me Away. Japan. The English title is in Indonesian, Bawalah Aku 
Pergi. The first half of the synopsis partly resembles that of the first script 
for Bawalah written by M T Risyaf, but there is sexual immorality and 
violence in the later part of the film. Take did not receive a 
commendation in Kotnpas, Film 10 Apr. 1982: 6.
Tauhid lBelief in God or The Oneness (Unity) of God]. 1964. B/W. Story, 
scenario and direction: Asrul Sani. Original title was probably Panggilan 
Tamil Suci [The Call of the Holy Land]. The same producers and film 
director are mentioned in the newspaper articles "Dunia Film Indonesia 
Dapat Dibangun Dengan Musjawarah: Bukan Suara Sumbang Jang Berupa 
Maki-Maki" and "Musjawarah Kerdja I Badan Musjawarah Kebudajaan 
Islam" by Indonesia O'Galeiano, Duta Masyarakat 6 September 1964 
(Dokumentasi Kesusasteraan HB Jassin, courtesy Dr K Foulcher). Neither
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Archipel nor Kristanto lists a film under the title Panggilan Tanah Suci. 
The adviser to the director was Usmar Ismail (Zein, "Tauhid"). Sani 
played a very minor role indeed as the man who died. Prod: Persari, 
Departemen Penerangan [Department of Information], Departemen 
Agama [Department of Religion]. Ph: Sjamsuddin Jusuf. Ed: Cassim Abbas. 
Mus: Don AR Garcia. Sd: E Sambas, Kemal Redha. Starring: Aedy Moward, 
ME Zainuddin, Nurbani Jusuf, Raden Mochtar, Ismed M Noor, Sukarsih, 
Mansjur Syah.
Terimalah Laguku [Accept My Song]. 1952. B/W. Original story: Asrul Sani 
(Said, Shadows 55; Kristanto 26). Sc: Gayus Siagian. Prod: Perfini (Usmar 
Ismail). Dir: Djadug Djajakusuma. Ph: Max Tera. Art: Basuki Resobowo. 
Ed: Soemardjono. Mus: Sjaiful Bachri. Sd: Sjawaluddin. Starring: Raden 
Ismail, Titi Savitri, Cassim Abbas, Sulastri, Aedy Moward, Marlia Hardi, 
Damajanti, Tovani. See Biola (1957) entry in Filmography section 2: Other 
Indonesian films and foreign films pertinent to Sani's film work.
Terpikat [Pinched]. 1965. B/W. Direction: Asrul Sani. Story: Terpikat by 
Misbach Jusa Biran (Archipel 90). Scenario: Biran and Sani (Daftar Film). 
Prod: Kedjora Film, Directorate of Tax. The actors listed are the same as in 
Pilihan Hati (1964), and Terpikat is not listed in the later Katalog Film 
Indonesia 1926-1995. ed. J B Kristanto. Terpikat is therefore possibly an 
alternative title for Pilihan Hati.
Tiga Sekawan IThree Friends Together]. 1975. 106 min. C. Story, scenario: 
Asrul Sani. Adviser to the director: Asrul Sani (Daftar Film). Prod: Kwartet 
Jaya Film (Eddy Sud). Dir: Chaerul Umam. Ph: FES Tarigan. Art: Imam 
Tantowi. Ed: Janis Badar. Mus: Gatot Sudarto. Starring: Ateng, Iskak, Eddy 
Sud, Kris Biantoro, Ernie Johan, Adi Bing Slamet, Vivi Sumanti.
Titian Serambut Dibelah Tujuh [The Narrow Bridge over Hell — literally 
the bridge like one-seventh of a split hair]. 1959. B/W. Story, scenario and 
direction: Asrul Sani. Prod: Murni Film. Ph: Sjamsuddin Jusuf. Starring: 
Tatiek Mulyati, S Effendy, Enny Rochaeni, A Hadi, Ali Yugo. First film 
directed by Sani.
Titian Serambut Dibelah Tujuh [The Passage (Said, Shadowsl24); or The 
Narrow Bridge over Hell — literally the bridge like one-seventh of a split 
hair]. 1982. C. Story and scenario: Asrul Sani. Remake of the 1959 film of 
the same name written and directed by Sani. Prod: KOFINA
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(Soemardjono). Dir: Chaerul Umam. Ph: M Soleh Ruslani. Art: Radjul 
Kahfi. Ed: Cassim Abbas. Mus: Franki Raden. Sd: Endang Darsono. 
Starring: Dewi Irawan, El Manik, Soultan Saladin, Darussalam, Rachmat 
Hidayat, Marlia Hardi, Sukarno M Noor, Menzano, Chaidar Djafar, Sum 
Hutubarat, Yustine Rais, Ida Leman. One of five films funded by the 
Dewan Film Nasional, 1981-1982. Awarded Best Scenario, FFI 1983. A film 
poster has as centrepiece a quotation of six lines in Arabic, presumably a 
quotation from the Qur'an, above which there are rays within part of the 
circle of the sun; this quotation and the figures illustrating the main 
characters and key elements of the narrative clearly indicate this film is 
dakw ah  in fictional narrative form. A bad character is seen holding a bottle 
of alcohol (Ajidarma 148). The poster is a truthful indication of the film 
story.
Under the Shelter o f the Ka'hah [Di Bawah Lindungan Ka'bah; or Para 
Perititis Kemerdekaan]. Feature film with script written by Sani yet to be 
approved by the government of India (International Film Guide 1984: 184).
Untung Surapati [Fortunate Surapati]. Story and script; not filmed (Asrul 
Sani 70 Tahun 310).
Yang Perkasa [The Brave], 1986. 83 min. C. Scenario: Asrul Sani. Story: 
novel Kuurai Rambutmu [J Disarranged Your Hair] by Satu Poltak 
Tambunan. Prod: Kanta Indah Film (Handi Mulyono). Dir: Torro 
Margens. Ph: George Kamarullah. Art: M Affandi SM. Ed: Karsono Hadi. 
Mus: Rangga Toma. Sd: Endang Darsono. Starring: Joice Erna, Barry Prima, 
Mayang Rianty, Dhalia, Baron Hermanto, Yoseano Waas, Sonny Chenny, 
Piet Pagau, Letty Djamal, Ice Sufini.
Other Indonesian films and foreign films
Al-Risalah [The Message aka Mohammad Messenger o f God or The 
Messenger], 1976. 182 min. C. Lebanese. Dir: Moustapha Akkad. See entry 
The Message.
Amor dan Humor [Love and Humour], 1961. B/W. Prod: Perfini, Baby 
Huwae Film Prod. Dir: Usmar Ismail. Story and scenario: Usmar Ismail. 
Ph: Max Tera. Art: Ardi Ahmad. Starring: Bing Slamet, Mansjur Sjah, Baby 
Huwae, Rendra Karno, Rima Melati, Ateng.
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Annie Get Your Gun [Annie Tenibak Saja]. 1950. 107 min. C. Prod: MGM 
(Arthur Freed). Dir: George Sidney. Sc: Sidney Sheldon. Ph: Charles 
Rosher. Ed: James F Newcom. Mus: Adolph Deutsch (dir). Art: Cedric 
Gibbons, Paul Groesse. Starring: Betty Hutton, Howard Keel, Louis 
Calhern, J Carrol Naish, Edward Arnold, Keenan Wynn. As Ida Anwar, 
Sani said this film made him want to vomit ("Surat dari Jakarta" July 
1951).
Ateng Bikin P using ¡Ateng Makes Confusion J. 1977. 94 min. C. Prod: Rapi 
Film (Sabirin Kasdani, Gope T Samtani). Dir: Hasmanan. Sc: Ahmad 
Jamal. Story: Ahmad Jamal. Ph: Sjamsuddin Jusuf. Art: Imam Tantowi. 
Ed: E Mukhsin Hamzah. Mus: Gatot Sudarto. Sd: Ibnu Hassan. Starring: 
Ateng, Iskak, Vivi Sumanti, Wolly Sutinah, Johny Gudel, Sup Yusup, 
Ruspentil, Sol Soleh, Tatiek Suwarno, Chitra Dewi. A very popular film, it 
attracted an audience total in Jakarta of 135, 000 (Kristanto 153).
Ateng the Godfather. 1976. 90 min. C. Prod: Rapi Film (Gope T Samtani). 
Dir: Hasmanan. Sc: Ahmad Jamal. Story: Ateng, iskak, Tim Rapi Film. Ph: 
Sjamsuddin Jusuf. Art: Imam Tantowi. Ed: Cassim Abbas. Mus: Gatot 
Sudarto. Sd: Ibnu Hassan. Starring; Ateng, Iskak, Vivi Sumanti, Kusno 
Sudjarwadi, Johny Gudel, Kang Ibing, Sup Yusup, Enny Haryono, Ardi HS, 
Soes DA, Kumala Dewi.
Ateng Kaya Mendadak lAteng's Weighed Down by his Wealth]. 1975. 94 
min. C. Prod: Safari Sinar Sakti Film (Bucuk Suharto). Dir: Pitrajaya 
Burnama. Sc: Pitrajaya Burnama, Kwartet Jaya. Story: Eddy Sud. Ph: FES 
Tarigan. Art: Imam Tantowi. Ed: Janis Badar. Mus: Gatot Sudarto. Sd: 
Suparman Sidik. Starring: Eddy Sud, Ateng, Iskak, Adi Bing Slamet, Vivi 
Sumanti, Ernie Djohan.
Ateng Minta Kawin [Ateng Wants to Marry], 1974. I l l  min. C. Prod: Safari 
Sinar Sakti Film (Bucuk Suharto). Dir: Nya Abbas Akup. Sc: Nya Abbas 
Akup. Story: Kwartet Jaya, Nya Abbas Akup. Ph: FES Tarigan. Art: Imam 
Tantowi. Ed: Janis Badar. Sd: Suparman Sidik. Starring: Ateng, Iskak, Eddy 
Sud, Titiek Puspa, Vivi Sumanti, Enny Kusrini.
Ateng Pendekar Aneh [Ateng the Strange Master Swordsman]. 1977. 90 
min. C. Prod: Rapi Film (Sabirin Kasdani). Dir: Hasmanan. Sc: Imam 
Tantowi. Story: Imam Tantowi. Ph: Leo Fioole. Art: Herman Suhirman. 
Ed: E Mukhsin Hamzah. Mus: Gatot Sudarto. Sd: Ibnu Hassan. Starring:
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Ateng, Iskak, S Bagio, Sup Yusup, S Diran, Darto Helm, Sol Soleh, Yatti 
Surachman, Hadidjah.
Ateng Raja Penyamun {Ateng King o f the Robbers] 1974. 129 min. C. Prod: 
Safari Sinar Sakti Film (Bucuk Suharto). Dir: Pitrajaya Burnama. Sc: 
Kwartet Jaya, Pitrajaya Burnama. Ph: FES Tarigan. Art: Imam Tantowi. Ed: 
Janis Badar. Mus: Gatot Sudarto. Sd: Suparman Sidik. Starring: Ateng, 
Iskak, Eddy Sud, Vivi Sumanti, Aedy Moward.
Ateng Sok Aksi {Ateng the Pretender]. 1977. C. Prod: Rapi Film (Gope T 
Samtani). Dir: Hasmanan. Sc: Ahmad Jamal. Story: Ahmad Jamal. Ph: Leo 
Fioole. Art: Herman Suhirman. Ed: E Mukhsin Hamzah. Mus: Gatot 
Sudarto. Sd: Ibnu Hassan. Starring: Ateng, Iskak, Lenny Marlina, Kusno 
Sudjarwadi, S Bagio, Johny Gudel, Kardjo AC-DC, Darto Helm, S Diran, 
Ade Ira wan, Sol Soleh, Sup Yusup, Bulbul Salim, FX Soes DA, Ruspentil, 
Rose Kusumadewi, Ita Mustafa.
Ateng Sok Tahu [Ateng Pretends He Knows]. 1976. 90 min. C. Prod: Rapi 
Film (Sabirin Kasdani). Dir: Hasmanan, Soendoro. Sc: Sofyan Sharna. 
Story: Tim Rapi Film. Ph: Sjamsuddin Jusuf. Art: Imam Tantowi. Ed: 
Cassim Abbas. Mus: Gatot Sudarto. Sd: Ibnu Hassan. Starring: Ateng, Iskak, 
Vivi Sumanti, Ernie Djohan, Kusno Sudjarwati, Darto Helm, S Diran, Sol 
Soleh, Ardi HS, S Bagio, Bulbul Salim.
L' Avventura {The Adventure]. 1960. 143 min. B/W. Prod: Cino del Duce, 
PCE, Lyre (Amato Pennasilico). Dir: Michelangelo Antonioni. Sc:
Michelangelo Antonioni, Elio Bartolini, Tonino Guerra. Ph: Aldo
Scavarda. Ed: Eraldo Da Roma. Mus: Giovanni Fusco. Art: Piero Poletto. 
Starring: Gabriele Ferzetti, Monica Vitti, Lea Massari, Dominique 
Blanchar, Renzo Ricci, Dorothy De Poliolo. Poet and reviewer Wing 
Kardjo saw some influence from Antonioni in Sani's Apa Yang Kaucari, 
Palupi? (1969).
The Battleship Potejnkin {Bronenosets Potemkin]. 1925. 75 min. B/W. 
Silent; sound version 65 min. Prod: Goskino. Scenario and direction: 
Sergei Eisenstein. Ph: Edouard Tisse, V Popov. Starring: A Antonov, 
Grigori Alexandrov, Vladimir Barsky, Levshin.
Bing Slamet Koboi Cengeng [Bing Slatnet Ciybaby Cowboy]. 1974. 105 min. 
C. Prod: Safari Sinar Sakti Film (Bucuk Suharto). Dir: Nya Abbas Akup. Sc: 
Nya Abbas Akup. Story: Nya Abbas Akup, Kwartet Jaya. Ph: FES Tarigan.
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Art: Imam Tantowi. Ed: Janis Badar. Mus: Tdris Sardi. Sd: Suparman Sidik. 
Starring: Bing Slamet, Eddy Sud, Tskak, Ateng, Vivi Sumanti, Mieke 
Widjaya, Bambang Siswanto, Benny Gaok, Ucok Harahap, Anwar AN, 
Robin Simanjuntak, Us Us. Special Prize, FFI 1975 for best comedy; GPBSI 
Cup for most successful film (box office); audience total in Jakarta 530, 013 
(Kristanto 119).
Bing Slamet Setan Jalanan lBing Slamet Street Gangster]. 1972. C. Prod: 
Safari Sinar Sakti Film (Bucuk Suharto). Dir: Hasmanan. Sc: Hasmanan. 
Story: Kwartet Jaya. Ph: Leo Fioole. Ed: Janis Badar. Mus: Bing Slamet. 
Starring: Bing Slamet, Eddy Sud, Iskak, Vivi Sumanti, Ateng, Benyamin S, 
Nenny Triana, Nasum AS, Mus Mualim, Titiek Puspa, Ellya Khadam, 
Koes Plus.
Biola [Violin]. 1957. B/W. Story attributed to Sani by M S Hutagalung, 
Tanggapan Dunia Asrul Sani, Gunung Agung, Jakarta, 1967: 134. Biola 
(1957) was produced by Jajasan Usaha Film Artis (JF Sitohang). Dir: S 
Waldy. Scenario: S Waldy. Story: Pramoedya Ananta Toer (Kristanto 49). 
This film was about the combinations of mankind, and their 
interconnections, and of the apparatus of artists and music. It contained 
thirteen songs (Siasat, JUFA dengan Biola, Kronik Kebudayaan column, 4 
Dec. 1957: 27). There may have been some similarity between Waldy's film 
and ideas in Sani's story for Terimalah Lagu (1952). Sani wrote a factual 
article with the title Biola: suatu lyris instrument, in a Siasat issue of 1948. 
There was another factual account of the violin, Biola, by Sutan Kalimuda 
in Zenith 15 April 1951: 275-79.
The Bicycle Thief aka Bicycle Thieves [Pencuri Sepeda]. Original title Ladri 
di Biciclette. 1948. 90 min. B/W. Prod: PDS. Dir: Vittorio De Sica. Se: Cesare 
Zavattini. Ph: Carlo Montuori. Ed: Eraldo Da Roma. Mus: Alessandro 
Cicognini. Starring: Lamberto Maggiorani, Enzo Staiola, Lianella Carrell, 
Enzo Staiola, Elena Altieri, Vittorio Antonucci, Gino Saltamerenda. 
Mentioned by Sani in "Medium Yang Disia-siakan."
Blow-Up. 1966. 110 min. C. Prod: MCM/Carlo Ponti. Scenario and 
direction: Michelangelo Antonioni. Ph: Carlo di Palma. Mus: Herbert 
Hancock. Art: Assheton Gorton. Starring: David Hemmings, Sarah Miles, 
Vanessa Redgrave.
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Demi Cinta lFor the Sake of Love ]. 1974. 96 min. C. Prod: Panorama Film 
(Merry Gultom, Soegiman Djajaprawira). Dir: Matnoor Tindaon. Ass. dir: 
M T Risyaf. Sc: Narto Erawan Dalimarta. Story: Tim Panorama Film. Ph: 
HM Taba. Art: Binarno Faturachman. Ed: Cassim Abbas. Mus: Idris Sardi. 
Starring: Sophan Sophiaan. Widyawati, Mieke Wijaya, Fadly, Aedy 
Moward, Uci Indrajaya, Dina Mariana, Mansjur Sjah.
Delapan Setengah 18 1/2]. 1963. Dir: Federico Fellini. See Eight and a Half. 
Seen by Sani at the 1963 Moscow Film Festival. See essay by Sani, "Film 
'Delapan'".
II Deserto Rosso IThe Red Desert]. 1964. 116 min. C. Prod: Federiz, 
Duemila/Francoriz (Antonio Cervi). Dir: Michelangelo Antonioni. Sc: 
Michelangelo Antonioni, Tonino Guerra. Ph: Carlo di Palma. Ed: Eraldo 
Da Roma. Mus: Giovanni Fusco. Art: Piero Poletto. Starring: Monica Vitti, 
Richard Harris, Carlo Chionetti, Xenia Valderi, Rita Renoir, Aldo Grotti.
L'Eclisse [The Eclipse]. 1962. 125 min. B/W. Prod: Interopa/Cineriz/Paris 
(Robert Hakim, Raymond Hakim). Dir: Michelangelo Antonioni. Sc: 
Michelangelo Antonioni, Tonino Guerra, Elio Bartolini, Ottiero Otteri. Ph: 
Gianni de Venanzo. Ed: Eraldo Da Roma. Mus: Giovanni Da Fusco. Art: 
Pieto Poletto. Starring: Monica Vitti, Alain Delon, Lilia Brignone, 
Francisco Rabal, Louis Segnier, Rossana Rory.
Eight and a Half aka 8 1/2 [Delapan Setengah]. Originally, Otto e Mezzo. 
1963. 138 min. B/W. Prod: Cineriz (Angelo Rizzoli). Direction: Federico 
Fellini. Scenario: Federico Fellini, Ennio Flaiano, Tullio Pinelli, Brunello 
Rondi. Ph: Gianni di Venanzo. Mus: Nino Rota. Art: Piero Gherardi. 
Starring: Marcello Mastroianni, Claudia Cardinale, Anouk Aimee, Sandra 
Milo, Rosella Falk, Barbara Steele, Madeleine Lebeau. See Sani's essay, 
"Film Delapan Setengah dan Festival Film Moskou III".
Fatahillah IThe Opening]. 1998. C. Prod. Bangun Citra Nusantara. Dir. 
Chaerul Umam, Imam Tantowi. Scenario: Misbach Jusa Biran. Fatahillah 
mentioned among "Indonesia: Recent and Forthcoming Films" in Variety 
International Film Guide 1997: 175. Sani wrote a story and script titled 
Fatahillah, which had not yet been produced (Rosidi, Asrul Sani 70 Tahun 
310). Al-Fatihah is the first sura or chapter in the Qur'an, and its contents 
are recited several times during the day in the course of observing the 
ritual prayers. The film concerns Muslim resistance to the Portuguese in
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Indonesia. A few minutes of this recently released film were broadcast by 
an Australian television station, SBS, 20 March 1998, a rebroadcast of the 
Indonesian state television news program Siaran Berita of the day before.
La Grande Illusion /Grand Illusion]. 1937. 117 min. b/w. Prod: Realisations 
d'Art Cinématographique (Frank Rollmer, Albert Pinkovitch). Dir: Jean 
Renoir. Sc: Jean Renoir, Charles Spaak. Ph: Christian Matras. Mus: Joseph 
Kosma. Mus/lyrics: Vincent Telly, Albert Valsien. Art: Eugene Lourie. Ed: 
Marguerite Renoir, Marthe Huguet. Starring: Pierre Fresnay, Erich von 
Stroheim, Jean Gabin, Julien Carette, Marcel Dalio, Gaston Modot, Jean 
Daste, Dita Parlo.
Jides et ]im {Jules and Jim], 1962. 105 min. B/W. Prod: du Carosse/SEDIF 
(Marcel Berbert). Dir: Francois Truffaut. Sc: Francois Truffaut, Jean Gruaul. 
Story: novel by Henri-Pierre Roche. Ph: Raoul Coutard. Mus: Georges 
Delerue. Starring: Oskar Werner, Jeanne Moreau, Henri Serre.
Kejamnya Jbu Tiri Tak Sekejam Ibu Kota [Stepmother's Not as Harsh as 
the Capital City]. 1981. 96 min. C. Prod: Sukma Putra Film. Dir: Azwar AN. 
Sc: Imam Tantowi. Story: Ateng, Iskak. Ph: Hadi Artomo. Art: Boy Rivai. 
Ed: Ch Darmawan. Starring: Ateng, Iskak, Suroto, Doris Callebaute, 
Sumiati, Yustine Rais, Alicia Djohar, Ruspentil, Djauhari Effendi, Nanang 
Durachman, Jaja Mihardja.
Krisis ¡Crisis]. 1951. Prod: Perfini (Usmar Ismail). B/W. Dir: Usmar Ismail. 
Sc: Sidang Pengarang Perfini. Ph: Max Tera. Art: Srijani, Chalid Arifin. Ed: 
Soemardjono. Mus: GRW Sinsu. Sd: HR Bramsch. Starring: Rd Sukarno 
(Rendra Karno), Tina Melinda, Udjang, Sulastri, Aedy Moward, 
Nurnaningsih, Wahid Chan, Risa Umami, Ismail Saleh, Reddin, Gito.
Kuntilanak [The Deformed and Malicious Witch]. 1961. B/W. Prod: Rita & 
Rini Film. Dir: Kurnaen Suhardiman. Sc: Kurnaen Suhardiman. Starring: 
Tien Rostini, Eddy Sud, S Bagio, Iskak, Ateng, Atmonadi.
A Man and a Woman [Originally Un Homme et Une Femme]. 1966. 102 
min. C. Prod: Les Films 13. Dir: Claude Lelouch. Scenario: Claude Lelouch, 
Pierre Uytterhoeven. Ph: Jean Columb, Patrice Pouget. Mus: Francis Lai. 
Starring: Anouk Aimee, Jean-Louis Trintignant. Kardjo found some 
resemblance between Apa Yang Kaucari, Palupi? (1969) and this film by 
Lelouch. See review by Wing Kardjo in Works Cited.
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Masa Topan dan Badai [The Season o f Typhoons and Storms]. 1963. B/W. 
Story attributed to Sani by M S Hutagalung, Tanggapan Dunia Asrul Sani, 
Gunung Agung, Jakarta, 1967: 134. Scenarist not accredited (Kristanto 67). 
Film Masa Topan dan Badai (1963) was coproduced by Perfini and Bank 
Negara Indonesia (Usmar Ismail). Dir: Djadug Djajakusuma. Mus: Asbon 
(Gumarang). Starring: Wahab Abdi, Sri Redjeki, Sari Narulita, Keiko 
Takeuchi, Usbanda, Mansjur Syah, Rendra Karno, Ariati, Bambang 
Irawan, Nick Djajaningrat (aka Nico Pelamonia) (Kristanto 67; Said, 
Shadows 64).
The Message [Al-Risalah aka Mohammad Messenger o f  God, or The 
Messenger]. 1976. 182 min. C. Lebanon. Prod: Filmco International 
(Moustapha Akkad). Dir: Moustapha Akkad. Sc: H A L Craig (with Arab 
advice). Ph: Jack Hildyard. Mus: Maurice Jarre. Pd (production designer): 
Tambi Larsen, Maurice Fowler. Starring: Anthony Quinn, Irene Papas, 
Michael Ansara, Johnny Sekka, Michael Forest, Damien Thomas. 
Reviewed briefly: more kindly in Time Out Film Guide, 5th edition, ed. 
John Pym, Penguin 1997: 19; with less awareness of Islam in Halliwell's 
Film and Video Guide 1997 Edition, ed John Walker, HarperCollins, 1997: 
505. Both reviews stress the influence of the film epics of Cecil B de Mille.
Mother llbu]. Original title Mat. 1926. 90 min. B/W. Silent. Prod: 
Mezhrabpom-Rus. Dir: V I Pudovkin. Sc: N Zarkhi, V I Pudovkin. Story: 
novel by Maxim Gorky. Ph: A Golovnia. Starring: Vera Baranovskaya, 
Nikolai Batalov. Sani referred to this film in "Medium Yang Disia- 
siakan".
La Notte IThe Night]. 1960. B/W. Prod: Emanuele Cassuto. Dir: 
Michelangelo Antonioni. Scenario: Michelangelo Antonioni, Ennio
Flaiano, Tonino Guerra. Ph: Gianni Di Venanzo. Ed: Eraldo Da Roma. 
Mus: Giorgio Gaslini. Art: Piero Zuffi. Starring: Marcello Mastroianni, 
Jeanne Moreau, Monica Vitti, Bernhard Wicki, Maria Pia Luzi, Rosy 
Mazzacurati.
Nyi Ronggeng. 1969. 131 min. C. Prod: Dewan Produksi Film Nasional 
(DPFN). Dir: Alam Surawidjaja. Sc: Alam Surawidjaja, Sjuman Djaja, 
Wahyu Sihombing. Story: Karnaen Suhardiman. Ph: Sjamsuddin Jusuf. 
Art: Sujadi. Ed: Janis Badar. Mus: Binsar Sitompul. Sd: Mudjiono. Starring: 
Chitra Dewi, Dicky Zulkarnaen, Sandy Suwardi Hassan, A Hadi, Hadisjam 
Tahax, Hassan Sanusi, Mansjur Sjah, A Hamid Arief, Syamsuddin Syafei,
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S Parya, Jeffry Sani, Tatty Saleh, Sri Harto, Husin Lubis, Bissu, Dasri Yacob, 
Pong Hardjatmo.
Pedjuang IThe Freedom Fighter]. 1960. 152 min. B/W. Prod: Perfini (Usmar 
Ismail). Story, scenario and direction: Usmar Ismail. Ph: Max Tera. Art: 
Ardi Ahmad. Ed: Soemardjono. Mus: GRW Sinsu, Sjaiful Bachri. Sd: E 
Sambas. Starring: Bambang Hermanto, Chitra Dewi, Rendra Karno, 
Bambang Irawan, Farida Arriany, Ismed M Noor, Lies Noor, Wolly 
Sutinah, Ariati, Hamidy T Djamil, Soendjoto Adibroto, Pitrajaya 
Burnama, Mansjur Sjah.
Pencopet lPickpocket]. 1973. 95 min. C. Prod: Taty & Sons (Andy Azhar). 
Scenario and direction: Matnoor Tindaon. Ass dir: M T Risyaf. Story: 
Hadisjam Tahax. Ph: Leo Fioole. Art: Radjul Kahfi. Ed: Suyono PD. Mus: A 
Riyanto. Starring: Sophan Sophiaan, Widyawati, Aedy Moward, Itjang, 
Aminah Banowati, Bulan Surawidjaja, Bambang Irawan.
Perawan Desa: Balada Sumirah IThe Village Virgin: the Ballad o f
Sumirah]. (1978). C. Prod: Safari Sinar Sakti (Bucuk Suharto). Dir: Frank 
Rorimpandey. Sc: Putu Wijaya. Story: Kamajaya. Ph: Harry Susanto. Art: 
El Badrun. Ed: Cassim Abbas. Mus: Paul August Lie. Sd: Ibnu Hassan. 
Starring: Yatti Surachman, Rae Sita, Maruli Sitompul, Soeroto, Mien 
Brodjo, Eva Rosdiana Dewi, Charlie Sahetapy, Hendra Cipta, El Manik, 
Mogi Darusman, Ramli Ivar, Dadi Djaja, Moortri Purnomo, Suroto, 
Henny Elvandari, Neneng Salmiah.
The Petrified Forest. 1936. 83 min. B/W (later colourised). Prod: Warner 
(Henry Blanke). Dir: Archie Mayo. Story: play by Robert E Sherwood. Sc: 
Charles Kenyon, Delmer Daves. Ph: Sol Polito. Mus: Leo F Forbstein. 
Starring: Leslie Howard, Bette Davis, Humphrey Bogart, Genevieve Tobin, 
Dick Foran, Joe Sawyer, Porter Hall, Charley Grapewin.
Potemkin. See The Battleship Potemkin. Sani referred to this film in 
"Medium Yang Disia-siakan".
Les Quatre Cents Coups IThe Four Hundred Blows]. 1959. 94 min. B/W. 
Prod: du Carosse/SEDIF (Georges Chariot). Scenario and direction: 
Francois Truffaut. Story: said to be autobiographical. Ph: Henri Decae. Mus: 
Jean Constantin. Art: Bernard Evein. Ed: Marie-Joseph Yoyotte. Starring: 
Jean-Pierre Leaud, Claire Maurier, Albert Maurier.
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Ramadhan & Ramona. 1992. 87 min. C. Possibly at one stage a working 
title for Kejarlah Daku Kau Kutangkap (1985), written by Sani. See entry in 
International Film Prizes Encyclopaedia 1991: 246 which might suggest 
this. However, Jodoh [Marriage Partner] was the original title for 
Ramadhan & Ramona (Ajidarma 222). See also Kejarlah  entry in 1. Film 
Work of Asrul Sani. Ramadhan & Ramona (1992) was directed by Chaerul 
Umam from a story and script by Putu Wijaya (Kristanto 397); it won Best 
Film, Best Director, Best Scenario at the Indonesian Film Festival 1992. It is 
said there are strong resemblances between some scenes in Kejarlah Daku 
Kau Kutangkap (1985) and its sequel Keluarga Markum (1986), both 
written by Sani and both directed by Chaerul Umam (Ajidarma 222). The 
film was described as a comedy depicting a love story, and made by a 
director noted for his skill in including satire in his previous works 
(International Film Guide 1994:198).
Roro Mendut. 1982. 109 min. C. Prod: Gramedia Film, Sanggar Film, Elang 
Perkasa Film (J Adisubrata, Tirto Yuwono, Hatoek Soebroto). Dir: Ami 
Priyono. Sc: Tim Gramedia Film. Story: YB Mangunwijaya. Ph: Adrian 
Susanto. Art: A Abidin. Ed: SK Syamsuri. Mus: Franki Raden. Sd: Zakaria 
Rasyid. Starring: Meriam Beilina, Mathias Muchus, WD Mochtar, Sunarti 
Rendra, Sofia WD, Clara Sinta, Pedro Sudjono, Abdi Wiyono, Kies Slamet, 
Mirna Coleman, Gito, Gati, Marwoto, Waluyo, Kadariyah, Bagong 
Kussudiardjo.
Serangan Fajar /Dawn Attack]. 1981. 120 min. C. Prod: Pusat Produksi Film 
(G Dwipayana). Story, scenario and direction: Arifin C Noer. Ph: M Soleh 
Ruslani. Art: Fred Wetik, Farraz Effendy, Nahaly. Ed: Supandi. Mus: 
Embie C Noer. Sd: Suparman Sidik. Starring: Dani Marsuni, Antonius 
Yacobus, Rani Satiti, Susanto Antonius, Amoroso Katamsi, Suwastinah, 
Jajang C Noer, Faqih Syahrir, Nunuk Chaerul Umam, Suparmi, Bagong 
Kussudiardjo, Charlie Sahetapy, Abduh Mursid. Exhibition resumed after 
being shortened to 120 minutes by the producer (Kristanto 235). Analysed 
by Sen in Indonesian Cinema, 97-101.
The Seventh Seal IDet Sjunde inseglet]. 1957. 95 min. B/W. Prod: Svensk 
Filmindustri (Allan Ekelund). Scenario and direction: Ingmar Bergman. 
Ph: Gunnar Fischer. Mus: Erik Nordgren. Starring: Max von Sydow, 
Bengkt Ekorot, Gunnar Bjornstrand, Nils Poppe, Bibi Andersson, Gunnel 
Lindblom.
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Si Boneka Kayu, Pinokio [Pinocchio, the Wooden Mannikin]. 1979. 114 
min. C. Prod: Rapi Film (Sabirin Kasdani). Dir: Willy Wilianto. Sc: Imam 
Tantowi. Ph: Asmawi. Art: El Badrun. Ed: E Mukhsin Hamzah. Mus: Gatot 
Sudarto. Sd: Ibnu Hassan. Starring: Ateng, Iskak, Sup Yusuf, Jack John, Lisa 
Tanzil, Dina Mariana, Soes DA.
Si Doel Anak Modern lSi Doel the Modern Person]. 1976. 107 min. C. Prod: 
Matari Artis Film (Sjuman Djaja). Story, scenario and direction: Sjuman 
Djaja. Ph: FES Tarigan. Art: Djufri Tanissan. Ed: Janis Badar. Mus: Achmad 
Albar. Sd: Kemal Redha. Starring: Christine Hakim, Benyamin S, Tuty 
Kirana, S Bono, Achmad Albar, Farouk Afero, Wahab Abdi, Rd Mochtar, 
Maruli Sitompul, Yatie Octavia, Nico Pelamonia, Urip Arphan.
Si Mamad. 1973. C. Title changes: Matinya Seorang Pegawai Negeri [The 
Death of a Civil Servant], llalang [Disturbed Sediment], Retiungkanlah si 
Mamad /Brood Deeply, si Matnadl 110 min. Prod: Matari Film (Sjuman 
Djaja, Handojo). Dir: Sjuman Djaja. Scenario: Sjuman Djaja. Story: Anton 
Chekov, Sjuman Djaja. Ph: Syamsuddin Jusuf. Art: Djufri Tanissan. Ed: 
Janis Badar. Mus: Idris Sardi. Sd: Kemal Redha. Starring: Purnomo (Mang 
Udel), Rina Hassim, Aedy Moward, Ernie Djohan, Rachmat Hidayat, 
Sandy Suwardi Hassan, Alam Surawidjaja, The Kids.
Tamu Agung IThe Exalted Guest]. 1955. B/W. Prod: Perfini. Dir: Usmar 
Ismail. Sc: Surjosumanto. Story: Nikolai Gogol. Ph: Max Tera. Art; Hibnu 
Djajengwinoto, Ardi Ahmad. Ed: Soemardjono. Mus: Sjaiful Bachri. 
Starring: M Pandji Anom, Tina Melinda, Hassan Sanusi, Sulastri, Cassim 
Abbas, Udjang, Kuntjung, Chitra Dewi, Nina Amora. Best Comedy at Film 
Festival of Asia 1956, Hong Kong.
The Ten Commandments. 1956. 219 min. C. Prod: Paramount (Henry 
Wilcoxson). Dir: Cecil B de Mille. Sc: Aeneas Mackenzie, Jessie L Lasky Jnr, 
Jack Gariss, Frederic M Frank. Ph: Loyal Griggs. Mus: Elmer Bernstein. Art: 
Hal Pereira, Walter H Tyler, Albert Nozaki. Ed: Anne Bauchens. Remake 
by Cecil B de Mille of (better and shorter) film of same name in 1923 
(Halliwell's Film and Video Guide 1997 Edition: 737).
Terminal Cinta [The End of Love]. 1977. 101 min. C. Dir: Abrar Siregar. Ass 
dir: M T Risyaf. Prod: Nusantara Film (Harris Lasmana). Dir: Abrar Siregar. 
Ass. dir: MT Risyaf.
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Tirez sur le Pianiste ¡Shoot the Pianistj. 1960. B/W. Prod: de la Pleiade 
(Pierre Braunberger). Dir: Francois Truffaut. Sc: Marcel Moussy, Francois 
Truffaut. Story: novel Down There by David Goodis. Ph: Raoul Coutard. 
Mus: Jean Constantin, Georges Delerue. Starring: Charles Aznavour, 
Nicole Berger, Marie Dubois, Michele Mercier, Albert Remy.
The Virgin Spring [Jungfrukallan]. 1959. 87 min. B/W. Prod: Svensk 
Filmindustri (Allan Ekelund). Dir: Ingmar Bergman. Scenario: Ulla 
Isaakson. Ph: Sveb Nykvist. Mus: Erik Nordgren. Starring: Max von 
Sydow, Brigitta Valberg, Gunnel Lindblom, Brigitta Pettersson. Sani in 
1971 chaired a symposium on the films of Ingmar Bergman: see J Siahaan, 
"Film Ingmar Bergman".
Wild Strawberries [Smultronstalltet] 1957. 93 min. B/W. Prod: Svensk 
Filmindustri. (Allan Ekelund). Scenario and direction: Ingmar Bergman. 
Ph: Gunnar Fischer. Mus: Erik Nordgren. Starring: Victor Sjostrom, Ingrid 
Thulin, Gunnar Bjornstrand, Bibi Andersson, Naima Wifstrand, Julian 
Kindahl.
Winter Light INattvardsgasterna] aka The Communicants. 1962. 80 min. 
B/W. Prod: Svensk Filmindustri (Allan Ekelund). Scenario and direction: 
Ingmar Bergman. Ph: Sven Nykvist. Mus: none. Starring: Max von Sydow, 
Ingrid Thulin, Gunnar Bjornstrand, Gunnel Lindblom.
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WORKS OF SANI
Poetry
Anak laut. Siasat. 53 (2) 7 Mar. 1948. Genia Tanah Air 11 ed. H B Jassin. 
1982. 101.
Buangan. 10 Nov. 1948 at Bogor. Mimbar Indonesia, 7 (3) 18 Mar. 1949. 
Mantera 1975. 37-38.
Cerita manusia. 1944 at Jakarta. Poedjangga Baroe 10-11 (9) Apr.-May 1948: 
37-38.
Dongeng penidurkan untuk anaknya Zus dan Pandu = Dongeng buat Bayi 
Zus-Pandu. Siasat 119 (3) 1949: 10. Mantera 1975. 7-8.
Elang laut. 4 May 1948 at Jakarta. Siasat 65 (2) 30 May 1948. Tiga M enguak 
Takdir No. 4: 50-51 acc. Damais. Gema Tanah Air 11 ed H B Jassin 1982. 
103-104.
Elegi. Mimbar Indonesia. 21 (3) 1949: 18.
Elegi Jakarta. I 10 Jan. 1949; II n.d.; Ill Untuk Seorang Sahabat 13 Feb. 1949 at 
Bogor. Budaja Djaja 109 (10) 1977: 380-83.
Fragment dari pembebasan orang laut. Indonesia 2 (1) 1949: 68-69.
Kau begitu sawo mateng, cintaku! Nov 1949. Mimbar Indonesia 1 (4) 1950. 
Mantera 1975. 33-34.
Kekasih Prajurit. Perhaps 1942. Pemandangan  daily newspaper, Jakarta. 
Source Asrul Sani 70 Tahun eds. Ajip Rosidi et al 1997. xiii.
Kekasih yang kelu = Elegi Jakarta III—Untuk seorang Sahabat Feb 13 1949. 
Indonesia 7 (1) 1949: 396-97. Tiga Mengnak Takdir 1958.
Kenanglah bapa, kenanglah bapa. 18 Nov 1948. Mimbar Indonesia 7 (3) 
1949. Mantera 1975: 17-18.
Lagu daripada pasukan terakhir = Elegi Jakarta II 1949. Indonesia  2 (9) 1949: 
67-68. Tiga Menguak Takdir 1958.
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Mainan dengan suasana. Siasat. 198-199 (5) 1951: 27. Mantera 1975. 46.
Malam lampau-Pelaut di Darat. Siasat 51 (2) May 1948 : 7. Mantera 1975. 32.
Mantera. Mimbar Indonesia 1 (4) 1950: 19. Antologi Apresiasi
Kesusasteraan eds. Jakob Sumardjo & K M Saini 1986. 66-67.
On test. Gema Tanah Air 1948. Mantera 1975. 12-13.
Orang dalam perahu. Siasat, 52 (2) 29 Feb. 1948: 9. Gema Tanah Air II ed. H 
B Jassin 1982. 105.
Orang dari gunung. Zenith 1 (1) 15 Jan. 1951:18-19. Mantera 1975. 47-48.
Pengakuan. 22 Feb. 1949 at Bogor. Indonesia  7 (1) August 1949: 395-396. 
Mantera 1975. 23-24.
Pengungsi. Feb. 1949. Mimbar Indonesia 21.3,1949: 18. Mantera 1975. 39.
Perhitungan habis tahun. 1949 at Bogor. Indonesia  21 (3) 1949: 69-70. 
Mantera 1975. 21-22.
Potret sendiri akhir tahun '50. Siasat 198-199 (5) 1951: 27. Mantera 1975. 44- 
45.
Sebagai kenangan kepada Amir Hamzah, penyair yang terbunuh. 1948. 
Mimbar Indonesia 21 (3) 1949: 18. = Sebagai kenangan kepada Amir 
Hamzah. Budaya 8 (3) 1954: 13. Mantera 1975. 19-20.
Surat dari Ibu. Tiga Menguak Takdir No. 6: 54 acc. Damais. Gema Tanah 
Air 11 ed. H B Jassin 1982. 102. Mantera 1975.16.
Untuk N. 2 Nov. 1948. Mantera 1975. 35-36.
Variasi atas suatu tanggapan sesaat. Apr. 1949. Mimbar Indonesia 21 (3) 
1949: 18. M antera 1975. 40-41.
Wajah. 5 Jan. 1948 Gema Suasana 1 (1) 1948. Mantera 1975. 31.
Chief sources used: A Bibliography o f Indonesian Literature in Journals by 
E U Kratz (1988); M S Hutagalung, H B Jassin, A Teeuw, L Damais, Siasat, 
Mantera.
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Anthologies etc. that include Sani's poetry
Sani's poetry has been translated into English, Dutch, German and 
Japanese, according to Satyagraha Hoerip in Sejumlah Masalah Sastra, 
Sinar Harapan, Jakarta, 1982, p. 276. Linus Suryadi mentions translation 
into English, Dutch, German and Japanese in Tonggak ... p. 393.
Awan Lumpur. Dutch transl. source Asrul Sani 70 Tahun eds. Ajip Rosidi 
et al. Jakarta: Pustaka Jaya, 1997. 312.
Cent Deux Poemes Indonesie (Seratus Dua Sadjak Indonesia) 1925-1950. 
ed. transl Louis Damais. Paris: Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1965.
The Flaming Earth: Poems from Indonesia, ed. Ahmed Ali, March 1949, 
Karachi. English transl. source Siasat 3 Apr. 1949: 6.
Gaja Bahasa. Karim Halim. Jakarta: Pustaka Dewata. c. 1951. 97-113.
Getna Tatiah Air. ed. H B Jassin. Jakarta: Balai Pustaka, 1948,1954.
Gema Tanah Air: prosa dan puisi 2. ed. H B Jassin. Jakarta: Balai Pustaka, 
1982.
Kesusasteraan Indonesia 1. 15th printing. B. Simorangkir-Simandjuntak. 
Jakarta: Pembangunan, 1963.
Mantera. coll. Asrul Sani. Jakarta: Budaya Jaya. 1975.
Tanggapan Dunia Asrul Sani: tinjauan atas sadjak-sadjak dan tjerita 
pendek. M S Hutagalung. Jakarta: Gunung Agung, 1967.
Tiga Menguak Takdir. coll. Chairil Anwar, Asrul Sani and Rivai Apin. 
Jakarta: Balai Pustaka, 1950.
Tonggak: Antologi Puisi Modern 1. ed. Linus Suryadi. Jakarta: Gramedia, 
1982.
Songs
Sani has written songs for his films. See scripts and view films.
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Translations of Western poetry
"Gerbang [Threshold]."Lucebert. Siasat 19 Dec. 1956: 28.
"Lagu tjinta dari J Alfred Prufrock [The Love Song of J Alfred Prufrock]." T 
S Eliot. Poedjangga Baru 1-2 (II) 1949: 21-25.
"Lupa Diri [Forgetting Oneself]." Li Tai Po. Gema Suasana I (1) Jan. 1948.
"Manusia Kosong [The Hollow Men]." T S Eliot. Poedjangga Baru 5 1948: 
2-4.
Puisi Dunia II. transl of Frantisek Hallas, excerpts from Starenzy by 
Ludavio Kundera, "Kenyataan-kenyataan" by Karel Klavacek, "Kantilan" 
from Den dam  by Taslim Ali. Jakarta: Balai Pustaka, 1960. 50-54.
Tanah-Rendah dan Awan. transl. "Penyebaran" from De Overtocht by 
Marsman, "La Voyageuse" by Slauerhof, "Khianat" from Verraad by Ed 
Hoornik. Menara 4 special issue.
This is incomplete. Sources are M S Hutagalung, Asrul Sani 70 Tahun, 
Konfrontasi, Siasat and other literary magazines and journals.
Short stories
"Beri aku rumah!" Mirnbar Indonesia 46 (2) Nov. 1948 : 21-22.
"Bola lampu." Siasat 45 (2) 1948: 8.
"Dari suatu masa, dari suatu tempat." Kisah 7-8 (4) 1956: 3, 4, 6.
"Jembatan Tanah Abang." Gelanggang 3 (1) 1967: 49-55.
"Kereta malam Yogya-Jakarta." Gelanggang 3 (1)1967: 55-65.
"Museum." Konfrontasi 13 (56) 1956: 15-27 = Museum, Kisah 1(5) Jul. 1957: 
3, 5-7, 41. Cerita Pendek Indonesia I ed. S Hoerip, Jakarta: DPK, 1979. 210+.
"Oktober 1945 (Dua Nukilan)." Gelanggang 3 (1) 1967: 49-65. =Jembatan 
Tanah Abang and  Kereta malam Yogya-Jakarta.
"Orang laki-bini." Siasat 45 (2) 1948: 8-9.
"Panen." Konfrontasi 10 1956: 2-15.
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"Perumahan untuk Fadjria Novari." 215 (5) 1951:10-11
"Sahabat saya Cordiaz." Siasat 66 (2 ) 1948: 10.
"Salah seorang dari orang banyak.' Siasat 50 (2) 1948: 8.
"Si penyair belum pulang." Siasat Part I 30 May 1954: 22-24. Part II 6 June 
1954: 24-25, 27.
Anthologies that include Sani's short stories
Cerita Pendek Indonesia 1. ed. Satyagraha Hoerip. Jakarta: Pusat Pembinaan 
dan Pengembangan Bahasa, Departemen Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, 
1979.
Cerita Pendek Indonesia Mutakhir. ed. Korrie Layun Rampan. Yogyakarta: 
CV Nur Cayaya, 1982. 229-235. synopses and criticism with an estimation of 
Sani's optimism or pessimism in stories within "Dari Suatu Masa Dari 
Suatu Tempat."
Dari suatu masa, dari suatu tempat: kumpulan tjerita pendek. coll. Asrul 
Sani. Jakarta: Pustaka Jaya, 1972.
Gaya Bahasa. ed. Karim Halim. Jakarta: Pustaka Dewata, c. 1951. 97-113.
Kemampuan Mengapresiasi Cerita Rekaan Siswa Kelas III SMA Jakarta. 
Jakarta: Pimpinan Pembinaan dan Pengembangan Bahasa, Departemen 
Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, 1981. 120+; tables 74-75. "Bola Lampu" text 
for truth and family life.
Tanggapan Dunia Asrul Sani: tinjauan atas sajak-sajak dan cerita pendek. 
M S Hutagalung. Jakarta: Gunung Agung, 1967. Ch. IV: 74-112.
Translations of novels
Catatan dari Bawah Tanah [Notes from the Underground]. Feodor 
Dostoyevski. Jakarta: Pustaka Jaya, 1979.
Keindahan dan Kepilauan [Beauty and SadnessJ. Kawabata Yasunari. 
Jakarta: Pustaka Jaya, 1980.
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Kuil Kencana ¡The Golden Pavilion]. Yukio Mishima. Jakarta: Pustaka 
Jaya.
Lautan Membisu IThe Silence o f the Sea]. Vercors [Jean Bruller] Jakarta: 
Balai Pustaka.
Pangeran Muda[The Little Prince]. Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, co-transl Siti 
Nuraini, 1952. Excerpt "Terbang di atas Gurun Sahara." Zenith 15 July 
1951: 443-47.
Puteri Pulau ¡Daughter o f the Island]. Maria Dermount. Jakarta: Pustaka 
Jaya.
Rumah Perawan ¡House o f Sleeping Beauties]. Kawabata Yasunari. Jakarta: 
Pustaka Jaya, 1977.
Tangan Mencencang Bahu Memikul ICrime and Punishment]. Feodor 
Dostoyevski. Jakarta: Pustaka Jaya.
Villa des Roses, by Willem Elsschot [Alfons de Ridder]. Jakarta: Pustaka 
Jaya, 1977.
Stage plays written by Sani
See incomplete list in Asrul Sani 70 Tahun. eds Ajip Rosidi et al. Jakarta: 
Pustaka Jaya, 1997. 311. Various sources.
M ahkam ah  1988. Also filmed for television, source Misbach Yusa Biran in 
Asrul Sani 70 Tahun 1997. 126-27. Theatre programme and videotape of 
sinetron.
Stage plays adapted and directed by Sani
Burung Camar lThe Seagull] by Anton Chekov.
Montserrat by Emmanuel Robles.
Pintu Tertup [The Closed Gate] from Huis-Clos by Jean Paul Sartre.
Yertna by Federico Garcia Lorca.
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Television scripts for sinetron and serials
Sources are the list in Asrul Sani 70 Tahun eds Ajip Rosidi et al 1997: 31- 
311, and mentions or reviews in Tempo, Kompas, Vista and various 
broadcast media columns and magazines. The annual Sinetron Festival of 
Indonesia started in 1994. Examples of some of Sani's sinetron work are:
Mahkamah /High Court of Justice], videotape; printed text. Sc: Asrul Sani 
from his stage play of the same name. 1988.
Sengsara Membawa Nikmat lSuffering Brings Divine Gifts]. Prod: Sanggar 
Pelakon (Mutiara Sani). Story: novel by Titie Said. Sc: Asrul Sani. Tempo 
28 Sep. 1988.
Sitti Nurbaya. Story: novel by Marah Rusli (1922). Prod: Sanggar Pelakon 
(Mutiara Sani). Sc: Asrul Sani. Dir: Dedi Setiadi. videotape. Tempo 28 Sep. 
1991.
Tenggelam Kapal van der Wijk IThe Sinking of the "Wijk"]. Prod: Sanggar 
Pelakon (Mutiara Sani). Story: novel by Hamka. Sc: Asrul Sani. Tempo 28 
Sep. 1991.
See "Sejumlah Agenda Sinetron Lokal." Djaka Soehendra & Yulizar S 
Sofyan. Basis XLIII 12 Dec. 1994: 441-51, for an introduction to issues in 
sinetron.
Translations of foreign dramatists
Titles are given their usual English translation; otherwise, where either 
the playwright or a play is not commonly known, a literal translation is 
given. The Indonesian title may or may have been a literal translation. 
Most of these translations have not been published. Some, or excerpts, 
may have been published in journals. Unpublished plays were held at the 
Bank Naskah [Manuscript Bank] of the Dewan Kesenian Jakarta.
Sources are Asrul Sani 70 Tahun 1997: 306-308, Perkembangan Teater 
Modern dan Sastra Drama Indonesia 1992 by Jakob Sumardjo, Bentuk 
Lakon dalarn Sastra Indonesia 1971 by Sri Boen Oemarjati, Siasat and 
Tempo.
Adat Dunia IThe Way of the World]. William Congreve.
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Aku Sendiri II My self!. Jean Genet.
Balkon ¡The Balcony]. Jean Genet.
Bayang-bayang Seorang Tembak lThe Shadow o f a Gunman]. Sean 
O' Casey.
Buruh Tenun IThe Weavers]. Gerhard Hauptman.
Burung Camar IThe Seagull]. Anton Chekov.
Caligula. Albert Camus.
Camille. Alexandre Dumas.
Catatan Harian Seorang Bajingan [Diary o f a Scoundrel]. Alexander 
Ostrovski.
Cinta Bukan Permainan Hove is not a Game]. Alfred de Musset. 
Coriolanus. William Shakespeare.
Desiree. William Butler Yeats.
Dokter Gadungan IThe Fake Doctor]. Moliere. Jakarta: Pustaka Jaya.
Dona Rosita. Federico Garcia Lorca.
Don Juan. Moliere.
Dua Bayang-Bayang /perhaps The Pretenders]. Henrik Ibsen.
Enam Watak Mencari Pengarang [Six Characters in Search o f an Author]. 
Luigi Pirandello.
Fantasia. Alfred de Musset.
Galileo. Bertold Brecht.
Genderang Tengah Malam /Drums in the Night]. Bertold Brecht.
Hantu [Ghosts]. Henrik Ibsen.
Hantu IThe Ghost Sonata]. August Strindberg.
Hedda Gabler. Henrik Ibsen.
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Hukurnan Mati untuk Danton ¡Death Sentence for DantonJ. George 
Buchner.
Hutang Budi Dibayar Budi, Hutang Nyawa Dibayar Nyawa ¡Measure fo r  
Measure]. William Shakespeare.
Hutan Membatu ¡The Petrified Forest]. Robert E Sherwood.
lbu dan Anak ¡Mother and Child, perhaps Mrs Warren's Profession]. 
George Bernard Shaw.
Jnspektur Jenderal ¡The Inspector General]. Nikolai Gogol.
Isteri Tukang Sepatu ¡The Cobbler's Wife]. Federico Garcia Lorca.
Jika Mitnpi Jadi Kenyataan [If Dreams Become Real]. David Guerdon.
Judit ¡Judith]. Jean Giraudoux.
Julius Caesar. William Shakespeare.
Juno dan Buruttg Merak {Juno and the Peacock]. Sean O'Casey.
Kebun Ceri ¡The Cherry Orchard]. Anton Chekov.
Kekuasaan Gelap ¡The Power o f Darkness]. Leo Tolstoy.
Keluarga Bernarda Alba. ¡The Family o f Bernarda Alba]. Federico Garcia 
Lorca.
Kereta Pultnan Hiawatha ¡The Pulman Train o f Hiawatha]. Thornton 
Wilder.
Kisah Kelabu IA Winter's Tale]. William Shakespeare.
Kota Kami [Our Town]. Thornton Wilder.
Kuda Putih dari Rosmersholm ¡The White Horse from  Rosmersholm  or 
R osm ersholm ]. Henrik Ibsen.
Liliom [Carousel]. Ferenc Molnar.
Maharaja Jones ¡The Emperor Jones]. Eugene O'Neill.
Maria Magdalena [Mary Magdalene]. Friedrich Hebei.
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May at Tanpa Kubur IThe Unburied Corpse]. Jean Paul Sartre.
Menanti Surat dari Raja [Waiting for the King's Letter]. Rabindranath 
Tagore.
Mesin Hitung IThe Adding Machine]. Elmer Rice.
Montserrat. Emmanuel Robles.
Musuh Masyarakat [An Enemy o f the People]. Henrik Ibsen.
Orpheo [Orpheus Descending]. Tennessee Williams.
Peer Gynt. Henrik Ibsen.
Pelayan [The Servants]. Jean Genet.
Pembantaian di Katedral [Murder in the Cathedral]. T S Eliot.
Pengantar Surat [The Letter Bearer]. Rabindranath Tagore.
Pengikut iblis [The Devil's Disciple]. George Bernard Shaw.
Penjudi [The Gambler]. Nikolai Gogol.
Penyanyi Tenor [The Tenor]. Frank Wedekind.
Pernikahan Darah [Blood Wedding]. Federico Garcia Lorca. Siasat 8 Nov. 
1953: 15-18; 15 Nov. 1953: 15-17; 22 Nov. 1953: 16-17; 29 Nov. 1953: 16-18; 
13 Dec. 1953: 16-17.
Pesta Koktail [The Cocktail Party]. T S Eliot.
Pesta Pencuri [The Thieves' Party]. Jean Anouilh. Jakarta: Pustaka Jaya.
Pesta Ulang Tahun IThe Birthday Party]. Harold Pinter.
Phaedra. Jean Racine.
Pintu Tertutup [In Camera or No Exit = Huis-Clos]. Jean Paul Sartre. 
Jakarta: Pustaka Jaya.
Pro dan Anti Pendidikan [For and Against Education]. Moliere.
Puri di Swedia lA Castle in Sweden]. Francoise Sagan.
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Puteri Catelene ¡Countess Cathleenj. William Butler Yeats.
Ratna [Norah]. Henrik Ibsen.
Ratu yang Diperankan ¡The King's Role Was Performed]. William Butler 
Yeats.
Robohnya Seorang Raksasa lThe Collapse o f a Demon]. Henrik Ibsen.
La Ronde IThe Merry-Go-Round]. Arthur Schnitzler.
Rumah untuk Mani /A House for Mani]. Rabindranath Tagore. Jakarta: 
Pustaka Jaya.
Rumah untuk Orang Miskin [Widowers' Houses]. George Bernard Shaw.
R. U. R. Karel Capek.
Sang Atiak IThe Son]. Rabindranath Tagore. Jakarta: Pustaka Jaya.
Sang Ayah IThe Father]. August Strindberg.
Sebulati di Pedesaan [A Month in the Country]. Ivan Turgenev.
Secarik Kertas lA Scrap o f Paper]. Victor Sardon.
Segelas Air ¡A Glass o f Water]. Eugene Scribe.
Semuanya Anakku [All My Sons]. Arthur Miller.
Sonata Bulan Penuh ¡The Sonata o f the Full Moon]. August Strindberg.
Tanah Mandul (Tamil Gersang) /The Barren Earth]. Federico Garcia Lorca. 
Siasat 28 Nov. 1954: 24-26; 19 Dec. 1954: 25-27; 16 Jan. 1955: 24-25.
Tangan-tangan Kotor ¡Dirty Hands = Crime Passionel], Jean Paul Sartre.
Theresa Raquin. Emile Zola.
Tikungan Maut ¡Death is a Bend in the Road]. Tankred Dorst.
Tukang Kebun [The Gardener]. Rabindranath Tagore.
Yang Takut pada Virginia Woolf? ¡Who's Afraid o f Virginia Woolf?]. 
Edward Albee.
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Yerm a ITanah Gersang; The Barren Earth]. Federico Garcia Lorca, source 
Asrul Sani 70 Tahun 1997: 306. See Tanah Mandul.
Published stage and film scripts
/enderal Nagabonar lGeneral Nagabonar]. film scenario ill. b/w frames 
from film. Jakarta: Pustaka Karya Grafika Utama, 1988.
Mahkarnah Agung [High Court of justice]. Jakarta: Pustaka Karya Grafika 
Utama, 1988.
Essays, criticism and quoted comments 
Explanatory note
The following list includes many of Sani's works that are not referred to in 
the body of the thesis or the bibliography. Combined, they would still be an 
incomplete list.
Sani wrote for the "Gelanggang" cultural page within Siasat, and wrote for, 
or was quoted at length in print in Indonesian and Dutch and English 
language print media. He also edited several journals and cultural pages in 
newspapers. Search Abad Muslitnin, Aneka, Harian Angkatan Bersenjata, 
Atlantic Monthly, Berita Yudha, Budaya jaya, Film dan Berita Minggu, 
Gema Suasana later Gema, Citra Film, Cultured Nieuws Indonesie, Duta 
Masjarakat, Gatra, Horison, Indonesia, Intisari, Harian KAMI, Kencana, 
Kisah, Kompas, Konfrontasi, Mimbar Indonesia, Nusantara, Orientatie, 
Prisma, Purnama, Sinetna Indonesia, Sinar Harapan, Singgalang, Tempo, 
Varia, Vista, Zenith.
Criticism by Sani
" . . . una conversasion con la muerte; o gitar! hati yang terluka tertikam 
lima belati." [Fadjria Novari]. Siasat IV No. 189 29 Oct. 1950. 11.
"Angkatan '47 di Djerman." Siasat No. 326. 6 Sep. 1953: 14—15, 18.
"Aspek Ekonomi Film Indonesia Sebagai Produk dalam Negeri." Harian 
Angkatan Bersenjata 10 Mar. 1984. Surat-surat Kepercayaan 1997. 422-30.
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"Asrul Sani sebagai Penulis Skenario Film." interview by Marselli 
Sumarno. Kom pas 13 July 1997. 4.
"Bahan untuk Sebuah Satir." Tem po  20 Oct. 1990. Surat-surat Kepercayaan 
1997. 704-07.
"Biola -  Suatu Lyris Instrument." Siasat 7 March 1948. "Suatu Lyris 
Instrument" in Surat-surat Kepercayaan 1997. 474-478.
"Brief uit Djakarta." [Ida Anwar]. Cultured Nieuws Indonesie June 1951: 
171-175. Zenith  Jan. 1951.
"Bukan Pajangan." Tempo  29 Dec. 1991. Surat-surat Kepercayaan 1997. 
585-88.
"Catatan atas Kertas Merah Jambu." at Megamendung 20 Dec. 1949. 
Mitnbar Indonesia IV No. 3: 21 Jan. 1950. Surat-Surat Kepercayaan 1997: 
27-29 provides part of the essay. M S Hutagalung notes it was translated 
into Dutch. Tamggapati Dunia Asrul Sani: ... Jakarta: Gunung Agung, 1967. 
26.
"Chairil Anwar." Siasat 2 May 1954: 23.
"Dan Ampai Datang Lagi." Tempo  29 June 1991. Surat-surat Kepercayaan 
1997. 465-68.
"De maatschappelijke wortels van de Indonesische Literatuur." De 
Nieuwe Stem 23 Vol. 8, No. 7-8, 1953: 390-97.
"Dilema Seorang Budayawan Aristokrat." commentary by Abdul Mun'im 
DZ. Kompas  13 July 1997: 4.
"Dillettantisme dan retorika." [Pena]. Siasat IV No. 188 22 Oct. 1950: 11. 
source AS 70 Tahun 1997. 305.
"Diskusi Teater Indonesia 1997-Kekuasaan dan Masa Depan." speech for 
Graha Bhakti Budaya, Pusat Kesenian Jakarta TIM 9 Aug. 1997. 7 p.
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